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Abstract 

Supervisor development has been the object of considerable theoretical specuiation, 

but very Little empirical research. This study used a longitudinal, small n design to  assess, 

through quantitative and qualitative methods, the self-perceptual aspects of very early 

experience as a supervisor. Four supervisor trainees were followed over a one year period, 

including training in supervision and four months of their first experiences supervising. 

Three distinct approaches to training the new supervisors were represented: a practicum with 

a didactic and an experiential component; gradua1 transfer of supervision fiom the 

supervisor-of-supervision to the supervisor-trainee; and the provision of experience 

supervising without supervision-of-supervision. It was found that the new supervisors 

experienced considerable anxiety about the role initially, but very quickly developed 

confidence in their abilities and identification with the role. The type of training and 

supervision of supervision received may have had effects on how quickly and extensively 

these changes came about, as well as on supervisor satisfaction with the experience. Factors 

which appear to have dected the supervisors' experiences and self-perceptions are identified 

and recommendations for supemisor training and further research are included. 
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Becoming A Supervisor I 

Becoming a Supervisor 

An Intensive Study of the Early Development 

of C l i n i d  Supennsors 

"... 1 do feel like a supervisor, 1 just don't know how good a supervisor Pm being!" 

(Supervisor #1, at The 2) 

This study offers a h t  look at the developmental process incvred in 

moving fkom the role of dinician to that of clinical supervisor. The study has a 

longitudinal design, consisting of an intensive, multi-method investigation of 4 

single cases. 

Supervision of psychotherapy or counselling makes up a significant part of 

the professional responsibilities of many psychologists, psychiatrists, counsellors 

and social workers. It is one of the most influentid activities these professionals 

may carry out, as supervision is considered fundamental t u  the training and ski11 

acquisition of new psychotherapists and counsellors, who will in their t u m  affect 

many clients (Russell & Petrie, 1993; Rodenhauser, 1994). The cornpetence of the 

s u p e ~ s o r  is especially important, as the supervisor is, in the end, responsible for 

the quaiity of care received by the supervisee's clients (Watkins, 1993). Most of the 

individu& who are currently carrying out clinical supervision learned to do so 

without any forma1 training, and many have also had no informal training (Hess & 

Hess, 1983; McColley & Baker, 1982). This rnay lead to an impression that if they 

learned to supervise without training, then students and new s u p e ~ s o r s  can also 
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do so (Bernard & Goodyear, 1992). This assumption is oRen based on the 

possibility of the clinician making the switch fkom the role of supervisee to  that of 

supervisor, without extra training, orientation, or, often, supervision of supervision. 

However, skill as a clinician is not sufncient to being a competent supervisor, nor 

does being supervised provide all the knowledge necessaxy to s u p e ~ s e  (Loganbill 

& Hardy, 1983). There has been increasing agreement that supervision is an 

important and complex task, Merent in many ways h m  that of psychotherapy 

and from being supervised, and therefore requiring specialized training (Granet, 

Kahan, & Sacks, 1980; Russell & Petne, 1993, Watkins, 1994a). Hess (1987) 

points out that, "because supervision is primarily growth oriented, deals with 

putatively healthy people, has skiu and value inculcation as its goals, and is 

centred on the relationship, a theory speufic to the s u p e ~ s o r y  relationship is 

essential". (pp. 187) This conceptwlization points out the main reasons why 

experience as a psychotherapist does not necessarily translate into competence as a 

supervisor, and supports the need for research specifk to the training and 

development of supervisors. 

Some professional organizations, such as the Amencan Association for 

Counselling and Development (1988) and the American Association for Maniage 

and Family Therapy ( 1984) have adopted standards for supervisor competence. 

There has also been speculation as t o  whether carrying out supervision without 

having been trained to do so is in violation of ethical requirements not to extend 

one's practice beyond one's competence (Russell & Petrie, 1994). 

In order to make training as effective as possible, there must be 

considerable knowledge about how a clinician learns to be a supervisor available to 
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those who train supenrisors. Recommendations so far (ie; Watkins, 1994a; Granet, 

Kalman & Sacks, 1980; Russell & Petrie, 1993) have been based in the authors' 

accumulated experience as cliniaans and supervisors and on their unsystematic 

observation of individuals learning ta be supervisors. Likewise, models and 

theories of supervisor development, such as those proposed by Alonso (19831, Hess 

(1986), Rodenhauser (1994). Stoltenberg & Delworth (1987, 1988) and W a t h  

(1990 to 19951, have been based in this kind of knowledge. Recently, demands for 

empirical research to support and lay the fowtdations for our  knowledge of 

supezvisor development, and consequently for recommendations as to supenisor 

training, have become common (Watkins, 1990, 1993, 1995a; Rodenhauser, 1994; 

Russell & Petz5e, 1994; Worthington, 1987). 

Professional Identity and Role Acquisition 

Clinicians who begin to supervise are acquuing a new professional role, and 

supervisor development may be seen as a process of role acquisition. Birenbaum 

( 1984) points to three phases in role acquisition and emphasizes the participation 

of others in this process. The Grst phase is that of discrepancy, when the 

individual realizes that a new way of behaving and interacting with others is 

required or expected The second phase is typification, in which the person is 

placed and places herhimself within the new role, and includes an explanation of 

why that fit between role and person was made. The third phase is validation, 

which is the confirmation by relevant others that a role is appropriate to that 

person under the given circumstances and that the individual's behaviours are 

appropnate to that role. A role "may be traditionally defhed as a set of 
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expectations about the way individu& with special social identifications wi l l  

probably act in special situation in contact with 0th- who also have a special 

identification" ( pp. 3 15 ). There is never complete fkeedom aor cornpiete constraint 

between the person and the role, and the role must be validated intersubjectively, 

on an on-going basis. 

While the major professional identity of the individual who is learning to 

supeMse will likely remain, at least for  some tirne, that of psychotherapist, 

'supervisor' may be considered a new sub-identity, a new role. The processes which 

contribute to socialization to a professional role include new skills, knowledge, 

attitudes, and self-identity components (Hall, 1987). The role is the extemal or 

objective status of the individual, while the sub-identity is the interna1 or 

subjective self-concept associated with that role. Socialization is the process by 

which these components are acquired, the way the person leams while making the 

transition fiom the old role to the new one. Movement during the transition is 

h m  exploratory to habitua1 behaviours. The transition occurs through a process 

of conscious, cognitive and exploratory behaviours, which are triggered by the 

surprise, the disconfirming experience of the new role (Louis, 1980, in Hall, 1987). 

This process is afFected by intra-personal, inter-personal, and organizaticnal factors 

(Hall, 1987)- 

Several psychologists who have written about professional identity in 

psychotherapists compare the role acquisition process to the development of the 

individual in infancg (Bruss & Kopala, 1993; Friedman & Kaslow, 1986). The new 

psychotherapist needs a holding eavironment such as is conceptualized by 

Winnicott t 1965, in Friedman & Kaslow, 19861, which can respond to the changing 
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needs and abilities of the individual. Friedman and Kaslow (1986) emphasize the 

acquisition of the new identity through processes of identification with the teachers 

of psychotherapy, the new supemisors' own supervisors. Once acquired, the new 

professional identity will provide a stable frame of reference within which the 

therapist can make sense of his/her work. Bniss & Kopala (1993), like Hall (19871, 

point out that the formation of a professiond identity inchdes values and the 

recognition of responsibilities. 

Watts (1987). in discussing the professional identitg of black clinical 

psychology stridents, proposed a mode1 of professional socialization in the field 

based on the sociological literature in the area. Within the first phase, the Entry 

Orientation is based in preliminary theoretical perspectives, projected career goals 

and past experience. D u b y  the Socialization Phase, structuraVorganizationa1 

components such as program opportunities, coursework and practica and 

interpersonal components such as contact with role modek and peers, are agents of 

inauence on the acquisition process. In the Professional Outcome phase, the 

primary products are technical cornpetence and professionai identity. The 

individuah experience and behaviour are consistent with their new identity. The 

individual's values are seen as a source of potential integration of the other 

components of the professional identity. Professional values can incorporate 

personal world views into professional role identity and behaviours, and may be 

affected by gender d e s ,  as well as other cultural factors (McGowen & Hart, 1990). 

These models of role acquisition, professional identity acquistion, and the models of 
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supervisor development which are discussed in the following section seem quite 

compatible. Each is approaching the process of the development of a riew 

professional identity h m  a different angle, with greater o r  lesser emphasis, for 

example, on the contributions of context or of internal factors which affect thîs 

process. The models tend to focus on specific affective, cognitive or social processes 

involved in the development of a new professional role or identity, and to ignore 

the other aspects. It is reasonable, however, to consider that the person who is 

acquiring a new professional role likely experiences the 'surprise' o r  discrepancy of 

recognizing the changes this transition will require. Through the influence of their 

own values and prior knowledge, with or without the appropriate 'holding 

environment', and both by identification with role models and through the 

expectations and opportunities offered by the environment, the individual develops 

a sense of identincation with the role and the skills required to carry it out. The 

environment wiU then confirm the appropriateness of tbis role and of the 

individual's behaviours in the d e ,  which can then become habitual rather than 

exploratory . 

Models of Supervisor Development 

In general, it is assumed that clinicians who are beginning to supervise 

undergo a developmental process, including identifiable issues which must be dealt 

with by all new supervisors and involving a passage through identifiable phases. 

Theories of the development of psychotherapy supervisors are a fairly recent 

arrival; Alonso presented the first developmental mode1 in this area in 1983. 

Despite its short life, however, the area has attracted considerable theoretical 
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speculation, leadhg ta the presentation of 5 such models up to 1996 (Alonso, 1983; 

Hess, 1986; Rodenhauser, 1994; Stoltenberg, & Delworth, 1987; Watkins, 1990). 

Other authors have explored issues and changes arising for new supervisors but 

have not proposed specific models of development (Granet, Kalman, & Sacks, 1980; 

Russell, & Petrie, 1994) 

ALONSO 

Alonso's (1983) model of s u p e ~ s o r  development is based within her 

psychodynamic background. She considers knowledge of supemisor development to 

be essential for training of new supsvisors. Alonso discusses the issues and 

challenges faced by supervisors in the beginning, the middle and the late stages of 

their careers. At each level, there are specific issues to be dealt with in the 

following areas: self and identity issues, interpersonal issues within the supervisor- 

therapist relationships, and issues dealiag with administration and the socio- 

political context of the supervisor's career. Alonso considers these issues to be 

d e s t o n e s  which most supervisors m u t  negotiate through the course of their 

supe~sory  careers. 

According to Alonso's model, during the Novice stage the new supervisor 

stmggles to create an identity as a supervisor. He or she has ta deal with the 

anxiety created by narcissistic developmental needs such as the need for 

validation, for approval, and for role models (and that the new therapjst deals with 

these issues as well). Alonso considers that these issues must be attended to by 

the institution within which the superviçor is fundioning. Alonso sees both the 

new supervisor and the new therapist as having ta give up adolescent attachments 
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and accept new responsibilities; this includes a grieving process. On the 

interpersonal level, the new supemisor struggles with the problem of levels of 

identification with the therapist and of maaaging cornpetitive and libidinal 

impulses towards these near-peers. On the socio-political level, the novice 

supervisor attempts to establish a place within the professional community as a 

supervisor and must deal with the administrative ramifications of ber/' level of 

identification with the therapists shehe is supemising, such as attempting t o  

protect the student therapist who is seen as a victim of the institution o r  being too 

harsh with students so as to accentuate the difference now between them. 

At the Mid-Career stage of development, the supervisor must deal with 

intra-psychic issues such as separation and individuation kom former supervisors, 

colleagues, and supervisees; the re-discoverhg and strengthening of the meaning of 

hisher work as a supervisor; and issues of maldfemale vs. androgynous identity. 

On the interpersonal level, the supervisor m u t  deal with recognition of the 

compromises she/he has made in hisher professional life and the envy of others 

that this can engender. The supemisor's conce-ms become directed toward others 

and include issues such as mentoring and the renewal o f  parental-like intimacy. 

On the socio-political level, this is offen the most active an6 powerful stage of the 

supervisor's career. The mid-career supeMsor is oRen hïghly involved in 

administrative and training work and can influence the relationships between 

students and the institution. 

The Late-Career supervisor faces intra-psychic issues around the discoveq 

of new areas of professional interest and expertise and of whether to and how to 

leave a legacy to the professian through teaching, supe~s ing ,  or writing. Issues of 
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how to approach the possibility of retirement become salient. On the interpersonal 

level, the supervisor tends to take on a role closer to that of the ben@ 

grandparent, able to impart wisdom and perspective. On the socio-political level, 

the late-career supemisor rnay have to fight stereotypes of old age. The s u p e ~ s o r  

is likely to give up or be relieved of many administrative duties at this stage and 

rnay acquire a new role as historian, able to offer the long view during crises and 

change. Late career supervisors are also often more free of administrative 

constraints and therefore more fiee to experiment or  more fully develop their 

personal style in supervision. 

Alonso considers that for the therapist and the client to make progress in 

their development, the supervisor must also hnd space to work through hisher 

own developmental issues. Her speculations about the general iack of formal or 

informal training for new supervisors are especially interesting. She points out 

that new supervisors rnay resist recognition of the need for training, as this 

training would yet again place them in the role of beginner which they have 

usually gone through many times in their progress of becoming trained therapists 

and which they rnay be d o u s  to escape. Therapists and s u p e ~ s o r s  rnay also 

fall prey to the view of themselves as selfless helpers of others; recognition of their 

own need for help, guidance, and support thmugh the process of becoming a 

competent supenrisor rnay feel shameful and embarrassing. Training institutions 

rnay have a blind spot around taking responsibility for training of supervisors due 

to the considerable time, organization and expense which would be involved. 
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HESS 

Hess (1986) offers a mode1 of supervisor development in three stages. The 

Beginning stage includes the issue of role statu change, in which the new 

supervisor's perceived peer, and therefore comparison, group becomes that of 

experienced clinicians. New supervisors rnay not know supervisory techniques or 

how to structure supervision. There rnay be a tendency to mrry psychotherapy 

techniques over to the new situation. The new supervisor rnay have to deal with 

real or ixnagined resentrnent from therapists who do not see the supervisor as 

being moch more experienced or expert than they are themselves. Beginning 

supervisors rnay rely on the concrete, as a way of coping; supervision rnay be 

focused on client issues or therapy techniques. The power base at this stage rnay 

be that of formal power; to evaluate, to give grades, to give letters of reference. 

The supervisor with more experience should move to the Exploration stage, 

although Hess considers that many poor supemsors never get beyond the 

Beginning stage. The Exploration stage includes an ability to differentiate better 

and worse supervision sessions, recognition of effectiveness as a supervisor, and of 

the supervisor's effect on supervisees. The s u p e ~ s o r  can use hidher expertise to 

uicrease the therapist's interest in integrating research, clinical lore and the 

hypothesis-testing attitude in therapy. The supervisor cornes to regard s u p e ~ s i o n  

as an important professional activity, seeks to inuease hisher knowledge of how to 

s u p e h e ,  and is aware of supervisee's needs. A possible pitfall at this stage is 

restriction to one supemisory role (such as the roles of teacher, consultant or 

therapist), when flexibility to use the most appropriate role would be expected. 

Another risk is that of becoming too intrusive as a supervisor. Either of these 



mistakes may lead t o  therapist resistance to supervision, which the supervisor at 

this level begins to  recognize. In this stage, the power base should shift Çom the 

formal, evaluative one of the begiaaing phase, to one where the supervisor's power 

is based in what she/he has to offer the therapist. Student 1e-g needs take 

priority over supervisor needs for structure, control, or admiration, although the 

supervisor may still require recognition or credit for hisher guod work 

The third stage that Hess proposes is Confirmation of Supervisor Identity. 

At this stage, the supeinçor bas a consolidated identity as such, and students 

corne for the excitement of supervision rather than due to administrative 

requirements. Effective work with parallel process may occur, and the supervisor 

can ask for  and accept feedback on his/her work. Attention to the student's 

learning agenda is central, and focus is on helping the therapist establish hisher 

own internalized discipline and checks. This makes formal evaluation less 

important. The supervisor has less need for recognition of her/his work and is 

cornfortable with encouraging therapist independence. 

STOLTENBERG & DELWORTH 

Stoltenberg and Delworth (1987) propose a four level developmental model 

of supenrisor development, which is similar to their model of counsellor 

development (Stoltenberg, 1981). These developmental models are both based on 

three primary structures: self-aodsther-awareness, motivation, and autonomy . 

The authors consider that an individual cannot attain a higher level of supervisor 

development than they have attained as a counsellor (that is, a Level2 counsellor 
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cannot be a Level3 supervisor) and that development as a counsellor and as a 

supervisor will interact with the developmental level of the supervisee. A 

supervisor is unlikely t o  be very effective with a supervisee who has attained a 

higher level of counsellor development than the supervisor has of supervisor 

development. As can be imagined, the combinations of developmental levels can 

become quite cornplex. 

At  Level 1, supervisors are either very amcious or  rather naive. They are 

concemed about doing the right thing and being effective in their new role. They 

tend to be highly motivated, and are quite dependent on the supervisor-of- 

supervision for assistance. They tend to supply a moderate-to-high level of 

structure in supervision, and may be quite invested in getting the supervisee to 

adopt their therapeutic orientation or  techniques. They are more aware of 

themselves and their own reactions than of the supervisee. 

Level 2 supervisors are in a phase of confusion and confïict. They now 

recognize the complexity of the process of supervision, and may lose their 

motivation for supervision as they face diniculties. They may become so involved 

and focused on the s u p e ~ s e e  that they lose objectivity and may blame the 

s u p e ~ s e e  for difiïculties. Fortunat-ely, this tends to be a short phase. The 

supervisor either moves to the next phase, or gives up supe~s ing .  Expert 

supervision-of-supervision can be very helpful at this phase, although many Level2 

supenrisors will attempt to work alone. 

Level3 is the highest phase of development that most supervisors reach. 

This phase is characterized by stable functioning, consistent motivation, and 

functional autonomy. The supervisor is better able to balance the needs of the 
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trainee, the setting, the client, and himlherself. Dif'ferent roles as a supenrisor are 

felt as fairly cornfortable, and the supervisor is ofteri aware of and able to  work 

with herhis own strengths and weaknesses. 

The Levela Integrated supervisor is the 'master supervisor', and can work 

well with supervisees at any level. They are especially helpN to both counsellors 

and supenrisors going through the upheaval of Level2, and are often sought for 

consultation by colleagues. 

WATKINS 

W a h  (1990, 1993) attempts to integrate several aspects cornmon to  

previous models of supervisor development, aad bases his own model in Hogan's 

(1964) model of therapist develoiiment. Watkins emphasizes that his model is a 

linear one, applicable to most new supenrisors. He also emphasizes that most new 

supervisors receive neither training nor supervision in supervision; he may be 

implying that the model he proposes is based on these conditions, although it is not 

clear whether he considers it to apply also to those new supervisors who do receive 

training. 

Watkin's model includes four basic issues which must be dedt with at each 

stage of supervisor development. Each issue brings specific tasks which must be 

accomplished at each stage. These issues are the supervisor's confidence in hisher 

curent  supexvisory sküls. insight into impact on supenrisees, approach to a 

theoretical tkamework, and sense of professional identity. 

The k t  stage is that of Role Shock. The new supervisor is very aware of 

hisher own weakness as a supervisor, lacks confidence, and feels overwhelrned and 
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underprepared. Hdshe has little awareness of hisher strengths, style, and 

motivations as a supervisor, and of herlhis impact on supervisees. The new 

supervisor usually does not have a theorg of supervision and looks to others for 

help and guidance. The supervisor at this stages draws on both introjects of 

hidher own supervisors, and support h m  peers and more experienced supervisors 

to guide h e r b  practice. She/he lacks a sense of identity as a supervisor, which 

commonly manifests as a sensation of being an imposter. Due to the ~ c u l t y  of 

this stage, new supervisors may have little tolerance for ambiguity, may 

overernphasize rules and procedures, and may give little attention to process 

aspects of supervision. The main characteristic of this phase is the shock the 

supervisor feels and hisher attempts to cope with it. 

The second stage Watkins proposes is that of Role Recovery or Transition. 

The supervisor begins to recognize some strengths and abiiities and to develop 

some self-confidence in this new role but c m  still easily be shaken by difliculties or 

challenges. While the supervisor at this level begins to develop some awareness of 

his/her impact on supervisees, hdshe is likely to focus on negative effectw Shehe 

is beginning to refiect on a personal theorg of supe~s ion  and to gain a limited 

recognition of hidher style as a supervisor. The supervisor still relies on others for 

guidance and support, but this need is less intense, and identification with the role 

of supervisor begins to fom. Less emphasis is placed on concrete techniques in 

supervision. The main characteristic of this phase is the osdating nature of the 

supervisor's emotions, cognitions and behaviours. 

The Role Consolidation stage brings more accurate perceptions of self and 

supervisees and greater self-confidence, even when faced with supe~so ry  
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problems. The supervisor becomes more aware of hislher strengths, weaknesses 

and style as a supervisor, and perceptions of favourable impact on supervisees 

become predominant. The supervisor recognizes hisher own style, and a personal 

theory of supervision takes fonn. Process issues in supemïsion, such as 

transference and counter-transference, can be recognized and worked with, 

although not yet on a consistent basis. Identity as a supervisor is established, and 

the supervisor at this stage usually requires assistance from others only at  times of 

difficulty. The main characteristic of this phase is the more stable nature of the 

supenrisor's ways of thinking, feeling and acting in supervision. Supervisors are 

more able, by this stage, to  respond to the therapist's and the client's needs in 

supemision and less t o  their own narcissistic needs. 

The Role Mastery stage brings a consistent, solid confidence in supenisory 

skills and the ability to deal effectively with problems. Watkins considers that 

many supervisors do not reach this final stage. The supervisor is aware of his/her 

own strengths, weakness and style, and of hidher impact on supervisees. A 

coherent, well-integrated theory of supervision has been created, which is 

meaningful, personalized, and consistently used to guide practice. The supervisor 

can recognize and accept M e r  own mistakes and leam from them. Process 

issues can be consistently and effectively dealt with. The s u p e ~ s o r  at this stage 

bas a well-integrated sense of professional identity, sees himseWherself as 

professionally effective and is self-reliant. Watkins considers that a supervisor 

who has reached this level of development will be the most effective at helping 

therapists to leam and grow. 

Watkins emphasizes that the speed with which new supervisors progress 
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through these stages wdl vary according to individual differences and canmt be 

predicted. 

RODENHAUSER 

Rodenhauser ( 1994) has produced a highly complex multi-dimensional 

mode1 which takes into account the developmental stages of the s u p e ~ s o r ,  the 

therapist, and the client, and the interactions among these stages. Rodenhauser 

developed these models from the perspective of the training and supervision of 

psychiatrists. SupeMsor development will be the focus of this summary. 

The b t  stage that Rodenhauser proposes for s u p e ~ s o r  development is 

that of Emulation As is implied by the name, new supervisors are considered to 

emulate previous role modeis as a way of coping with their new task. Rodenhauser 

questions whether the supenrisor who did not have a good identification with 

h i d e r  own supervisors will be able to make a satisfactory adjustment to the new 

role. Issues that may arise include dealing with therapist perceptions of the 

supervisor's youth or inexperience, developing an initial contract with the therapist 

when the supemsor is not clear on what supervision is about, and over or under- 

identitication with the supervised therapist, leading to excessive commiseration or 

defersive denial. 

SupeMsors in the second stage of development tend to depend on methods 

and guidelines for supehsion a d ,  in their search for systematic approaches, may 

feel fairly cornfortable sharing ~ c u l t i e s  with colleagues. Rodenhauser d s  tkis 

stage Conceptualization. This task creates alliances with more experienced 

colleagues, which reduce the likelihood of over-identification with the s u p e ~ s e d  
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therapists. 

The third stage of supervisor development, Incorporation, brings recognition 

of the relationship aspects of supentision. Parallel process can be recognized, and 

the supervisor becomes hcreasingly aware of his/her impact on therapists and, 

indirectly, on clients. Previous and new knowledge about human behaviour is 

incorporated into supervision. 

The final level is that of Consolidation. The seasoned supervisor deals well 

with tramference and counter-transference issues that arise in therapy and in 

supervision, wMe respecting the therapist's privacy. Learning based on theory 

and expenence is consolidated into the supervisor's work. 

Summaries of Models of Supervisor Development (after Watkins, 1995~) 

Alonso - 
Novice: 

Supervisor struggles to create identity as supervisor, has anxiety due 

to  narcissitic developrnental needs, has to give up 'adolescent' attachments and 

accept new responsibilities, struggles with over-identification with and cornpetition 

with supedee ,  attempts t o  establish a place within institutional structure. 

Mid-Career: 

Important issues include separation-individuation from own 

supervisors and supervisees, re-discovery of meaning of work as supervisor, 

recognition of the compromises made over career, turn to mentonng, involvement 
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in administrative work that can influence institution. 

Late Career: 

Issues include whether and how to leave a legacy to the profession 

(e-g. through teaching, writing, supemising), role of 'benign grandparent' able to 

impart wisdom and perspective, preparation for retirement, rnay lose 

administrative power but gain role of historian, more Çee to develop own style and 

to experiment in supervision. 

Hess - 
Beginning: 

Supervisor often lacks formal supervision training, is unaware of 

what exactly to  do in supervision, draws fkom own expenences in providing 

therapy and receiving supervision to inform their efforts, highly self-consâous, may 

focus on the 'connete' (e.g. teaching therapy techniques). 

Exploration: 

Supervisor becomes increasingly aware of the importance of 

supenrision, cornes to increasingly recognize herhis impact on supervisees, comes 

to see supervision as a professional activity, shiRs h m  forma to infoxmal power 

base, needs of supervisee take priority, attends to supervision literature for 

guidance and self-development as supervisor, leçs need to be the 'expert', may still 

be too intrusive, may stiU focus too much on one role (e-g. teaching), and rnay still 

push his/her preferred method of therapy. 
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Identity Confirmation: 

Supenrisor bas a hi& level of trust and confidence in s u p e ~ s i o n ,  

supervisees find supervision exciting, identity as supervisor consolidated, provides 

effective supervision, less emphasis on formal evaluation of supervisees. 

Stoltenber~: and Delworth 

Level 1: 

Supervisor is highly anxious, naive, concerned about 'doing the right 

thing', can take mechanistic, structured approach to supervision, may play the 

'expert', self-focused but motivated to supervise, in need of support, dependent on 

supervision of supervision o r  receollections of own supervision for guidance. 

Level2: 

Supenrisor is confused, in confiict, now regards supervision as a more 

cornplex, multi-dimensional process; motivation can fluctuate, may lose objectivity 

needed to supervise, may get angry or withdraw fkom supervisee, may experience 

lapses into dependency on colleague or own supervisor. 

Level 3: 

Motivation to supervise is consistent, supervisor has a real desire to 

improve, consults others only on an 'as needed' basis, shows greater ability to 

balance supervisor-supervisee needsm greater sense of cornfort about supervising, 
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able to honestly appraise her/himself as supervisor. 

Level4: 

Supervisor is highly integrated, able to work well with supemisees at 

all developmental levels, good integration of s H s  and ideas, 'master supemisof. 

Emulation: 

Supervisor draws on previous experiences to guide own work as 

s u p e h o r ,  'emdate' prior supervision role models. 

Conceptualization: 

Supervisor begins to fonnulate rough guidelines about how to do 

supervision, search for a system or way of being in supentision, is better able to 

share ditnculties and uncertainties with colleagues, 'conceptual hasis' for doing 

supervision takes form. 

Incorporation: 

Supervisor becomes increasingly aware of how hdshe 'does' 

supervision and its effects on supenisees, increasingly ssensitive to and respectifid 

of diversity issues and concerns in supervision, better able to incorporate 

knowledge about human behaviour into supervision, better able to recognize 
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parallel process . 

Consolidation: 

Supervisor has a solid experience background, theoretically 

grounded, readily recognize and dectively use parallel process and supenrisee's 

counter-tramference, 'consolidat ed' in identity and skill. 

Role Shock: 

Supervisor is acutely aware of s u p e ~ s o r y  deficiencies, lacks 

confidence, feels like an 'imposter', may feel hypocritical, tends to be hypersensitive 

about perceived inadequacies, may show perceptual selectivity, may retreat and 

withdraw Çom supervisees or be overly concrete with them, no sense of s u p e ~ s o r y  

identity, very limited awareness of own strengths, no real awareness of own 

s u p e ~ s o r y  style or theory, great need of support fkom others. 

Role Recovery and Transition: 

Supemisor shows some recognition of own strengths and abilities in 

supervising, more realistic perspective about weaknesses, less overall questioning 

of self', begins to recognize impact on supervisees, beginning feel for ideas and 

principles that guide supervisory pradice, supemisory identity begins to take 

shape, tension and anxiety less intense and less pervasive, some confidence, some 
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wilhgness to take risks, intital sensitivity to process aspects of supervision though 

not generally able to deal effectively with them, experiences various forms of 

vacillation t e.g. secure/iiecure, independenvdependent, effectivdineffective) in 

self-percep tions. 

Role Consolidation: 

Supervisor's perspective on supervision broadens, becomes more 

infomed, consistent and realistic, perceptions about own strengths and limitations 

becomes increasingly accurate, vacillation diminishes, trusting of and reliant on 

self as supervisor, identiS as s u p e ~ s o r  becomes further elaborated and solidified, 

able to recognize and use trnasference, counter-transference and process aspects of 

supenision although not yet consistently, coherent supervisory style evolves and 

becomes more consistent. 

Role Mastery: 

Supervisor has a high level of awarenesss of own strengths, 

limitations, and impact as a supervisor, solid sense of confidence abouat own work 

and efficacy, identity well integrated and highly consolidated, able to consistently 

recognize and effectively use tramference, counter-tramference and process aspects 

of supervision, s u p e ~ s o r y  style coherent and weil intergrated, high level of 

committment to role and to becoming better supervisor. 
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Comparing the ModeIs of Supervisor Development 

An assumption common t o  the models of supervisor development which 

have been proposed is that there are speafic issues or problem areas which can be 

identified, which are integral to the supeMsor development process, and which 

m u t  be dealt with if the supervisor is to  progress (Watkins, 1995~). These issues 

are oRen conceptualized as themes, such as autonomy vs. dependency, 

identification as supervisee vs. identification as supervisor, etc. Alonso ( 1983) 

explicitly states that dealing competently with the issues inherent to each new 

stage of development depends to a considerable extent on how well the issues of 

the previous level have been dealt with. This assumption appears to be implicit in 

the other models as well. 

The models proposed show considerable agreement as to issues, themes and 

skills expected to be present for the beginning supervisor and for the highly 

developed one. The new supervisor is expected to feel anxious, t o  use defensive 

strategies such as excessive use of structure or of formal power to deal with that 

anxiety, to struggle to create an identity as supervisor, and to draw on hidher own 

experience as a mode1 for how to supervise. The highly developed supervisor is 

expected to feel coddent, to enjoy supervising, and to have a high level of 

supervisory skills, including the appropriate and flexible use of structure and 

formal power. 

The stages which corne in between these two end points show more 

variation. For example, Rodenhauser's second stage emphasizes the supervisor's 

search for a 'system' o r  framework for doing supervision. Stoltenberg and 

Delworth's second stage emphasizes confïict and confusion. In Hess' second stage, 
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changes are more quantitative than qualitative; the superviçor is expected to feel 

less d o u s  than the beginner, and to be able to focus more on the supe~see 's  

leaming needs, 

While most of the theorists who propose the above models of supervision do 

not discuss the theoretical underpinr_ings of their models, Alonso's model is clearly 

based in a psychodynamic background. Stoltenberg extends his model of counseilor 

development to supervisors, while Rodenhauser discusses the training of 

psychiatrists. Only Watkins explicitly mentions the fact that larger theories of 

therapy may influence models of supervisor development, and attempts to make 

his model trans-theoretical. 

Some values about supervision appear to be held in common by these 

theorists, however. These values are likely to be based in theories of therapy and 

supervision held by the authors, although this is not explict. These values include 

the idea that awareness of process issues in supervision is important, including 

sensitivity to the relationship between supenrisor and s u p e ~ s e e  and awareness of 

the impact of the s u p e ~ s o r  on this relationship. Also, that in supervision a focus 

on the needs of the supervisee is important; a focus entirely on client or case issues 

is not considered to be as usefid. Shared values also include the idea that there 

are optimal levels of structure, use of different supervisor roles, inquirg into 

supervisee personal issues, and use of power in supervision (ail of which may 

depend on the developmental level of the supemisee) which the supervisor should 

learn to employ, and that these optimal levels are not zero. There is no 

information available as to  whether these values are fairly universal in the world 

of psychotherapy practice and supervision - it is possible that very task-onented 
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theorists, such as may sometimes be found in the ranks of behavioural and 

cognitive-behavioural therapy, may not share all of them.These authors also agree 

that not all supervisors will deal well with these key tasks, and that this will 

impede their development, with many supervisors never progressing beyond the 

fmt or second stage of the developmental models proposed. 

These theonsts appear to agree on the following key issues as important to 

supervisor development; self-perceptions as ta cornpetence; identification witb the 

role of supervisor; knowledge and application of theories of supervision or of 

techniques of supervision (Alonso alone does not discuss this last). A central issue 

that s u p e ~ s o r s  must deal with is that of anxiety, which may lead to defensive 

reactions to the supenisor's insecurity the new role and its ambiguity. These 

defensive reactions rnay affect supervision by creating too high or too low levels of 

identification with the s u p e d e e ,  too much or too little use of stmcture in 

supervision sessions, rigidity of roles in supervision, and too much or too little 

dependence on s u p e d i o a  of supervision or the support of more experienced 

colleagues. 

Interestingly, the authors of these models of development comment very 

little on what factors might influence how well or how quickly s u p e ~ s o r s  will deal 

with these key developmental tasks. Watkins (1995~) mentions "progress by 

means of t h e ,  experience and struggle" (p. 1541, but implies in his 

recommendations for training of supervisors that certain training factors are likely 

to be important; whether supemision of supervision can provide information, 

support, a 'holding environment', structure in appropriate quantitities (less as the 

supervisor develops), and encouragement of autonomy when appropnate. Alonso 
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considers that attention fkom the training institution to both healthy and 

unhealthy narcissistic developmentd needs in the new supervisor is crucial. Hess 

mentions that previous experiences as a supervisee and in other situations where 

the supervisor has been evaluated will be important- Hess also considers that 

supervisees who rnay be older or more expenexqd rnay not accept a new 

supervisor, or  the new supervisor rnay assume that this wiIl occur, making dealing 

with issues of confidence and identification with the role more difficult. Whether 

the supenrisor attempts to read the supemision literature or not wiU affect her/his 

development, as well as personal factors such as whether the supervisor needs 

admiration and credit. 

The most important basic assumption underlying all the proposed models is 

that the changes undergone by a clinician who becomes a supenrisor can be 

considered developmental. It is therefore useful to be aware of what is implied by 

a developmental model. Baltes (1983) considers that there are two basic kinds of 

developmental models. The first is a maturation model, in which there are 

distinct, sequentid, and hierarchical stages. The second is a pluralistic Me-span 

development model, which involves continuous recycling of stages on various tasks, 

not al1 of which rnay be executed at the same developmentd level. Rest (1979) 

considers two possible general models of development. The fïrst is a simple stage 

model, in which qualitatively different systems of thought replace one another 

sequentially, each stage being in some way an advance in complexity or 

sophistication of thought from the previous stage. In the second, complex model, 

stages are qualitatively different, but the type of organizational system the 

individual may use in dealing with a specific situation depends on the context of 
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that situation, as wel as on the developmental level of the individual. The 

tendency would be generally toward increased frequency of use of more complex 

models of thought. 

The models of supervisor deveiopment which have been proposed correspond 

most closely to Baltes' (1983) maturational model and Rest's (1979) stage model. 

Watkins (1995~) points out that all these models of supervisor development 

consider that stages are involved, that they follow a specific and logical order, and 

that most beginning supervisors will pass thmugh this sequence of stages, 

although not al1 supervisors may reach the 1 s t  stage of each model. 

The issue of whether stage developmental models are the most appropriate 

t o  understanding the changes that occur as a supervisor gains experience has not 

been discussed in the supervisor development literature. 

1s It Development? 

Holloway ( 1987) emnmined the developmental models of therapist 

development, and questioned whether the changes that occur as an individual 

l e m s  to be a therapist are best conceptualized as development. The same 

question may be asked of supervisor development. Baltes (1983) considers that it 

would be unwise to expand the definition of development to  include any kind of 

change, and notes that behavioural changes are uçually defined as developmental 

if they "manifest characteristics of: (1) sequentiality; (2) unidirectionality: (3) an 

end state; (4) irreversibility: (5) qualitative-structural transformation; and (6) 

universality (pp. 91). While this model is considered very strong when describing 

biological or biologically-based changes in child development, Baltes ( 1983 points 
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out that maturational models of developrnent may be unduly restrictive, especially 

in referring to social and cognitive development. Life-span intellectual 

development is not a unidirectional continuation of childhood development; it is 

characterized by multiIinearity, multidimensionality, interindividual Merences, 

and context-based plasticity. Life-span perspectives also show that the acquisition 

of a given skill, knowledge, identity, etc, is not the end of change; thinking, 

behaviours and emotions are likely tu undergo changes involving maintenance, 

dissolution, transfer and adaptation. It is especially important, when studging 

change, to remember that the "assumption of an invariant bio-cultural or  ecological 

context is generally not a fruitfùl one" (pp. 99). Bates also emphasizes that the 

acknowledgement that change is pemasive throughout the life-span leads to 

recognition of the need for research that accepts and takes into account complex 

histoncal paradigms , and that "long-term processes are likely candidates for 

explanatory discontinuity rather than simple cumulative causal explanations" (pp. 

101), and require deveiopment-specific methodologies. 

Rest (1979) points out some of the weaknesses of simple stage models of 

development. The emphasis on qualitative change, without considering 

quantitative change between and within stages, may artincidy limit the kind of 

change that can be deteded when operating within these models. Likewise the 

consideration that the various aspects of a specific stage will function as a unit, 

becoming operational at the same time. Invariant sequencing and deliberate 

disconsideration of context do aot permit recognition of individual differences. He 

suggests a more complex model, in which qualitative descriptors are used to depict 

different logical organizations around issues being studied, while quantitative 
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descriptors rnay show the extent and degree to which the individual uses each form 

of organization. The assumption that an individual can only be 'in' one stage at a 

time, or at most 'in transition' between two stages, is u~ecessarily limiting. 

There rnay be considerable overlap, and not just between two 'adjacent' stages but 

among several stages at once. Performance and situational factors which will 

affect the way an individual reacts to a specific situation must be taken into 

consideration. Rather than seeing one stage follow on another in inexorable 

progression, Rest prefers to think of "developmental change as an upward shift in 

the subject's distribution of responses, where 'upward' is defined as increases in 

higher stages or types at the expense of lower types" (p. 73). To paraphrase Rest, 

whose work is in the field of moral development, the question should not be 'what 

stage is this individual at?', but 'to what extent and under what conditions does 

this individual's thinking, behaviour, self-perceptions, etc. exhibit the various types 

considered?'. 

Holloway ( 1988) suggests that the developmental changes obsemed in 

therapists may be caused by the developmental models used by the supe~so r s  

who observe them. Not only do the supervisors expect to see development, greatly 

increasing the chances that they will see it, but they apply training models which 

rnay bring about adaptation on the part of the new therapist to deal with the 

(developing) trainee role. Holloway also emphasises that if developmental 

processes are actuaUy occulTing independent of the type of training offered, they 

should be manifest within any supervisory modaJity. 

Development on each of the issues identified by these models is likely tied 

to development on others. For example, a supenrisor who doubts hidher own 
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competence is also more likely to be feeling anxious about supe~s ing .  This 

assumption does not require the use of a stage model- Granet, Kalman and Sacks 

(1980). for example, point out four general areas in which a new supervisor may 

have problems, without tying these issues to specific stages. The problem areas 

are inexperience, induding lack of knowledge and anxiety; cornpetition with 

supervisees; identity confusion, often leading to defensive rigidity; and 

administrative, such as evaluation of supervisees and their own evaluation as 

supervisors. The use of both qualitative and quantitative conceptions of 

development on these issues, plus sensitivity to individual and contextual factors, 

and recognition of regressions and circularity within development may strengthen 

rather than weaken these models. The disadvantage of this more complex idea of 

development, of course, is that it makes it harder to postdate specific theories or 

predictions which can be tested by traditional types of empirical research. 

Which of these models is more accurate or more useful for conceptualizing 

supervisor development: whether a developmental stage model or some alternative 

is better; o r  whether any of these models can contribute to specific, effective 

recommendations for training of supervisors cannot currently be determined, due 

to the lack of empirical research in this area. AU the authors mentioned have 

pointed out the urgent need for specific research into supervisor development. 

Many have emphasized that development-sensitive longitudinal research is 

especially important, as are studies which can recognize individual differences in 

development. Watkins (1994 b) has emphasized that development and experience 

level should not be confounded. Russell and Petrie t 1993) have pointed out that 

supeMsion may be like psychotherapy, in that unsupenrised experience does not 
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contribute, or contributes very little to development; c o ~ a t i o n  of this would 

make a very important contribution to the c d  for improved training (when there is 

any training at all!) of new (and old) supemsors. 

Some research into the assumption that supervisors do develop with regard 

to their supervisory skills and effectiveness has led to confusion, as it appeared to 

show that individuals with more experience were not necessarily any more effective 

as supervisors than those with little or no experieace (Marikas, Russell & Deli, 

1985; Worthington, 1984; Miars et al, 1983). The study by Marikas et al used 

supeMsor experience as an independent variable, but the 'low experience' group 

were not supervisors and had had no experience supervising. This was also an 

analog study, involving brief contact between 'supervisors' and 'supervisees', not 

dealing with actual psychotherapy cases. The cornparison of low t o  high experience 

supervisors in Miars' study was between groups of up to 6 years and more than 12 

years expenence in supervision; that these groups did not show differences in 

perception of counsellor developmental needs may indicate that 'up to 5 years' 

expenence as a supervisor is a low experience level only as compared to  other, very 

experienced supervisors. Worthington's study did not show a difference between 

pre and post-PhD supervisors in supervisee-perceived cornpetence, impact, or 

satisfaction with supervision. However, in this study , amount of supervisory 

experience was not assessed. These studies suggest that 'some experience is 

necessary to achieve an experiential floor, or baseline, yet once that foundation is 

established, additional experience does not seem to enhance the effectiveness of 

supervision' (Russell & Petrie, 1994). This possibility makes investigation of the 

earliest periods of supervisor development especially important. Russell and Petrie 
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(1994) have &O observed in their student supervisors that "although the process of 

becoming an effective supervisor may involve recyciing through many of the 

developmental issues the students faced in becoming therapists, this process tends 

to occur much more quickly than it did when they went through those issues 

initially". This also supports the need for research into the initial periods of 

supemision training and experience. 

Another possible explmation for the lack of change in assessed supemisory 

abilities as experience levels increase is that of whether experience as a supemisor 

is gained through a training experience, and whether it is, in its turn, s u p e ~ s e d .  

Several studies have shown that unsupervised experience as a psychotherapist 

does not increase skill levels or therapist self-confidence, while s u p e ~ s e d  

experience does (Hill, Charles & Reed, 1981; Bradley & Olson, 1980). A similar 

situation may occur with supervisory skills. Worthington (1987) considers that 

lack of training in how to supervise effectively may inhibit improvement in 

supervision skills even as experience is gained And Watkins (1995a) points out 

that above and beyond formal training and experience there may be another 

variable which is fundamental to improvement in s u p e ~ s o r y  s u s  - that of self- 

criticality. The self-critical supervisor "is actively and aggressively working to 

further l e m ,  hone and refine one's skills and understandings as a supervisor" (p. 

117). The self-critical supervisor will frequently stop to think about hisher own 

work, how it is being carried out, what is contributing to or inhibiting its 

effectiveness. Shdhe will also be more likely to seek opportunities to learn more 

about supervision, through workshops or conferences, and more likely to seek 

consultation about or supervision of the supervision helshe does. 



Increased experience as a supervisor, without the self-criticd aspect, may create 

little improvement in the supexvisor's skills. 

The Logical Step in Research 

The existence of several models of supervisor development has supplied the 

background necessary for systematic obsemation of tiiis process. It has not yet 

supplied many of the specinc hypotheses o r  testable theones required for 

quantitative studies, especially for the longitudinal designs which are most 

appropriate to  developmental models (Holloway, 1987; Watkins, 1995a). However, 

quantitative methodologies are not the only approach which can be useful at this 

stage in the development of our knowledge of these processes. As has been pointed 

out by Henwood and Pidgeon (19921, qualitative designs are particularly suited to 

this phase in the development of scientific knowledge, at which the leap Çom 

'common sense knowledge' to systematicdy gathered knowledge is being carried 

out. Qualitative methodologies have the advantage of providing space for 

exploration, discovery and description, when the knowledge base does not yet 

permit ~ e ~ c a t i o n  or justification of theones. Research in which design 

decisions are based on the most appropriate methodology for the questions to be 

answered is considered to be most appropriate to any kind of research, and 

especially productive for the study of clinical issues. This often means including 

several methods of data collection (Polkinghorne, 1991). For this reason, a multi- 

method approach was considered to be most appropriate to this study. A mhed 

qualitative-quantitative design was used, involving the study of the development of 

a small number of new supervisors through their first expenences of leaming to 
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supervise. As this area of research is extremely cornpiex, intensive designs 

involving the collection of considerable data about a few cases are considered to be 

especialIy appropriate (Kazdin, 1992; Holloway, 1987). Where existing theory and 

measures permitted, quantitative methods were used, involving se&report 

questionnaires. The results of these were analyzed statistically for change over 

time. Qualitative methods, based in semi-stnictured interviews, were expected to 

supply usefd information about the developmental process incurred in becoming a 

supervisor, while permitting the flexibility to follow the data where it may Iead, 

even if this is in unplanned or unexpected directions. This would be especially 

important if it were found that there is considerable variation in individual 

development or that simple stage models are less appropriate than cornplex ones. 

Because many of the developmental issues and concerns identifïed by 

theorists in this field point to self-perceptual issues such as role idenacation, 

confidence, and identification with theoretid viewpoints, research into supervisor 

perceptions of these issues was considered appropriate and was the focus of this 

study. This focus was also chosen to protect the privacy of participating student 

supervisors. Due to the small number of participants and the collection of 

considerable information fiom each participant, anonymity could not be 

guaranteed, Components of research which codd be understood as evaluative, 

such as ratings of ski11 or of actual supewision behaviours, would have created 

considerable discornfort and lack of cooperation, due to the potential identifiability 

of participants. 

The use of a single case design for this study permitted the use of 

quantitative data, as supplied by questionnaires. A major threat to the validity of 



the results obtained with these measures is the lack of data on the effects of 

repeated use of these questionnaires. This was addressed by the collection of pilot 

data. A relatively stable tendency in responses to these questio~aires showed 

that longitudinal use was justifieci, as well as supplping the data necessary to a 

comparison between the phases pnor to beginning ttaining and expenence as a 

supervisor, and the training experience. While the pianned two comparison 

participants could not supply sufficient information for a statistical cornparison, 

they permitted visual analysis of the effects of repeated applications of the 

measures. 

Possible influences on the development of each student supervisor in this 

study, above and beyond the simple experience of supervising for the first tirne, 

were taken into consideration. These included the type of training in supervision 

received by each participant. Among the participants in this study, there were 

very different training experiences; a more structured one, at the practicum, and a 

less structured one, with two different formats, at the internship program. The 

format of the training received, the new supervisors' experiences in training and 

their perceptions of how they were affected by these experiences were documented. 

Another possible factor influencing new supemsors' experiences and 

development was the amount of dinical experience, both supeMsed and 

unsuperviseci, each participant had had before beginning the supervision training. 

This was also documented, as were student perceptions of their own cornpetence 

and contïdence as psychotherapists. Students were also asked about their 

experiences being supervised, in a general way. They were asked how useful they 

found supervision to be, if there were certain supervisors or  supervisor behaviours 
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on which they wanted to  mode1 their own work or certain models they particularly 

intended to avoid 

Another factor which might affect the student supervisors' progress in 

development was that of the specific experiences they have with supervisees. A 

particularly difficult supemision experience may lead to decreased self-confidence 

and less desire to identify with the role of superpisor. Likewise, a particularly 

smooth experience rnay create faster gains in confidence and perceived cornpetence. 

Aç well as the interviews, the supervisory Working Alliance Inventory (Baker, 

1990) was used to track each supervisory relationship, from the new supervisor's 

perspective, to provide information usefid to teasing out the effects of specinc 

experiences on each new supervisor. This information appears to be most useM in 

conjunction with the qualitative data, as the effects of a smooth or  a challenging 

supervision experience may be different for different individuals. One may be 

discouraged and feel incompetent &er having dealt with a difficult experience, 

while another rnay feel that having survived this 'challenge', hidher ski11 and 

confidence levels are higher. 

Another factor which might have affected the supervisors' experiences was 

that of supervishg people fiom a diaerent training background. Coincidentally, a l l  

the supervisees came fmm different training programs than the supervisors; 5 

were Social Work students, at either the Bacbelor's o r  the Master's level, while one 

was a student in the Master's of Education program. Supervisor's perceptions of 

the effects of this issue were also queried in the interviews. 

Issues such as type and setting of supervision training, individual 

differences, and dinerences in the supervision experience should not, according to 
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the models of supervision development discussed above, annul the applicability of 

those modeis. There are many factors affecting every clinician who starts to 

supervise; if the developmental models cannot describe processes common to at  

least a fair proportion of those individuals, they are not usefiil models. The 

question is more likely to be, how vague and abstract do these models have to be to 

describe common processes? Can specitic patterns and iduences be discerned? 

Can divergent developmental paths be accounted for? 

Another factor considerd in this study is that of the principal researcher's 

pnor acquaintance with several of the participants. There are advantages and 

disadvantages whether the person carrying out qualitative interviews is an 'insider' 

or an 'outsider' to the group being studied (Weiss, 1994). There was some concern 

about the fact that the student supewisors in the practicum knew the researcher 

from collegial interactions. They could be more invested in presenting a competent 

image or giving a good impression than if they did not know the interviewer. 

Alternately, they could be more comfortable discussing difiiculties or weakenesses 

with someone they knew, who was a peer, and with whom they appeared to feel 

comfortable. There is no evidence on whether participants are usually more or less 

wiiling to admit to difnculties and fivstrations t o  a stranger. It is felt that this 

was probably not an impedinient to accurate data collection, and may have 

ina-eased participants' willingness to be frank With the participants from the 

intemship program, who the researcher did not know at the beginning of the 

study, considerable interaction occurred over the data collection period, any 

advantage of not knowing the participants was lost, and any advantage of knowing 

them may have quickly &sen. The researcher had previously taken part in the 
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supervision practicum and felt able to transmit to participants her respect for the 

difnculties and challenges to be faced The participants appear to have felt that 

the researcher's previous experience with learning to supervise made it easier for 

her to understand what they were deating with and experiencing. Developing 

rapport was not difficult, and the participants appeared to relate to the researcher 

as to a sympathetic peer. It is hoped that the gains to  be made through the 

researcher's 'hide' view of the experience of becoming a supemisor were greater 

than the losses incurred. To assist in documenting possible differential affects of 

this and other interpersonal factors on the qualitative interviews, the researcher 

recorded impressions and areas of possible doubt, for reference during data 

analysis and reporting. 

There was also some concern that participants might have wanted to 'help' 

the researcher by guessing at, and trying to live up to, the hypotheses to be 

codirmed. This might have occmed because some of the participants know the 

researcher or because graduate students in general tend to be heavily invested in 

seeing research go well. One way to reduce this kind of effect would have been to 

not have hypotheses; this position could be justified by the lack of previous 

ernpirical data on which to base expectations about specinc results to be obtained 

h m  the quantitative sections of the study. The qualitative sections did not have 

hypotheses or expected results. Keeping any hypotheses secret from the 

participants was another alternative. However, it would not have been difncult for 

participants to guess at what kinds of changes in questionnaire results might be 

expected. 

The collection of qualitative data may be especially good for reducing the 
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effects of these kinds of 'demand characteristics' when inquiring as to subjective 

states (Momson & Hunt, 1996). This issue was also addressed through discussion, 

with participants, of the exploratory nature of this study. Since we had very little 

idea of what the results might be, it was especidy important to focus more on 

gathering information about what was actually occurring than on confirming o r  

disconnrming specific theories or hypotheses. Hypotheses were proposed for the 

quantitative data, because the questionnaires used were intended to assess change 

which was expected to occur in a specific direction, 

The comparison participants in tbis study are graduate students in the 

same department as two of the supervisor participants. The possibility that 

communication between the participants might affect the questionnaire results of 

the comparison participants was considered. Participants were asked not discuss 

the questionnaires, but there may have been discussion of the supervision 

practinim and of the supervisor participants' experiences while participating in it. 

The questionnaires address self-perceptud issues and might therefore not be 

affected by recounting of others' experiences. However, a comparison participant 

might become, for example, more womed about her/his potential as a supervisor if 

s h e h  heard of a difncdt expenence h m  one of the supeniisor participants, and 

this might affect questionnaire results. This possible tbreat to validity of the 

comparison between results from supervishg and non-supervising participants 

must be considered. 

The use of multiple methods to  assess the process of supervisor developrnent 

was an attempt to deal with the biases inherent in any speafic methodology or 

instrument. This triangulation of the approaches to data collection is intended, as 
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strmmarized by Creswell(1994), to seek convergence of resdts, to permit the 

exploration of different facets of the same situation, and to allow for the 

appearance of contradictions and surprises. 

Maxwell (1992) suggests a usefhl typology of validity issues which should be 

considered in qualitative research. Three types refer to the accuracy of the results. 

The h t  and foundational issue is that of descriptive validity, which refers to 

matters for which there is a framework for resolving disputes, where interpretation 

is not involved or  is involved very little. The main question here is that the 

researcher is not making up or dîstorting data,. This was dealt with in this study 

through tape-recording of i n t e ~ e w s ,  and confirmation of transcripts with 

participants. 

The second issue is that of interpretive validity - what things mean to the 

people involved. It is especially important to research such as this, where 

participants' perceptions, attitudes, thoughts and feelings are the central concern. 

To protect the vaüdity of the interpretations made in data collection and analysis, 

participants were consulted on the accuracy of the assumptions made by the 

researcher in 'Hling in' gaps in data, and in organizing and analyzing the data. 

Also to assess the validity of these interpretations, an outside researcher who was 

UIlfamiliar with the research topic and had no contact with the participants was 

asked to prepare a qualitative analysis of one longitudinal set of interviews 

( i n t e ~ e w s  at the pre-experience (Tirne 1). early experience (Tirne 21, and later 

experience (Time 3) phases for one participant) and one cross-sectional set of 

interviews (all the 'early expenence' (Time 2) interviews) This analysis by an 

'outsider' t o  the study will be discussed in the Results and Discussion sections. 
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The third type of validity of concern for this study is that of theoretical 

validity. This takes interpretation one step further, and looks at the validity of the 

analysis and results as aa exphnation of the phenornenon, not just a description. 

This includes the validity of the concepts which are derived fkom the analysis and 

interpretation of the data, and of the relationships between these concepts. Again, 

participant collaboration in analysis will contribute to the construction and 

c o ~ a t i o n  of the themes to be found in the qualitative data, through discussion 

of these results with the researcher, as will the analyses by the research assistant. 

Within this qualitative conte*, attempting to achieve some kind of 

'objective' agreement about the 'right' analysis of the data is illogical (Creswell, 

1994). A good and valid interpretation is what is aimed for. Participant 

collaboration and analysis by a second researcher were used to enswe that 

researcher perceptions were not the only viewpoint presented. 

The fourth type of validity proposed by Maxwell (1992) is what is often 

called generalizability. Within qualitative research, generalizability or  

transferability of knowledge is based on assumptions that the information may be 

useful in understanding other, similar situations, as well as that described. While 

the information gained in this study was clearly of an exploratory nature, the 4 

single cases may contribute to  our general understanding of s ü p e ~ s o r  

development. A significant proportion of psychologists, and most clhicians of 

other professional backgrounds, still leam to supervise by jumping in at the deep 

end, usually without a coach; this study provided information about two new 

supervisors who received little formal training, and about the two who received 

fairly intensive training in supervision. Also, this study took place in two 
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university-based clinics, rather than in the pubtic sector agencies and institutions 

within which dinical supervision more commonly occurs. However, the theoretical 

models of supervisor development which have been put forward in the last ten 

years are intended to describe processes undergone by al1 individuals beginning as 

supervisors, not only those who have or who do not have spedic training or who 

work in specific settings. As mentioned above, the degree to which the results of 

this study support a fairly consistent pattern of supervisor development affect 

generalizability. 

Specific steps were taken to minimize bias in the collection and analysis of 

the qualitative data, as suggested by Weiss (1994). These included: using a semi- 

structured interview format so that al1 participants are given the opportunity to 

address the sarne issues; using open-ended questions, so that interviewer influence 

over participant responses is minimized; requesting concrete and specific 

information, to avoid context-dependent generalizations; and reporthg data also in 

a concrete and specinc way, with liberal quotation of actual data, to illustrate and 

support the interpretations and analyses made. 

The PSDS was specifically intended to measure concepts used in Watkin's model, 

which attempts to bring in the major factors of all previous models. If the process 

of development or change as a supervisor gains experience occurs as this model 

proposes, the self-perceptions accessed by this questionnaire should change. 
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Hypothesis 1. That a developmental process will occur as the student supervisors 

gain knowledge and expenence, as refiected in rising scores on the Psychotherapy 

SupeMsory Development Scale over the period of the study. 

The SSI appears to measure a general 'positive feeling' about the self as 

supervisor, especially in its Attractiveness factor, and to  assess certain stylistic 

trends which would not be expected to  change very much in expenenced 

supervisors; do these self-perceptions change when the experience of supervising is 

fust encountered? 

Hypothesis 2. That student supervisor comfort with the role of supervisor and 

confidence in skills will rise, as refiected by rising scores on the Supervisory Styles 

Inventory over the period of the study. 

The working alliance between supervisor and supervisee is expected to  be 

fairly quickly established as supervision begins. The s u p e ~ s o r  development 

models consider that the s u p e ~ s o r  becomes more able to perceive and respond to 

therapist needs as hdshe gains experience, and t o  more accurately perceive the 

state of this alliance. 

Hypothesis 3. That student supervisors will perceive an improving working 

alliance with their supervisees over tirne, as reflected in increasing Working 

Alliance Inventory scores over the period of supervision experience. 
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Method 

Subiects 

Participants in this study were 6 clinical psychology doctoral students. AU 

had had at least 450 hours of supervised clinical practicum experience as 

psychotherapists. None had had previous expenence as a psychotherapy 

supervisor. 

Two participants (SI and S2) were taking part in a superrision practicum 

offered through the Psychological Service Centre of the University of Manitoba. 

These trainee supemisors supervised Social Work students on field placement at 

the Elizabeth Hill Counselling Centre, also run by the University of Manitoba. 

This ch ic  serves the generai public, and the supervisees were attendiag individual 

adults, children and a group, for counselling, play therapy, or psychotherapy. Each 

s u p e ~ s o r  supervised one individual case for each supervisee; S2 also supervised a 

group that her two supe~sees  ran together. The supervision practicum consisted 

of weekly three hour meetings from September to April with a faculty members 

who was the s u p e ~ s o r  of supervision. The meetings fkom September to early 

November consisted of discussions of supervision theory, as presented in the 

textbook, Fundamentals of Clinical Su~erviçion, by Be& and Goodyear (1992) 

and of supervision issues, as well as role-playing and other skill-development 

techniques. During the month of November the supervision practicum was 

interrupted by outside circumstances, namely a strike by faculty at the University. 

The trainee supervisors b t  met with their supervisees in November, and began 

supervishg therapy cases in Jaauary, carrying through until mid April (one 

student continued to mid-May). Supervision consisted of weekly meetings, carried 
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out as planned by the trainee supervisors. These sessions were audio-taped, to aid 

in supervision of supervision. The weekly supervision of supervision training 

meetings, fkom the time students begin superpising, consisted of supervision of the 

s u p e h i o n  given by the students as well as continuing discussion of readings fkom 

the text and of supervisory issues in general. The supervisees' field placements 

ended in April (with the noted exception, one of Sl's supenrisees), and the 

supervision practicum ended shortly thereafter. 

Two of the participants (S3 and S4) were students on pre-doctoral 

intemship at the Counselling Service, University of Manitoba. Neither supervisee 

received formal or informal instruction or readings on the theoretical o r  research 

bases of supervision. These intems had supervision experienGs uivolving different 

formats and approaches. Each intern supervised one student. S3 supervised all of 

her supervisee's therapy cases. 54 supervised two therapy cases. S4 began 

supervishg independently and received no forma1 supervision of supervision. S3 

began by sitting in on supervision sessions with the student and the student's 

primary supervisor, then moved to participating in these sessions. At her request, 

she later carried out the sessions independently, without the presence of the 

primary supervisor (who was also the supervisor of supervision). Supervision of 

supervision primarily took the format of case management for this one supervision 

case. The supervisees were carrying out counselling with individual students at 

the University. One supe~see ' s  practicum ended in Apnl (S4's s u p e ~ s e e ) ,  and 

the other in late June (S3's supervisee), aiid the supervision experience ended at 

the same time. 

The two cornparison participants were students at a similar level of training 
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and experience as psychotherapists as the previously mentioned supenrisor 

participants and had been interested in taking the supervision practicum until 

tirne constraints decided them against it. These individuals, however, did not take 

part in any training to become supervisors, nor did they have or gain any 

experience as supervisors during the time of the study. They filled out the SSI and 

the PSDS at the sanie times as the student supacwisors. The results of these 

'comparison' participants served to explore the effects of repeated completion of the 

questionnaires and of increased clinical experience on the results of these 

measures. These measures assess self-perception as a s u p e ~ s o r .  Therefore, it 

was felt that possible discussions about thr supervision experience between 

supervisor participants and comparison p&cipants would not be likely to create 

changes in the comparison participants' questionnaire results. 

Instruments 

Questionnaires are in Appendix 2 

S u ~ e ~ s o r v  Stvles Inventorv (SSIL Friedlander and Ward, 1984. This scale 

consists of thirty three items, each a one word descriptor of supervisory style. The 

s u p e ~ s o r  is asked to rate the accuracy of that descriptor in describing hidher own 

style, on a 7 point Lickert scale. The measure assesses distinctive manners of 

approaching and responding to supemisees and implementing supervision. The 

SSI has three subscales, derived from factor analysis: 1) Attractiveness: reflects a 

colliegial dimension of supervision. Descriptors on this scale include warm, 

supportive, friendly, open, flexible. 2) Interpersonally Sensitive: reflects a 
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relationship-oriented approach to supervision. Indudes items such as invested, 

committed, therapeutic, perceptive. 3) Tsk ûrïented: reflects a content-focussed 

style of supervision. Descriptors include goal-oriented, thorough, focused, practical, 

stmctured No information is available about the internal consistency of this 

measure. 

This measure is based on a mode1 of supervision activity which is not 

specific to any particular theoretical orientation to psychotherapy or t o  supervision 

(Friedhnder & Ward, 1984). Total scores and subscales have been shown to have 

good constmct validity lis fkom .45 t o  .62 in cornparisons to Stenack and Dye's 

(1982, in Friedlander and Ward, 1984) rneasure of perceived supervisory role 

behavioursl. Subscale results have been &own to differentiate between 

supervisors of different theoretical orientations in ways that are consistent with 

the different approaches to the work expected between those orientations. For 

example, cognitive behavioural supervisors have been found to have significantly 

higher scores on the Task-Oriented s a l e  than supervisors who follow a humanistic 

or psychodynamic orientation. THe subscales have also been shown to differentiate 

between supervision of beginning clinicians and advanced clinicians, in ways that 

are consistent with theones of therapist development. High test-retest reliabilities 

have been found (for combined scales, .92, for each scale, h m  .78 to .94), and 

subscale results are not significantly related to social desirability (correlations of - 
.O6 t u  -15). (Friedlander & Ward, 1984). (See Appendix 2) 

This is the only supervision instrument to have undergone extensive 

reliability and validity studies. It has been shown to be sensitive to differing 

theoretical emphases in s u p e ~ s i o n .  Changes in the total score may also reflect 



the new supemisor's assessment of hisher abilities. 

Psvchotherapy Supervisor Development Scaies (PSDS!, Watkias, 1995b. 

This 18 item measure is rated on a 7 point Lickert scale. This is a new measure, 

which has undergone initial validation. It is intended to measure supervisor 

development, according to the Supervisor Complexïty Model (Watkins, 1990, 1994, 

1995b). It has been shown to differentiate between high experience and low 

experience supervisors. Adequate reliability (alpha coefficient of .go) has been 

shown. Content validity has been supported through the process of item selection, 

which ipcluded a five-member consultation panel of experienced s u p e ~ s o r s .  No 

test-retest reliability information is available. (Watkins, l995b ) There are four 

subscales on this measure, derived fiom factor analysis. However, due to the low 

number of items on each subscale, the authors recommend using a total score, 

which should refled overall supeMsor development. In this study, subscale scores 

will be examined (but not compared statistically), to detennine whether they can 

reflect dinerential rates of development in the supervisor's perceptions of the 

following factors: 1) Competence/Effectiveness: the supervisors perceptions of 

hidher own competence or  incornpetence as a supervisor. This factor is tapped by 

items such as: "As a supervisor, 1 structure the supervision experience effectively." 

2) IdentityKommittment: the extent to which the supervisor feels identified with 

the role of supervisor and committed to that role. This factor includes items such 

as "If asked 'Do you reallly feel like a psychotherapy/counselling supervisor?', 1 

could honestly answer yes." 3) Self-Awareness: the extent to which the supervisors 

percieves himherself as having a realistic awareness of his or her strengths and 
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weaknesses as a supemisor and of hidher impact on on supemîsion. This includes 

items su& as "1 believe 1 have a good awareness about myself as a supervisor, the 

impact that 1 have on supervisees, and how 1 affect the supervisory situation as a 

whole." 4) Sincerity: the extent to which the supervisor feels hdshe is an imposter 

or feels ill-at-ease in the role of supervisor. This factor is tapped by items such as 

"Sometimes I believe that rm just playing at being a supervisor." (See Appendix 2) 

The PSDS is the only measure available which is intended to assess the 

developmental level of the supenrisor, and is directly related to Watkin's 

Supemisor Complexity Model(1990, 1994, 1995b). 

Workine Alliance Inventoru. (wAI),- orv va th, 1982, as adapted for 

supervision by Baker, 1990. This 36 item inventory is rated on a 7 point Lickert 

scale. Items reflect the supervisor's perceptions of the state of the working alliance 

between hidherself and the supervisee. It is filled out by the student s u p e ~ s o r  

for each supervisory relationship they have. There are items reflecting both 

positive and negative aspects of the alliance. While there is considerable 

information available on the reliability and validity of the original form of this 

inventory, whi& is used to assess the alliance between therapist and client, there 

is little such information avdable for the supervision form. 

The WAI has three subscales, derived by factor analysis of the original 

instrument: 1) Bond: the extent to which the supemisor feels there is a good 

connection or working relationship between him/heerself and the supewisee. 

Sample item; "1 feel uncornfortable with (supe~see).  2) Goal: the extent to which 

the supervisor perceives agreement between hidherself and the supewisee on 



what the appropriate goals for their supe~sion are. Items include; "The curent 

goals of these sessions are important for (supervisee). 3) Task the extent to which 

the supeMsor perceives agreement betareen her/himself and the s u p e ~ s e e  on 

what tasks should be carried out as part of supervision, in order to reach the goals. 

Items include; "1 feel confident that the things we do in supervision d l  help 

(supenrisee) to accomplish the changes that she/he desires." 

This measure was chosen because the state of the relationship with the 

supervisees may strongly affect the supe~sor's perceptions of hidher own 

development, especially in areas such as cornpetence and confidence. Thus it is 

important to be able to assess the supemisor's perception of that relationship. 
- 

Although there are several measures of the supervisory alliance, the WAI has the 

advantage of including both negative and positive items. Like most of the other 

measures in this area, there has not been adequate study of the reliability and 

validity of t h  measure. However, the considerable body of research carried out 

with the therapist-client version of the measure inspires confidence. 

It was originally intended tu also use the Supervisory Focus and Style 

Questionnaire (SFSQ), Yager, Wilson, Brewer & Hinnetz, 1989. Howevet, 

participants thoroughly disliked the scale, and felt that, since all its items were 

positive and vezy little concrete information was provided about the 'case' to be 

'supemised' the tendency would be to  endorse all items at a high level, in a 

meaningless way. The questiomaire was dropped fiom the study. 

As none of these instruments have, to my knowledge, been used in a 

longitudinal study, the pilot base-he data and the data from cornparison 

participants were used to establish stability. 
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Semi-structured interviews, approximately 2 hours in kngth: 

The questions in the interview guide were designed to tap the following 

primary themes; 

Background information which had been proposed to possibly affect the 

experience of leaming to supervise, ie. theoretical orientation to 

therapy/counselling; level of confidence as a therapist. 

Conditions of the experience whi& might afTect the experience, ie; 

s u p e ~ s i n g  how many people, on how many cases; what kind of training for 

supervision. 
- 

Self-perceptual issues such as role identification, anxiety level, perceived 

cornpetence, based primanly in Watkin's model, but also in other areas brought up 

by other theorists, ie. self-perceived strengths as a supervisor wilI; how cornfortable 

the supervisor was with the different roles a supervisor might take. 

Resources the supervisor might be drawing on as shdhe learns to supervise, 

ie. using skills from being a therapist, emulating hisher own s u p e ~ s o r s ,  how the 

supervisor used supervision of supervision. 

Theories and techniques of supervision which might change, based in 

modeis of all the theonsts, ie. what a typical supervision session was U e ;  how the 

supenrisor goes about encouraging autonomy in supervisees. 

Supervisors' expectations of change as they leamed to supervise. 

The interview guide also included open-ended questions which i t  was hoped 

might improve access to those factors and experiences which the supervisors felt 

were important to their development, but which were not covered in the more 
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specific questions. 

Pilot testing of this intemiew led to the selection of questions which 

generated a great deal of focuçed idormation, and which could be covered within 

the intended time framework Many of the questions were deliberately fkamed so 

as to elicit concrete information of actual experiences and emotional reactions, 

rather than abstractions about the supervisors' experiences. Pilot teçting also 

explored the intemiew's abifity to pick up those aspects which differentiate levels 

of development and developmental issues. To achieve this, it was piioted with two 

students who had had no expenence with supervision and with two students who 

had recently completed the supervision practicum. 
/ 

The interview questions are included in Appendix 1. 

Procedure 

A diagram summarizing the data collection procedures follows; 
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Table 1 

Design of Data Collection 

/ /  Feb. 

SSI / PSDS WAI Interview 

lx lx lx no 

lx l x  lx  yes (Tirne 3) 

* fllst contacts with supervisees 

** begin supemising therapy cases 



Pilot Phase: AU potential participants were contacted approximately 3 

months prier t o  beginning their supemision training (which began in September). 

The study was explained, and if they agreed to participate in the pilot section, they 

were sent 6 copies each of the SSI and the PSDS. They were asked to n11 out the 

SFSQ immediately and the other measures at  alternathg two and three week 

intervals up to the first week of September. They were teminded of the dates for 

filling out the questionnaires by telephone calls h m  the researcher. They sent the 

questionnaires in to the researcher after each time they faed them out. This was 

requested to avoid contamination by the participants looking at their previous 

questionnaires. It is estimated that responding to the two questionnaires took 10 

to  15 minutes *ch time. 

Pr io r  to bee;inniner su.~ervision trsininq In the first week of September, just 

pnor to beginning the internship/practicum, the participants took part in the semi- 

structured interview (these were the Time 1 interviews). S3 began her internship 

late, and was i n t e ~ e w e d  in late Septernber. Interviews were audiotaped and 

transcribed. All names were deleted, as was ans iafomation about clients, and 

information which might identifg supervisees was kept to a minimum Igender, 

general educational background, and whether or not they bad had previous 

experience counselling). Participants received a copy of the transcript within two 

weeks afker the interview; they examined the transaipt for inaccuracies or for 

sections they wanted removed for reasons of privacy. This was felt to be 

particularly important, as the small number of participants and their speafic 

training experiences in supervision made them identifiable within the university 

setting. No inaccuracies in the inteMew transcnpts were pointed out, and only a 
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few comments of a personal nature were removed. 

During the rest of the practicum and of the supervision training during the 

intemship, participants fïlled out the SSI and the PSDS at the end of each month. 

The researcher dropped off questionnaires to each participant, and telephoned if 

tbere were any delays in getting the questionnaires back. AU participants filled 

the questionnaires out at approaimnteIy the same tirne. 

When the supervision emerience beean: Participants were asked to fil1 out 

the WAI d e r  the fmt meeting with each of their supervisees. They then fdled the 

WAI out at the end of each month, for each supervisee, up to the end of the 

supervision experience. They were reminded to fil1 out the WAI after the first 

session by notes and telephone calls; the WAI was included with the SSI and the 

PSDS in subsequent months. Cornparison participants did not complete the WAI. 

After ap~roxirnately 3 sessions swervising;: At  this time, each participant 

took part in the semi-structured interview again (these are the Time 2 interviews). 

Within 3 weeks of end in^ the supervision experience: Participants again 

took part in the semi-stmctured intemiew (Time 3 interviews). 

Analyses 

Analysis of the Quantitative Data 

The quantitative data was analyzed individually for each participant. The 

base line data were analyzed by visual inspection and calculation of correlation 

coefficients. Base line and developrnentd phase results for the PSDS and the SSI 

were graphed for visual inspection. Visual inspection of the quantitative data was 
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canied out foUowing Parsonson and Baer's (1978) recommendations for improving 

analysis of graphed resultç. Visual analysis is also considered a conservative 

detector of change (Parsonson & Baer, 1992). While there was concern about 

c e i b g  effects on the data, it appeared fkom base-line data that there was room for 

improvement of scores. 

It was hoped that these results codd also be analysed using the ITSACORR 

procedure (Crosbie, 1993). ITSACORR was chosen as the mode of analysis because 

it is the only test of significance of change between base-line and intervention 

phases which can compensate for the very hi& correlations between data points in 

single subject designs, and can be used with few data points. It is a simple, 

reliable procedure to asseçs change with short, autocorrelated series, using l e s t  

squares model. For these autocorrelated series, the method of andysis must be 

able to control Type 1 error for all level of Lag 1 autocorrelation up to .9. For 

ITSACORR, the risk of making a Type 1 error is less than the nominal alpha for 

all N and autocorrelation parameters. ITSACCORR is conservative (it can detect 

moderate changes in intercept at N < 30) and may have insuficient power. The 

program for ITSACORR provides F and t, and graphs the data with estimated 

steady-state trend h e s .  ITSACORR can maintain acceptable levels of Type 1 and 

2 error with as few as five scores per phase, but optimal length is 10 to 20 scores 

per phase. Although the author of ITSACORR considers it especiaily useful for 

clinieal research, it has the disadvantage of being a conservative test of the 

significance of change. I t  was expected that ITSACORR would be useful for these 

analyses, as minimum phase lengths of at  least 6 points were expected. However, 

as discussed in the Results section, this did not occur. Results of the WAI 
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for each supervisee were graphed and compared to graphs of the results of the 

PSDS and the SSI, to aid detection of possible effects of an especidy difficult or 

smooth supervisory experience on the questionnaire scores. 

Analyses of the Qualitative Data 

Semi-structured i n t e ~ e w s  were transcribed and participants were given 

transcripts of their interviews within 2 weeks of the interview. They were invited 

to CO- the accuracy of the transcriptions and to indicate any sections they 

would Like to have removed because of concems about privacy or confidentiality. 

Only one section (consisting of four lines) of an interview was removed on request, 

and no corrections were made. 

Interviews were analyzed using the Atlas ti qualitative data analysis 

program, DOS version (Muhr, 1991). This is a "powerfui, well-designed, user- 

friendly program for coding and interpreting text." (Weitzman & Miles, 1995) On 

Atlas, te* (such as each interview) can be assigned to text families (such as 'al1 

Time 1 interviews'). Quotations fkom the text are marked manually by the analyst 

or  automatically, based on key words or  phrases, and assigned to specific codes 

(such as 'supenrising is Like doing therapy'). Codes can also be assigned t o  families 

(such as 'd codes referring to anxiety or confidence'). Ang quotation, code, code 

family, text, or text family can also have comments or memos attached to it. 

Links, either heirarchicai or not, can be made between codes and between 

quotations, and these links may also have comments or  memos attached. In this 

study, the code families were progressively linked along conceptual iines, becoming 

the 'themes' of the summary of the analysis. 
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Atlas then permits the data analyst to filter the coded data in several ways. 

For example, 'dl quotations refeiring to the code family 'joking and laughter', from 

all of Sl's intemiews' may be pulled up. This fïitering fùnction was used in this 

study to group codes and quotations by text family for examination. When 

quotations are sent to an output file through the filtering process, each cornes 

under the appropriate code, with identification of the text from which the quotation 

originated. 

Altas also supports theory building, through the creation of links, and by 

giving the links different logical properties. The resulting networks can be viewed 

and manipulated on a graphical interface. Code networks can also be exported to  

new projects or  texts, to try the fit of the theoretical stmcture on a new data set or 

t o  permit re-coding of the same data with the same codes by another analyst, for 

cornparison of results. These theory-support properties of Atlas were not much 

used on this project, other than as a step towards grouping codes into families. 

For the primary analysis, qualitative anaiysis of the interviews started from 

the specific questions asked in the interviews, coding responses to  each question 

separately, double and triple coding when a section appeared to be relevant to  

more than one code, and also creating new codes for responses or sections of 

responses which camed information that did not seem be iacluded under question 

codes. Some of the codes were collapsed after the initial analysis of the interviews 

was completed. A total of 43 codes were used in the end, Codes were then 

grouped into families, which became the themes; amriety/confidence, techniques 

used in supervision, experiences of supervision of supervision, etc, to a total of 7. 

Themes were then filtered by supervisor at separate tirnes, and the lists of 
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quotations provided through this filtering were used to prepare the summaries 

found in Appendix 3. 

Participants were asked to read the sllmmaries of the analysis of their 

interviews and comment on anything they felt was an inaccurate representation of 

their experiences or on anything they wanted to add to the analyses as 

clarification. No such comments were received within the tirne fiame agreed upon 

by the researcher and the participants (2 months). 

These summaries were then used to prepare summary notes for each 

s u p e ~ s o r .  These notes were used to develop the summaries of individual 

experiences found in the Results section. The same notes were then summarized 

across supervisors and laid out in a mat* of theme by tirne, as recommended by 

Miles and Huberman (19941, to ident* commonalities and differences across times 

and across supervisors, as reported in the Results section. 

As discussed in the Introduction, a second analysis of some of the intewiews 

was carried out by a research assistant unfamiliar with the topic and the 

participants and unconnected with the data collection. This andysis (also carried 

out using the Atlas ti qualitative data analysis program (Muhr, 1991)) covered all 

of the Time 2 interviews and al l  of the interviews for Sl, so as  to  give a good 

sample for comparison to analyses by the principal researcher. 

For the comparison analysis, the research assistant was asked simply to 

work towards themes and contents that appeared to be central to  the experience. 

It was felt that this less directed approach to the analysis would give a better 

comparison with the primary analysis, which was necessarily based in the primary 

researcher's knowledge of the theoretical models of supervisor development, 
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acquaintance with the participants, and participation in the data collection. The 

secondary analysis ended up with a total of 9 main themes, with 22 codes. The 

cornparison analysis (Appendirs 4) was compared to the principal analysis, as 

discussed in the Results section. 
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RESULTS 

This results section consists of three parts. The k t  gives a brief summary 

of the results of the qualitative analysis of the interviews given by each 

participant. Within this section, the resdts of the questiomaires for each 

participant are also shown. The summaries attempt to identify some of the 

changes that occurred for each participant as shdhe learned to supervise and what 

factors may have worked to individualize that change process. Sections in double 

quotes are direct quotations fkom the participant and interview shown. The 

complete analyses, as welI as descriptions of the supervisors and their supervisees, 

are in Appendix 3. 

The second part of the results section examines commonalities and 

Merences among the experiences of each of the supervisor trainees. Within this 

section, results are grouped accosding to the main themes which arose from the 

qualitative data andysis. 

The third section of the resdts sections shows the questionnaire results for 

the cornparison participants and the summary tables and graphs of questionnaire 

results for the supervisor participants. 

As a reminder; the first interview was camied out at the beginning of the 

practicdintemship experience (Tirne l), before the participants had begu. their 

training as supervisors or  just as it was beginning. The second interview was done 

as the participants began to actually supenrise students and client cases, after the 

second or third meeting with each s u p e ~ s e e  (Tirne 2). The third was after the 

end of the supervision training experience, with the exception of one supervisor, 
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S3, who had the opporhinity to extend sessions with her supervisee for two weeks 

after the 1 s t  interview (Tirne 3). 

Each Supervisor's Experïence 

Supervisor 1 

S1 was anxious about learning to supervise at Time 1, but not highly so; she 

felt that it was a learnable skiU and that her natural anxiety wodd abate with 

time; 

"K: Ahm, how confident do you feel as a supervisor at this point? 

Si: Not tembly. 

K: Not very. 

SI: No, no .... 

K: Can you elaborate on that? 

SI: I'm nervous about starting t o  supervise, I'm wondering what kind 

of people I'll be getting, what their experience will be, ah, ahm, if 

they'll fhd my input usefi& if they'll be resistant. You know, a lot of 

that's r e d y  an unknown quantity right now, and 1 think it will, 

anticipation is the worst part, as with anythmg. 

K: OK 

SI: You know, once 1 actudy, ah, go in there for that h t  session, 1 

think 1'11 be fine. Ahm, I'm also not that confident because, not only 
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because 1 haven't done it, but because 1 don't know a lot about it. 

Ahm, 1 know what 1 like and dislike h m  my own experience, but 1 

don't know a lot about it in terms of various models or, or  theoretical 

knowledge," 

She wanted to iearn both the theory and the practice of supervising, and saw 

supervision as essentially a facilitative process. She felt she had strengths in the 

interpersonal and communication skills important to s u p e ~ s i n g ,  and could not 

identify more than one potential weakness. She was womed about being able to 

see all the connections and complexities necessary to  supervise well; 

"Sl: Another one that, 1 don't know, this may be cheating, 'cause I t e  

heard (a classrnate who had taken the supervision practicum the 

previous year) talk about it, but, something that is on my mind is 

how difficult, whether it's going to be difEcult, how difncult it's going 

to be to, sort of, when 1 see the transcript, or  the tape of a therapy 

session with my supervisee and the client, uhm, am 1 going to be 

thinking about what 1 would have said in that situation, how mnny 

times is that going to be helpful for the s u p e ~ s e e  to hear, or  do I 

need to be thinking more about the process, like, how easy is it going 

to be for me to step back from that session and to see it as a 

supervisor rather than as a therapist?" 

She was also womed about ever having to confiont a supervisee. At this 
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point, she was thinking about supervision by cornparison t o  her own experiences as 

a therapist and as a supervisee. She was not cornfortable with power issues o r  

evaluation, and thought her greatest challenge as a supervisor might be having a 

supeTViSee who resisted her suggestions. 

Some of the factors that appear to have been affecthg Si's experience at 

Time 1 include: her level of confidence as a therapist, which made her feel this was 

a good time to leam to supervise; the format of the training experience, especially 

the inclusion of both didactic and experiential components, and the fact that she 

felt it would be both effective and supportive; and her generally positive 

experiences with her own supervisors. 

By Time 2, Sl's anxiety had risen sharply. This was partly due to a dip in 

her confidence in her own therapy skills and partly t o  her recognition that 

supemising was a complex process that brought a lot of responsibilities. 

"SI: 1 guess 1 didn't anticipate that it would be this challenging. I think 1 

was probably in a bit of denial about it ... 

K: (cbuckle) About how hard it would be. 

SI: 1 mean, in order to do this kind of thing 1 think you do need to 

sort of hoodwink yourself into it and Say, you know, '1 can do this, 

itll be fine', and, uh, 1 think 1 did have ideas about what, that some 

things would be M c u l t ,  you know, just fiom hearing about 

(classrnate's) experience and doing some reading. And sa, I think I 

went into i t  with my eyes open, but maybe, hm, maybe with 

sunglasses on!" 
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She was trging to be patient with herself, but could see few strengths and 

had a clear impression of several wealmesses as a supervisor. She had leamed 

about several theones of supervision and felt most cornfortable with a 

developmental model. She continued to see superviçion as primarily a facilitative 

process but also recognized the need for structure and a didactic component with 

beginning supervisees. She was still uncornfortable with power issues and saw her 

own difficulties supemïsing as her greatest challenge at this tirne. She discussed 

many more techniques of supemision and used eiramples from supervishg to 

illustrate her points. 

Factors affecting Si's experience at Time 2 include: the format of her 

training experience; ber level of codidence in her skills as a therapist, which had 

decreased; the developmental level of her supervisees, both of whom were fairly 

novice, one being more so; and the supervisee's enthusiasm for this experience. 

She felt that the inclusion of the didactic component of her training to supenise 

had both increased her confidence and percieved ability to do this work, by 

providing a theoretical fkamework and specific techniques to use, and increased her 

iuizriety about doing the work, by bringing up potential difnculties and challenges. 

SI  found that workiag with supervisees who had little experience as therapists 

caused her t o  attempt to adapt her superrrision strategies, and helped her to be 

aware of how much she did know about doing therapy. She also believed that if 

she had had supervisees who were reluctant to participate in this experience, she 

would have felt much more awkward and less identified with the role. 

By Time 3, Si's confidence had risen again. She had few worries about 

supervising, and did not feel d o u s  about it. 
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"S1: 1, 1 wasn't anticipating being as comfortable with this as 1 am. 

But I think that m y  comfort Ievel has increased with that, partly 

because I've been able to incorporate it into supervision, in a way 

that, uhm, felt nght for me. You know, I was able to, 1 think maybe, 

it's maybe been two-fold First that 1, was able to trust myself that 1 

did have information that would be usefùl t o  impart! 

K: Usefd to  impart (chuckle), OK. 

SI: And second, that 1 could do that in a way that, where 1 wasn't 

lecturing, or kind of going on and on, 

K: Or just telling them what to do. 

SI: Yeah!" 

She was able to identify quite a few of her strengths as a s u p e ~ s o r ,  as well 

as several weaknesses, perhaps indicating increased self-awareness. She continued 

to work mostly within a facilitative approach, based on the developmental mode1 of 

supervision. She mentioned many supervision techniques, including being 

directive when that  was appropriate and talked about specific ways to encourage 

s u p e ~ s e e  autonomy. In referring ta one technique she used, that of always 

asking the s u p e ~ s e e  for their thoughts and opinions about a speàfic issue before 

giving her own, she reported: 

"SI: (...) and that's not sornething 1 had antiapated, really, I thiak 

that that's just something 1 did, without r e d y  realizing what I was 

doing. 
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K: Uh hm. 

SI: A good thing khuckle). You know, and, uh, unlike many of the 

things we do when we don't realize what we are doing, and, so 1 

think now, that, doing that all the way along, it gives me a better 

sense of where the s u p e ~ s e e  is at, and ... 

K: How they respond to that. 

SI: Yeah, and you know, where their conceptualization is at, and 

where theV skills are at, and, so, I have a better idea al1 the way 

along, and it's much easier to decide, OK, now they can, do this on 

their own." 

She was somewhat more comfortable with the power and responsibility of 

the supervisor role and with the process of evaluating her supervisees. She had 

found supervision of supervision very helpfid, primarily to help her think about her 

own work as a supervisor. She identified helping her supervisees deal with 

difficult clinical issues as the greatest challenge she had faced. She made a few 

cornparisons of leaming to supervise being like learning to do therapy but mostly 

used examples from supewising to illustrate her points. 

Factors influencing SI's expenence at Tirne 3 indude: supervision of 

supervision as a supportive place to process her leaming experience; her 

supervisees' enthusiasm for the experience; her supervisees' somewhat different 

developmental levels; her own confidence as a therapist, which had risen; the type 

of client cases she was supervising, which were fairly chdenging; her perceptions 

of her work as a supervisor as effective; and the supervisees' positive feedback to 
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her about her effectiveness as a supervisor. She found that the supportive 

atmosphere of supervision of supervision helped her to be open about her 

difïiculties and doubts, which increased the value of the learning experience for 

her. Sf also felt that baving experience with one somewhat more experienced 

supervisee and one somewhat less experienced one increased her own abiüty and 

confidence in recognizing and working with therapist developmental issues in 

supervision. 
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Graph 1: Sl's Working Alliance Inventory Mean Scores 
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Table 1: WAI Scores for S1 

WAI Th1 I 
1st  

Jan 

Feb 

March 

As did al1 the participants, S1 fded out the WAI on four occasions for each 

supervisee, to report on her perceptions of the working relationships with her 

supervisees. The WAX scores show that S1 felt that these relationships went well 

WAI Th2 

1st 

Jan 

Feb 

Aprii 

195 

201 

202 

2 12 

tOtd 

201 

191 

2 18 

mean 

5.42 

5.58 
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5.89 

March 

April 

mean 

5.58 
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fkom the beginning, with a slight rise in scores towards the end of the supervision 

expenence. This is confïrmed by the interview data. For Thl, Sl's ratings of Task, 

Bond and Goal subscales were very similar. For Th2, Sl's ratings of the Task 

subscale were somewhat Iower than the other subscale scores, possibly indicating a 

perception of less agreement with Th2 about what should be done in supervision 

and counselling sessions to achieve the goals of supervision. 
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Graph 2: SI's Psychotherapy Supervisor Development Scale Mean Scores 
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Table 2 

PSDS Scores for S1 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

5th 

6th 

Sept 

oct 

Nov 

Dec 

Jan 

Feb 

Mar& 

April 
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The Competence/Effectiveness subscde of the PSDS was somewhat variable 

over the pre-praticum and didactic sections, then rose during the supervision 

experience. 

The Identity/Com.mitment subscale on the PSDS for SI rose slightly over 

the pre-practicum period, held steady throughout the didactic portion of the 

practicun, and rose notably during her experience supervising. 

The Self-Awareness subscale scores were extremely variable during the pre- 

practicum period, more steady during the didactic section, and then consistently 

rising over the supenrision experience. 

Sl's Sincerity subscde was considerably lower than the other subscales 

during the pre-practicum period, rose to the level of the other subscales as S I  

entered the practicum didactic section, then remained fairly steady and until rising 

with the other subscales during the supervision experience. 

These quantitative results are consistent with Sl's interview reports of her 

self-perceptions around the issues asessed by the PSDS. 
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Graph 3: Sl's Superirisorg Styles Inventory Mean Scores 
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Table 3: S1 SSI Scores 

Total 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

An / Int S 
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5th 
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Sept 
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Nov 
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Jan 
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1 T-O 

- 

The items on the S u p e ~ s o r y  Style Inventory appear to relate to issues of 

theory of what is appropriate and helpful in supervision, as well as to the 

March 

A p d  
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individual's preferred style of supervising. Sl's Attractive sa le  on this instrument 

was quite high throughout the period of the study. The Interpersondy Sensitive 

scale was quite variable d dong, with perhaps a slight rise as S1 got experience 

supervising. The Task-Oriented scale was consistently much lower than the other 

two, perhaps reflecting Sl's discornfort with directïveness as reported in the 

interviews- However, it rose quite steeply when she began to supervise, reaching 

levels nearer to that of the other two scales. This data is also consistent with her 

interview reports of increasing activity/directiveness in supervision in response to 

her perceptions of supenrisee needs. 
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Supervisor 2 

At Time 1,S2 felt quite ~ o u s  about learning to supemse, partly because 

she would have liked to have more experience as a therapist before taking on this 

new role. She could ident* few strengths she rnight have as a supervisor, and 

womed about several things. She hoped to change in ways that made it possible 

for her to; 

3 2 :  (...) identify what the person would need, and, uhm, to be able 

to, uh, walk the fine h e  between facilitating, or, yeah, facilitating 

their own insight and th& handling of t h g s ,  as opposed to my 

directing them. 

K: So that feels like sornething that, that really has to be leamed 

and developed as you go dong leaniing to  supervise. 

S2: Yeah, and 1 think it's an individual situation. You have to spend 

time with somebody to be able to, to understand what it is they need 

and what their approach to things would be. Uhm, so there's a lot of 

personality variables that 1 think would enter into that as weU. 

Would the person be receptive, are they looking for that type of 

stmctwe, and if they are looking for that type of structure, is it 

necessarily the best thing to provide it?" 
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She was more interested in Iearning about specinc s u p e ~ s i o n  techniques 

than generd models, and was not cornfortable with issues of power, especially 

because it implied considerable responsibility. She thought her greatest challenge 

might be giving negative feedback to a s u p e ~ s e e .  She discussed a few supervision 

techniques; 

3 2 :  So, sometimes, ahm, 1 would think, challenging somebody and 

saying 'where do you want to go with this' or 'what is it that you 

need', when they haven't got the idea of what they might need o r  

where they want to go, seems kind of fruitless." 

At Time 1, 52 used many examples fkom her experiences as a s u p e ~ s e e .  

Factors which appear t o  have iduenced S2's perceptions at Tirne 1 include: 

her level of confidence and expenence as a therapist, which she wished were 

higher; her own research into supenrisee experiences, which had made her more 

aware of supervision issues and of issues around learning to supeniise; and her 

own experiences as a supervisee, which had both positive and negative aspects. S2 

fd t  that these experiences had given her both postive and negative models of how 

to supervise, as well as creating some amiety about inadvertently doing things 

that might be ineffective or  imtating to the supervisees. 

At Time 2, S2 reported having experienced "panic" just before beginning to 

supervise, but her anxiety was already abating. She did not feel very confident as 

a supervisor, and womed about specific supemision issues and the responsibility of 

being a supervisor. She was aware of a few strengths and a few weaknesses she 
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might have as a supervisor and was st3l uncornfortable with power and evaluation 

issues. She had no overall mode1 of supervision, preferring to focus closely on 

recognizing and responding to the needs of each supervisee. She discussed quite a 

few supervision techniques and used predominantly cornparisons and examples 

h m  supemising and fkom supervision of supervision. Her greatest challenge at 

this time was a specinc supervision process issue with these supervisees, involving 

the dynarnics between the two supervisees, who were doing a group together and 

having joint s u p e ~ s i o n  on that group. She felt that this issue had made her feel 

b o u s  about how to deal with it effectively, but that having done so, it increased 

her confidence in her abilities. 

Factors influencing S2's experience at Time 2 include: what she had leanied 

in the didactic portion of supewision of supervision; ber own confidence as a 

therapist, whïch was growing; her students' developmental level as beb.inners; and 

her student's enthusiasm for this experience; 

"S2: L..) They (supervisees) are looking for, this is a real opportunity, 

they are taking it so seriously, and wanting to know so much, 'any 

material, any resource, aay help you can give me is going to be, a 

boost'. That, even when 1 do sornething that 1 see as very small, 

seemingly insignificant, and they take it and find some value in it, 

uhm, it really helped me. At k t  1 thought, imposter syndrome. 1 

c a d t  possibly go in there, there's nothing I can Say. What am 1 going 

to tell them? They're (already) dealing with very difficult cases, 
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they've done it (counselling) on their own. 

K: So that's how you felt, just before you started? 

S2: Sure, even though there was this, you know, a lot of this learning 

process with (supervisor of supervision), 1 thought, when it cornes 

nght down to it, what have 1 got to, to say to these people? I'm not 

so far removed ... 

K: From where they're at. 

S2: From where they're at, you know. And so, 1 thought, this is 

going to be an exercise in ... being the supervisor. When 1 saw, and 

when 1 came to the realization, '1 think I can help on this one point, 1 

think there is something that 1 can say here' 

K: You have a contribution to make. 

S2: I do have a contribution, and that's exactly the laquage that 1, I 

caught myself using. Uhm, ... my seEtalk type thing. I felt a lot 

better about doing this, and 1 , I  didn't take it, certainly, more 

seriously; it had more meruiing for me, though." 

S2 felt that learning about new techniques, practicing supervision skills and 

articulahg ber own ideas about therapy and supendion had been helpful aspects 

of the didactic portion of her training experience, as had interacting with her fellow 

supervisor-trainee. She felt that her co&dence as a therapist had been growing 

due to increased experience and seeing tt results of therapy in her clients' 

reports. This had increased her confidence that she knew enough about therapy to 

have something to contnbute t o  her supervisees' leaming process. Her supervisees' 
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enthusiasm for the experience and positive reactions to her suggestions also 

contributed to this level of confidence in her supervisory abilities. The fact that 

her supervisees were both beginners as therapists meant that she had had to adapt 

her approach to supenrision from what she might have expected in her ow. 

supervision at  this time. This made the need to be responsive to individual 

supemisee needs veq  clear to S2. 

By Tirne 3, S2's anxiety had dropped and she was feeling fairly confident as 

a supervisor. She was able to recognize several of her strengths and her 

weaknesses as a supervisor and had few womes about supervising. She was more 

comfortable with all the roles a supervisor might take and with knowing when to 

use each. She was somewhat more comfortable with power and evaliiation issues, 

and with the responsibility which goes with supervising. She reported not having 

a preferred mode1 of supervision, preferring to focus on individual needs in 

supervision (although this focus in itself excludes certain models of supervision). 

She discussed quite a few techniques of supervision; 

"S2: 1 was aware of, and much more appreciative of, uh, instances in 

supervision where a supervisor will, delicately present a scenario, 

either of something that's going on in therapy, or something that's 

going on in the supe~sory  relationship itself, in a way that allows, 

that allowed me, hence dowed the supervisee I was working with, 

the opportunity to, to uh, develop insight at their own rate, without 

having it spoonfed, without having it spelled out, it's a very delicate, 
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uh, talent, 1 think. 

K; Uhm hm. 

S2: And most, a very, very effective way of learniog, and 1 r e d y  

strived, ah, to have some of those moments, and I can recall those 

moments when they did work out, but they were not that easy to 

orchestrate, even though, seemingly, they're just the simplest of 

things. Ah, the second thing that 1 learned you have to contend 

with, and what I understand to be my own problem in tbis, is that, 

uhm, the whole process is so subtle, that the supervisee may very 

well, and I also had to laugh at myself, think 'well, yau know, can't 

you see this?, or look at this conclusion that I've corne to, shouldn't 

you have seen this?'. (chuckle) 

K: (laugh) When actuaily you were attemptïng to help them reach 

that conclusion. 

S2: Well, yeah, and the idea is to not take any credit and have it look 

like the balloon just developed above their head!" 

Her greatest challenge had been a supervision process issue with one of her 

supervisees, relating to  the supenrisee's skill level and Pace of learning. 

Factors which may have affected S2's experience at T h e  3 include: 

supervision of supervision; her own perceptions of being effective in supervision; 

her supemisees' different developmental levels; and her supervisees' enthusiasm 

and positive feedback t o  her. She felt that suphs ion  of supervision had been 

especially helpful in providing a time and place for thinking about and receiving 
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feedback on supervising, and for gaining Merent perspectives, including 

normalization of her experiences and reassurance about situations which had made 

her anxious. 
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Graph 4: S2's Working Alliance Inventorg Mean Scores 
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Table 4: S2 WAI Scores 

Task 1 Bond 

Jan 11 
Feb Il lgo 

Match 11 lg9 

total 
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PEI[ 
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L- 
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The WAI scores which register S2's impression of the working relationship 

between herself and Th1 show that from the begianing she felt the relationship 

was quite good, and that it improved slightly with tirne. This is consistent with 

what S2 reported in interviews. Subscale results are al1 close to the global scores, 
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implying that S2 perceived the Task, Goal and Bond aspects of the relationship as 

fairly consistent. For Th2, WAI global scores started out lower than for Thl, with 

Goal subscale scores lower than the others, indicating a perceived difference of 

opinion between herself and Th2 about what they should be trying to accomplish in 

superviçion. AU these WAI scores went up over time for Th2, and the Goal 

subscale had reached levels similar to those of the other subscales within two 

months of supervision, continuing at these levels until the end. 
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Graph 5: S2's Psychotherapy Supervisor Development Scale Mean Scores 
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Table 5: PSDS Scores for S2 

mean C/E I/C SA S 

1 1st NO NO NO NO NO NO 

2nd 67 3.72 3.20 3.75 4.33 4.00 

. 
3rd 62 3.44 3.40 3.25 3.67 2.50 

4th 65 3.61 4.00 3.50 4.33 2.75 

5th 68 3.78 4.20 3.63 4.00 3.25 

6th 73 4.06 4.80 3.88 4.00 3.25 

Sept 72 4.00 4.00 4.13 4.33 3.50 

Oct 74 4.11 5.00 4.50 4.00 3.25 

Nov 70 3.89 4.00 4.13 4.67 2.75 

Dec 75 4.17 4.40 4.13 4.33 4.00 

Jan 78 4.33 4.80 4.13 3.67 4.00 

Feb 88 4.89 5.20 4.63 5.00 4.75 

March 94 5.22 5.40 5 .25 5.00 5.00 

A p d  97 5.39 5 -80 5.38 - 4.67 5.50 

S2's Psychotherapy Supervisor Developrnent Scale mean scores started out 

quite low, nsing slightiy during the pre-practicun period, then stabilizing until she 
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began supervising. During the supervision experience, these scores rose 

consistently. Her scores on the Cornpetence/Effectiveness subscale foilowed 

approximately the same pattern, although they were more variable during the 

didactic portion of the practicum. Her Identification/Commitment scores followed 

the same pattern as the mean scores. Her SeKAwareness subscale scores began 

as the highest subscale score, although results were somewhat variable. During 

the didactic portion of the practicum, they were stili variable but were closer to the 

other sub-scale results. During the s u p e ~ s i o n  experience, these scores continued 

somewhat variable but generally rose. The Sincerity subscale showed an extremely 

variable pattern and was the lowest subscale thmugh the pre-practicum penod and 

the didactic portion. It reached levels siwlar to the other subscales when S2 

began to supervise, and rose consistently thereafter. These results are consistent 

with what S2 reported in interviews, especially the result of variable self'- 

perceptions prior to beginning to  supenrise, followed by improvements as she 

gained experience supervising. 
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Graph 6: SZ's Supervisory Style Inventorg Mean Scores 
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Table 6: SSI Scores for S2 

Mean Att Int S T-O 

1st NO NO NO NO NO 

2nd 105 3.18 

3rd 141 4.27 5.14 4.50 3.00 

4th 150 4.55 5.29 4-75 3.10 

5th 153 4.64 5.29 4.75 3.60 

6th 154 4.67 5.14 4.63 4.10 

Sept 151 4.58 4.86 4.25 4.90 

Oct 160 4.85 5.14 4.38 4.80 

Nov 158 4.79 5.00 4.25 4.70 

Dec 161 4.88 4.71 4.38 4.30 

Jan 148 4.48 4.86 4.13 4.60 

Feb 161 4.88 5.43 4.63 4.60 

March 178 5.39 5.71 5.25 5.70 

A p d  178 5.39 5.86 5.38 5.20 

S2's SupeMsory Styles Inventory mean global scores started very low, rose 

during the pre-practicum period, then stabilized over the didactic portion. They 
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then rose during the supervision experience. This may reflect the increase in 

general positive self-perceptions which 52 reported in the interviews, once she 

began to supervise. Subscale scores of Attractiveness and Interpersonal Sensitivity 

followed this same pattern, while the Task-Oriented subscale started out noticeably 

lower than the other scales but had reached approximately the same level by the 

t h e  the practicum began and then changed as had the other scales. Again, this 

may refiect S2's initial dislike of the idea of being directive in supervision, followed 

by the perception that because her supervisees were not very expenenced as 

therapists, they required more structure and task-orientation in supervision, as 

reported in the interviews. 

At Time 1, S3 was not feeling very b o u s  about supervising, because there 

were too many other things going on at the same time, including moving to a new 

city and beginning her intemship late. She did not fee1 very corûident about 

supervising and womed about quite a few things. 

33: There are, 1 mean, there are so many things, so many 

approaches, ... nght now, I can't imagine knowing al1 those and being 

well-versed. So, yeah, 1 would feel out of my depth, 1 would feel that 

if 1 didn't know it, that 1 was, uhm, you know, iihni, that 1 wasn't ... 

uhm, knowledgeable enough. But at the same time, 1 would then 

corne back at myself and say, like, 'stupid, you cadt know everything, 
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ifs OK!'. So you just tell them to teach you about it. You know, teil 

them to, ah, that you're not familiar with this particular way of doing 

things, and can they please explain why they are doing that, or how, 

you know, how this whole process works, and, so that it would be 

more of a learning process, as 1 do anyways, with clients, 1 can't 

know all, particularly cultures, dïfferent cultures, since 1 tell them t o  

instruct me. That I can't know al l  of them, but they wiU just have to 

instruct me. 

K: OK, so it's likely to occur, but you're not so uncornfortable with 

the idea of how to  deal with that? 

S3: Yeah." 

Another thing she womed about was; 

"S3: The consultant role? Yeah, I guess that would be, ahm, that 

would be sort of like an iffg thing, too, just not too cornfortable, 

because, I'm ... not sure if 1 c m  see the bigger picture? 

K: OK, being in that outside role again. 

S3: Exactly, you know, not, not sure if ... 1 can have something else 

that 1 can contribute to what they're already thinking about it. 

K: OK. 

S3: And if there isn't, you know, worrging, that, you know, 'oh God, 1 

haven't really done much'. You kmw, '1 just sat here and said; good 

idea'! ( laugh) 
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K: (laugh) And sometimes that may be all they need, but stiil, you 

don't feel like you've made a major contribution! (laugh) 

S3: (laugh) Exactly, and you begin to wonder, 'why am 1 here?'. 

She could identifg several potential strengths and weaknesses in her work 

as a supervisor and was quite aware of power issues, although not sure how to 

handle thern. She had no theory or mode1 of supervision but preferred a 

facilitative approach. 

"S3: 1 don't feel that I need t o  be that active (chuckle) and directive. 

I feel that they're here, uhm, you know, they're learning, uhm, and 

they're at a level where they don't need somebody t e h g  them what 

tu do, they're learning they're own style, and so, you know, 1 think 

only in instances where 1 strongly feel maybe that what they're doing 

is, uhm, unethical, or something that would go against, you kmw, 

that's the main thing, some unethical sort of thing. And then 1 

would be really active and directive, and doing something about it." 

She discussed some supervision techniques and used examples and 

cornparisons about therapy and her own supervision. She irnagined that a 

supervisee who did not follow her recommendations when she thought they were 

important might be ber greatest challenge as a supervisor. 

Factors which appeared to be infiuencing S3's perceptions of supervising at 

this time include: her low confidence in her a b i l i ~  to  articulate what she did in 
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therapy, the fact that she did not chose to leam to supervise at this tirne, being 

buçy with many other things at the same time, and her generally good experiences 

with her own supervisors. 

At Time 2, S3 felt a little anxiou about supeinnsing, and moderately 

confident. However, she was very unhappy with the format of supenrision, with 

her supervisor of supeMsion participating in sessions. She felt that this implied a 

distrust of her ability to supemise competently. Having the s u p e ~ s o r  of 

supervisor there and actively participating in supervision sessions also meant that 

she could not choose or negotiate the approach to supervision she would use, nor 

could she experiment and find out what worked best for her. She had some 

womes about supervising, and her perceptions of her own strengths and 

weaknesses had not changed; 

33: In fact, 1, in this particular experience, 1 am finding it difficult 

to, r e d y  look for the negative, for what he (the supenrisee) is 

missing. h t e a d  ï'm real, kind of looking, 'oh, well, he has really 

good listening skills, he has this, he has this ....'. So it's difficult to 

kind of, be, kind of in critical mode. 

K: Even if that critical mode is to, OK, what is he missiag, so that 

we can help him gain it, but it's stiU hard to, to make that kind of 

shift in focus. 

S3: Yes, uh hm." 

She continued to wonder about issues of power and boundary issues such as 
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self-discloswe; 

"S3: (... ) 1 need to r e d y  question why, the reason why I'm self- 

disclosing, in the same way we do with a dient. Am 1 self-disclosing 

because 1 need to have, 1 need for some reason to have this person 

(the supervisee) know, about a part of my life? Ah, then 1 need to 

examine what that's about. But if I'm only self-disclosing because, 1 

think it will help him, uhm, understand maybe what's going through, 

what he's going through now, then that would be an appropriate self- 

disc1osure. But not because 1 want him to know me better, or 1 want 

him to be impressed by me." 

S2 was very aware at this time of her responsibilities to see that the 

superviçee learned She continued to have no specifk theory of supervision and 

wanted to learn more; 

"S3: (...II would really like to hear, to learn more about the actual 

developmental process of the supervisee, so that 1 can be responsive 

to that, and maybe it's appropriate at an early developmental level, 

to be more directive, and so then, you know, 1 can feel like that  

would have a, 1 would have a basis for doing that, more. 

K: And be more comfortable with it. 

53: And be more comfortable with it. But as it is now, it certainly is 

not in  line with my style, and is very uncornfortable. So 1 think 1 
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would lïke to r e d y  leam more in terms of, uh, theory and certaidy 

more practice. 

However, she felt that her belief in a facilitative, non-directive approach to 

supervision had been confirme& She was very aware that she was having 

dmculties with supervision techniques in sessions, and considered a s u p e ~ s i o n  

process issue ("laying down some limits" around s u p e ~ s e e  skills and behaviours) 

the greatest challenge so far. 

Factors decting S3's experience at Tirne 2 were: prima& the training 

format, which had provided no theory or discussion of approaches in general and 

included the supervisor of supervkion in sessions, jumping in to S3's supervision 

frequently. She preferred a format where she would work in supervision sessions 

'solo', then either reporting t o  her s u p e ~ s o r  of supervision, o r  providing 

audiotapes of supervision to her supervisor of supervision; 

"S3: (...) It would certainly be in line with what my experience has 

been as a supenrisee. You know, just being kind of given this, like, '1 

can trust yod kind of message. 

K: OK, whereas the presence of your supervisor in the room, kind of 

says, 1 don't really tmst that you're able to do this'. 

S3: You're a new s u p e ~ s o r ,  so 1 need to be here', type of thing. 

K: 'Just in case'. Interesting. 

S3: Yeah, that's how 1 view it, although that might not necessarily be 

the view of m y  supervisor. 
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K: The intention. 

S3: Or the intention. 

K: But that's how it feels. 

S3: Exactly, that's how it feels. The intention might be that it's 

easier to observe the process that's going on between myself and the 

supervisee ... 

K: But it sounds like yow supervisor is jumping in quite a bit as 

well, to the process of supervision. 

S3: Yes, uh hm. 

K: So that reinforces that feeling that you don't yet have the skills o r  

the ability, to kind of, muddle through and learn fkom that, and do it 

effectively . 

S3: Right, right. (...)" 

Other factors affecting her experience at this t h e  were her preference for a 

different, less directive approach to s u p e ~ s i o n  than the one her supervisor of 

supervision was using and teaching her, and her supervisee's beginner 

developmental level. 

By Time 3, S2 had been successful at g a g  the opportunity to supervise 

solo and was enjoying it much more. She felt confident about working with a 

beginner s u p e ~ s e e  but felt she would feel quite anxious if she had to work with a 

more advanced student. She had few worries about supervision, but they were 

major ones, such as concerns that she might not work effectively or might miss 

something important. She did not have a theory or mode1 of supervision but 
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continued to feel that a generally facilitative, non-directive approach was best, with 

somewhat more structure and direction for beginning supervisees and more focus 

on process issues for more experienced supervisees; 

"53: 1 think that's sort of like, the, the thing that caps off your 

training experience, is like, how then do we get beyond sort of this, 

uh, the content of what you're dohg there. 

K: The ski11 level. 

S3: Yes, and then, lookïng at your process as a therapist. It's like, 

let's take a Iook at the transference issues and the counter- 

transference issues, because those are really important. But 1 feel 

like, that that's a bit premature to kind of take a look at, for a 

beginning therapist. They need to get the basic skills. 

K: Before they start worrying about the subtleties and the 

sophistications .. . 

S3: Exactly, so 1 feel that they, you know, once they've got the skills, 

then they can look at the, you know, those other issues, those 

underlying issues, and see why they might, why this is not 

progressing, or how to deepen the therapy a bit." 

She had been confirmed by her experiences and her perceptions of the 

supervisee's reactions to her in her perceptions of her own strengths and 

weaknesses as a s u p e ~ s o r  so far. She was still attempting to work out issues of 

power, boundaries, and responsibilities. She was not finding supervision of 
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s u p e ~ s i o n  very productive, and would have preferred to work without it. She 

discussed some s u p e ~ s i o n  techniques, made cornparisons of supervision being like 

therapy, and gave several examples of occurrences in supervising. She felt that 

her greatest challenge had been aworking with the supervisee's developmental 

level and the requirements for his completing the practicum successfdy. 

Factors which appear to have influenced S3's experience at Time 3 indude: 

the change in format so that she was s u p e ~ s i n g  by herself; the supervisee's 

beginner developmental level and need for basic skills, which led her to be more 

directive in supervision; S3's own positive perceptions of her effectiveness in 

working with a s u p e ~ s e e  at this level; the lack of productivity in s u p e ~ s i o n  of 

s u p e ~ s i o n ;  the lack of information about supervision theory; and the lack of 

discussion of process issues in supervision of supervision. 
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Graph 7: S3's Working AUiance Inventory Scores 
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Table 7: WAI Scores for S3 

S3's ratings on the Working Alliance Inventory (Supervision) show that she 

perceived the working relationship with her supervisee to  be quite strong a t  the 

fast supervision session in which she felt she participated sigmficantly. There was 

a drop in WAI scores in the second month, then they rose again to previous levels, 

where they stayed until the end of the supervision experience. During the fmt 

three months supervising, S3 rated the Goal and Task subscales lower than the 

Bond subscale, perhaps indicating that she felt the interpersonal relationship with 

her supervisee was stronger than their level of agreement about what they were 

trying to accomplish in supervision and how to go about it. In the last two months, 

all three subscales were rated in sirnilar ways, with increased scores on Task and 

Goal. These shifts may be related to S3's experience of having less control over the 

tasks and goals of supervision early on, when her supervisor of s u p e ~ s o r  was 

present in supervision sessions, then increased control when she was working solo, 

as related in the interviews. This perceived lower level of agreement about tasks 
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and go& may have been between S3 and her supenrisot, rather than between S3 

and her supervisee. 

Graph 8: S3's Psychotherapy Supervisor Development Scale Scores 
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Table 8: PSDS Scores for S3 

S3's global mean scores on the Psychotherapy Supervisor Development 
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Scale were fairly consistent up untiI she began to supervise (there was no didactic 

component to her supervision training). Once she began to supervise, they went up 

fairly consistently. The Competence/Effectiveness subscale was variable during the 

pre-intemhip phase. It became more stable, rising slightly, while S3 was on 

intemship but not yet supemising. It dropped at the time of the second interview, 

then rose above previous levels. The Identification/Commiment subscale was 

somewhat variable in the pre-internship phase, steadier once 53 began internship, 

then rose once she began supervising. The SeEAwareness subscale was extremely 

variable during the pre-internship phase. After 53 began her internship, it became 

somewhat more stable, and when she was supervising, it stayed at higher levels 

more consistently than previously. The Sincerity subscale was quite a bit lower 

than the other subscales during the pre-intemship phase, rose to  the level of the 

other subscales during the internship phase and then rose consistently aftar S3 

began to supemise. The ~e~perceptions reported by this questionnaire confom t o  

those reported by S3 in interviews, especidy in the faVly steady rise once she 

began supervising. The high level of variability prior to beginning her internship 

may reflect what 53 reported as a busy and stressful tirne in her Me, with many of 

the stressors not related to her work as a therapist or supervisor. 
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S3's Supervisory Style Inventory global mean scores were quite variable 

over the pre-intemship period They dropped slightly after she began her 

internship but before beginning to  supervise. They rose again, to somewhat higher 

levels than previously, during her supervision experience. Her ratings on the 

Attractive subscale were u s u d y  the highest subscale results; this is consistent 

with S3's i n t e ~ e w  reports of confidence in her abilities t o  communicate and 

connect with clients and supervisees. They were fairly stable up until the middle 

of the intermihiphot-yet-supervising phase, when they began to rise, then rose 

more steeply when S3 was supervising. The Znterpersonally Sensitive subscale 

waç usually the lowest, and was fairly stable until S3 began to supervise, then rose 

somewhat. The Task-Oriented subscale was quite variable overd, without any 

clear change in level; this may reflect the conflicted feelings 53 reported (in 

interviews about directiveness vs. facfitation in supervision. 

Supervisor 4 

At Tirne 1, 54 did not feel anxious about supervishg and was moderately 

confident about it He had few worries and identifïed several potential strengths, 

based in his previous experiences teaching and facilitating and in his professional 

training, and just two possible weaknesses as a supervisor, one his lack of 

experience in this role, the other his low level of directiveness, should the 

supervisee want that. He waç fairly comfortable with the idea of dealing with 

power in supervision but had concems about evaluating the supervisee and the 

responsibilities of being a s u p e ~ s o r .  He discussed few techniques and felt he did 
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not yet know any theories or models of supervision, although he preferred a 

collaborative approach; 

"S4: Uhmmmm, ... 1 like to be very active, but not very directive. 

K: OK. 

54: Active, 1, ... by active I'rn meaning interactive, responsive, uh, 

reacting to what's happening, being said, asking questions or, o r  

reflecting in some way the, the dialogue so that it kind of expands 

and enlarge it  into related areas. So in that sense 1 feel rrn active. 

Uhm, but far less directive, and by directive 1 mean, ... uhm, ... you 

know, maybe, asserting kind of my agenda, or  my standards o r  my 

answers, about things. That's not to Say I would never do it, uhm, 

there are certainly situations when it's important, necessary, uh, 1 

can't help myself. But generdy m y  modus operandi is t o  always 

provide, really try to provide a way ... for the student to, uh, learn 

through discovery. Not to preempt their discovery process by being 

too directive. 

He used several examples from therapy and fiom his own supervision, and 

felt his greatest challenge might be workïng with a supewisee who did not respect 

him or who he did not like. 

Factors which appeared in be &ectuig S4's experience at Time 1 were: his 

very high motivation to l e m  to supervise; his confidence as a therapist, which was 

quite high; his previous expenence as a teacher and a facilitator; and his primarily 
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positive experiences with his own supervisors. 

At Time 2, S4 felt mildly anxious and moderately confident about 

sup e ~ s i n g .  

"S4: L..) 1 can think, remember back when 1 was, uhm, doing my 

student teaching practicum. You know, 1 mean, 1 felt like a student, 

1 felt like, 1 wasn't sure what 1 was doing. 1 had a lot to teach, but 1 

wasn't sure how to teach it, ... and how to, apply it. So 1 feel similar, 

it's a new role, and uhm, and so 1 don't have enough experience, but 

1 know how to l e m ,  and I know how to, uh, Pm confident in my 

ability t o  sort of respond to the, to the responsibility, and learn on 

the job, as it were. But 1 dont feel like a real, if real means, ... you 

know, fairly seasoned, and experienced, and competent, and, and is 

operating on a pretty clear, uh, fluent, a degree of fluency, uhm, no, 1 

don't feel real in that sense. 

K: OK. 

S4: But 1 feel real in the sense that 1 take it senously, 1, 1 recognize 

the importance of the role, uhm, in the training process and in m g  

own growth, ... in that sense 1 feel real." 

He had more worries than at Time 1, and pointed out the same strengths 

but more weaknesses as a supervisor than at Tirne 1. He was fairly comfortabie 

dealing with power in s u p e ~ s i o n ,  but continued to be concemed about his 
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responsibility for client well-being. He had had no reading o r  discussion of theory 

or  techniques of supervision, and felt he had no preferred model, dthough he liked 

to work within a collaborative, facilitative approach. He discussed quite a few 

techniques of supervision and mixed examples from his own expenences as a 

therapist and a supeMsee and fi-om his supe~s ing .  The greatest challenge he 

had faced so far had been a supervision process issue, that of focussing the sessions 

without alienating the supe~visee, 

Factors affecthg S4's experience at Time 2 appear to include: the lack of 

theoretical preparation for supervision; the complete absence of supervision of 

supervision to  this point; his supe~see ' s  moderate developmental level; and some 

s u p e ~ s e e  individual factors. S4 felt that because his supervisee was already 

somewhat experienced as a therapist, he did not have to work at being more 

structured or directive, as he might have had ta  do with a beginning supervisee. 

The individual factors which appear to  have affected S4's experience at this time 

induded his previous experiences teaching and facilitating and his preference for 

non-directive supervision. 

By Time 3, S4 was again not anxious about s u p e ~ s i n g  and felt fairly 

confident. He had no m e n t  worries, and identified more strengths and the same 

weaknesses as a supervisor as at Time 1. He felt comfortable dealing with power 

clifferences in supervision, which was not a change from Time 1, although at this 

time he did mention wanting to  earn that power rather than receiving it 

automatically because of the role of supervisor. He was more comfortable with the 

responsibilities of supervising; 
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"S4: (... ) 1 think it's a more serious job than 1 had thought of, it was 

before. 1 mean, 1 take it more seriously, and uhm, s o  in a way, you 

know, when 1 have a s u p e ~ s o r  now, 1 would sort of realize that this 

is a really important, role, and it takes some time and thought, and, 

and reflection, and not just, leave it for that one hour that you're 

meeting with the student. It seems t o  me that rve sort of grown to 

appreciate the .... 

K: The complexity ... 

S4: Yeah, the relative complexity of it, it's something to be taken 

seriously, but it seemed to me that it was more serious from, my 

side, as, as a student, seeking counsel and advice and guidance, but 

that it was kind of like a real ... 

K: Routine part of the job, that kind of thing. 

S4: Routine, yeah, that it wasn't that significant for the supervisee. - 
or, for the supervisor. But now 1 think, you know, ... 1 just recognize, 

appreciate that more, that it's important, that the complications 

aren't al1 fkom the side of the student." 

He had no theory of supenrision, but prefemed a mixture of the roles of 

expert and resource and that of collaborator; 

"S4: (...) 1 always realize that, uhm, when someone presents material, 

presents a case, that it's fairly easy for people to always sort  of listen 

to it and corne up with 'did you ask this?', 'did you think of this?', you 
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know, people, and inevitably the person who presented the case 

dîdn't think of everything and i f s  nice to get the feedback, but 

sometimes you're, you might feel like, you know, a fool, or like 'how 

could I have overlooked that?', or '1 didn't think of that!', so you 

sometimes wonder, if, because you didn't have answers to all their 

questions or didn't think of all these dimensions, or started from one 

perspective, but didn't, but this other perspective that someone else 

suggests or offers sounds, p u  know, more accurate, or complicated, 

or something .... 

K: (chuckle) 

S4: Uhm, you might feel, kind of stupid. 

K: Yeah. 

S4: Yeah, and so, one way that 1 remember kind of, watching that, is, 

if he said something a certain way, described sornething, 1 would 

understand that, but rather than, uhm, reframe it in my own words, 

which is sort of like 'no, you didn't Say that right, this is the way to 

Say it', 

K: OK. 

S4: You know, 1 might say it, you know, we might be able to say it in 

more precise terms, than the student ..... 

K: Had already said it. 

54: Had already said it. So 1 try to, you know, and this is part of my 

client-centred tendency, too, is to try to sort of stay with his 

language, and maybe gradually introduce ... but not to steal the show 
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from him? Because that c m ,  1 could use a clinicd term, sort of, 

what he said could be said in two, or two words. And ï've found that 

kind of irritating sometimes in my supervision, because it  sort of, 

iihm makes you uncertain, or feel like you're lacking something." 

He discussed some techniques of supervision, many of which he mentioned 

as not having been used, primarily due to the verg brief extent of his s u p e ~ s i o n  

experience. He gave some examples of occurrences in supervision. The greatest 

challenge he felt he had dealt with was a clinical issue, a client drop-out, and how 

it had affected the s u p e ~ s e e .  

Factors decting S4's experience at T h e  3 include: the extremely brief 

nature of the experience; the moderate developmental level of the supervisee, who 

did not require a great deal of intervention on S4's part; the very little supervision 

of s u p e ~ s i o n  he received; and his own perceptions of his effectiveness as a 

supervisor. When asked what he had enjoyed about the experience; 

"54: Oh, status, being revered. 

K: (laugh) All that kowtowing! 

S4: Idealized, uhni .... 

K: Hey, don't knock it. 

S4: No, there's a little of that, thought, you know, 1 wouldn't be 

honest if I didn't Say it sort of felt good that, I'm not at the bottom of 

the totem-pole here anymore. 1 don't know if that's appropriate, a 

politically correct expression any more. 
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K: (chuckle) 

S4: But uh, ... that was encouraging, and somewhat ernpowering for 

myself, as an intem. Uh, ... playing, however modest it was, playing 

some role in the education of a, ... 1 like education, teaching, 

counselling, guiding, so just playing some s m d  role in the, growth of 

this individual, ... more in a training sense as opposed to a 

therapeutic sense. 

K: Ub hm. 

54: ... That's all. So, my personal, it  fed my personal self-esteem 

(chuckle), ah, it was a good interpersonal expenence, another person 

that was enjoyable and interesting to know, and what was the third 

thing? 

K: And a good teaching expenence. 

S4: And it was a good teaching experience. 

S4 felt that because supervishg had been so brief and limited to one 

supervisee, he had not had a great deal of actual experience, and had not had a 

chance to discover what it would be like to  work longer term or  with supervisees at 

different developmental levels. He had originally expressad a great interest in 

using supervision of supervision to process bis experiences supe~sing, to  think 

about the strategies and approaches, and to refine his own theories of what makes 

supervision effective. However, because he essentially did not have supervision of 

supervision, this did not occur. S4 felt that his intitial perceptions of himself as 

capable of supervising effectively, due t o  his previous professional experiences, had 
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also influenced his expenence. If he had not felt so confident in the beginning it 

would have been quite different for him, and his bnef experience might not have 

been enough to create confidence and comfort with the new role. 
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Graph 10: S4's Working Ailiame Inventory Scores 
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Table 10: WAI Scores for S4 

The Working Alliance Inventory scores which reflected S4's perceptions of 

the working relationship with his s u p e ~ s e e  started out in a medium range, then 

rose somewhat. The Goal subscale was lower than the others for the first two 

months, then about the same level as the others, showing a greater overall 

increase. This may indicate that S4 felt that he and bis supervisee did not have a 

high level of agreement about (or  perhaps knowledge ofl what were appropriate 

goals for their supervision, util mid-way through the experience. While this was 

not reflected directly in the interviews, it may have been related to S4's 

perceptions of his supervisee as already being f&ly sldled, and not particularly in 

need of S4's interventions. 
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Graph 11: 54's Psychotherapy SupeMsor Develapment Scale Scores 
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Table Il: P SDS Scores for S4 

S4's Psychotherapy Supervisor Development Scale ratings started out fairly 

high and remained essentidy unchanged over the research period. A slight rise in 
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the PSDS global mean scores during the period in which S4 was s u p e ~ s i n g  is 

inconclusive. This may have been related two factors that  S4 reported in 

interviews; the fact that his self-perceptions and confidence as a supenrisor were 

quite high prior to beginning this training experience, due to his previous 

professional experiences, and the  fact that he actuall y supervised very Little, 

perhaps creating little change in his self-perceptions. The 

CompetencelEffectiveness, Identity/Commitment, and Self-Awareness subscde 

scores accompany the pattern of the global mean scores quite closely. The mean 

results of the Sincerity subscale show a lot of variability and are often lower than 

the other subscales, although they n s e  to the level of the other subscale scores in 

the Iast two months of S4's supervision experience. This pattern may indicate 

vacillations in S4's sense of being a 'real' s u p e ~ s o r ,  as compared to his 

commitment and sense of confidence in the role, as reported in the interviews. 
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Graph 12: S4's S u p e h o r y  Styles Inventory Scores 
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Table 12: SSI Scores for S4 

S4's ratings on the Supervisory Styles Inventory were fairly stable over the 

period of this study. The Attractiveness subscale was steady until S4 began to 
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supervise, then rose somewhat. The Interpersonal Sensitivity subscale was the 

highest for most of the study period and fairly steady o v e d .  The Task Oriented 

subscale was always the lowest by quite a bit, perhaps indicating the lower priority 

S4 placed on directiveness and a task focus in supervision, as reported in the 

interviews. This subscale dropped slowly until S4 began to supervise, then rose to 

levels about the same as at the beginnhg of the study. 

Cornparison of Supervisor Experiences 

This second part of the results section examines commonalities and 

differences among the experiences of each of the supervisor trainees. The 

information is reported for each phase of data collection, within seven themes, each 

of which covers one aspect of the supervisor's experiences over the data coiledion 

period. The first theme discusses issues of confidence and anxiety as a s u p e ~ s o r  

during the training experience, and the second, the supervisor's identification with 

this new role and perceptions of h e r h s e l f  as a supervisor. The third theme 

covers the new supervisor's comfort with the different roles a supervisor may take 

while working with a supervisee and issues of power and boundaries. The fourth 

describes the supervisor's views on technical issues of supervision, such as theory 

of supervision, level of directiveness, and specific techniques to be used in 

supervision sessions. The fifth theme comprises the supervisor's perceptions of 

hisher training experience per se, especid y supervision of supervision. The sixt h 

covers a variety of smailer self-perceptual and interview variables such as the new 

supervisor's sense of h i f ierse l f  as a therapist and as a supervisee, the kinds of 
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things that surprised the supervisor about her/his experiences leaming to 

supervise, the types of comparisons and concrete examples the supervisor used 

during the interviews, and what made the supemisor laugh during the interviews. 

Surprises, laughter and comparisons were not a-priori themes for analysis, but 

arose as it became clear that there were commonalities in the different supe~sors '  

use of these illustrations of and additions to information provided in the 

intenriews. The seventh and last theme reports the new supervisor's feelings 

about what would bdwas best and worst about this fkst experience supervising, 

and what she/he feels shehe needs now, ta become a better supervisor. 

Coddence and Anxiety 

Confidence as Therapist: S1 and S4 were feeling confident as therapists, and ready 

to learn to supervise. S2 and 53 were feeling fairly confident as therapists, but 

wodd have Iiked to be more so, and more experienced, before leaming to 

supervise. 

Anxiety and Confidence about Supenrising: S1, S2, and S3 felt somewhat anxious 

and not very confident. 54 felt somewhat confident and was not anxious; he felt 

that his previous experience as a teacher and a faciï.iator prepared him for this 

new role. 
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Can You Supervise without Supervision? None felt they could supervise without 

supervision of supervision. 

Not Knowing What t o  Say: AU were somewhat womed about not knowing what to 

say o r  feeling out of their depth, although recognizing that no supervisor knows 

everything, and that supervisees might learn from their mode1 of how to handle 

not knowing what to Say. 

Womes; Al1 were womed about lack of skills/knowledge of supervision, lack of 

knowledge of therapy interventions or  specsc clinical populations, not knowing 

how to adapt to an individual supe~see ' s  abilities and expectations, and about 

potential difficulties dealing with confrontation or having to give neg feedback to  

supervisees. 

Not Cut Out to S u p e ~ s e ?  S2 was somewhat womed she might not be, but felt it 

wodd be OK. She thought that her level of experience as a therapist might not be 

sufflcient for her to feel comfortable in this new role. The rest were not womed 

about this. 

Identification and Self-Perceptions as Supervisors 

Real Supenrisor? None felt like a 'real' supervisor, although S3 thought she might 

feel partly like one once she began, because of the supe~see ' s  expectations of her. 
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Supervisor or Fellow-Student? SI, S2, and S4 would feel somewhat more like a 

s u p e ~ s o r  than like a fellow student in supervision sessions, because the 

supervisee would treat them as a s u p e ~ s o r .  S3 thought she would feel like a 

fellow student, especially because she wodd be supervising someone who was a 

fellow student in clhic seminars. 

Reference Group: AU identified their own current and previous s u p e ~ s o r s  as their 

cornparison group when t.hinking about their own work; they wanted to Iive up to 

the generally high quality of work they perceived in their own supervision. 

Seek? Ail intended to seek more opportunities to supervise in the future. 

Strengths: AU felt they had strengths in relationship skills such as; empathy, 

making the s u p e ~ s e e  feel cornfortable, showing support and sensitivity. S4 also 

felt his experience teaching was a strength. 

Weaknesses: AU identified lack of experience as a supervisor as a weakness. S1 

and S3 also identified dficulties with confrontations. For S4, his non- 

directiveness would be a weakness if the supervisee wanted a lot of structure. 

Impressions: AU thought the supervisees would have a generally good impression 

of them, seeing them as caring about supervisees and clients, approachable, and 

calm. S2 also thought supenrisees might withold judgement until they got to know 

her. 
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Supervisee Complaints: There was great variability in what the supervisors 

thought supervisees might cornplain about: S1 might use intimidating language; S2 

might be too abstract and intellectualizing; S3 had no idea; S4 might talk too 

much, and the non-directiveness might be a .  issue if it did not meet the 

supervisee's expectations. 

Expected Changes: All expected to leam specific supervisory SUS ie; structuring 

sessions, discovering what would work best with a speafic supervisee, handling the 

dynamics of the supervisory relationship. S3 and S4 expected to become clearer 

and more articulate about their own orientation and approaches, because of talking 

to the supervisee about it and seeing another therapist at work for the fmt time. 

Roles, Power, Boundaries 

Role of Consultant: This role was comfortable for SI, S2, S4. S3 felt she might not 

have enough knowledge to act as a consultant, since she did not yet see herself as 

a highly experienced therapist. 

Role of Therapist to the Supervisee: For S1, S2, and S3 this role was not 

comf'artable. There is a tricky border between attendhg t o  supervisee issues that 

affect therapy and doing therapy with the supervisee. S4 feit comfortable, and did 

not identify issues around this role that might be difficult. 

Role of Teacher: S2 and S4 felt fairly comfortable with this role. S 1 and S3 were 
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not sure their knowledge base would be good enough, since they saw themselves as 

having only moderate experience and knowledge of therapy. 

Role of Evaluator: S2, S3, and S4 were not comfortable. They had concems about 

evaluating supemisee's work fairly and about how to give negative feedback S1 

reported feeling cornfartable with this role, apparently in the the belief that all 

would go well and evaluation would be an opportunity to encourage the s u p e ~ s e e .  

Other Roles: Roles of model, facilitator, mentor, seemed comfortable to al1 

supervisors. 

Differing Expectations: AU felt there might be friction within the supervisory 

relationship because of differences of expectations between the supervisor and the 

s u p e ~ s e e .  Al1 intended to discuss expectations early on, to help reduce this. 

Self-Disclosure: All felt that self-disclosure on their part would be appropriate only 

as teaching tool, to give examples or normalize and reassure. All felt it was not 

appropriate to discuss their own issues or problems. 

Power: AU recognized there would be a power imbalance in the supervisory 

relationship. S1 felt uncornfortable with the power differential, and hoped to do 

away with the imbalance as much as possible. The others thought some imbalance 

was not only inevitable but productive, a useful tool for encouraging supemisees to 

try new things or reach a certain level of cornpetence, although it should not be 
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abused or exaggerated. 

Responsibilities: All felt that if s u p e ~ s e e  behaviour were likelg t o  be harmful to a 

client, they would be willing t o  insist the supervisee change. S2 and S4 specificaily 

and spontaneously mentioned awareness of the supeMsofs responsibility for client 

well-being, and the monitoring function as part of the role of supervisor. 

Technical Issues 

Preferred Theory: None felt they knew enough about theory and research in 

s u p e ~ s i o n  to  have a specific model. Some preferences were already clear: S1 

thought it important to pay attention to the developmental level of the s u p e ~ s e e  

and to  parallel process. S2 intened to focus on specihc techniques of supervision, 

rather than an overarching model. S3 wanted to suit technique to the supervisee, 

and liked P R  (Interpersonal Process Recall) and attention to transference- 

countertransference issues. S4 intended to focus on process and interpersonal 

dimensions and collaborative work with the supervisee. He preferred to be non- 

directive . 

What to Emulate from Their ûwn Supervisors? AU wanted to emulate the 

following behavîours they had experienced with their own supervisors: supportive 

attitudes, positive feedback, flexibility about models and interventions, and being 

cornfortable to talk to and work with. S2 and 53 mentioned seeing supervisees as 
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individuds as worth emulating. S4 wanted to emulate being carefd about 

boundaries and power, and being reflective about supervision. 

What to  Avoid that Their Own Supenrisors Did? Behaviours and attitudes of their 

own supervisors that participants wanted to avoid were very variable: S1 wanted 

to avoid scheduling problems and cancellations, overly personal questions and 

giving outdated material. 52 intended to avoid mhing the supervisee, jumping in 

with answers before a question is finished and not letting the supervisee explain o r  

work through to solutions. S3 wanted to avoid assuming the s u p e ~ s e e  does not 

know much and not giving enough positive feedback or reassurance when doing 

well. S4 intended to avoid moodiness, being over-critical, being "enamoured of 

one's own brilliance", being over-personal and using the supervisee as a therapist, 

being dogmatic or rigid and not letting the supervisee develop hisher own 

individual style. 

Level of Activity/Directiveness: AU preferred low directiveness. S1 and S2 thought 

they would be more directive if the supervisee needed it or were a beginner. 

M a t  to do if the supervisee resists: All would explore the situation with the 

s u p e ~ s e e ,  accept the s u p e ~ s e e ' s  ideas if reasonable, and insist on their own 

recoamendations if client well-being were at risk. S2 and S4 mentioned consulting 

about how to deal with this if it were a big problem. 

Supervisee and bureaucracy (paperwork, reviewing tapes of therapy sessions, being 
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on time for supervision): SI, 52, S3 thought the supervisee being on tirne for 

supervision was important, that is showed commitrnent to s u p e ~ s i o n ,  allowed 

good use of time in supervision. Reviewing their tapes pnor to supervision 

sessions was not considered as important (except for SI), but the supervisee should 

be preparing in some way, thinking about therapy. Ail considered that paperwork 

had to get done, but were likely to be flexible about it; they recognized that 

supervisees are oRen busy. S4 did not consider any of this verg important, as long 

as the s u p e ~ s e e  was thinking about therapy and making an effort, that was 

enough. He himself had been quite 'relaxed' about getting this kind of work done, 

and did not feel he could ask more of his s u p e ~ s e e  than he was willing t o  do. 

Typical and Atypical Sessions: SI, S3, and S4 would begin with an o v e ~ e w  of 

therapy cases. AU would allow the supervisees to iden- their concerns and 

issues they wanted to discuss. SI, S2, and S3 would watch or listen to tapes of 

therapy sessions, and discuss nom there. S3 might use IPR t Interpersonal Process 

Recall). All would change this structure if a client were in crisis, or if the 

supervisee were having difnculties, or could not identify what hdshe wanted to 

work on, or wanted to leam a specinc technique. These preferences appeared to be 

based in the supervisors' own expenences in supervision. 

Supervision Skills: 

Fmm Therapy: AU felt that the therapy skills of empathy and rapport- 

building would carry over to supervision. S2, 53, 54 intended to carry over the 

non-directive approach. S2 and S3 thought patience with the supervisee's Pace of 
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leaming would carry over. S1 thought that sensitivity to her own reactions, which 

helps to understand what happens in supelvision sessions, would carry over. S4 

thought that the abilitly to conceptualize client cases and to comment on process 

would carrg over. 

New Skills: SI, S2, and S3 al1 thought that getting an overview of therapy 

process and s u p e ~ s e e  issues, not just focusing on the client, would be a new skiU 

they would have to develop. SI thought that stnicturing s u p e ~ s i o n  sessions and 

discerning how much of a didactic component was necessary would need to be 

developed. S2 thought that keeping explanations at the appropriate level for the 

supervisee was a skill that would need to be gained. S3 thought that specific 

supervision techniques would be new slàUs, but did not know what these might be; 

she expected to learn about them in the reading/theory component of the training 

experience. S4 thought that helping the supervisee give him client information, 

keeping track of client information, and monitoring client progress at second hand, 

as well as some therapy interventions for specific clients would all be new skills. 

Working with More or Less Experienced Supervisees: When working with less 

experienced supervisees, d would provide more structure, more concrete 

suggestions, and more feedback about work in therapy, but would still encourage 

the supervisee to thiak, and would not be any more directive than necessary. 

When working with more experienced supervisees, al1 wodd offer more autonomy 

and less structure, and would ask more for the s u p e ~ s e e ' s  ideas. S4 specifically 

mentioned focussing more on theory and professional issues for advanced 

s u p e ~ s e e s .  
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When is the Supervisee Ready for More Autonomy? AU would recoebnize 

that a supervisee was ready for more autonomy by the superrrisee's confidence, 

skills, and ability to articuiate her/his thoughts about therapy. 52 would wait to 

see the client case progressing. AU would encourage superrrisee autonomy by 

letting the supervisee make more decisions, by watching less tape of therapy 

sessions, and by trusting the s u p e ~ s e e  to bring up concem. 

Techniques to  Use in Supe~s ion :  AU would use discussion and questions, to  help 

the supervisee think about therapy, to reflect, and to explore hisher own reactions 

They would all use self-disclosure to  illustrate how the supervisor worked with a 

difficult situation, or to normalize a supervisee's anxiety or problems. S1 and S2 

would watch tapes of therapy, discuss them, and demonstrate or mode1 specific 

interventions. S3 would use IPR. S4 would check reports, to see if they needed 

work. 

Training Experiences: 

Supervision of Supe~s ion :  AU expected it to be a place to tak, to process, and to 

get help understanding what the supervisor was leaming and experiencing, and to 

receive feedhack, support, and guidance. S1 and 54 thought supenrision of 

supervision would &O be a place to leam about theory, skills, and techniques of 

supervision. W these expectations of supervision of supervision appear to be 

related to the new supervisors' own opinions of how they would Like to  supervise; 

non-directively , supportively . 
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Perceptions of Self as Therapist: SI and S4 felt quite confident, ready t o  leam to 

supervise. S2 and S3 wodd have liked to be more confident as therapists before 

les-g to s u p e ~ s e .  S3 felt confident as therapist but not as confident 

articulating what she does in therapy. 

WiU Supervising Affect Therapy? S1 and S4 thought it would, but were not sure 

how. S2 thought it would make her more reflective, more self-critical, and more 

clear about why she does certain things in therapy. S3 thought s u p e ~ s i n g  would 

heIp define her own style as a therapist more clearly, as she sees another person's 

work. 

Will S u p e ~ s i n g  Affect Your Own Supervision? Al1 thought it might inaease their 

understanding of what is done in supervision and of s u p e ~ s i o n  process and 

inaease their appreciation for the work, and might improve their ability to  take 

good advantage of supervision. 

Comparisons: AU primarily said they would do supervision as they did therapy, 

and compared their own experiences as s u p e ~ s e e s  to how they would like to work 

as supervisors. S4 no cornparisons. 

Concrete Examples: AU offered many examples from doing therapy, and some from 
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k i n g  s u p e ~ s e d ,  as iUustrations of what they were discussing o r  explaining. 

Laguhter: Participants laughed a total of 35 times about their own nervousness, 

and 25 times about their own potential mistakes, ignorance o r  foolishness. They 

laughed a total of 14 times about power issues, often exagerating and presenting 

themselves as power-crazed 

The Best and the Worst 

What Would Be Rewarding, GratSying? All thought it would be rewarding or 

gratifying to see a s u p e ~ s e e  grow and develop, and to know they were 

contributhg to that development. S1 and S3 felt it would be grat-g to cl- 

something for a s u p e ~ s e e  o r  to see that the supervisee gets something out of 

supervision. S4 thought the relationship itself would be g r a m g ,  and seeing that 

a supervisee likes or admires him. 

What Would Be Challenging, Difficult? Al1 considered that conflict or 

confrontation would be the most nifflcult situation they might have to  ded with in 

supervision: SI, S2, and 53 thought it would be difficult to give negative feedback 

or to have t o  ded with a supemîsee who was consistently resisting the supervisor's 

suggestions; S4 thought difiiculty might arise in dealing with a personality clash 

between himself and a supervisee. 

What Would Be Irritating, Frustrating: All thought it would be irritating or 
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frustrating t o  deal with a supervisee who was very resistant to important things, 

especially if they saw that this was affecting the client. S1 wodd find having a 

supervisee's client in a major d i s ,  or a legal involvement such as having to report 

child abuse or having a report requested in court, to  be htrating to deal with. 

S2 and S4 thought it would be irritating or frustrationg to have something 

interfering in the relationship with the supervisee, not being able to b d d  a good 

relationship . 

What Do You Need Now? SI,  S2,and S4 felt they needed a theoretical base, and 

expenence. S2, S3 wanted to have a broader knowledge base of therapy 

interventions, to pass on to the supervisee. 

Confidence as a Therapist: All were gaining more experience as therapists a t  the 

same time as learning to supervise. Sl's confidence was lower at this time, as she 

had faced some challenges recently in doing therapy. S2 felt comfortable, therapy 

was going particularly well recently. S3 and S4 both felt comfortable, and felt that 

learning to supervise would add to their confidence as therapists. 

Anxiety and Confidence About Supervising: AU reported anxiety higher than at  
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Tirne 1. S1 and S2 felt very high anxiety at the very beginning of the supervision 

expenence, but it had already begun to drop (at Time 2, after 3 sessions 

supexvising). S3 and S4 felt their d e t y  at tbis point was miId and felt 

manageable. Confidence; S1 reported that her confidence as a supervisor 

was low, but when she sees she helps the supervisees, it goes up. S2 felt her 

confidence as a supervisor was OH, but felt this was fi-agile; if a session went 

badly, it went down. S3 and 54 felt moderately confident. For S3, her lower 

anxiety and higher confidence may have been related to the fact that she began to 

participate in supervision sessions quite gradudy, and that she was focussing at 

this time more on her dissatisfaction with the format of supervision. For S4, lower 

anxiety and higher confidence were apparently related to  his previous experiences 

as a teacher and facilitator, which he felt gave him a solid base for supe~s ing .  

Can You Supervise without Supervision?: SI, S2, and S3 felt they needed it. S3 

would like a different format for supervision. S4 knows he can supervise without 

supervision of supervision, because he is doing that, although he expected and 

wanted to have supervision of supervision sessions. 

Do You Wony about Nat Knowing What to Say in Supervision Sessions?: This had 

not yet occwred for any of the supervisors, but all were womed about it. S4 was 

more womed in the very beginning but less so now, and was using self-talk t o  

manage this concern. He told himself that it would be appropriate to talk to the 

s u p e ~ s e e  about this experience of not knowing what to Say, that this would be a 

good model. 
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Worries: SI, S2, and S3 womed about not being able to corne up with something 

helpfd to the s u p e ~ s e e .  S2 womed about making a big mistake that afYected the 

supervisee and the client. S3 worried about being able to get an overview of the 

supervisee's work on tape and evaluate it criticdy, so as to give usefizl feedback. 

S4 worried about the weU-being of clients when he gets information at second 

hand; he could nat be sure that he knew everything he needed to about how 

therapy was going. He believed that later in his career he would be concexned 

about the 'quaIity control' component of work as a supervisor, in evduating 

supervisees; he did not want to "pass the buck on this function if he felt that a 

s u p e ~ s e e  was so incompetent as to  require failing or being asked to leave a 

clinical program. 

Not Cut Out to Supervise? S2 was sometirnes womed she rnight not be cut out to 

do this. She feit this was because her confidence in her abilities was stili quite 

variable. For SI, S3, and 54 supervising felt leamable and manageable by this 

point. 

Real S u p e ~ s o r ?  S1 did not yet feel like a 'real' s u p e ~ s o r ;  she was just trying to 

be helpful. S2 felt like a Yeal' supervisor once removed, a s u p e ~ s o r  with the 

backup of the supervisor of supervision. S3 did not feel like a 'real' supervisor 

because of the format; her supervisor was present and active in supervision 
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sessions. Sd did not feel entirely like a 'real' supervisor, but perhaps like a 

beginning supemisor. 

Supenrisor or Fellow-Student?: S1 felt more like a supervisor, because the 

supervisees treated her like one. S2 felt like a more senior student. S3 felt half and 

half, because she knows more than the supervisee, but her supervisor of 

supervision is in the session, monitoring her all the tirne. S4 felt blended, a fellow- 

student when chatting, a supemisor when discussing cases. 

Has Motivation Fluctuated? AU reported steady motivation to supervise at this 

point. S2 reported that just before beginning to supeniise, she had had a moment 

of panic and found herself asking " c m  I get out of this?". 

What is the Reference Group? Al1 compared their own work to that of previous 

and current supervisors. S1 recognized that this comparison group was 

contributhg to her anxiety, because it was a tough comparison. S4 was giving 

himself permission to be a beginner, even when he compared his work to  that of 

expenenced supervisors. 

Wdl You Seek more Opportdties to Supervise? SI, S2, and S4 reported that they 

would. S3 felt that if an opportunity to supervise cornes dong, fine, otherwise she 

would not actively seek it. She had not chosen to leam to supervise at this time, 

and did not see it has a prionty in her professional life. 
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Strengths: All felt that interpersonal and client-centred-communication skills were 

s trengths; being warm, respectful, accepting, and making s u p e ~ s e e s  feel 

cornfortable. S1 thought that being open about her own experiences was a 

strength. S2 felt that being able to integrate and organize the information the 

s u p e ~ s e e  brought was a strength. S3 felt it was a strength not to be too directive, 

and to have a good sense of humour. S4 saws strengths in his asking questions 

and encouraging critical thinking, structuring sessions, and in this particular 

supenrision case, in containing the supervisee's communication style, which tended 

to  be somewhat rambling. 

Supervisees' Impressions: S1 did not know what impressions her supervisees might 

have of her, but hoped they saw her as approachable. 52 and S3 thought that 

supervisees would see they have a good knowledge base. S2 thought supemisees 

would see her as approachable. S3 thought supervisees mi& see her as tending to 

follow the supervisor of supervision's lead too much. S4 thought the supervisee was 

unsure so far, waiting to see what S4 was like. 

Supervisees' Complaints: S1 thought s u p e ~ s e e s  might complain that she 

sometimes did not explain things clearly. S2 thought a cornplaint might be that she 

was giving them too much to read, and was sometimes late for s u p e ~ s i o a  

sessions. S3 thought her supervisee might complain that she was not directive 

enough, or not defending her own position enough when she disagreed with the 

supervisor of supervision. S4 thought his supervisee was waiting to see if S4 

would be disrespectful of the supervisee's professional background and model, 
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otherwise it was too early to know. 

Changes as a Supervisor So Far: S1 felt supervising was more challenging than 

she had expected. S2 saw that her panic had already subsided. S3 felt clearer on 

her own preference for a nondirective supervision style. S4 saw his k e t y  

dropping and felt a little more confident already. 

Roles, Power, Boundaries 

Role of Consultant: AU felt this role ranged fkom comfortable to very comfortable 

for them. 

Role of Therapist to the Supervisee: Al1 felt less comfortable with this role than 

with others; it is appropnate to discuss supervisee issues that affect therapy, but 

not persona1 issues. There was some concern about recognizing that dividing line. 

This had not changed fkom Time 1. 

Role of Teacher: Al1 found this role comfortable. 

Role of Evaluator: AL1 felt not very comfortable with this role. They recognized it 

as necessary and important, but were womed about doing it in a fair and 

constructive way. This was a change for SI, who had initially expressed comfort 

with the role; a t  this time she admitted that she had perhaps been avoiding 
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thinking about the difncult aspects of this role. 

Other Roles: S1 said that modelling wass comfortable, but she wanted the 

supervisees to gain their own style. S3 mentioned mentoring/modeling as 

comfortable. S4 womed maybe he ded not have enough experience yet to be a 

professional model. 

Differing Expectations: AU felt there had been no problems so far with Merences 

of expectations between supervisor and supe~sees .  S1 addressed this explicitly at 

the beginning of supervision. S2 felt her s u p e ~ s e e s  did not know what to expect; 

they were happy with supervision currently, but may be disappointed later when 

their learning cume plateaus. S3 felt problems might mise if her expectations and 

evaluation of her supervisee's performance were dif!ferent than the supe~see's .  

She felt this possibility should be addressed early in supervision, but had not been 

because the supervisor of s u p e ~ s i o n  was in session and determining what would 

be covered. S4 felt that bis and the supe~see's  expectations might be emerging. 

He thought this issue needed to be discussed early in supervision, but he had not 

addressed it explicitly. 

Self-disdosure: All felt the same as they had at Time 1. S4 mentioned having 

already used it. 

Power: S1 felt particularly uncornfortable with power issues because she was 

feeling low confidence as a supervisor. She was trying to reduce the power 
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imbalance through Socratic questioning. S2 said she was not very cornfortable 

with power issues. She womed about the responsibility implied by power. S3 felt 

a power differentid was appropriate and can be usehl, but otherwise did not know 

yet how to  deal with it. She thought she would figure this out as she went dong. 

For 54, the power differential is always pretty clear in supervision, but he plays it 

down. He prefered to gain power through expert knowledge rather than pull on 

the power of the role. 

Responsibilities: All were feeling the weight of responsibility for supervisee 

progress and for clients getting good therapy, although there was some variation in 

how this was expressed: S1 womed about being a good enough s u p e ~ s o r  to fulfil 

the responsibility to help them develop as therapists. S2 womed she would make 

a big mistake that would affect the supervisee and the client. S3 was newly aware 

of the need to be active in deterrnining goals for supervisee and to expect progress, 

because of the responsibility that the s u p e ~ s e e  leam at least basic skills on this, 

his only practicum and because her supervisee was such a beginner. S4 was still 

very aware he received al1 client and therapy information second hand. He still 

hoped he would not "pass the buck on quality control of supenrisees. 

Technical 

Theory: S1 thought that what theory she preferred was not yet solidified or  

articulated. However, she liked the developmental model, which recognized that 

different supervisees need different things at different times. S2 had no coherent 
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model at this point. She was focussing on responding to the individual needs of 

the supervisees, using many different techniques. S3 had no model or theory, but 

prefered a non-directive, facilitative approach, encouraging the supemisee to 

explore his own ideas. S4 had no model, but felt it would emerge as he gained 

experience, by trial and error. 

What to Emulate from Their Own Supervisors? Al1 were emulating their 

supervisors' 'client-centred' skills, trying to be supportive and available, and to help 

the supervisees tak openly. S1 was emdating using a lot of positive 

reinforcement, and being alert to tramference-countertransference issues. S2 saw 

herself using specific techniques used by her own supervisors, often without being 

aware that was what she was doing until afterwards. S3 was emulating tlusting 

the supervisee could work well, balancing encouraging independence and helping 

when needed, helping the supervisee think, and being non-directive. S4 was 

emulating trusting the s u p e ~ s e e  could work well, helping the supervisee think, 

and helping the s u p e ~ s e e  recognize hisher own skills. 

What to Avoid That Their Own Supervisors Did? AU centred around a theme of 

lack of attention to supervisee needs: S1 wanted to avoid canceUations and re- 

scheduling, and getting too personal. S2 was trying to avoid not giving the 

superviçee help or structure when hekhe needed it, nishing the s u p e ~ s e e ,  and 

not listening or not encouraging the supervisee's own thinking. S3 wanted to avoid 

assuming the s u p e ~ s e e  did not know things, jumping in with the her own ideas 

too quickly. S4 was trying to avoid talking too much, and putting too much focus 
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on theory and not enough on clients and practical concerns. 

Level of Activity, Directiveness: Al1 were being somewhat more directive than they 

had expected to be. S1 and S2 felt that, because their supervisees were more o r  

less beginners, they requested suggestions and structure. These supervisors were 

giving some, but always f i s t  sounding out what the s u p e ~ s e e  knew and thought. 

S1 did not like the word directive, but was OK with active. S3 felt that her own 

style was not as directive as was being used in supervision sessions by the 

supervisor of supervision. She wanted to try a less directive approach and adjust it 

if she saw that as necessary. She felt the s u p e ~ s e e  would leam more, and she 

would too. 54 preferred a low to mid range directiveness; he felt he directed 

subtly, through questions and talking about alternatives. 

SupeMsee Resists: This had not happened yet. All felt they would deal with it as 

outlined at Time 1. 

Supervisee and Bureaucracy: SI, S2 and S3 felt that reviewing therapy tapes, 

being on time for supervision, and doing paperwork were important. If there were 

a problem, they would talk to the supervisee, and would be concemed about 

whether meant there was a problem in the supervisory relationship. They would 

discuss with the supervisee why these things were important. S2 reported that she 

was sometimes late herself. S3 felt that tape review was less important. S4 felt 

that none of this was very important. This supemisee was often late, but S4 felt it 

was his style, not a problem i i i  the supentisory relationship. 
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Typical and Atypical Sessions: In typical sessions: S1 usudy reviewed tapes, 

asked about their ideas and reactions, tried to give lots of positive feedback, and 

looked at paperwork. S2 felt that her sessions were stilI quite concrete. Her 

s u p e ~ s e e s  had requested more individual supe~sion  and fewer joint sessions. 

S3 felt that if she could use her own format, for a more advanced supervisee, she 

wodd ask what the supemisee wanted to talk about, let them stnicture the 

session, pick out problematic or interesting aspects. For a beginning s u p e ~ s e e ,  

she wodd ask about eacb case, then look at a sample of work, ie tape, then plan 

the next therapy sessions. S4 reported a typical session as; the supervisee is late, 

S4 pardons him, they chat for a while, then S4 asks for an update on cases, they 

discuss them, S4 slows things down and closes, they chat again a t  the end. They 

were not listening t o  tapes yet. AU thought they wodd change the format 

depending on the supe~see ' s  needs o r  developmental level, or a client crisis or 

problem in therapy. 

s u s :  

Skills From Therapy: Al1 believed they were using client-centred 

communication skills transfered from doing therapy: empathy, facilitating the 

supervisees' ideas, and making connections. 53 was also using the skill of 

transmitting tmst in the supenisee. S4 was using the skill of focussing sessions, 

since his supervisee tended to ramble somewhat. 

New Skills: S1 and 53 felt they were learning a new skiIl of stepping back 

from a focus on the client to see the whole process of therapy, so as to  evaluate 
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therapy sessions and give constructive feedback S1 wanted to develop Socratic 

questionuig. S2 had learned the new slDll of being directive when required. She 

wanted to  learn to interact professiondy with other supenrisory staff at the ciinic. 

S3 wanted to improve her ability to focus and evaluate when listening to tapes of 

therapy sessions. S4 thought he was not using msny new skills, perhaps that of 

connecting across the Psychalogy/Social Work gap, and showing the supervisee he 

had something to offer. 

Working with More and Less Experienced Supemisees: SI, S2, and 53 felt that any 

decision about how to work with a s u p e ~ s e e  was very individual. For a more 

beginning supervisee, they would provide more structure, concrete suggestions, and 

support. For a more advanced s u p e ~ s e e ,  they would provide a more collegial 

relationship, and more autonomy. S3 felt that for an advanced s u p e ~ s e e ,  she 

would shift the focus f?om basic skills to conceptualization or transference issues. 

S4 found he could not think abstractly about this now, because he was focussing on 

building a relationship with the supervisee. He did not think this would be 

different with a more or Iess advanced supervisee. All wouid recognize a 

supervisee was readg for more autonomy through the supe~see ' s  confidence, 

ability to articulate and justify what shehe does in therapy, and the supenisee is 

asking more for validation than help. Then they would give fewer suggestions, ask 

more for the supervisees' ideas, and a h  their decisions. 

Techniques: All mentioned many more supervision techniques tban at Time 1. All 

reported asking questions that get the supervisee thinking, giving suggestions 
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when the supemisee needs them but always as an option not an order, and using 

self-disdosure to illustrate and normalize. S1 was using the technique of socratic 

questioning, although she saw it could be intimidating. S2 thought that modebg 

specific techniques could be good, but she tried it and it did not go weU that tirne. 

S3 had recently leamed to use a 'yes-set' in therapy (a technique from Ericksonian 

therapy, in which the therapist leads the client, through questions that elicit 

agreement, to see the appropriateness of the therapist's view of a problem o r  

suggestion, and to commit to trying it) and thought it would be good for 

supervision. S4 was making sure to take time to recomect with the s u p e ~ s e e  at 

the beginning and end of sessions. 

The Training Experience 

Supe~s ion  of Supervision: S1 and S2 felt it helped them think, process, stand 

back and understand supervision and their own work. S1 was anxious about 

listening to tapes of supervision sessions in supervision of supervision. S2 felt that 

the exposure to new techniques and interaction with her fellow supervision trainee 

were partidarly helpful. 53 was not happy with the format of her training 

experience, and did not agree with the supenrisor of supervision's approach to 

supervision, but did feel she had leamed some specific techniques. S4 had not yet 

had any supervision of supervision; he intended to seek it, to check out, thmugh 

the supervisor of supervision, the supenrisee's impression of how it was going. 



Perceptions of Self as Therapist: SI was not feeling very confident, because doing 

therapy had been challenging lately. S2, S3, and S4 were feeling quite coddent. 

Does Supervishg Affect Therapy? SI, S3, and S4 had not found it to affect doing 

therapy yet. S2 found that it had helped improve her conceptualization skills, and 

led her to review the basics. 

Does Supervishg Affect Their Own Supervision? SI, and S3 felt they were more 

appreciative of the quality of supervision they have received. S2 found she took 

better advantage of her own supervision, and asked for more fi-om it. S4 found he 

observed his own supervision more, to try to leam about supervision process. 

Surprises: SI was surprised supenrising was as challenbging as it was. S2 was 

surprised she could be helpfid to the s u p e ~ s e e s ,  and they appreciated her 

supervision. S3 did not mention being surprised. S4 was surprised that he had to 

focus s u p e ~ s i o n  sessions and contain his supemisee's communication, as he Wght 

have to do in therapy. 

Comparisons: AU were primarily comparing 1e-g ta supervise to learning to do 

therapy . 

Concrete Examples: All used many examples from supervising, some from being 
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supenrised, and a few from doing therapy. 

Laughter: Participants laughed 27 times about their own nervousness, 24 times 

about their own potential mistakes, ignorance or folly, and 21 times about power 

issues. There was more misc. joking and laughter in these interviews. 

The Best and The Worst 

What is Rewarding, Gratifying? AU felt gratified by seeing they had some 

knowledge that was useful to the supervisees, that they could give helpful ideas. 

S2 and S4 found that supervising affirmed their own knowledge and skills. S2 was 

rewarded by being in the role of supervisor and being treated like a supervisor. 

What is Challenging, Difncult? Answers to this question tended to be based in 

specific experiences the supervisors had had with their supervisees: SI found it 

challenging to explain things cleariy, and to keep straight what she had told each 

supervisee. S2 thought it challenging to deal with the dynamic of interaction 

between her two supervisees in joint supervision. S3 found it chdenging to lay 

down b i t s  around her expectations of the supervisee, and to have to be fïrm. S4 

thought it challenging to contain the supervisee and focus sessions without 

alienating the supervisee. 

What 1s Initating, Frustrating? SI was frustrated by a misunderstanding that led 

to her having to wait for a supervisee. S2 did not find much hstrat ing,  except, 
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one silly mistake she made, and her difficulty interacting comfortably as a peer 

with the other supervisors at the clinic. S3 found it h t r a t i n g  to have her 

supervisor of supenrision in supervision sessions. S4 was fiustrated by having to 

contain the supervisee, and by institutional and supervisee schedules which made 

starting and scheduling supervision fkustrating. 

What Do You Need Now?: S1 needed more confidence, more expenence of working 

effectively and getting feedback in supervision of supervision. 52 felt she needed a 

better knowledge base of therapy interventions to teach. Later, she would need the 

skill of knowing when to intervene with the supervisee and when to hold back- S3 

needed a theory of supervision, knowledge of developmentd processes in 

supervision, experience with an advanced supervisee, and to deal with her own 

issues of confidence, adequacy to the role. S4 needed supervision of supervision, 

more practice, and more supervisees, so he could gain experience. 

Confidence and Anxiety 

Confidence as Therapist: All felt quite confident, increasingly so over that year. S1 

and S2 felt that increased confidence as a therapist added to  confidence as a 

supervisor. S2 also felt that increased confidence as a supervisor added to 

confidence as a therapist. S3 and 54 thought the internship experience had 

increased their confidence as therapists. 
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Anxiety/Confidence about Supervising: All reported not being anxious cursently, 

and their confidence was moderately high, S3 felt fine in supemision sessions, but 

felt confident only about working with a beginning supenrisee, and would feel 

anxious if she had to supetvise a more advanced student. 

Can You Supervise Without Supervision? S1 and S2 preferred to have it for a 

while longer. S3 and S4 could do ethout. 53 would prefer to work without 

supervision of supervision, since she and her s u p e ~ s o r  of supervision had had 

fundamental differences of opinion about approaches to  s u p e ~ s i o n  which had not 

been resolved to her satisfaction. S4 would prefer to have some back-up to help 

process supervision issues and consult, although his experience of not having 

supemision of supervision showed him that he could do without. 

Not Knowing What to Say: S1 experienced this and found it fnistrating, but 

leanied to  give herself a break. S2 did not feel lost or floundering any more. 

When she did have a doubt, she took it to supervision of supervision. S3 found this 

to not r e d y  be a problem with this s u p e ~ s e e .  She thought it might be worse 

with an advanced supervisee, but also might be OK because the expectations of 

supervision are Merent; the supervisor is not there to give answers, but to help 

think. S4 had womed about this in the beginning, but it did not r e d y  corne up in 

sessions. Currently, he did not worry about this, it felt manageable. 

Not Cut Out to Supervise: AU felt that this was not an issue. S2 was initially a 

little womed, but "no one got hurt". 53 was just not that interested in pursuing 
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this as a professional role; it had never been particularly interesting to her. 

Womes: S1 did not worry about much, maybe getting a supervisee with a 

personality disorder. S2 thought that if she participated in a new supervision 

experience, she might tend ta apply what she learned in this one directly t o  the 

new experience and supe~sees ;  she would watch for that. S3 womed that she 

might miss important issues, things the supemisee was doing with the client, or 

she might not work effectively with the supervisee. S4 felt that after graduating 

he would have a big responsibility as a s u p e ~ s o r ,  including legal responsibility, 

without the backup he had in this training experience. 

Identification and SeWerception as a Supervisor 

Real Supervisor? S1 and S2 were beginning to feel real, especially when actuaily 

doing it. S3 and S4 did not feel red after just one supervisee, especially such a 

short experience. AU felt that if they were supervising more consistently, they 

would feel like real supervisors. 

Supervisor or Fellow-Student: AU always felt like supeMsors in sessions; more or 

less confident, more or less skilled, but the s u p e ~ s o r .  

Motivation Fluctuated? SI, S2 and S4 found their motivation steady to rising. 

Sa's motivation was 'so-so', she was not particularly into it, it was not in t~s ica l ly  

rewarding yet, and not part of her long-term career goals. 
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Reference Group: AU had theh own supervisors as their cornparison group. S1 also 

saw her co-trainee as a reference. S2 also considered herself a reference, what she 

had done well so far. 54 also compared bis owa work to that of his academic 

advisor. 

Will You Seek Other Opportunities to Supenrise? AU said yes. S3 felt that 

supervishg was not part of her long-term career goals, but would Iike to continue 

to develop that skill, especidy as it also contributes to her ski11 as a therapist. 

Strengths: AU felt their strengths were in being empathie, respectfd of 

supeiyisees, and easy to talk to. S1 felt she had a good knowledge base within 

specific areas, and was good at conceptualizing, facilitating, not directing, and 

letting go of control over what the supemisee does. S2 fek it was a strengths that 

she did not back off from discussing difncult issues in supervision. S3 saw as 

strengths her warmth, sense of humour, looking for strengths in the supervisee, 

and giving positive feedback. S4 saw as strengths being thorough, presenting 

diverse perspectives, and being facilitating, not controlling. 

Weaknesses: S2 and 54 wanted to know more interventions and techniques in 

therapy, t o  be able to teach them to the supervisee. S1 wanted t o  give more 

positive feedback, feel more comfortable giving constnictive niticism. She had not 

yet had to deal with any confrontations with a s u p e ~ s e e ,  it might be hard. S2 

was not comfortable interacting as a peer with other supervisors on clinic staff., 

this created some friction for her supervisees, since they sometimes got mixed 
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messages fkom different supervisors. 53 saw as a weakness her lack of theoretical 

knowledge about supervision. S4 felt that if a s u p e ~ s e e  wanted a very directive 

approach, he would not be the best at it, although he could do it. 

Supervisees' Impressions: AU felt that their supervisees had had generally very 

good impressions of them, both on  a personal level and in their interventions as 

supe~sor s .  S1 felt her supervisees saw her as approachable, and effective at 

teaching and faciiitating supervisees' growth. S2 thought supervisees saw her as 

thorough, attentive to details, and calm. S3 thought she was seen as open, with a 

good experience level and a good sense of humour. S4 felt his supervisee saw him 

as helpfûl, informative, a o t  brilliant, but facilitative. 

Supervisees' Complaints: S1 felt supervisees might feel she needed to give more 

positive reinforcement, and they might cornplain that a couple of suggested 

interventions did not go over well and she was picky about reports. S2 was 

sometimes late for supervision sessions. S3 did not know about any possible 

complaints. If she did know about something, she would correct it. S4 thought 

that if a supervisee wanted a lot of structure and directiveness, it would be a poor 

match. 

Changes as a Supervisor: All felt their confidence had increased. S2 felt her 

identification with the profession had increased. SI, S2, and S3 said that they had 

improved their supervision skills. 
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Roles, Boundaries and Responsibilities 

Role of Consultant: AU felt very comfortable in this role. 

Role of Therapist to the S u p e ~ s e e :  All found that it did not really corne up, but 

their opinions were the same as a t  Time 1. 

Role of Teacher: AU found this very comfortable. 

Role of Evaluator: All were uncornfortable with this role. SI and S2 did evaluate 

their supervisees and found i t  a challenge to make it fair, constructive. S3 and S4 

didn't carry it out, but knew they would have to in the future. 

Role of Mentor/ model: All found this comfortable. 

Other Roles: S1 and S2 felt more comfortable with al1 the roles and when to use 

each, and leamed to do this with their different s u p e ~ s e e s .  

Differing Expectations: AU found that no problems with differences in expectations 

between themselves and their s u p e ~ s e e s  occuired. AU had discussed expectations 

to some extent at the beginning of supervision. S2 found some differences of 

expectations around report writing; her supervisees were a little shocked at her 

"demands" for report quality, but once they realized she would be reading their 

reports and making suggestions, it went OK. 
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Self-Disclosure: All used it and found it helpful, as they had thought at Time 1. 

Power Issues: AU felt more aware of the power differential. S1 thought that 

accepting the power differential was part of the role. She expected there to be less 

of a differential with an advanced supemisee. S2 found the power differential was 

reduced because she could not pass or  fail the supervisees. This seemed to 

encourage them to open up, but in the end, they were nemous about her 

evaiuation, so the power was still there. S3 was surprised at her own difficulty 

deciding whether to use her power around the issue of supervisee lateness, but 

otherwise was more cornfortable exercising it and being clear about expectations. 

For S4 power was not an overt issue, but the s u p e ~ s e e  clearly respected S4 from 

the beginning, and may have been nervous he would be hyperîritical. This 

appeared to resolve as they got to know each other. 

Responsibilities: W were aware of their responsibilities to  clients and supervisees, 

and willing to use their power t o  fulfïl them. S2 found that seeing her impact on 

her supervisees increased her sense of responsibility. S3 was very aware of 

responsibility for this supervisee to attain a basic ski11 level as a therapist, since 

this was his only practicum before graduating. S4 was very aware of the 

responsibility to monitor that the clients were getting good therapy. He wsa 

concerned about increased responsibility once he is a professional and is no longer 

s u p e ~ s e d  himself. 
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Te chni cal 

Theory: S1 liked the developmental model, with its focus on attention t o  the needs 

of individual s u p e ~ s e e s  at dinerent phases of th& development. S2 felt she had 

no specific model, but liked a focus on meeting the learning needs of individual 

supervisees, and helping supervisees Jeam to  think on their own and reach their 

own conclusions. S3 did not have a model, and would like to learn some theory. 

So far she thinks of supervision as a developmental process, chan-hg as the 

s u p e ~ s e e  leams. S4 had no model, but felt comfortable with a blend of expert 

and collaborator roles, helping the supervisee think and being a resource. 

What to Emulate From Their Own Supewisors? All wanted to emulate the 

supportiveness of their own supervisors, and being facilitative of s u p e ~ s e e  

leaming, not directing. SI wanted to emulate giving positive feedback and using 

self-disclosure effectively. S2 was striving to help supervisees reach conclusions 

without their being aware she was 'nudging' them toward it. S3 wanted to emulate 

trusting the supervisee cari do the work, and respect and a collaborative attitude. 

S4 wanted to emulate encouraging supervisees to develop their own styles and 

l e a .  about themselves as therapists. 

What to Avoid that Their Own Supervisors Did? S1 tried to avoid missing 

sessions, lecturing and pontificating. S2 wanted to avoid rushing the supervisee, 

or cutting off the supe~see ' s  thoughts. S3 wanted to avoid not listening to the 

supervisee. S4 tried to avoid lecturing, tnlking too much, and speaking in a way 
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that makes the supervisee feel dumb, even inadvertently. 

Level of Activity, Directiveness: All felt the level of directiveness depends on the 

needs of the supervisee, but generally favoured lower levels of directiveness over 

high. S1 prefered the term 'active' t o  'directive'. S2 was more directive in the 

beginning because the supervisees were inexperienced, but was quickly able to  

reduce this. S3 did not like it much, but felt she had had to be somewhat 

directive, because this supervisee was very new and needed basic skills fast. If 

more time or a more advanced supervisee, she would be less so. 54 was generally 

quite non-directive, but found he had to  structure sessions. He thought he would 

be more directive with a beginner. 

Supervisee Resists: Sl  had to push a little to get her supervisees to try some new 

stuff. They talked about it, she encouraged them, and it was fine with this gentle 

insistence, nothing stronger was required. For S2, this occurred, and she 

addressed it directly, discussing why the supervisee did not want to try what she 

was suggesting. The supervisee did try it, and felt it was very helpful, that she 

took an important step because of it if this discussion. For 53 and S4 this had not 

occurred, but they would deal with it as outlined at Time 1. 

Supervisee and Bureaucracy: For SI this issue did corne up a little, with a 

s u p e ~ s e e  not being prepared for a session, but the negative result in session was 

so clear to the s u p e ~ s e e  that S1 did not have tu address it directly. S2 said there 

were no problems, both supervisees were quite conscientious, but she would 
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address it directly if necessax-y. S3 found this more difficult to  deal with than she 

had anticipated; it was difficult to see when a line was crossed, the issue should 

be addressed; she ending up letting it go. For S4 it did corne up a little, and he did 

not address it because he could see supemision was realistically not the highest 

prionty for his supervisee. 

Typical and Atypical Sessions: AU said that sessions were always flexible. SI and 

S2 did an overview of client cases, asked about anything significant, looked at 

tapes, discussed, practiced any specific techniques, planned for next sessions, and 

reviewed paperwork S2 reviewed what they had discussed and decided at the end 

of each session. S3 did overview of client cases, skill-building with tapes of 

therapy, and saved some time at the end for answering supervisee questions and 

concerns. S4 said sessions began with chatting, and s u p e ~ s e e  usually came 

prepared to ta1.k or ask about something of interest or concern. They discussed 

this, and anything else that came up, then chatteed again at the end. 54 felt that 

this quite low level of directiveness was likely related to the supe~see's already 

moderate skills as a therapist; he might need to be somewhat more directive with a 

less experienced therapist. 

Atypical sessions: For SI; sometimes a supervisee wanted to talk about theory or 

professional issues, or start by looking at a piece of tape. S2 saw sessions vary if a 

client were in crisis. S3 thought session stmcture would vaq depending on the 

developmental level of the supervisee. S4 found not much variation, but it was 

hard to tell, because he and the s u p e ~ s e e  did not meet often (a total of 7 times 
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over the experience, as compared to over 20 times for each other 

supenrisor/supemisee dyad). 

Skills 

Skills From Therapy: AU brought empathy and communication skills fkom client- 

centred approach. S1 brought conceptualizing about cases. S2 brought helping the 

supervisee develop h e r h s  own insight and understanding. S3 brought skills of 

listening to the supervisee, respecting the supervisee's point of view, transmitting 

belief in the individuai's potential and strengths, giving positive feedback, and 

using the 'yes-set' technique. S4 brought narrative techniques, non-directive 

techniques, and some practical things leamed on internship; planning and brin-ging 

structure to supervision sessions. 

New Skills: S1 found she needed the new ski11 of letting go some control, 

letting the supervisees do things their own way if it seemed effective. S2 had to be 

more directive, and use didactic skills. S3 had to learn to listen to a therapy tape 

and get an oveMew of the therapy process, and learned to be confrontative and 

upfront about her expectations of the supervisee and when he was not meeting 

them. She found that this last was still not easy. S4 felt he did not need much b y 

way of new skills. He mostly adapted the interpersonal and clinical ski11 he 

already had. 

More/Less Experienced Supervisees: As at Time 2. S2 had a clear difference in 

ski11 level between her s u p e ~ s e e s  and this led ta really exercising responding 
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differently, as she had outlined previously (ie. mordess structure, mordfewer 

concrete suggestions, rnodiess drawing out of s u p e ~ s e e  ideas and plans ). S 1 also 

did this to some extent, although there was less of a difference in the ski11 levels 

between her supervisees. 

Autonomy; SI; did not wait to recognize the supervisee's readiness for more 

autonomy, but b d t  in autonomy by always inquiring first about the supervisees' 

thoughts and ideas; she only gave her own if they were stuck o r  needed more. She 

also encouraged the s u p e ~ s e e s  to try new things, so they had more options for 

later when they no longer have a supervisor. S2 found that one s u p e ~ s e e  was 

able to take steps and suggest interventions for therapy, and was more 

collaborative and active in supervision. S2 encouraged this and let her go. The 

other s u p e ~ s e e  never got beyond requiring quite a bit of stmcture. S3 feels she 

would recognize by the quality of the supeniisee's work and conceptualizations,; 

she would then become less directive and would work to stimulate the supe~see ' s  

thinking. She would try to be sensitive to the difference between when a 

s u p e ~ s e e  is asking for help and when hdshe is informùlg you what shehe thinks. 

S4 would listen to how the supervisee talks about cases, then not step in as often 

and wodd encourage the supe~see ' s  own initiatives. 

Techniques: S1 and S2 talked of many techniques in these interviews. S3 and S4 

talked about fewer specific techniques. AU used a facilitative approach, using 

questions to encourage supervisee thought, encouraging superrrisee independence 

but stepping in when help was needed, and using self-disdosure. S1 was trying to 

speak clearly, not tentatively. Giving positive feedback smoothly was not as easy 
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as she thought it would be; she was working on it. She was trying to nudge the 

supeMsee towards ideas, was obsewing intakes h m  behind the mirror, was going 

over paperwork was reviewing tapes and was walking the h e  between doing 

supervision with the supervisee and trying to  do therapy with the supervisee's 

client. S2 was doing tape review, was going over paperwork, was doing joint 

supervision for group therapy, was using review at the end of the supervision 

session, was t-g to balance the focus on the client and on  the supervisee's 

process, and was using direct discussion of the dynamics of communication in 

group therapy and joint supervision. 53 was using the 'yes-set', giving negative 

feedback when necessary (which she was finding easier to do), was using tape 

review, and was talking about her own theories of therapy and experiences. S4 

was trying to stay within the supe~see ' s  language, so the s u p e ~ s e e  did not feel 

durnb, was connecting and re-connecting personally, then guiding into the work of 

supeMsion and was listening to how the s u p e ~ s e e  M e d  things, t o  see if he was 

"pulling" for help. 

The Training Experience 

AU wish they could have begun the supervision experience earlier. so as to get 

more practice. 

S1 found the didactic portion gave a fiamework and ways of thinking about 

supervision, highlighted possible difficulties and how to deal with them, and 

normalized her own process as she was leaming to supervise. She found that 
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support from the supervisor of supervision and her CO-trainee was very helpful 

when she was anxious. Tape review was very usefid, especidy because the 

s u p e ~ s o r  of supervision was facilitating, not directing. Having a class-mate 

enriched the experience, made it easier, more fùn, she learned more by hearing 

about another person's experiences. 

S2 liked having reading and discussion to start the training. She thought that 

more reading material might have been good, or that might be her obsessing. It 

was helpful to have a specinc time and place to discuss supervision issues, get 

feedback, it helped her take a step back fkom the immediacy of supervision 

sessions. The facilitative atmosphere in supervision of supervision was very good. 

It was good to have a class-mate to give another perspective and other experiences, 

normalize and reassure. Her experience was e ~ c h e d  by having supervisees at 

different ski11 levels. 

S3 would have prefmed the solo format (working alone in s u p e ~ s i o n  with the 

s u p e ~ s e e ,  and then reporting to the supervisor of supervision, rather than having 

the supervisor of supervision present and active in supentision sessions, as had 

occured at the beginning) fkom the beginning, s u p e ~ s i n g  was much better after 

that changed. She also would have liked to have some theoretical background 

provided. Supervision of supervision was basicdy concrete recommendations on 

how to work with this supervisee. She learned something fkom the eqerience, but 

with a longer time, more varieS. of supervisees and cases, it would be better. She 

stiU felt anxious that she might feel out of her depth with an advanced s u p e ~ s e e .  
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S4 thought that leamhg to supervise had been the weakest part of his internship 

program. He never had any formal supervision of supewision sessions, had about 

4 brief consultations to be sure everything was OK, and a totd of only 7 sessions 

with the supervisee. He shifted his focus away to other clinical training. He felt 

that more supervision of supervision, starting to supenrise earlier, and more 

variety of supemisees would improve the experience. 

Perceptions of Self as Therapist: All felt more confident than at the beginnuig of 

the year. 

Does Supervising Affect Therapy? S1 and S2 thought that learning to s u p e ~ s e  

had contributed to increased confidence as therapists. S2 felt it had helped her 

articulate her own theory, improve conceptualizations, and helped with fine-tuning 

and reviewing basics. S3 and S4 felt it had had no effect. 

Does Supervising Affect Your Own Supervision? S1 and S4 felt they had gained a 

better appreciation for the quality of work of their own supervisors. SI wondered 

if sometimes her own supervisors feel as lost as she did. S2 felt she takes better 

advantage of her owr. supervision, asks for more. S3 thought it had not really 

affected her own supervision. S4 now realized supervision was more complex than 

he had imagined He had increased appreciation for the importance of getting a 

compatible supenrisor. 
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Surprises: SI was not as tough about paperwork as she had expected t o  be. Her 

supervisees appreciated a strategy she was not really aware she was using; that of 

asking for their thoughts and opinions before giving her own. She was also 

surprised that she no longer felt anxious about supemising. S2 was suprised that 

her s u p e ~ s e e s  were concemed about her opinion of them and took meaning f?om 

what she said during supervision. Also that one supervisee could be happy about 

some very small steps. 53 was surprised at her difEculty addressing the 

supe~see 's  lateness directly. 54 was sulprised that he had been rather anxious 

about knowing what to Say to the supervisee at the beginning, and that this had 

disappeared so quickl y. 

Comparisons: Few comparisons were made during these interviews: S3 and 54 

made none at dl. S1 said that learning t o  supervise had been like leamhg to do 

therapy. S2 made comparisons showing that the supervision she gave was similar 

to/ditTerent from the supervision she received. 

Concrete Examples: Many were given f?om supervising, a few fkom supervision of 

supervision and nom the supe~sors '  own supervision. 

Laughing: Supervisors laughed at their nervousness 11 times and at  their awn 

real o r  potential folly, ignorance or mistakes 19 times. They laughed about power 

issues 29 times. There was lots of other joking and laughing. 
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The Best and The Worst 

What Was Rewarding, Gratifying? S 1 was gratifîed b y everybody's progress; the 

supenrisees', the clients', her own. Also by contributing to the supervisee's 

leaming. S2 was gratified that one supervisee made lots of progress, as did one 

client. The other supervisee made less progress, but some was good to see. S3 was 

gratifïed that she was feeling more cornfortable s u p e ~ s i n g ,  and was able to work 

effectively with the supervisee and be a resource for him. She may not have seen 

as much progress in her supervisee's work as the other supervisors reported seeing 

in their supervisees'. S4 was gratified by the role itself; it encouraged and 

empowered him. Also at playing a part, if s m d ,  in the supervisee's growth as a 

professiond, getting to  know the s u p e ~ s e e .  There was not enough time to see the 

supervisee make progress. 

What Was Challenging, Difficdt? S1 found it chdenging to deal 6 t h  possible 

legal involvement in client cases. S2 was challenged by communication problerns 

with one supervisee, and allowing for the Pace of the less advanced supe~see ' s  

learning. S3 felt chdenged by trying to get the supervisee to a level of knowing 

basic skills, and by having to be explicit about expectations. 54 found it 

moderately challrnging to help the supeMsee process a client drop out. 

What Was Frustrating, Irritating? S1 ws frustrated by helping a supervisee with a 

compler clinical issue, and with the supervisee's frustration around it. S2 felt 

fmstrated by a communication problem with one supervisee. 53 was frustrated by 
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trging to leam to supervise with the s u p e ~ s o r  of supervision present and 

participating during the supervision session. S4 felt frustrated by having so Iittle 

time to supervise. 

What Do You Need Now? AU felt they needed more experience supervising. S1 

needed more experience as a therapist, to have more to pass on. S2 needed 

continued support. S3 needed a theoretical fkamework (there had been no reading 

or discussion of theories about supervision in her training experience). 

Cornparison of Questionnaire Results 

The results of the ratings of the PSDS for both the supervisor and the 

comparison participants are compared in the following figures (tables of the results 

for the comparison participants may be found in Apendix 5): 
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Graph 13: Psychotherapy Supemisor Development Scale Mean Scores: Supervisors 
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Graph 14: Psychotherapy Supemisor Development Scale Mean Scores: Cornparison 

Participants 
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As can be seen, the new supervisors started out with varyùig levels of self- 

perceived development as rated on the Psychotherapy Supervisor Development 

Scale. The internship by itself and the didactic section of the practicum do not 

appear to have strongly affected the supervisee's self-ratings on this scale, except 

perhaps for SI, who took the practicum. The experience supervising does appear 

to have had an effect, however, with the exception of 54. These results could not 

be statistically analysed using the ITSACORR procedure, because there were not 

enough data points in the 'intervention' phase, that is, the phase in which the 

participants were actually supervising. The supervision experience began late 

because of the interruption in classes which occured that year, due to a faculty 

strike, leading to the loss of two data points in each set. However, there does 

appear to be a rise in the mean scores of Si, S2, and S3 which may have been 

s i b d c a n t  if there were more data points. 

The results of the PSDS for the cornparison participants showed that the 

mean scores for one participant went up somewhat early in the par, then 

remained steady, while those of the other went down somewhat later in the year. 

Although the magnitude of these changes appears to be less than that which 

occured for SI, S2 and S3, these resdts indicate that factors extemal to 

supervision experience may affect this measure. 

SSI Results 

Summary graphs of the results of the SSI for the Supervisors and the 

Comparison participants follow. The table of results for the Comparison 

participants may be found in Appendig 5. 
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Graph 15: Supenrisory Styles Inventory Mean Scores: Supervisors 
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Graph 16: S u p e ~ s o r y  Styles Inventory Mean Scores: Cornparison Participants: 
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The SSI mean scores of the supervisor participants show little change over 

the period studied. There may be a slight rise for S2 and S3 after beginning to 

supervise. The cornparison participants' scores on this measure were quite steady. 
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DISCUSSION 

This discussion consists of six sections: 1) a discussion of the two qualitative 

analyses carried out by the principal researcher and the research assistant, 2) a 

discussion of the results of the quantitative data, 3) an o v e ~ e w  of the 

commonalities at and changes between each interview tirne, and a discussion of 

how this data might fit with role acquisition theory and the proposed models of 

supervisor development, 4) a systematic examination of the factors whicb appear to 

have af'f'ected the experiences of the new supervisors, 5) some recommendations for 

training arising from this study, and 6 )  a discussion of the strengths and 

weaknesses of this study, and recommendations for further research in the area. 

The Two Qualitative Analyses 

An important issue to be considered when exnmining the results of the 

primary arrdysis is that of the 'insider' role of the principle researcher. This 

position appeared at several stages of the study; the principle researcher was 

immersed in the theory of supervisor development, had participated in the 

supervision practicum the year previous to data collection, knew 2 of the supervisor 

participants quite well, and was a late-doctorate graduate student in clinical 

psychology, as were all the participants. This 'insider' role may have influenced 

both the process of interviewing and the process of data analysis. Without having 

an 'outsider' on hand, doing the same things and coming up with resuits to be used 

in a cornparison, it is difncult to determine what the influence of the primary 

researcher may have been. However, some factors can be identifled. 
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It appeared to be very easy to develop rapport with the participants at the 

time of the fkst interview, and rapport continued to be good throughout the study. 

This rapport is likely to have made participants more cornfortable in discussing 

b e t i e s ,  difnculties and frustrations they encountered as they learned t o  

supervise. Professional and personal pride may have made that difficult had good 

rapport not been established early in the study. It may, however, have also led the 

participants to be less willing to disagree with the researcher when an 

interpretation was suggested ( although interpretations were not offered Çequently, 

and participants did disagree at times). It may have led them to attempt to 

provide answers that fit with the questions or the apparent bias of the researcher. 

It is more likely, however, that commonalities of background and training led to  

most of the convergence of ideas between the researcher and the participants, and 

that the participants' opinions would have been fairly strong, independently of who 

was interviewing them- 

Also at the level of the interviews, the researcher's 'insider' status may have 

speeded the process of getting information. The interview protocol was fairly long, 

but the cornmon understandings which could be quickly reached, and confbned in 

a few words, may have permitted the gathering of data on many relevant topics 

within the limited period of time that participants could provide to the study, and 

without undue fatigue. 

At the level of data analysis, the concem about the idiuence of 'insider' 

status was greater. At least in an interview, the presence and opinion of the 

'other' creates a fair amount of pressure on the researeher to keep influence to a 

low level. When alone with a computer and the data, the pressure of the data 
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itself may be less than that provided by the interaction with another person. This 

concern was the reason behind having a second, 'outsider' analyst review 

signincant portions of the data. 

It appears that while the principal researcher and the research assistant, 

working independently, did group the data slightly differently into themes, the 

themes themselves are quite similar across the two sets of analyses (Apendices 3 

and 4 1. The primary analysis identified more separate factors as important, a total 

of 42, under the headings of 7 main themes. The secondary analysis ended up 

with 22 factors, under the headings of 9 main themes. The themes were: 

Primary analysis: 

Confidence and Anxiety 

Identification and Self-Perceptions as a Supervisor 

Roles, Power, and Boundaries 

Technicd Issues (how to do supervision) 

Training Experiences 

The Best and the Worst 

MiçceUaneous 

Second- Analysis: 

Anxiety 

Perceptions of Other's Perceptions 

PersonaYBoundary Issues 

Roles and Expectations 
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Cornparisons 

Style of Supenrising (how to do supervision) 

Therapy (how similar, how dinerent from doing supervision) 

Learning to  Supervise 

Confidence 

There was very dose agreement on the main idea and content (dthough 

some variation in naming) of the following factors: 

Anzriety 

Confidence as therapist 

Confidence as supervisor 

Supervisee's perceptions of the s u p e ~ s o r  

Self-disclosure 

Boundary issues 

M a t  to avoid 

What to emulate 

Who do they compare themselves to? 

Romoting autonomy 

Power 

Dealing with resistance 

Supervision of supervision 

Motivation to  supervise 

Confidence as therapist 
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Confidence as supervisor 

Difficult situations 

How supervision is similar toldifferent fkom doiag 

therapy 

The following secondary anaiysis factors were more inclusive than more 

sub-divided factors from the primary analysis. When the primary analysis factors 

are combined, however, the content was very similar; 

Secondarv analvsis factor 

correspond in^ ~rimarv analvsis factors 

working in supervision 

comparing supervision and therapy 

rnodels of supe 

new skilldold skills 

doing therapy with supervisees 

doing s u p e ~ s i o n  like therapy 

responsi bilities to clients 

roles 

role of teacher 

role of consultant 

role of evaluator 

role of therapist 

other roles 



identscation with role of 

supervisor 

style of supervishg 

some elements of: 

preferred theory of supervision 

techniques of supemision 

The following factors and content from the primary analysis did not show 

up in the secondary analysis; it is possible that the research assistant, who was 

looking for 'the most important themes and issues' did not consider them 

partidarly important o r  central to the supervisors' experiences. 

the best and the worst of supervishg (except mcult situations, level 

of satisfaction with the whole experience) 

what are your strengths/weaknesses? 

surprises 

concrete examples 

techniques of supervision (some content mentioned under other 

factors ), including the factors; 

dealing with more/less experienced supervisees 

preferred theory of supervision 

how activddirective are you? 

typicaVatypica1 s u p e ~ s i o n  sessions 
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One of the noticable differences between the two analyses was that of the 

Ievel of emphasis given to the issue of identification with the role of s u p e ~ s o r .  

The prirnary analysis gave this as part of the title of a major theme, with several 

factors feeding into it. The secondary analysis mentioned the issue in passing 

under a couple of other factor headings. primarily that of roles in general, and it 

was not not part of naming any of the major themes. It is not clear whether this is 

an indication that this issue was perhaps l e s  important to the supemisors than it 

was to the ptimary analyst, who was prepared by the Iiterature review to consider 

this a central issue. 

The principal researcher and the research assistant approached the data 

with very different types of background knowledge and personal experience in the 

area being researched. The fact that the results of the analyses were so similar 

would indicate that the data were fairly straightforward, not requiring much 

interpretation and/or that the descriptive type of analyses c k e d  out stays 

necessarily quite close t o  the data, not requiring complex or sophisticated 

understandings which might be more open to interpretation. As the purpose of 

this study, so early in the empirical research on s u p e ~ s o r  development, was that 

of description of the experience of learning to supervise and recognition of factors 

contnbuting t o  that experience, the fact that the two descriptions are quite similar 

is encouraging. 

The Quantitative Data, and Cornparison to the Qualitative Results 

The analysis of change in the quantitative data using the ITSACORR 
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program could not be c d e d  out due to  the low number of data points in the 

supervision experience period. Originaily expected to be approximately six months, 

which would have dowed the already conservative ITSACORR to  rnake an 

estimate, it actually was approximateIy four months. The results of the SSI were 

particulady consistent across time for all participants. The graphs of the results of 

the PSDS do suggest that a change was possibly beginning for SI, S2 and $53. 

The cornparison participants faed out the same questionnaires and were 

gaining experience only as therapists throughout the period of the study. Their 

scores show a f c l y  steady to slightly dropping tendency, reinforcing the 

impression that the rise in the scores of the 3 s u p e ~ s o r  participants was not 

coincidental. 

It is not surprishg that PSDS global mean scores did not rise prior to 

beginning to supervise for S3 and S4; they were not meeting to discuss supervision 

or doing any reading about it. It is interesting, however, to  see that these scores 

also did not rise during this phase for SI and S2, who were involved in the didactic 

portion of the practicuni. In the interviews at Time 1, these supervisors had 

expected to gain confidence in their abilities to supervise, through their reading 

and discussions about supe~sing .  However, in the interviews at  Time 2, S1 and 

S2 said that this didactic section prior to  beginning to  supervise had both increased 

their confidence by providing a fkamework for supervision, and decreased it, by 

leading them to discuss and womy about potential diniculties in supervising. 

Perhaps these two opposing tendencies cancelled each other out, or perhaps 

learning about supervision does not increase the individual's sense of her/his own 

cornpetence or identity as a supervisor. 
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Actually supervising appears to have done so quite quickly for SI, S2 and 

S3. In the interviews, all the s u p e ~ s o r s  mentioned that it was doing the work 

and seeing that it went weU that made them feel more comfortable about their 

abilities to do it, and that this occured quite quickly after beginning to supervise. 

S4's fairly steady ratings on the PSDS can perhaps be understood fkom the 

results of the interviews. His self-perceptions as a supervisor were already quite 

favourable before beguining, due to his previous experiences as a teacher and a 

facilitator. He reported quite a bit of confidence and identification with the role. 

The stability of his results may also have been contributed to by the fact that he 

actually gained very little experience supervising, only 7 sessions. He did dia not 

feel that his contribution as a supervisor was a high priority for his supervisee. 

This experience may have had little impact on his self-perceptions. 

The fairly steady ratings on the PSDS by the cornparison participants and 

the fairly clear rise in the ratings of three of the s u p e ~ s o r  participants indicate 

that this questionnaire can be useful for detecting change in supervisor self- 

perceptions in longitudinal studies. 

Especially interesting in the PSDS results is that, for all the participants, 

the Sincerity subscale was Iowest overall up until the actual supervising began. 

This subscale also showed the greatest change for the participants who were 

supervising, including 54. This may indicate that even a supervisor trainee who is 

feeling faVly competent and committed to the role does not feel like a 'real' 

supervisor until hdshe gets that experience. It also suggests that even the new 

supervisor who has the most doubts about hidher cornpetence and cornmitment to 

the role quickly cornes to  feel fairly comfortable and that feelings of being an 
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'imposter' or not a 'real' supervisor diminish very quickly. Interview information 

confïrms these possibilities. 

The SSI global mean scores were stable for the conparison participants, and 

changed very little for the supervisor participants. The slight nse in global mean 

scores for S3 after she began t o  supervise was not related to differential change on 

any of the subscale scores, indicating that the rise might refiect a generally more 

positive seU-evaluation as supervisor, since al1 items are positive ones. For 52, 

there was a slight rise during the supervising expenence, which appears t o  be 

related partly to a strong nse  in her perceptions of herself as Task-Oriented. This 

rise in ratings on the Task-Oriented scale also occurred for SI, although her global 

mean scores were not strongly afTected. This is consistent with Si's and S2's 

discussion in interviews of having to be more stmctured and didactic than they 

had originally expected. 

The general low level of changes on this measure may be due to the 

unsuitability of this measure for longitudinal studies, or  it may be interpreted as 

indicating that the new s u p e ~ s o r s  already had their sense of their own preferred 

style of supervision quite well established before beginning the training experience. 

This result can be contTirmed from the interview data; s u p e ~ s o r s '  general style of 

supervising and theories of how and why supenrision worked were not much 

altered by their experiences. This style is likely based in models of psychotherapy 

and of change which transfer to supervision, such as the clifference between a 

facilitative and a directive style, and in the supervisors' own experiences as 

supervisees. These questions of style may be related to professional and personal 

values which may act as the integrating factor in professional identity (Watts, 
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19871. Certainly in the interviews, all the s u p e ~ s o r s  expressed consistent 

endorsement of both therapy and supervision as primarily facilitative processes, in 

which the therapistisupe~sor should be supportive and encouraging of the 

client's/supervisee7s learning process and personal style. This approach to therapy 

and supervision appears to have strongly affected the supervisors' experiences, and 

is not likely to be a universal one among therapists o r  supervisors. 

Commonalities over the Supervision Training 

At Time 1, the supervision trainees felt anxious about learning to supervise, 

and not confident, except for S4. He felt that he had had enough experience as a 

teacher and facilitator to ease his transition to the new role of supervisor. They 

were all womed about supenrisiing, especially about the5 own possible lack of 

knowledge of therapy interventions and lack of supervision skills. None of the 

s u p e ~ s o r s  felt 'real' at this point. They identified strengths almost entirely 

within the realm of communication and interpersonal skills, and al1 the 

weaknesses they were concerned about involved lack of experience and difficulties 

with confrontation and giving negative feedback. 

At Time 1, all the supervisors were comfortable with most of the various 

roles a supexvisor might take. The exceptions were that of therapist t o  the 

supervisee, which was seen as complicated and full of possible boundary violations 

and that of evaluator, which the new s u p e ~ s o r s  womed about carrying out fairly. 

They were somewhat concemed about their responsibility to ensure that clients 

received good therapy. They wanted to reduce the power differential in supervision 
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and were not comfortable with power issues. Boundary issues such as the b i t s  to 

supervisor self-disdosure were clearer, however, with al1 agreeing that it would be 

usefid as a teaching tool or to normalize the supe~see ' s  experience but otherwise 

would be inappropriate. None of the supervisors had preferred theories of 

supervision. They wanted to emulate the facilitative and supportive aspects of 

their experiences with their own supervisors, and each had different experiences 

with their own supervisors that they wanted to avoid repeating. They knew very 

little about stnicturing a supervision session, and mentioned few specific 

s u p e ~ s i o n  techniques. 

The s u p e ~ s o r s  all wanted to use a basically facilitativehon-directive 

approach at Time 1, and recognized that less skilled supervisees might need more 

structure and instruction. They all expected supervision of supervision to be an 

on-going opportunity to process their reactions to learning to supenrise, as well as 

to learn about supervision. They thought the most challenging aspect of 

s u p e ~ s i n g  would be dealing with a s u p e ~ s e e  who was resisting their 

recommendations or who did not respect them. 

At Time 2, al1 the new supervisors felt more anxious than they had at Time 

1, but less so than just before actually beginning to supervise. They had many 

womes, especially about their abilities to supervise effectively. They did not feel 

like 'real' supervisors, although they were feeling more 'real' than at Time 1, and 

except for S3, felt like real supervisors when actually s u p e ~ s i n g .  Interestingly, 

even when supervisors declared (as a t  Time I and 2) that they did not feel like 

'real' s u p e ~ s o r s ,  they also did not feel quite hke fellow-students to the 

supervisees. There may be a middle ground that they felt they were occupying - 
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perhaps that of beginner supervisor, rather than that of 'imposter' that Watkins' 

mentions. 

The supenrisors identified the same strengths at TIme 2 as at T h e  1, but 

more weaknesses, especidy those related to specifïc cornpetencies in supe~s ion .  

Their comfort with the different roles a supervisor might take on had not changed, 

except that cornfort with the role of teacher had risen- They felt the same about 

self-disclosure as they had at Time 1, and were more aware of power issues in 

supervision and still not comfortable with dealing with them. They were also more 

aware of and womed about their responsibilities to both the clients and their 

supe~sees .  

At T h e  2, none of the supervisors had adopted one specific theoretical 

mode1 of supervision, although S1 preferred the developmental model and 52 was 

also most comfortable with the very individuahzed approach that is part of that 

model. 53 and S4 did not know much about theories of supervision. AU the 

supervisors continued to prefer a very non-directive/facilitative approach. 

However, they recognized, and in most cases had to deal with, the greater need for 

structure and direction of less experienced supervisees. None had changed their 

minds about what they wanted to emulate or avoid of their o w n  supervisors' work 

but al1 were more appreciative of how hard it was to work that well in a non- 

directive manner. 

By Time 2 the supervisors were beginning to have ideas about structuring 

supervision sessions and mentioned more supervision techniques than at Time 1 - 
except S4, who had received no s u p e ~ s i o n  of supervision and who had a 

moderately experienced supervisee who he felt did not need a lot of structured 
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assistance. Supervision of supervision was meeting the expectations of SI and  S2, 

but not those of S3 and S4. All now considered theu greatest challenges to be 

those involving their own difficulties as supervisors. 

At Time 3, al1 the supervisors felt quite confident and had little anxiety, 

dthough S3 was still womed about supervising with an advanced s u p e ~ s e e .  

They had few womes about supervision. They had all consistently felt like 

supervisors in sessions, and thought that if they were continuing to  supervise, they 

would feel Like 'real' supervisors. They could iden* quite a few strengths as 

supervisors, and fewer weaknesses, most of which were minor areas where they 

wanted to improve. 

At this tirne, the supervisors felt the same about the different roles a 

supervisor might take as they had at Tirne 2, and SI and S2 mentioned feeling 

more competent at determining when to use which role. Their theories or  lack of 

preferred theories of supervision had not changed since T h e  2. They wanted to 

emulate and avoid the same behaviours of their own supervisors as at Time 1 and 

2. They mentioned many techniques of supervision during the interviews, except 

for S4. Again, this exception may have been related to the skiU level of S4's 

s u p e ~ s e e ,  or  to his very non-directive approach to s u p e ~ s i o n .  Ali now felt that 

their greatest challenges had been in dealing with clinical and supervision process 

issues, such as communicating clearly with supervisees or  helping with crises in 

therapy cases. 

So from Time 1 to Time 2, these new supervisors' anxiety went up sharply, 

peaking just as  they began to supervise, then abating fairly quickly. They report 

that their confidence levels grew more slowly and steadily fkom Tirne 2 to Tirne 3, 
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and their womes decreased significantly as they gained supemision experience. 

Al1 felt like supervisors rather than fellow-students when actually s u p e ~ s i n g  and, 

by the end of the training period, felt fairly strongly like 'real' superpisors. 

However, this sense of being a 'real' supervisor was reduced by the fact that 3 out 

of the 4 had finished superviçing and none knew when they would do it again; 

continuity in the role appears to affect how identified with the role new supenrisors 

feel. 

While these new supervisors became more cornfortable with the different 

roles a supervisor might take as they gained experience, they were still 

uncomfortable with the roles of therapist to the s u p e ~ s e e  and evduator of the 

supervisee, for different reasons. The role of therapist raised issues of boundaries 

and boundary violations. That of evduator originally raised concerns about having 

the knowledge to evaluate fairly and later raised apprehension primarily about 

how to deal with a less-than-stellar performance by a supervisee. Being firm with 

a supervisee who was not performing up to par, dealing with confrontation or 

having to give negative feedback were pointed out as difficult issues by three of the 

supenrisors. While they had had a little practice with this and felt somewhat more 

cornfortable by the end of the experience, these were still issues with which they 

were struggling, as all of them were with questions of power throughout the 

training. 

None of the supervisors clearly adopted one particular mode1 of supervision. 

Even the two who studied supervision models and theories did not adopt one 

exclusively. AU the supervisors consistently preferred a facilitative, non-directive 

approach to supervision, with adjustments appropriate to the greater need for 



structure and concrete assistance of less expenenced supervisees. The kinds of 

things these supervisors wanted t o  emulate o r  avoid that they had experienced in 

their own supervisors' work also did not change over time. AU except S4 

mentioned increasing numbers of supervision techniques over t h e ,  and all 

consistently favoured techniques which would help the supervisees think about 

their own work and reactions and corne up with their own ideas. The supervisors' 

perceptions of what would be challenging in supervision did shift noticeably, Çom 

worries about how to deal with a recalcitrant supervisee at Time 1, to handling 

their own dinicdties supervising at Time 2, to d e a h g  with difficult clinical or 

supervision process issues at Time 3. 

Some of the details from the interviews also show areas where there were 

consistencies and changes over time for these new supervisors. All except S4, who 

felt he had hardly supervised, felt their confidence as therapists was increased by 

the experience of supervising. The kinds of cornparisons they made changed very 

little. They Magined that learning to s u p e ~ s e  would have a lot in common with 

their own processes of learning to do therapy, and it did. Some of these 

similarities were the high initial anxiew, the validation of seeing they could help 

their clients/supervisees, the need for structure and support fkom their own 

supervisors, and the use of relationships skills to create a good working 

environment even when they were not yet aU that familiar or conifortable with 

specific techniques. They felt that dealing with fears of not knowing what to Say, 

adapting to individual supervisees and being patient with them, and getting 

supervision would be similar to the corresponding situations in therapy, and by 

and large they were. 



The kinds of concrete examples the supervisors used to illustrate points in 

their interviews shif'ted in a predictable manner. They began with examples from 

doing therapy or being supervised at  TMe 1. There were fewer of those and many 

examples fkom s u p e ~ s i n g  a t  Time 2. At Time 3 there were h o s t  no examples 

from therapy or their own supervision, but many examples &om doing supemision 

and supeivision of supervision were given. The kinds of things that the 

supervisors laughed and joked about also shifted somewhat over time. At Time 1, 

there was lots of joking about their own nervousness and about their own possible 

mistakes, ignorance, o r  foolishness and some about power issues. At Time 2, there 

were about the same number of jokes about nerves and mistakes, but there were 

quite a few about other experiences in supervision and still some about power 

issues. At TSme 3 the number of laughs about nerves had dropped considerably, 

and those about the supervisor's own folly had dropped somewhat, but power 

issues were creating even more joking. This shift in the frequency of laughing 

about these topics may be related to how much of a concem they were at the 

different times of the interviews. The jokes were usually said in a nervous tone of 

voice, and with anxious body language. Certainly the supervisors' nervousness and 

concern about possible mistakes o r  ignorance in supervision, as reported explicitly 

in the interviews, had diminished by Time 3. Joking about power often involved 
* 

exaggerating their own reactions to power issues and answering as if power-crazed, 

followed by exclamations of 'no, no, 1 wouldn't do that!', and a serious answer. This 

laughter and joking may reflect the discodort with issues of power and how to use 

it in supervision which was also explicitly expressed in the interviews. 
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This Data and Role Acquisition Theory 

These new supervisors may be considered to have taken basic steps in all 

three of the phases of role acquisition outlined by Birenbaum (1984). The 

discrepancy phase took place when these individuals realized that they would be 

learning a new professional roIe and began to think about how that would be 

different fkom their previous one of psychotherapist. At Time 1, the new 

s u p e ~ s o r s  showed that they were very aware of those differences and concerned 

about their ability to take on the requirements of the new role. The second phase, 

typification, started when the s u p e ~ s o r s  began the supervision experience; this 

involved placing themselves within the new role and taking on the behaviours they 

believed appropriate to the role. The third phase, validation, rests on the 

interaction of the person in the new role with others, who may decide whether the 

role is appropriate to the person and whether their behaviours are indeed 

appropriate to the role. In this case, the intersubjective nature of validation was 

extremely clear; it was beginning even at Time 2, and well on its way by Tirne 3. 

It was the fact that their supervisees treated them as supervisors rather than as 

fellow students that led the trainees to focus on doing the work inçtead of on 

whether or not they could do it, probably a major step in the acquisition of this 

new professional role. It was seeing that the supemisees did indeed learn fiom 

them and benefit from their help that started to persuade the new supervisors that 

they were capable of doing this work. And it was the feedback of the supervisors 

of supervision and the experience of interacting smoothly with the supervisees that 

helped reduce their b e t y  and persuade them that they belonged in this role, 
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even when it still felt somewhat awkward. 

Watts' ( 1987) mode1 of professional socialization in Clinical Psychology 

indudes a component which may be especially usefid in understanding the results 

of this study. This component is the role of professional values as a source of 

integration of preliminary theoretical models, prujected goals, past experience, and 

the many factors involved in the actual training experience. AU four of the 

supervisor participants in this study started out with the understanding of both 

therapy and supervision as processes which are to be facilitated, not directed, and 

of clients and s u p e ~ s e e s  as individuah who should be encouraged to find their 

own ideas and style of living/working. This may be considered a professional value 

system, which afTected how the supenrisors understood their experiences and 

defmed their approaches to supervision. S3 was the only new s u p e ~ s o r  to have a 

supervisor of s u p e ~ s i o n  who she perceived as not sharing those values. Instead 

of changing S3's fundamental beliefs about her role and approach, this confinned 

them, while adding an awareness that some s u p e ~ s e e s  may need more direction. 

This study might have come out quite differently if the participants had not had, or 

had not all had, this same basic understanding of therapy and change processes. 

S4 was quite concemed about the possibilities of mis-match between supervisor 

and supervisee around issues of theoretical orientation, personality, and 

expectations; differences in the organizing professional values, such as were 

expressed here around issues of facilitation vs. directiveness, might be related to, 

but more disniptive of, a supervisory relationship than differences in theoretical 

models or personality styles. 

The outcome of a professional socialization process is a professional role 
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identity and technical competence. According to this model, these new s u p e ~ s o r s  

had corne close to eompleting this transition by the end of these first supervision 

experïences, even though they recognized that their skills needed improvement. It 

is interesthg that because the supervision experience was temporary the role 

identity component waç weakened after its completion. However, all the 

supervisors felt that the identity would slip back into place once they began 

supervising again in the future. 

Models of SupeMsor Development 

Because it appears to be the most comprehensive model of supervisor 

development and takes into consideration the contributions of previous models, 

Watkin's model (1990, 1993 ) will next be examined as one way to understand the 

results of this study. The first stage Watkins proposes is that of Role Shock. The 

new supervisor is very aware of hisher own weahess as a s u p e ~ s o r ,  lacks 

confidence, and feels overwhelmed and underprepared. He/she has Little 

awareness of hidher strengths, style, and motivations as a supervisor and of 

her/his impact on supervisees. The new s u p e ~ s o r  usually does not have a theory 

of s u p e ~ s i o n  and looks t o  others for help and guidance. The supervisor a t  this 

stages draws on both ùitmjects of hisher own s u p e ~ s o r s  and support from peers 

and more experienced supervisors to guide hedhis practice. She/he lacks a sense of 

identity as a supervisor, which commonly manifests as a sensation of being an 

'imposter'. Due to the difficulty of this stage, new supervisors may have little 

tolerance for ambiguity, may overemphasize d e s  and procedures, and may give 
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little attention to process aspects of supenrision- The main characteristic of this 

phase is the shock the supervisor feels and attempts to cope wïth it. 

This stage could stand as only partially accurate as a description of the 

state these new supervisors found themselves in at the very beginning of the 

supervision experience. These supervisors reported some awareness of what their 

own strengths and weaknesses as supemisors would be, which did not change 

much over tirne. They also did not seem t o  be taking either the 'retreat and 

withdraw' nor the 'advance and attack' defansive postures described by Watkins 

( 1990). They did not report a n m g  like the minimalist stance of avoiding 

initiating or  proactive moves. Nor did they emphasize rules and procedures; they 

tended to avoid both and began to bring more structure to the supervision sessions 

and to use more techniques and give more concrete suggestions only as the 

supervisees required and requested them. They also reported, even at this eady 

phase, some awareness of and adaption to the differing needs of individual 

supervisors; this implies a flexibility in supervising which Watkins considers 

unavaiiable to such new supervisors. None reported having felt U e  an imposter at 

any point - like a beginner, or perhaps like an inadequate supervisor, but not iike 

"hypocritical actors pretending" to be supervisors (Watkins, 1990, p. 556). 

The second stage Watkins proposes is that of Role Recovery or Transition. 

The supervisor begins t o  recognize some strengths and abilities and to develop 

some self-confidence in this new role but can s a  easily be shaken by dinicuities or 

challenges. While the supervisor at this level begins to develop some awareness of 

hisher impact on supedsees, helshe is likely to focus on negative effects. Shehe 

is beginning to reflect on a persond theory of supervision, and to gain a limited 
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recognition of hisher style as a supervisor. The supervisor stiU relies on others for 

guidance and support, but this need is less intense, and identification with the role 

of supervisor begias to form. Less emphasis is placed on concrete techniques in 

supervision. The main characteristic of this phase is the oscillating nature of the 

supervisor's emotions, cognitions and behaviours. 

From the reports of these new s u p e ~ s o r s ,  this stage is only a fair 

description of their work and their perceptions quite soon after beginning to 

supervise, within perhaps a month. While S2 reported some oscillation in her 

feelings of confidence and cornpetence, which is the hallmark of this phase, the 

others did not seem to experience this. They reported a fairly steady increase in 

their confidence and skills, within a short time after beginning to  supervise. The 

focus on the real and potential negative effects of their work on s u p e ~ s e e s  was 

strong from the very beginning of the supervision experience. 

Watkins' Role Consolidation stage brings more accurate perceptions of self 

and s u p e ~ s e e s  and greater self-confidence even when faced with s u p e ~ s o r y  

problems. The supervisor becomes more aware of hisher strengths, weaknesses 

and style as a supenrisor, and perceptions of favourable impact on supervisees 

become predominant. The supervisor recognizes M e r  own style, and a personal 

theory of supervision takes form. Process issues in supervision, such as 

tramference and counter-transference, can be recognized and worked with, 

although not yet on a consistent basis. Identity as a supervisor is established, and 

the supenrisor at this stage usually requires assistance from others only at times of 

dficulty. The main characteristic of this phase is the more stable nature of the 

supe~sor ' s  ways of thinking, feeling, and acting in supervision. Supervisors are 
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more able, by this stage, to respond to  the therapist's and the client's needs in 

supervision and less to their own narcissistic needs. 

It may be considered that these new supervisors had begun to enter this 

stage by the end of their supervision experience. Their confidence and sense of 

their own generally favourable impact on supervisees were clear. Three of them 

had faced difficulties in supervision and felt they had dealt well with them most of 

the tirne. They were not yet working with process issues in supervision very 

consistently but perceived this to be a result of the supervisees' developmental 

level. They did show awareness of process issues, and addressed them in 

supervision when they felt it was appropriate. They were dearly more focussed on 

supervisee and supervision issues and much less so on their own difficulties or 

mxieties as supervisors. They felt they could supervise without supervision of 

supervision, but S1 and S2 still preferred t o  have it to increase th& learning, and 

SI, S2, and S4 preferred to have the back up in dinicult situations. 

These supervisees dearly did not move into the Role Mastery stage at all; 

this would likely take quite a bit more experience and reflection. 

This mode1 does descnbe the experiences of these supervisees fairly well, 

with exceptions. Some of the exceptions seem to fall in areas of extreme insecurity 

and defenses against that insecurity such as the 'imposter' syndrome and either 

withdrawal or dependence on d e s  and procedures and in the oscillation of feelings 

about supervishg in Stage 2. Watkins (1993) proposed that the type of training 

e ~ e r i e n c e  might act as a buffer to  some of these extremes. It is possible that 

these tendencies were in fact reduced because these new supervisors were 

participating in a training experience, not just being 'tossed in' to leam to 
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supernise on the job, as often occurs. 

This study gives a h t  idea of how fast the changes Watkins describes 

might come about - quite quickly, apparently, under these conditions. The issues 

which he considers as fundamental to supervisor development do appear to have 

been central to these supervisors' experiences. They are: the supervisor's 

confidence in hidher curent supemîsory skills, insight into impact on supervisees, 

approach to  a theoretical framework, and sense of professional identity. Tracking 

changes in how supervisors deal with and feel about these issues may be a more 

useful approach thaa a strictly stage model of development. One topic that 

consistently came up as problematic for these supervisors is that of the interrelated 

issues of roles, boundaries, and power in supemision. This might be a useful 

addition to a model of supervisor development. 

It  is also useful to consider how the other models of supervisor development 

which have been proposed might fit the data obtained in this study. Alonso's 

(1983) model is more concerned with early, mid and late career supemisors, 

implying that the changes she discusses may take quite a long time to come about. 

Her description of the Novice supervisor includes the anxiety and identification 

issues which are clear in this data but also touches on other issues. One is the 

problem of overhnder identification with the supervisee, which might lead to 

overprotective or  overly-harsh attitudes on the part of the new supervisor. While 

these types of feelings and reactions were not specificaily assessed by the 

questionnaires or interviews in this study, the supervisors' concerns about 

boundaries and power may be related t o  this issue. Alonso also discusses the 

grieving process that new supervisors may undergo as they give up their 
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accustomed positions as students and supervisees. These new supervisors' 

concems about the responsibilities to be accepted as a supervisor and their desire 

for continued supervision of supervision may be related t o  the process of giving up 

their positions as people who ask rather than answer questions and who have 

fewer final responsibilities. The other two levels of development that Alonso 

discusses are clearly much Iater in a supe~sor ' s  career than was covered by this 

study. 

Hess's (1986) model of supervisor development may be more appropriate t o  

new supervisors who receive no training and Little supervision as they begin 

s u p e ~ s i n g .  The fmt stage emphasizes the defensive use of concrete techniques 

and a formal power base, which does not seem to have occurred to any great extent 

in this study. The second stage, however, does include some aspects that fit the 

data obtained in this study, including increased recognition of the supe~sor ' s  own 

effectiveness and impact on supervisees, seeking to increase hidher own skills, 

attention to the s u p e ~ s e e ' s  individual needs, and power based in the expert role. 

Issues of inflexibility of roles o r  over-intmsiveness with supenisees, perils of ths 

stage according to Hess, were not reported as having arisen for these new 

supervisors, although behavioural data and the perceptions of other actors in these 

situations, such as the supervisees and the supemisors of supervision, were not 

studied. Hess's third phase is a more advanced one than the supervisors in this 

study reached. 

Stoltenberg and Delworth's ( 1987) model of supervisor development includes 

four levels. While the k t  and third levels may be considered as approximately 

equivalent to Watkins' fust and third stages, Stoltenberg and Delworth's second 
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phase is different, and does not seem to apply very well to the experiences of the 

participants in this study. This second phase is one of confusion and confïict; this 

kïnd of reaction may have been avoided by these supervisors because of the fairly 

stnictured nature of their learning experiences. 53 could be described as having 

passed through such a phase, but this appears to have been related more to the 

fundamental disagreement with her supervisor of supervision about how both 

supenrision and supervision of supervision would be carried out than t o  any 

specifically developmental process. 

Rodenhauser's (1994) mode1 of supervisor development is quite cornplex, 

taking into account the interactions between supervisor, supervisee and client 

developmental levels. The stages identified by Rodenhauser as applying t o  

supervisors start with an anxious new s u p e ~ s o r  who emulates role models so as 

to be able to cope with the new task, which would to some extent apply to  these 

new supenisors. The second stage, which involves an over-dependence on methods 

and guidelines, does not appear to apply as well, at l e s t  as far as these 

participants' self-perceptions and their descriptions of their work are concerned. 

The third phase, when the new supervisor can recognize the relationship aspects of 

supervision process and the supervisor is more aware of his/her impact on the 

supervisee, is approximately equivalent to those postulated by the other theorists 

and applies quite well to  these superrtisors. The fourth stage is beyond the 

developmental level of the participants at the end of this study. 

Each of these models identifies simitar important themes, mauy of which do 

apply to the participants in this study. There are two important pieces of 

information that this study supplies, in relation to  these models. The first is that 
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new supervisors, when learning to s u p e ~ s e  within a fairly structured teaching- 

learning format, do progress quite quickly through the identined 'stages'. In what 

was basically 4 months of actual supervising, these new supervisors reached a 

point of feeling quite identified with the role, moderately confident about their 

abilities, confortable with the different roles a supervisor might take, more aware 

of the impact of their work on their supervisees, comfortabIe working with 

supervision process issues, and eager to do more of this work. These changes were 

not as clear for S4, who started out less amcious and more identified with the role, 

who did not have a structured learning experience (no didactic component and no 

s u p e ~ s i o n  of supervision), and who gained little experience in supervising. 

The other important point in relation t o  current models of supervision 

development is that the most negative effects, such as extreme confusion, overly- 

rigid or overly-passive supervising, and feeling like an imposter may perhaps be 

avoided or diminished by providing the new supervisor with support, structure, 

and learning opportunities. The 'imposter syndrome', especially, may not have 

appeared because al1 these new supervisors were participating in an experience 

explicitly defined as  training; they knew that, their supervisors of supervision 

knew it, and perhaps most importantly, their supervisees knew it. This may have 

allowed the s u p e ~ s o r s  to feel like beginners and not very good supervisors, rather 

than Iike imposters who must hide their own doubts and inadequacies. 

When comparing the data obtained in this study to the developmental 

models previously proposed in the literatue, the larger question is whether i t  is 

necessary to consider these changes as developmental stages at all. There does not 

seem to have been major qualitative differences in these supervisors' feelings and 
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behaviours over tirne. The very real changes that did corne about appear to have 

happened in a more gradual way, rather than in major shifts fkom one level to the 

next. The only clear extreme shift occurred witbia the first two or three sessions 

supervising, in that the initial high anxiety and fear of complete inadequacy 

dropped swiftly. Many continuities appear in the supervisors' descriptions of their 

experiences, especially in areas of basic approaches t o  supervision (ie. facilitative 

vs directive), models fkom their own supervision that they intended to emulate or 

avoid, perceptions of their own strengths, and their sense of how to appropriately 

deal with some boundary issues such as being a therapist t o  the s u p e ~ s e e  and 

self-disclosure in supenrision. 

There appears to be little doubt that development, in the sense of increasing 

skills and confidence over tirne, does occur as individu& leam to supervise. 

However, a stage mode1 does not appear to add anythmg to the description of those 

changes and does imply qualitative changes and major shifts that may not occur. 

For exarnple, the issues Watkins ( 1990, 1993) points t o  as fundamental t o  progress 

to higher stages are not of the type that must necessarily be resolved suddenly, in 

a crisis, leading to a step up to a new stage of developrnent. This can often be 

resolved over time, with expenence and feedback fkom supervisees and supervisors 

of supervision. 

While few of the theorists who have proposed models of supervisor 

development have directly addressed the question of whether the stages they 

desaibe are qualitatively different and are reached through sudden movement 

from one level to the next, these assumptions are implicit in stage models and may 

distort understanding of the more gradual change processes and the several 
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continuities that appear to lie within tat least) the experiences of the participants 

in this study. The other major disadvantage of a stage model is that it carries the 

assumption that most new supervisors' experiences will fit within the pattern 

depicted. A more descriptive model, without specific stages, rnay be more useN 

for identifying and recognizing the many unique factors which affect the experience 

of any individual who learns to supervise. 

The most useful components of these models, then, may not be the stages 

per se but the carefd description of changes that might occur as a person begins to 

s u p e ~ s e  and the identification of major issues that m u t  be dealt with on the 

developmental path. Watkins t 1990, 1993) has given the most detailed of these 

descriptions, although the results of the m e n t  study show that this description 

rnay not apply, in all its aspects, to even the majority of new supervisors. The fact 

that these new supervisors went through at least two and usually 3 'stages' of 

development within four months may indicate that a descriptive, non-stage-based 

developmental model rnay be very useful for understanding the experience of 

beginners. However, it is possible that supervisors with even a year of experience 

rnay enter into a process which is more complex and less based in the months or 

years of experience they have, and more so  in the kinds of experiences they 

encounter, within and outside of their practice of supervision, and their level of 

self-criticality. Both new and more 'developed' supervisors are likely strongly 

afFected by the circumstances of their learning and their work. 

The next usefùl addition to the current models rnay be that of i d e n t w g  

and classifying the factors which may influence the individual experiences of 

supervisors. While the complexity of the models which might result rnay seem 
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daunting, role acquisition theory provides a context for grouping these factors as 

they may affect new supervisors. 

Factors Affectbg the Supervisory Experience 

Baltes (1983) emphasized that the context and environment of what may be 

a developmental process are almost never invariable. Hall ( 1987) has pointed out 

that many elements affect the acquisition of a new professional role, which may be 

grouped into intra-personal, interpersonal, and organizational factors. 

One factor which appears to have affected the experiences of the 

participants in this study is that of their coddence level as therapists, and, 

relatedly, whether that confidence had led them to  actively seek out this 

opportunity to learn to supervise. All the supervisors felt that more expenence as 

a therapist and particularly more knowledge of different therapy interventions and 

client populations would improve their supervisory skills. All felt fairly 

cornfortable as therapists, but S2 was concerned that this comfort level might be 

unstable and that she might not yet know enough about therapy to supexvise well. 

S3 was confident about her therapy skills, but did not feel confident about her 

ability to articulate and justify what she did in therapy, which seemed to her to be 

quite important as a supervisor. Unlike Sl and S4, neither 52 nor S3 felt that this 

was the ideal time to be leamhg to supemise, although both wekomed the 

opportunity. This may have contributed ta their somewhat higher concerns about 

their abilities to supemïse effectively. While S2, S3, and S4 felt that their 

confidence as therapists rose during the year of this project, S1 had a ~i~gnificant 
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dip just before beginning to supervise. This was due to dealing with difficult 

clinical situations and greatly contributed to her rise in anxiety and worries about 

supemising. The resolution of these challenges in doing therapy dso contributed 

to  the return of her sense that she would be able to  supervise effectively. 

It is self-evident that individual personality factors, such as the supervisor's 

opemess to new experiences, contribute to the new supervisor's experience. This 

has been mentioned by several theorists in this area (Alonso, 1983; Watkins, 1993). 

In this study, however, personality factors were not assessed; the study was 

already sufnciently cornplex, and the supervisors were already giving up quite a bit 

of privacy, without a guarantee of anonymity. 

Another factor which probably affecteci these participants' experiences as 

new s u p e ~ s o r s  is their prior theories of change and learning in supervision. 

While they mostly denied having specific theories of supervision, al1 four new 

supervisors began this training experience with the attitude that learning and 

change are best brought about, in therapy and in supervision, through a facilitative 

process which is law in directiveness and respects the pace, thinking and 

individuality of the clientlsupervisee. This attitude appears to have been present 

prior to any reading or discussion of supervision theory, and was quite consistent 

over the penod of the study. This supports the idea that it may be a core 

professional value that supports the work of these individuals within the field of 

psychology, whatever the speQfic work they may be doing. Interview data about 

the skills they would need for s u p e ~ s i n g ,  the strengths they perceived themselves 

as having as supe~sors ,  and the techniques they wanted to use in supervision all 

support that idea that these new supervisors were working with impiicit theories 
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about supervision and about what makes it most effective. While these four 

supervisors had strikingly similar attitudes in this area, it is likely that other new 

supervisors start out with a more didactic, ta&-oriented and directive approach to 

therapy, which they would carry over to supervision. The interaction of this basic 

theorg and attitude with that of the s u p e ~ s o r  of supervision may have especially 

strong efEects on the new supervisor's experience. 

It is difEcult to say whether the new supervisors' experiences with their 

own therapy supervisors had many differential effects on their learning to 

s u p e ~ s e ,  because all had had generally very positive experiences as supervisees. 

Are r e d y  bad supervision experiences so rare and that this would apply to dmost 

any Clinical Psychology student? Would a student who had had several poor 

experiences in their own supervision have sought out or accepted this opportunity 

to leam to supervise? There is no way to  answer these questions from the 

information gathered by this study. However, the participants did feel that these 

generdy positive experiences gave them both positive (what they wanted to be 

like) and negative (what they wanted to avoid being like) models of attitudes 

towards supervisees, interpersonal dynamics in supervision, and techniques of 

supervision. As Friedman and Kaslow (1986) have indicated, these models may be 

the primary source for the new supervisor's learning. This is likely especially so 

when the new supervisor's training does not indude an educational component of 

studying supervision models and techniques and when supeMsion of supervision is 

minimal or nomexistent. These models &O served as benchmarks against which 

the new supervisors measured themselves as they learned Because the positive 

models were of very good, usually quite experienced supervisors, this may have 
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contributed to the insecurity of the new supervisors. S2 pointed out that the 

readings on supervision theory and research had supplied her with information 

about what she could reasonably expect of herself and her experience as a new, 

beginning supervisor. This rnay have moderated that anxiety. 

The next factor, chronologically, that rnay have uifluenced these supervisors' 

experiences is that of the presence or  absence of an educational component in the 

training expenence, an orientation to the theory and practice of supemision. TWO 

of the supenrisors did fairly extensive reading, discussed the reading, and talked 

about and did role-play of how to  handle different techniques of s u p e ~ s i o n  and 

problematic situations that might corne up. While the other two s u p e ~ s o r s  had 

expected to gain this background before actually supenrising, this did not occur. 

The effect of this didactic portion of the experience on S1 and S2 seems to have 

been two-fol& It provided them with a more secure sense of what they would be 

doing and of having Merent options available to them. At the same time it 

temporarily increased their anxiety by allowing them to discuss specinc womes, 

such as how to deal with a defensive o r  irritated supervisee, how t o  carry out 

evaluation of the supervisees, and how to give negative feedback. S3 and S4 had 

expected to get this background before beginning to supetvise, and had expected 

that didactic component to eare their transition into the new role. When this did 

not occur, they may have had to develop attitudes which protected them from a 

possible increase in anxiety due to  this lack, and a possible f'nastration with the 

staff responsible for their training. This rnay have contributed to S4's brushing off 

the idea of having a theory and his use of a very limited number of supervision 

techniques at Time 2 and 3, when at T h e  1 he had been quite interested in 
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learning about and discussing these aspects of supervision. S3 had not been highly 

invested in learning t o  supervise to begin with, and the lack of a didactic 

component, among other aspects of the experience, may have maintained that low 

investment. Only at  Tirne 3 did S3 and S4 articulate their disappointment with 

their training experiences. 

Having one or two supe~sees ,  while apparently a minor Merence in the 

training experiences, appears to have had a fairly strong effect on  whether the new 

supervisors felt their skills were generalizable. Part of this appears to be related 

to having dedt with two different individuals and having mastered the dynamics 

and different needs of each supervisory relationship. Having s u p e ~ s e e s  of 

somewhat diffèrent ski11 levels also appears to have contributed significantly to S1 

and S2's security about their abilities to take on varied s u p e ~ s i o n  cases in the 

future. S3 explicitly felt that her confidence was h i t e d  t o  s u p e ~ s e e s  who were 

absolute beginners, while S4 felt he had barely begun to gain experience as a 

supervisor (this was also related to  the length of his supervisory experience). 

Having supervisees who were fkom a different theoretical background than 

the supervisors may also have aected this experience somewhat. The new 

supervisors did express some amïety about this 'cross-cultural' aspect of thek 

experience, prior to beginning to supervise, but appear to have found that it did 

not create major difficulties or clashes of expectations. 

AU the new supemisors started with models of supervision based in their 

own superrrision, which had not recently been focussed on basic skills. Working 

with begimers brought out the teacher role in S1, 52 and S3 and opened their eyes 

to the need for more structure and reassurance in working with inexperienced 
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supervisees. S4 worked with a fairly skilled supervisee and felt he rarely had to  

intenene in a directive or structured fashion. Although he recognized this might 

be different with a very new s u p e ~ s e e ,  he had not had a chance to practice this 

and see how it felt and worked Because they each had one supervisee who was 

somewhat more skilled at the beginning of the supervision experience and because 

that experience was somewhat longer, S1 and S2 both had some opportunities, as 

well, for learning to recognize supervisee progress and encourage supervisee 

autonomy. 

Whether they were supervising all the supemisee's cases or only one o r  two 

may also have affected the supervision experience. SI, S2, and S4 were not the 

primarg supervisors of all their supervisees' cases, and this fieed them to spend 

quite a bit of tirne on process issues and ski11 building in sessions, as well as 

relieving them of the primary responsibility for the supervisees' learning 

experience. S3, however, was supervising al1 her supervisee's cases, and this 

constrained her sense of her options to try different things and test their 

effectiveness in supervision. S1 and S2 also found that, because they could offer 

something the s u p e ~ s e e s '  primary supervisors could not in terms of time 

available in supervision and a focus on different skills, their s u p e ~ s e e s  were very 

enthusiastic about the experience. The supervisees reported to the new 

s u p e ~ s o r s  that they saw this as an opportunity for them to leam, not just a 

charitable opportunity for the s u p e ~ s o r s  to practice. S4's supervisee was not 

tembly invested in this supervision experience, which reduced its productivity and 

gratification for S4. 

Interestingly, some friction or  diff~culties in supervision appears to have 
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contributed to the new supervisors' confidence in their own supeMsory skills. SI, 

S2, and S3 all had to deal with some supervisee resistance or complex 

interpersonal dynamics and seemed to feel more confident atter having dealt with 

these issues directly in supervision. S4 had a generally very peaceful and 

uneventfd experience and still wondered about how he would deal, for example, 

with a supervisee who "pushed his buttons." Because ail the participants reported 

on the WAI that their working relationships with their supervisees were fairly-to- 

quite good, it cannot be determined whether having a very difficult supervision 

experience or a supervisor-perceived poor working relationship might be a factor 

afFecting the perceived confidence o r  skill level of new s u p e ~ s o r s .  

The extent to which the supervision experience modelled many of the 

aspects of 'real' supenrision &O seems to have affected the new s u p e ~ s o r s '  

confidence in their own adequacy to the role. For example, S1 and S2 camied out 

all the steps of a supervision process, fiom making their own decisions (in 

discussion with the supervisee) about what approach to take to s u p d s i o n  and 

therapy, through s u p e ~ s i n g  case selection and intakes, case conceptualization and 

planning, and the actual work of therapy, to working with the s u p e ~ s e e  on client 

termination issues, and then deaiing with the termination of supervision, including 

evaluation of the supenrisee. S3's experience was less 'realistic' because the 

approach to supervision, techniques used, expectations, and evaluation were al1 

determined by the supervisor of supervision, not herself. Even less like 'real' 

supemision was the presence of the supervisor of supervision in early s u p e ~ s i o n  

sessions, intervening frequently and doing an on-going evduation of the 

supervisor's work. S3 did not feel her experience was enjoyable or productive until 
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a more 'normal' solo format for supervision sessions was implemented, at her 

request. Once she began to supervise without the presence or immediate 

intervention of her supervisor of supemision, she felt that her experience was more 

similar to how supervision normdy occm in clinical settings, and felt more in 

control of what occured in sessions. While S4's experience was more like 'real' 

supervision, the fact that he did so  little of it meant that issues such as evaluation 

of the s u p e ~ s e e  and identification of supervisee progress did not corne up. The 

length of the supervision experience, and relatedly, the number of supemision 

sessions carried out by the new s u p e ~ s o r s  also appears to have affected their 

experience. Simply put, more experience (to the limits of the training experiences 

in this study) appears to  have led to more perceived change and growth, and 

perhaps a greater increase in confidence. This is supported somewhat roughly by 

the interview data, in s o  far as the supervisors reported increasing confidence and 

comfort with the role over tirne, and by the fact that S4, who had the shortest 

experience, reported the fewest changes in his self-perceptions and way of working 

in supervision, as weil as the least satisfaction with the experience. 

The format and content of s u p e ~ s i o n  of supervision varied greatly in this 

study, and appears to have been a major contributor to the type of experience the 

new s u p e ~ s o r s  felt they had had, and to how much they felt they had learned and 

changed At Time 1, all participants expected that supervision of supervision 

would be facilitative, process-oriented, and supportive, and would provide both 

feedback on their work and opportunities to discuss and process their experiences. 

They seemed to expect the 'holding environment' ((Friedman and Kaslow, 1986) 

that would permit them to deal with supervision's demands not only on their skills, 
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but on their confidence, security, personal reactions, and sense of adequacy. 

Eckler-Hart ( 1987) emphasized, when discussing therapy supervision, that 

supervision can help to "foster creativity by providing a 'hold' when the trainee was 

not completely prepared to handle the impingements which were bound to be 

encountered in the process of leaming psychotherapy. .... And it seems more 

desirable for the s u p e ~ s o r  to  take on some of the task of looking after the trainee 

than for the trainee to employ an extensive fdse self." (p. 689). However, only two 

of the new s u p e ~ s o r s  received supenrision that they perceived as fulfilling these 

expectations. S1 and S2 received supervision of supervision which they reported as 

supportive, facilitative, and useful in helping them to reflect upon their experiences 

s u p e ~ s i n g .  S3 received an initially controlling and directive supervision, thec 

basically case management and a focus on tasks and supervisee performance and 

skills. She reported feeling dissapointed by this approach, and that she did not 

leam as much as she might have with more facilitative supenrision of supervision. 

By the end of the experience, S3 said she would rather work without supervision of 

supervision at all. S4 received basically no supervision of supervision in this sense, 

although he had explictiy stated a desire for facilitative, process-oriented 

supervision at Time 1. He received only some reassurance that al1 was going well 

and a promise that there would be someone to consult if it were not. While all the 

new supervisors felt their confidence had improved and they had leamed 

something fkom th& experiences, S1 and S2 were much more satisfied with their 

experiences. It is likely that the type of supervision of supervision they received 

was a strong contributor to this. 

The last major factor I have identined as affecting these new supervisors' 



individual experiences was that of having participated in this research. All the 

participants felt that they had had to think about certain issues and consider an 

o v e d  impression of their own experiences that they might not have, if they had 

not been filling out questionnaires and doing interviews. This waç especially so for 

the participants who did not have process-oriented supenkion of supervision. I t  is 

possible that the research process added to the self-criticality which Watkins 

(1995a) has pointed out as crucial to supervisor development. This desire to think 

about their work and stretch their knowledge and skills may have contributed to 

SI, S2, and S4's decisions to l e m  to supervise at this tirne (for S3, this was not a 

choice, but an expectation of her training environment). This self-criticality 

certainly appeared to be present for all the participants above and beyond that 

encouraged by the research, but it is likely that the research participation added to 

it. 

Table 13 

Factors Contributing to the Supervision Training Experience 

Interpersonal 

- Personality characteristics or style b o t  studied in this project) 

- Confidence as a therapist 

- Basic theory of therapy/change, which transfers to supervision 
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Intra-Personal 

- Experiences with their own supervisors 

- Developmental level of supervisees 

- Enthusiasm of supe~sees ,  or lack thereof 

- Theoretical/proffessiond background of supe~sees  

- Difficult clinical or  supervision process issues 

- Supervisor of supervision's theory of therapy/change/supe~sion 

Organizational 

- Forma1 training experience, informal, or just 'tossed in' 

- Didactidtheory component to training or none 

- Number of supervisees 

- Full or  partial responsibility for supe~see 's  cases and training experience 

- Training experience included most usual aspects of supervision, o r  was 

more limited 

- Number of sessions with supervisee/length of experience 

- Format and content of supervision of supemision (ie; non-existent, process- 

oriented or task-oriented, exploratory and supportive or didactic, etc.) 

Recommendations for Training Supervisors 

From these results corne support for recommendations for training 
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supervisors made by previous authors and some additions to those 

recommendations. It is generdy accepted that some form of explicit training is 

recommended, that sending someone with no experience out to supervise, perhaps 

with the offer of consultation if they run into trouble, is ïrresponsible, bordering on 

the unethical (Russell & Petrie, 1994). Likewise, supervising without any training 

to do so seriously stretches the limits of the ethical obligation to practice within 

one's cornpetencies (Russell & Petrie, 1994). Given that some training is 

recommended, what is the minimum that is likely to lead t o  a good result, and 

what detds  will make that trniriing more effective? 

Russell and Petrie (1994) have prepared an excellent summary of 

recommendations, based in both the supervisor developrnent literature and in that 

which examines what rnakes a supervisor effective. They point out that a bnef 

seminar or a workshop will not be able to provide the knowledge and the 

experience requïred for competent work as a supervisor and suggest that one 

semester with a fairly high number of hours per week is probably the minimum for 

this kind of training. Individuals who wi l l  participate in training as supervisors 

should have a fair amount of clinical experience, at l e s t  one year of intensive 

practica. They recommend that a supervision training program contain both a 

theory and a practice component. The theory component shodd include not ody 

the study of models and techniques of supervision, but also the discussion of 

supervision research and ethical and professional issues. Russell and Petrie 

further report that in their own experience training supervisees, they have had 

good results with each trainee supervishg Çom 2 to 4 supervisees, on one case 

each, which creates some variety of experience. SupeMsion of supervision should 
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be supportive and should provide a saf'e atmosphere for discussion of supervisor 

concerns and reactions. They have found the use of tapes of supervision sessions 

very helpfùl in supervision of supervision. 

Watkins (1994) focuses his very usefd and practical recomrnendations on 

the supervision of supervision to  be provided to new and more expenenced 

supemisors. He points out how important it  is to be sensitive t o  the changing 

needs of developing supe~sor s .  Much like the developmental mode1 of 

supervision, he recommends greater structure, support and instruction for 

inexperienced or low-ski11 supe~sor s .  More experienced supervisors will benefit 

from encouragement of independent thinking and intervention and exploration of 

how they affect the supervision process. 

AI1 these recommendations are reinforced by the results of the current 

study. Those new supervisors who did not participate in a didactic section of 

training expressed less cornfort with their own skills and knowledge of supervision. 

The participant who had a very brief experience supervising felt he had learned 

and changed very little. Having more than one supervisee increased the 

supemisors' confidence in their abilities in responding to the differing needs of 

individual supervisors. And supportive, process-oriented supervision was the 

aspiration of all the participants; those who received it were more satisfied with 

their experience and felt they had leamed and changed more. The three 

participants who felt they had gained a signifiant amount of expenence with 

supervision identined their own changing needs in supervision of supervision, as 

they gained experience. The need for reassurance and concrete help decreased, 

and the need for consultation, discussion of their own ideas and options, and 
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assistance with complex process issues in supervision increased. SI and S2, who 

felt that their supervisor of supervision responded to these changes, appreciated 

that. S3, who had identied these needs as likely to occur in her own s u p e ~ s i o n  

of supervision, did not feel that these process issues were addressed, and was 

disappointed by this. 

This study also points out the advantages of making the new supervisor 

responsible for only one or two of the supervisee's cases, and of assessing the 

developmental level of supervisees, before assigning them to supervisors. As 

Watkins (1990) has mentioned, it may not always be practical to avoid giving new 

supervisees especially complicated or difficult supervision cases, but this would be 

ideal. I t  is also helpful to provide the new s u p e ~ s o r  with the opportunity to work 

with somewhat more and somewhat less developed s u p e ~ s e e s ,  when possible. 

New supervisors are usually fairly skilled therapists, and when they consciously 

and unconsciously model supexvision after their own recent, satisSing experiences 

as supervisees, it is unlikely to be the best model for working with a novice 

supervisee. Theory may teach the s u p e ~ s o r  about this, but as these participants 

found, doing it is a much richer learning experience. Actually supervising people 

who are at different developmental levels as therapists also increases confidence 

about working with d i f f e ~ g  supervisee developmental levels in a way theory 

cannot. 

Another 'ided' situation would be that in which no new supervisor is 

assigned a s u p e ~ s e e  who does not see this supervision as an opportunity or 

advantage for him'herself. In other words, supemisees for a training program in 

supervision shodd be volunteers who feel that the experience will be an interesting 
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and enriching one. As S4 discovered, working with a s u p e ~ s e e  for whom the 

supervision is not a priority can be fkustrating and somewhat ernpty. While the 

reality of d i n i c d  practice may indude supervising reluctant s u p e ~ s e e s ,  the issues 

this raises may create a problematic interaction with the confidence and 

cornpetence issues a new supervisor already has to face. In an ideal situation, this 

would not be the case in a first experience supemising. 

While dealing with diftïcult clinical or supervision process issues is 

enriching to the supenrision experience, it is unlikely that this wiU have to be 

'arranged for' by the supervision trainers, as long as the experientid portion is 

sufficiently long and includes some variety of supervisees and client cases. 

The supervision process should imitate that of a non-training supervision 

relationship as much as possible, with the new supervisor negotiating goals and 

expectations with the s u p e ~ s e e ,  establishing a format for supervision, dealing 

with administrative work such as reports, and carrying out and providing feedback 

on an evaluation of the supervisee teven if this evaluation is not used for officiai 

purposes such as grades or pasdfail decisions), as well as supervising on-going 

therapy (or assessment). While not always practical, it would likely make 

supervision training more effective if the supervisor of supervision and the new 

supervisor negotiated the approach to supeniision t o  be used, rather than having 

one irnposed by the training format. S3, who reported this issue as very influential 

to her training experience, felt that the main value of the type of supervision she 

was required to give was that of showing her what she did not want to do in the 

future. She felt pushed to use a certain approach to supervision, and regretted 

that she could not expenment with techniques she thought might have been useful, 
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to see for herself how they worked or did not work in supervision. 

Whether supenïision itself is heavily process-oriented o r  not, supervision of 

supervision should be more than an instructional process. The developmental 

processes which a new s u p e ~ s o r  undergoes occur quickly, and involve many 

confidence, cornpetence, and identity issues. Taking a purely didactic or  directive 

approach to s u p e ~ s i o n  of supervision rnay increase the likelihood that the new 

supervisor d compensate for h e r b  anarieties by shutting down the seK-criticd 

aspect of hisher own process and giving up the flexible and creative possibilities of 

his/her development. It is just this self-critical capability which Watkins ( 1995a) 

identifies as cniual to the continuing development of any supervisor and may be 

what is missing when Russell and Petrie (1994) point out that gaining experience, 

per se, may not lead to s u p e ~ s o r  development. 

While clearly not always practical, learning to supervise in the Company of 

a t  least one other trainee appears t o  bring advantages. It brings in more and 

varied experience to discussions, supplies different perspectives on what occurs, 

and provides a peer as part of one's reference group - a visible example of what it 

is like to be a new s u p e ~ s o r ,  rather than the more intimidating cornparison 

consisting only of one's own experienced supervisors. 

One area of supervision which is not addressed in previous 

recommendations for supervisor training is that of power and boundw issues. As 

mentioned, these issues rnay be related to the theme of over-and under- 

identification with the supervisee (Alonso, 1983; Granet, K h a n ,  & Sacks, 1980). 

It may be especially difiicult for the new s u p e ~ s o r ,  as i t  was for all of the 

participants in this study, to decide when a supervisee behaviour is professionally 
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unsatisfactory and how to address it if it is so. Al1 in d, for these participants, 

issues of power and of having to confkont the supervisee o r  give negative feedback 

were pmblematic and continued to be so at the end of their experiences 

supervising. Aithough it did not corne up as explicitly in the f&ly short 

supervision experiences covered by this study, issues of boundaries around 

supervisee personal problems, which may or may not affect therapy, were also of 

considerable concern to these new supemisors. Errplicit attention to these issues in 

both the didactic portion and the experiential section of a supervision training 

program would be very helpful. This shodd indude how to reco-~ze  that a 

problem has crossed a iine and needs to be dealt with, modelling of how t o  deal 

with it, and discussion of the emotional toll of having to tell a s u p e ~ s e e  what the 

supervisor h e r h s e l f  would hate to  hear in her/his own supervision. 

While these recommendations may appear to  be fairly obvious, the 

expenence of some of the participants in this study showed that even training 

settings with the best of intentions can aUow supemision training to  be carried out 

in a less productive manner. Two of the four participants in this study were not 

very satisfied with their experiences, and did not feel they had Iearned as much as 

they might have, had the circumstances of th& supervision experience been 

difîerent. 1 reinforce Russell and Petrie's (1994) recommendation that standards 

for supervisor training be established by accreditation organizations, whether as 

formal requirements or as guidelines. Guidelines of this type may increase 

awareness of both the need for quality training in supervision and the factors 

which may contribute to quality in this kind of training. To quote S3, if they are 

going to teach people to supervise; "1 think it's important to do it right." A 
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requirement that a clinician not s u p e ~ s e  unless hdshe has had training in 

supervision wbich meets minimum standards may seem a burden, but considering 

the importance of this work in the on-going development of individuals and the 

profession of psychotherapy and counselling, this rnay be a worthwhile goal for in 

the future. 

The Research 

The strengths of this study are based primanly in its intensive, 

longitudinal, mixed-methods design. In the study of a developmental process, 

longitudinal research has obvious strengths. As has been suggested by Momson 

and Hunt (19961, asking participants to describe their subjective expenences 

appears to be a particularly usefd approach, possibly leading to less bias than the 

use of questionnaire measures alone. Considering the exploratory nature of 

research in this area at  this time, the intensive study of a few cases appears to 

have succeeded in providing a rich description of the experiences of supervisors 

very new to this type of work, in these particular circumstances. WhiIe the 

number of participants was s m d ,  several different types of training and 

experiences were included. Although the period of actual supervision experience 

covered was short, it does begin to give an idea of how very quickly supervisors 

rnay develop in their levels of confidence, identification with the role, and perceived 

skills. Due t u  the short term of s u p e ~ s i o n  experience covered in this study, the 

questionnaire measures did not supply a great deal of information. However, this 

study suggests that the PSDS, especially, may be usefid in assessing supervisor 
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development in beginning supervisors, including longitudinal studies. 

Most of the weaknesses of this study are based in the smaU number of 

participants and the short term of supervision expenence induded. Only the 

experiences of four months of actuai supervising was covered. The only participant 

who basically received no training in supervision was S4, and his experience was 

so bnef as to provide a less-than-ideal cornparison to the different training 

experiences of S1 and S2, and S3. The study was limited, for reasons of feasibility 

and confïdentiality, to supervisor self-perceptions and did not consider actual 

behaviours as supenrisors. 

The generalizability of this study may also be limited by the fact that al1 the 

supervision took place in university clinics, by supervisors who had not yet finished 

their degrees, with student therapists/counseilors as s u p e ~ s e e s .  Much clinical 

s u p e ~ s i o n  occurs in public agencies and institutions other than universkies, not 

all new supervisors are still students, and not aU s u p e ~ s e e s  are students either. 

Also, this study was based on s u p e ~ s o r s  who were participating in a training 

experience, with an evaluative component. The experiences of s u p e ~ s o r s  who do 

not explicitly receive training and who are not evaluated on their work as they 

begin to supervise may be different. 

Another factor which may have afKected generalizability of the results of 

this study is that of the intensive reflection an roles, attitudes, and skills as 

supervisors, which was brought about through the questionnaires and the 

interviews. Might the study itself change the ertperience of learning to be a 

s u p e ~ s o r ,  for the participants? WMe this possibility cannot be discarded and 

may affect the generalizability of results, the supervision practicum was already an 
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erctrernely self-reflective experience, The questions and issues discussed in the 

study are also considered during the practicum experience, if to a lesser extent. 

The internship within which the other two participants received their fïrst 

experience s u p e ~ s i n g  was not as self-reflective. For those participants, the 

interviews themselves rnay have afFected their experience more strongly. 

Future research in this area should include more longitudinal studies, so 

that changes over time and time-kames for development may be tracked, and so 

that factors contributing to the swift, slower o r  stagnant development of 

supervisors rnay be recognized. Further intensive research with small numbers of 

participants may focus on issues of the specific needs of supervisors at different 

points in their development, perhaps by e d g  supenrision of s u p e ~ s i o n  

sessions as well as interviewing supervisors at different developmental levels. 

Another important area of research wil l  be that of observable changes in s u p e ~ s o r  

behaviours and skills as they develop; persuading new or experienced s u p e ~ s o r s  

to participate in this research may be a challenge, however. 

Research in settings other than university clinics and with non-student 

supervisors and supervisees will also be important, to help identifv whether and 

how these contextual factors affect to supervisor development. Research with 

larger samples rnay do well to  use instruments such as the PSDS to track changes 

in s upenisor self-percep tions. As well, questionnaire studies with larger samples 

might assess how personality characteristics, models of therapy and change, and 

types of training experience affect supervisor development, as assessed by the new 

supervisor, the supervisor of supe~s ion ,  or the supervisees. For example, all the 

new supervisors in t h i s  study, despite fairly dissimilar backgrounds and training 
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as psychologists, had simiiar attitudes towards basic styles of supervision, self- 

disclosure, and boundary issues amund being a therapist ta the supervisee; are 

these attitudes pervasive? How might they affect supervision and supervisor 

development? Research which compares the development and skills of supervisors 

who do and who do not receive formal training and on-going supervision of 

supervision might be particutarly useful. 

We need to improve our unders tanding of which factors bring about rigidity, 

defensiveness, over-intrusiveness, and f e e h g s  of inadequacy to this important role, 

and which encourage the development of a skilled, supportive, flexible and self- 

critical supervisor. 
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Interview guide 

For first interview: What clinical erpenence have you had so far? 
What is your theoretical orientation to therapy/counselling? 

How do you expect t o  change or  grow as you learn to supervise? 

For subseauent interviews: 

How many therapisWcounsellors are you supemising? How many client cases are 
you supervishg for each therapist/counsellor? 

How experienced are the therapists/counsellors you are s u p e ~ s i n g ?  

How would you rate the diBiculty of the therapykounselling cases you are 
supervising? 

H o w  would you rate the skills of the therapists/counsellors you are supe~s ing?  

Tell me how learning to supenriçe and supervising are going for you. 

For al1 interviews: 

How confident do you feel as a therapist, at this stage? 

1s this level of confidence related to your decision to leam to supervise? 

Do you feel U e  a 'real' supervisor now? 

Do you have a theory o r  mode1 of supervision that you wiWwork with? 

M a t  attitudes or behaviours or experiences have you experienced with your 
clinical supervisors that you would like to emulate with your supervisees? Why? 

What attitudes or behaviours or experiences have you experienced with your 
clinical supenrisors that you would like t o  avoid with your supervisees? Why? 

Do you currently feel anxious about supervising? 

What do you thiiik your strengths as a supemiser will be/are? 

What do you think your weaknesses as a supervisor will belare? 

What skills fkom doing therapy do you think will behave been transferred to doing 
supervision? 

What new skills do you think you will havehave had to develop to do supervision? 
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What would/is a typical supervision session like? Can you run me through it? 

How much, when and why would you varyhave you varied fkom this pattern? 

How active or directive do you like to be o r  feel is appropriate to be as a 
supervisor? 

How would you react to the supervisee resisting your suggestions or guidelines for 
therap y? How willing are you to Uisist on change (by the therapist) in supenrision? 
When would.has it been required? How would/have you gone about dealing with 
it? 

Do you think issues like being on time, reviewing tapes, doing reports on time will 
be/are important to  you as a supe~sor?  How WU you deal with them? 

Do you think there might belhave been problems because of you and the 
supervisees having Merent expectations about supervision? 

How wiU yoddo you know it is appropriate to encourage autonomy in your 
supe~see?  How would you go about it? 

Would/do you deal with less or more experienced supervisees differentiy? In what 
ways? Why? 

Do you think self-disclosure on your part is appropriate in supewision? How 
much, when, around what issues, how might it be helpfd? 

What do you think might behas been the most rewarding or satisfying experience 
you have had as a supervisor? 

m a t  do you think might be/has been the most difficult or challenging situation 
you have had to deal with as a supe~sor?  

What do you think might be/has been the most imtating o r  frustrating experience 
you have had as a supervisor? 

How do you feel about the power relationship between supervisor and supe~see?  
How would yoddo you deal with power issues? 

Are you womed that you might feel out of your depth at some point while 
supe~sing,  not know what to say to a supervisee or not understand what is going 
on in the therapy you are supe~sing?? 
OR Have you ever felt out of your depth, not knowing what to say to a s u p e ~ s e e  
or not understanding what is going on in the therapy you are supervising? 

Do you feel able to work as a supervisor without supervision at this point (except 
perhaps for an major problem or ethical issue)? 
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When superviçing, would/do you feel more like a felIow student o r  like a 
supervisor, currently? (Has this changed at ail since you began?) 

Do you think being a supervisor wilVhas changed your work as a therapist? 

Do you think being a supeMsor wWhas changed your expectations of or reactions 
to being supervised yourself! 

How cornfortable are you with the different roles a supervisor might take? 
Consul tant, therapist, teacher, evaluator. .. any others? 

Do you feel you have changed as a supervisor since you started this training 
experience? 

What kind of impression do you think your supervisees will havehave of you? 

if your supervisees were to cornplain about something about you, what would it be? 

Do you feel your experience supervising wilyhas touched on personal issues for 
you? 

What role wiIl/has s u p e ~ s i o n  of supervision had in your growth as a supervisor? 

For 2nd and 3rd interviews: 

What aspects of supe of supe have been most helpful? 
1s there anything that you wish were beinglhad been done differently or in addition 
to what was done, in supe of supe? 

Ali interviews: 

Has your motivation to be a supervisor fluctuated or  changed at al1 so far in your 
expenence? 

How confident do you feel, as a supervisor, at this point? 

What do you worry about at this point? 
Dohave you womed that you might not be cut out t o  be a supemisor? 

Who do you compare yourself to, when thlliking about your supervisory skills? 

Do you plan to seek opportunities to supervise in future? 

m a t  do you need now, to become a better supervisor? 

1s there anything else about your experiences and thoughts about learning to 
supervise that you think it would be interesting for me to know? 



Last interview: 

At your first interview, you said that you expected to change or grow in the 
following ways: 

Have the changes been as you expected? What has been different than you 
expected? 
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Psychotherapy Supenisor Development Scale 

Please mark the number that best describes how frequendy you feel that each item 
describe you; 

1. 1 consider the supervision that 1 provide to be helpful to my supervisees. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the time alwa ys 

2. Becorning and king a supervisor demands a commitment (Le., to keep working at 
developing oneself as a supervisor) that 1 beiieve 1 have made. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never balf the tirne al ways 

3. Becoming a supervisor is an ongoing process that requires rnuch time and energy, 
but 1 see myself as weU on the way to getiing there. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never balf the time al ways 

4. 1 have a realistic awareness about my Limitations and weaknesses as a supervisor. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the time always 

5. Sometimes 1 believe I'm just playing at king a supervisor. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the time always 

6. If asked 'Do you redIy feel like a psychotherapy/counsellinp supervisor?', 1 couid 
honestly answer 'Y es'. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the time alwaps 

7. 1 believe that 1 am able to increasingly foster a sense of self-sufficiency in my 
supervisees. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the time always 

8. 1 consider supervision to be a very important role that 1 perform. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the time always 
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9. If asked 'Can you give a good assessrnent of yourself as supervisor:", I could 
easily answer 'Yes'. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the time always 

IO. 1 have a redistic awareness about my strengths and abilities as a supervisor. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the time always 

11. Right now, 1 feel ill-at-ease and sornewhat confused with the supervisor role. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the time always 

12. I must Say that, when 1 perform my supervisory responsibilities, 1 often think of 
mysetf as an imposter. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the time always 

13. 1 believe I am generaily effective in dealing with transference/counter-transference 
issues in supervision. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the time al ways 

14. 1 believe that 1 have a good awareness about rnyself as a supervisor. the impact 
that 1 have on supervisees, and how 1 affect the supervisory situation as a whole. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the tirne alwags 

15. 1 believe 1 have good knowledge of and understanding about the supervision 
proçess itself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the time always 

16. As a supervisor, I structure the supervision expenence effectively. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the time alwa ys 

17. When needed, 1 am able to be appropriately assertive and confrontive with my 
supervisees. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the time always 
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18. 1 just don? consider myself that identified with the supervisor role. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
never half the tirne always 
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Wurking Alliance Inventory 
Supervisor Forrn 

Please fiil out this questionnaire once for each person you supervise. if you have 
more than one supervisee, please place the supenisee's initials here , so that 
future inventories referring to the same supervisory relationship may be matched up. 

The following sentences describe some of the difYerent ways a person rnight think or 
feel about his or her supervisee. As you read the sentences, mentally insert the name 
of your supervisee in place of the in the text. 

Please circle the number after each item which best describes how often you feel this 
way about your supervisee. The scale i~ as follows: 

1 - never 
2 - rarely 
3 - occassionaly 
4 - sometimes 
5 - often 
6 - very ofken 
7 - always 

1. 1 feel uncornfortable with 
never somet imes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2. and 1 agree about the steps to be taken to improve herhis work as a 
therapist/counsellor. 

never sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. I have some concems about the outcorne of my supervisory sessions with 

never sometimes al ways 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4. and 1 both feei confident about the usefuiness of our curent activity 
in  supervision. 

never someti mes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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5. and I have a common perception of his/her goals. 
never sornet i mes al ways 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

6. 1 feel I r e d y  understand 
never sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

7. finds what we are doing in supervision confusing. 
never sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8. 1 believe mes me. 
never someti mes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

9. 1 sense a need to clarify the purpose of our sessions for 
never somet imes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

10. 1 have some disagreements with about the goals of these sessions. 
never someti mes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 1. I believe that the tirne and 1 are spending together is not spent 
efficien tly. 

never sornetimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

12. 1 have doubts about what we are trying to accompiish in supervision. 
never somet i mes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

13. I am clear and explicit about what 's responsibilities are in 
supervision. 

never sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

14. The curent goals of these sessions are important for 
never sometimes al ways 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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15. 1 find that what and 1 are doing in supervision is unrelated to 
her/his current concems. 

never somet irnes al ways 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

16. I feet confident that the things we do in supervision will help to 
accomplish the changes that she/he desires. 

never sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

17. 1 am genuinel y concerned for 'S weifare. 
never sometimes al wags 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

18. 1 am clear as to what 1 expect to do in these sessions. 
never sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

19. and 1 respect each other. 
never sometirnes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

20. 1 feel that 1 am not totally honest about my feelings toward 
never someti mes al ways 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

21. 1 am confident in my ability to help 
never sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

22. We are working towards mutuaiiy agreed upon goals. 
never sometims always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

23. 1 appreciate as a person. 
never sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

24. We agree on what is important for to work on. 
never sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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25. As a result of these sessions, is clearer as to how he/she might be 
abIe to improve herfis work as a therapist. 

never sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

26. and 1 have built a muniai trust. 
never somet imes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

27. and I have different ideas on what his/her learning needs are. 
never someti mes alwags 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

28. Our relationship is important to 
never sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

29. has some fears that if shehe says or does the wrong things. 1 will 
stop working with him/her. 

never somet i mes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

30. and 1 have coliaborated in setting goals for these sessions. 
never sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3 1. is mistrated by what I am asking him/her to do. 
never sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

32. We have established a good understanding between us of the kind of changes that 
would be good for 

never sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

33. The things that we are doing in supervision don? make much sense to 

never -sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

34. doesn't know what to expect as a result of supervision. 
never somet i mes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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35. believes that the way we are working with hisher issues is 
correct, 

never somet imes alwags 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

36. 1 respect even when shehe does things 1 do not approve of. 
never sometimes always 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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This apendix consists of individual descriptive reports of the experiences of 

each supervisor trainee participant. For each new supemisor, results are reported 

within eight themes, each of which covers one aspect of the supervisor's 

experiences over the data collection penod. The f h t  indudes background 

information about the supenrisor, the type of training for supervision that this 

pwson received, and the supe~sor 's  perceptions of the quality of herhis 

relationship with her/his supervisee( s ). The second theme discusses issues of 

confidence and anxiety as a supervisor during the training experience, and the 

third, the supervisor's identification with this new role and perceptions of 

hermimself as a supervisor. The fourth theme covers the new supervisor's cornfort 

with the different roles a supervisor may take while working with a supervisee, 

and issues of power and boundanes. The fifth describes the supe~sor ' s  views on 

technical issues of supe~s ion ,  such as theory of supervision, level of directiveness, 

and specific techniques to be used in supervision sessions. The sixth theme 

comprises the supervisor's perceptions about hisher training expenence per se, 

especially supervision of supervision. The seventh covers a variety of smaller self- 

perceptual and interview variables such as the new supe~sor ' s  sense of 

him/herself as a therapist and as a supervisee, the kinds of things that surprised 
d- 

the supervisor about her/his experiences leaming t o  supemise, the types of 

cornparisons and concrete examples the supemisor used during the i n t e ~ e w s ,  and 

what made the supervisor laugh during the interviews. The eighth and last theme 

reports the new supervisor's feelings about what would bdwas best and worst 
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about this first experience supervising, and what shehe feeh shehe needs now, t o  

become a better supervisor. 

These individual results are organized in this way so as t o  present the 

changes and continuities that occurred in each of these areas of the supervisor's 

self-perceptions, over the entire training experience. The f i s t  interview was 

c d e d  out at the beginning of the practicdinternship expenence ( k e  11, before 

the participants had begun their training as supervisors, or  just at its beginning. 

The second interview was done as the participants began to actudy supervise 

students and client cases, after the second or third meeting with each supenisee 

(Tirne 2). The third was after the end of the supervision training expenence (with 

the exception of one supervisor, S3, who bad the opportunity to extend sessions 

with her supervisee for a few weeks &r the last Interview) Ci"i'me 3).This data 

was analyzed by myself, the p ~ c i p l e  researcher. Each participant received a copy 

of the portion of this results section containing my descriptive report of hidher 

interview data, with the request that they inform me of sny area in which I have 

misunderstood or misinterpreted the data as they see it, and requesting any 

comments or further information they would Iïke to give me, on the topics covered. 

This return of data to participants was intended to have three effects: that 

of further protecting the privacy of the participants, in that this was a second 

chance to remove any comments which they were not cornfortable leaving in this 

h a 1  report of the study; that of gaining the collaboration of the participants in 

enriching the descriptions and interpretations in any way they desire; and that of 

curbing any interpretations of my own which may be far from what the 
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participants intended None of the participants in this study requested any 

changes or made any suggestions as to interpretation, within the agreed-upon time 

frame (two months after receiving their copies of the results of the qualitative 

andysis of their i n t e~ews) .  

In the reporting of results, information in double quotes is direction 

quotation fkom the participant and interview in context. 

S 1's Experience 

Background 

S1 is a female in her late 30's who was in her 3rd year of a Clinical 

Psychology Ph.D. program. She had previously canied out 4 supervised practica, 

attending addts and dddren for individual, group and family therapies. She 

reported her orientation to psychotherapy to be primarily psycho-dynamic, with the 

strongest infiuence being object-relations theory, with some infiuences fkom 

feminist theory. 

S1 began to supervise by participating in an 8 month supervision practicum 

offered by the Clinical program. The supervisor of supervision was a faculty 

member from the same program. The practicum consisted of weekly 2 hour 

meetings with the supervisor of supervision and one other student (S2), from the 

beginning of September until the end of April. In September and October, the 

meetings consisted of discussion of readings from the book Fundamentals of 

Clinical S u ~ e ~ s i o n ,  by Bernard and Goodyear (19921, and of supervision issues in 

general, including theory, developmental issues, techniques and research in 
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supervision. Also included were discussions of the trainee's o m  experiences as a 

supenrisee, role-play of possible supervision situations, and planning of the 

supervision work t o  be carrïed out. It was originally intended that the supervisor 

trainees meet with their supervisees at the beginning of November and start 

s u p e ~ s i n g  cases immediately thereafter. However, due to unforeseen 

circumstances, the University was closed for much of November and the new 

supervisors met only briefly with their supervisees before the holidays, and began 

supervishg client cases in January. From January to  April, the supervisor 

trainees continued to meet for 2 hours a week with the practicum supervisor, to 

talk about their supervision cases and receive supervision of supervision. The 

supervisor trainees and s u p e ~ s o r  of supervision discussed the progress of their 

supervision cases and issues of relevance o r  concern, and listened to audio-tapes of 

the s u p e ~ s i o n  sessions. 

SI supervised two Bachelor of Social Work students on field placements at a 

downtown University-supported counselling centre which attends the general 

public. Each student had participated in one previous field placement, based in 

Social Work case management; their field placements at the t h e  of the 

supervision practicum were the final ones before their graduation with the BSW. 

The students had volunteered t o  receive supervision from the supervision trainees, 

and had expressed interest in receiving this individual, more intensive 

psychotherapy supervision as a complement to their usual group supervision which 

focused primarily on management of their counselling cases. The k t  supervisee, 

Thl, saw one child for play therapy and one adult for counselling under the 

supervision of SI. The second supervisee, Th2, saw one child for  play therapy 
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under the supeMsion of SI. Both s u p e ~ s e e s  had other clients for counselling, 

superrrised by their prùnary s u p e ~ s o r  in group supervision. The cases supervised 

by SI were not supervised by the primary supervisor nor discussed in group 

supervision. The primary supemisor decided which of the volunteer BSW st.udents 

would work with which of the supervisor trainees, assigaing one student with 

somewhat more advanced counselling skills and one student who was leaming 

basic counçelling skills to each supervisor trainee. 

In interviews, SI confirmed that Th1 was a strong beginner at counselling, 

with some grasp of basic skills, when the supervision eqerience began. She 

reported that by the end of the practicum she felt that this student had good basic 

skills in couaselling, and was confident that she could work as a counsellor after 

graduating. She felt that Th2 had few basic skills at the start of the supervision 

experience, and that although she has improved during the practicum, still needed 

more experience before S1 would feel comfortable recommending that she work as 

a counsellor. 

As did all the participants, S1 fUed out the WAI on four occasions for each 

supervisee, to report on her perceptions of the working relationships with her 

supervisees. The WAI scores show that S1 felt that these relationships went well 

from the beginning, with a slight rise in scores towards the end of the supe~s ion  

experience. For Thl, Sl's ratings of Task, Bond and Goal subscales were very 

s i d a = .  For Th2, Sl's ratings of the Task subscale were somewhat lower than the 

other subscale scores, possibly indicating a perception of less agreement with Th2 

about what should be done in supervision and counselling sessions to achieve the 

goals of supemision. 



SI met with Th1 for 22 one-hour supervision sessions and with Th2 for 15 

one-hour sessions. She gave feedback on their work to both supervisees at the end 

of the practicum, and also received feedback about her supervision from them. 

Confidence and Anxiety 

At Time 1, S1 felt "pretty confident" as a therapist, and felt that this 

contributed to her feeling ready to leam to supervise. She was anxious about it, 

but believed that would gradually abate. She felt that two things would contribute 

the most t o  her fbture reduction in anxiety; learning about theory and techniques 

of supervision so she would have a better idea of what to do, and getting to know 

her supervisees a Little, starting to build a relationship. She was concerned that 

she might at times not know what to Say in supervision sessions, but recognized 

that this fear was normal. She felt that she could deal with episodes of not 

knowing what to Say by admitting her ignorance, or using silence. She felt she 

"absolutely" could not supervise without s u p e ~ s i o n  of supervision at this point, 

but hoped to be able to answer "maybe" to this question, eventually. 

"K: Ahm, how confident do you feel as a supervisor at this point? 

S 1: Not tembly. 

K: Not very. 

S1: No, no .... 

K: Can you elaborate on that? 

SI: I'm nervous about starting to s u p e ~ s e ,  rrn wondering what kind 
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of people I'll be getting, what their experience will be, ah, ahm, if 

theyll find my input useful, if &eyU be resistant. You know, a lot of 

that's r e d y  an iinknown quantity right now, and 1 think it d l ,  

anticipation is the worst part, as with anything. 

K: OK. 

SI: You know, once 1 actually, ah, go in there for that first session, 1 

think 111 be fine. Ahm, I'm also not that confident because, not only 

because 1 haven't done it, but because 1 don't know a lot about it. 

Ahm, 1 know what I like and dislike fFom my own experience, but 1 

don't know a lot about it in terms of various models or, or theoretical 

knowledge." 

Despite her anxiety at this point, S1 was not womed that she might not be 

cut out to supervise; she felt that i t  was a learnable skill, as therapy had been. 

When asked about personal issues that might be touched on by leaniing to 

supervise, S1 pointed out that, because it is an interpersonal experience, certainly 

it would likely "push some buttons", as occurs in therapy. While she felt that  

specific issues that might corne up depended very much on specific circumstances, 

she mentioned that her difficulties with confrontation might be one of them, 

At Time 2, SI reported that her confidence in herself as a therapist had 

dropped, due to some difficult and challenging experiences doing therapy. This 

was giving her a sense that she might not be a "good enough" therapist to pass 

knowledge on ta others. She was particularly aware of the responsibility for both 

the s u p e ~ s e e  and the client that was falling to her as the supervisor, and felt she 
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needed to be careful about what to  tell her supervisees about how to do specific 

things : 

"SI: (...) one thing that's been good is that it really forces me to think 

about, the nght, ,.. this is awkward, but the right way to do things. 

Like what you do need to tell a client in terms of confidentiality, just 

to make sure that al1 those bases are covered. 1 mean, 1 know that 

material fairly well, but elrplaining why you do certain things is, uh, 

a bit of a challenge sometimes 1 think Ahm, and so it's been good, 

that it's sort of forced me to think about stuff like that. Uhm, 1 

guess, uhm, it, for at l e s t  one instance it r e d y  made me realize 

that perhaps, my thinking wasn't clear on a particular area, and that 

was in terms of taking about, uhm, confidentiality when you have a 

child and an adult, and dealing with the parent, and that. So 1 felt 

like that, 1 felt like 1 didn't have, like 1 wasn't explaining that very 

clearly when I explained it to (Thl)." 

Although S1 felt that her supervisee seemed to be able to make sense of 

what she had said on that occasion, she was stnick by how difncult it was to 

articulate it clearly, and how anxiety provoking that was: 

SI: (...) It's like, ' Ah, I'm supposed to know what to say here! And I'm not sure if 1 

do!' (laugh)" 
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She was feeling quite anrcious about s u p e ~ s i n g ,  and while she had been 

able to come up with usefd interventions so far, she did worry about she might at 

some point not know what to say. She felt that she was treading water and "at 

any moment a big wave could come (laugh)". She was glad to be starting in this 

stmctured, supportive format, instead of being ''just dumped into it" on a job after 

graduating. She felt that this experience was touching on her own issues of 

insecurity, and needing to have answers when people asked her for help. 

By T h e  3, 

"K: Do you currently feel d o u s  about supervising? 

SI: ,. I don't think so, no. 

K: You sound kind of swpnsed. 

SI: 1 am a bit siirprised, yeah. 'Cause 1 think that's something in 

the 1 s t  two interviews, I certainly would have said 'yes'. But, uh, 1, 

1 think that, uhm, probably, ah, some of that anxiety will come back 

when 1 pick up a new s u p e ~ s e e .  That kind of clutch that you feel 

when you pi& up a new client. 

K: Yup. 

SI: Until you kind of get into the swing of things. But, no, nght now 

1 feel pretty cornfortable with that. Hey! (chudde)" 

She thought that receiving positive feedback from her supervisees and 

s u p e ~ s i o n  of supervision and sexing one client case especially end very weU had 

contributed to her confidence. At this tirne, the end of the practicurn, she preferred 
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to work wïth supervision of supervision, but felt that if that were not amilable, she 

would be able to do supervision unsupervised, especially as she gained more 

experience as a therapist. She said that she had "never felt '1 can't do this' o r  '1 

ought not t o  be doing tbis'". She found that her personal issues of diffïculty in 

being confkontive or giviag constructive criticism had been stirred by th is  

experience, and that, as when she leamed to do therapy, starting out had touched 

on fears of inadequacy which quickly went away as things went well. She had 

experienced not knowing what to Say in session, and had found this hstrating, 

but become more tolerant of it. She felt consistently motivated to supervise, and 

much more confident than when she began. 

Identification and Self-Perceptions as a Supervisor 

At Time 1, S1 did not feel like a 'real' supervisor, however, she reported that 

she would also not feel like a fellow student to the supervisee; 

"SI: If 1 was supervising right now ... I would probably feel more like 

a supervisor than a fellow student, just because I had stepped into 

that role, because 1 had assumed that hat, because the student was 

looking to me for advice or guidance, or direction, or whatever. So 1 

think I would feel more like a supervisor, even though 1 might not 

feel very MüCH like a supervisor (chuckle). But 1 wouldn't feel as 

much like a student." 
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Her reference group for thinking about her own supenrisory work consisted of her 

own supervisors, since she had never seen a peer supervise, although she had 

heard dassmates talliing about their experiences on the supe~s ion  practicum in 

the previous year. She felt that having her own, very experienced, supervisors as a 

reference for her own development might be hard, as she might feel she had to live 

up to  quite high standards. She intended to seek further opportunities to 

supervise, starting with her possible intemship sites; 

"SI: And it's, 1 kind of consider it, it's sort of iike teaching in a sense, 

because it's a way to offer somethïng of yourself, to the incoming 

generation of practitioners. 

K: Yeah, OK, passing on what you've received. 

S1: Yeah, 1 guess so, and it just, it takes t h e  and energy and effort, 

and, but I think it has it's own rewards." 

Also at Time 1, Sl's self-perceptions as a supervisor included feeling that 

she would have strengths in showing ernpathy and c a r h g  in supervision sessions, 

and would be good at "picking up on things about people". Other strengths she 

eqected to have ùicluded setting practical, reasonable goals, and having had good 

supervisors on which to mode1 herself; "that sort of gives me a blueprint". She 

predicted that her weaknesses as a supemisor might include some difnculty 

confronthg people and setting boundaries, and her inexperience as a supervisor. 

She thought her supervisees wodd have a good impression of her, because she felt 

invested in the process and cared about what would be going on for them and their 
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clients. She hoped her supervisees would not be intimidated by her, as she knew 

she had high standards. If her supervisees were to cornplain about her, she 

imagined it might be about her using "big words", not always being 

comprehensible, depending on the supervise& educational background and 

theoretical knowledge. 

S1 expected that during the practicum she would leam to structure 

supervision and to draw the line between supervising and getting too far into the 

supe~see ' s  personal Me, doing therapy with the supervisee. She hoped to l e m  to 

teach, and how to differentiate when teaching would be the appropriate role, or  

something else. She also expected to get a different perspective on therapy that 

might change the way she thinks about it. 

By Time 2, S1 stiU did not feel like a 'real supervisor'; she was "just trying 

to offer the supervisees something usefiil". However, she reported that since 

beginning to actually supervise, she had felt like a supervisor, not a fellow student, 

in the sessions; "1 just don't know how good a supervisor". Her motivation t o  

supervise was still high, as was her desire to find opportunities to continue 

supervising. She still saw her own supervisors as her reference group to  which 

she compared her own work, which she recognized as contributing to her 

considerable anxiety a t  this point. 

Sl's self-perceptions as a supervisor had shifted by Time 2. She gave a very 

short answer to the question about strengths, including o d y  being available and 

supportive, and open about her own experiences learning to do therapy. She felt 

that her weaknesses included her la& of expenence, and her amie@, which might 

be intedering in her effectiveness as a supervisor by making her too tentative. 
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Another perceived weakness was thât she found it difncult to focus on the 

supervisees and what they were doing and saying in therapy sessions, whether she 

obsenred them in person or on tape. She tended to still focus on the client, as if 

she were doing the therapy. She reported that she had not anticipated that 

supenrising would be as challenging as it was; 

"Si: 1 guess 1 didn't antiapate that it would be this challenging. 1 

think 1 was probably in a bit of denial about it ... 

R: (chuckle) About how hard it would be. 

SI: 1 mean, in order to do this kind of thing I think you do need to 

sort of hoodwink yourself into it and Say, you know, '1 can do this, 

itll be fine', and, uh, I think 1 did have ideas about what, that some 

things would be difEcult, you know, just Çom hearing about 

(classrnate's) experience and doing some reading. And so, 1 think 1 

went into it with my eyes open, but maybe, hm, maybe with 

sunglasses on!" 

She recognized that she might feel, later, that she could have done better work 

with these two supervisees, but that that was like learning to be a therapist; she 

wouldn't leam and get better without actually doing it. 

When asked at Time 2 what impressions her supervisees might have of her, 

S1 said she only knew what impression she hoped they would have; that she was 

approachable. When asked about possible supemisee complaints, she 

mentioned that she might be "talking around in circles", but she couldn't even be 
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sure of that, it might just be fruit of her anxiety. She also thought she might stiü 

have overly high expectations of her supervisees, but that this had not manifested 

in supervision yet. 

At Time 3, S1 was beginning to feel like a 'real' supervisor, that aIthough 

some aspects were still dauting, act\raUy doing it and accepting it as a learning 

pmcess had contributed to her feeling like a supervisor. From the first supeniision 

meetings, she had never felt like a fellow student in the sessions with her 

supervisees, always Like the supervisor, even though a more or less confident one. 

Her motivation to supervise was still strong, and she still plaaned to  seek out 

future opportunities to supewise. She had become less demanding of herself, and 

perhaps this was related to  haviag a peer, a fellow-beginner (the other supewisor 

trainee on her practicum) to see doing the same kind of work, instead of always 

comparing herself to her own supervisors. although she still did that. 

Self-perceptual issues had also changed for SI by T h e  3. She was able to 

identify several strengths in her work as a supervisor, including having a good 

knowledge base within the areas she felt cornfortable supervising, 

conceptualization skills, asking the supemkees for their opinions and ideas before 

jumping in with her own, facilitating the interventions of the supervisees in an 

indirect mamer, being empathic in supervision sessions, and letting go of some of 

the control over how a s u p e ~ s e e  wrote a report o r  conducted a therapy session. 

Weaknesses she perceived, and commented on wanting to continue working to 

impsove, were in not giving enough positive feedback t o  supervisees, and 

mculties giving criticism constructively. She reported that she had not had to  do 

some of the things that had worried her, such as having to confront a student. 



S1 reported feedback from her supenrisees which informed her impressions 

of their impressions of her; that she was an effective teacher, that she had 

facilitated their growth as professionals, and had given them the type of 

supenriçion they had wanted fkom her. S1 believes they found her approachable, 

fiiendIy but reserved and able to maintain dear bounclaries in sessions, and hoped 

that that reserve had not made her seem disinterested in them, She felt that 

possible student cornplaints might be that she should give more positive 

reinforcement, that some of the interventions she encouraged the supervisees to try 

had not gone over very well in therapy sessions, and that she was "picky" about 

the wording on reports. 

S1 perceived quite a few improvements over the length of the supenrision 

practicurn; in both her skills and her confidence, in her ability to act as a facilitator 

and to encourage students to trg new things, and in her adeptness a t  finding out 

what her students thought and helping them to  take different perspectives. 

S1 laughed quite a bit when asked about whether the changes that she had 

'predicted' at her k t  interview had occurred. She no longer had any idea what 

she had meant when she said she expected learnîng to supervise to  affect her work 

as a therapist. She hadn't seen that occuring, and cornmented that it might do 

more so if she were seeing more therapy cases and doing more supervision. 

Instead of having to leam to w a k  the line between supervising a supenrisee and 

doing therapy with them, as she had expected, she had had to leam to walk the 

line between supervising supervisees and hying to  do therapy by remote control 

with their clients. The one expected change that had occurred was that of 

becoming much more cornfortable with the different roles that a supervisor takes 
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while supervising, although she still wanted to expand that repertoire. 

Sl's mean PSDS scores, a rating of ber general impression of her 

own development as a s u p e ~ s o r ,  were quite variable during the pre-practicum 

period, became more stabIe during the didactic section, than rose consistently 

during her eaperience supervising. 

Graph 2: Sl's Psychotherapy Supervisor Development Scale Mean Scores 
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Table 2 

PSDS Scores for S1 

total 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

5th 

6th 

Sept 

Oct 

Nov 

Dec 
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-- 

Jan 

Feb 

The Competence/Effectiveness subscale of the PSDS was somewhat variable 

over the pre-praticum and didactic sections, then rose during the supervision 

errperience. 

The Identity/Commitment subscale on the PSDS for S1 rose slightly over 

the pre-practicurn period, held steady throughout the didactic portion of the 

practicum, and rose notably during her experience supervising. 

The Self-Awareness subscale scores were extremely variable during the pre- 

practicum period, more steady during the didactic section, and then consistently 

nsing over the supervision experience. 

Sl's Sincenty subscale was considerably lower than the other subscales 

during the pre-practicum period, rose to the level of the other subscales as S1 

entered the practicum didactic section, then remsiining fairly steady, and rose with 

the other subscales during the supervision experience. 

Roles, Power, and Boundaries 
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At Time 1, SI reported finding the supervisor roles of consultant and 

evaluator quite comfortable. She was not particularly comfortable with the role of 

teacher, but was beginning to believe she had a knowledge base that would make 

taking this role possible. She was not comfortable with the idea of being a 

therapist to the s u p e ~ s e e ,  and said she recommend another therapist if a problem 

was senous. She felt that too much 'therapy' type interaction in supervision 

sessions might make it dificult for the supetvisee to trust her. S1 mentioned 

facilitator as a role she thought important to s u p e ~ s i n g .  

The role of consultant still felt comfortable to S1 a t  Time 2, but that of 

evaluator had become quite uncomfortable. She reported this as connected to her 

ability to make a fair evaluation, because of her difficulties stepping back from a 

client focus to focus on the supenisee and their process. She hoped to become 

more comfortable with the idea and process of evaluating, and had discussed how 

this would be carried out with supervisees during their h t  meeting, and would 

try to avoid and surprises for the s u p e ~ s e e s  at the end of the practicurn. The role 

of therapist to the s u p e ~ s e e  still sounded uncomfortable, because of concerns 

about the blurring of boundaries, but SI felt she would discuss sny personal 

problems that were affecting the supervisee's ability to do therapy, and if 

necessary, refer. She felt comfortable with the role of mode1 for the supervisees, as 

long as they tried on her ways of doing things and developed their own style. 

By Time 3, SI reported that she was much more comfortable with all the 

different roles she had had to take on while supervising. The roles of consultant, 

teacher, mentodmodel and facilitator were very comfortable. The teacher role was 

surprisingl y so; 
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"SI: 1, 1 wasn't anticipating being as cornfortable with this as 1 am. 

But 1 think that my comfort level has increased with that, partly 

because I've been able t o  incorporate it into supervision, in a way 

that, uhm, felt right for me. You know, 1 was able to, 1 think maybe, 

it's maybe been two-fold. First that 1, was able to trust myself that 1 

did have information that would be usefd to impart! 

K: Useful to impart (chuckle), OK. 

SI: And second, that 1 could do that in a way that, where 1 wasn't 

lecturing, or kind of going on and on, 

K: Or just telling them what t o  do. 

SI: Yeah!" 

S1 thought that perhaps she had never actuaily felt uncomfortable taking on the 

role of teacher, she had just imagined she would. It was quite cornfortable now 

because it felt like an appropnate role, especially with less expenenced 

supervisees. The role of evaluator, while not enjoyable, had not been as 

uncomfortable as S1 had feared, because she talked to  the students about it fkom 

the beginning, had given them interim feedback all dong, and had prepared 

carefûlly to give evaluative feedback at the end of the practicum. 

Bortndary, responsibility, and power issues were considered sensitive from 

the beginning. At Time 1, S1 reported that she hoped to avoid conflicts of 

expectations by talging about them fkom the beginning of supedion .  She was 

uncomfortable with the power "imbalance" in supervision, and hoped to decrease it 

with the use of self-disdosure, a facilitating attitude, and admitting when she 
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didn't know things. She felt that self-disclosure on her part would aid in 

establishing rapport, making herself seem more human, and would be especially 

usehil when talking about the difficulties she had experienced while learning t o  do 

therapy. She had found her own supervisors self-disclosure very helpfùl, although 

she felt it should never turn into "therapy in reverse". She was aware of the 

responsibilities towards the client implied in the role of supervisor; "My obligation 

is hrst of al1 to the client in this situation, to make sure that the s u p e ~ s e e  is not 

going to do anything t o  harm the client", and felt she wouid insist on certain steps 

being taken by the supervisee, if necessary for the client's well-being. 

At Tirne 2, S1 reported that she and her supervisees had directly discussed 

expectations and goals during the h t  sessions of supervision, and had written 

them down. There had been no problems to that point, although she wasn't sure 

how the supervisees might react to the very process-oriented supervision they had 

requested, when they actually got into it. The power relationship in supervision 

stiil made her uncornfortable, because she did not want to be telling s u p e ~ s e e s  

what to do, although in session, when they asked what she would do o r  what they 

should do next, she told them. She reported that she might feel more cornfortable 

with the power differential if she felt more secure as a supervisor. She felt that 

self-disclosure on her part was appropriate when it was about her own experiences 

learning to supervise, which could contribute both information and reassurance to 

the supervisees, and make her seem more approachable. Disdosure of personal 

issues did not feel appropriate. At this moment of beginning to supeivise, S1 was 

rather painfully aware of her responsibilities to ber s u p e ~ s e e s  and their clients, 

including such issues as possible legal involvements, record-keeping, and just being 
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able to contribute tc their development. 

At Time 3, there had been no difficulties around issues of differences of 

expectations between S1 and the supervisees. Her perceptions of power issues had 

changed; she now saw the power differential as inherent to the supervision 

relationship, and no longer felt it was necessary to work to reduce it; 

"SI: And 1 guess it goes part and parcel with accepting that role of, 

... you're the persan. 

K: You're the supervisor. 

SI: The person that they're going to  be asking for guidance, for help 

in these things, and, .- uhm, that's just 

K: Part of the role. 

Si: Part of it." 

She felt that power differential may diminish naturally as supervisees become 

more skilled and more like colleagues. Her attitudes toward self-disclosure had not 

changed, she saw it as a teaching tool. She felt more able to accept the 

responsibilities of the role of supervisor, and knew how to deal with them. 

Technical Issues 

At Time 1, S1 felt she did not yet know enough to  have a real theory or 

mode1 of supervision. From what she had read and fkom her own experience as a 

new therapist, she believed it was especially important to be aware of the 
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supervisee's developmental level and how that affected what he/she needed in 

supervision. She also thought, again fkom her own experience as a supervisee, that 

observation of parallel process could be a eniightening technique. 

When asked what she had experienced in her own supervision that she 

would Like to emulate with her supervisees, S1 reported the following attitudes or 

skills as important: being supportive, giving lots of positive feedback, modehg 

different approaches to issues and problems in therapy, flexibility, and being a 

resource for the student for information about articles, books, and workshops. 

Experiences she had had in her own supervision that she wanted to try to avoid 

included scheduling problems and last-minute cancellations of supervision sessions, 

asking the supervisee personal questions, and: 

"SI: 1 have had a s u p e ~ s o r  offer me some rather out-dated material 

to read. And 1 found that rather imtating. So, 1 don't anticipate 

that being a problem though, 'cause 1 haven't been trained (chuclde) 

.S.* 

K: Not for another Meen years! (laugh) 

SI: No, (laugh) and 1 really hope to be able to keep up to date." 

SI was, at Tirne 1, quite uncomfortable with the idea of being directive in 

supervision. As a therapist, she considered herself active but not directive, and 

avoided giving advice, and she intended to continue to work in this way as a 

s u p e ~ s o r .  However, she felt that if the s u p e ~ s e e  needed some concrete 

assistance, she would give it. She identified this as an issue with which she was 
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struggling. S1 realized that she would also have to deal with a supervisee 

resisting her suggestions or recommendations a t  some point, and felt that her 

reactions to this would depend on her perception of why the resistance was 

occuring, whether it was an on-going problem with that s u p e ~ s e e ,  and how she 

thought it was affecting the client. She felt she shodd be flexible about the 

supervisee using different approaches to working with the client, but that if it 

seemed to be critical for the client, she would be f m  and, if necessary, confrontive, 

but always explaining her rationale. Administrative issues such as the 

supervisee's arriving on time for supervision sessions and doing required 

preparations like reviewing therapy session tapes were considered quite important, 

especially as problems in this area might indicate some kind of friction within the 

s u p e ~ s o r y  relationship. S1 felt she would be more flexible about her s u p e ~ s e e ' s  

getting paperwork done in a timely fashion. She recognized that students are often 

very busy, and had had problems with this herself as a practicurn student. 

When asked about a typical session, S1 responded in a rather confused 

manner, going back and forth to different possible sections of a session. In general, 

a session would begin by catching up on client issues and what had been 

happening in therapy sessions, then move on to  watching videotape of the therapy 

sessions. She would ask the s u p e ~ s e e  to have marked some section of concern on 

the tape, and they would observe the process of therapy. S1 would demonstrate 

intexventions that might be useful, and things the supervisee could have done 

differently. This pattern within sessions would be discarded if a client were in 

crisis, in which case the focus of supervision would shift to practical issues and 

away from process work If the s u p e ~ s e e  were interested in learning a particular 
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skill or tgpe of intervention, more t h e  would also be spent on that. 

Skills that SI felt, at Time 1, could be transferred from dohg therapy to 

doing supervision were empathy and the ability to  " t u e  in" to her own emotions 

and process, which would alert her to problems in supe~s ion  sessions. New skills 

she felt she would need to  acquire consisted of learniag to structure the 

supervision session, discerning how much of a didactic component to include, and: 

"SI: Another one that, 1 don% know, this may be cheating, 'cause I've 

heard (a classmate who had taken the supervision practicum the 

previous year) talk about it, but, something that is on my mind is 

how difficult, whether it's going to be difncult, how diffïcult it's going 

to be to, sort of, when 1 see the transcript, or the tape of a therapy 

session with rny s u p e ~ s e e  and the client, uhm, am 1 going to be 

thinking about what 1 would have said in that situation, how many 

times is that going to be helpful for the supeMsee t o  hear, or do 1 

need to be thinking more about the process, like, how easy is it going 

to be for me to step back Çom that session and to see is as a 

supervisor rather than as a therapist?" 

At Time 1, S1 thought that s u p e ~ s i o n  with less experienced or less skilled 

supervisees would be more didactic. With more experienced supervisees, the focus 

would be more on the conceptual Ievel, and the supervisee would have more 

autonomy. When asked how she would know the supervisee was ready for more 

autonomy, S1 reported that she was somewhat womed about this; she hoped to be 



able to recognize increasing abilities, but was not quite sure what to look for. She 

felt that she herself had shown greater confidence in her own work as a therapist 

as her skills increased, but she did not want to  overestimate that, either: 

"Sl: (...) because 1 dont like to see people fd on their faces, although 

1 realize that a lot of times that's how people learn, and certainly 

that's a lot of the way I learned as a therapist. And s o  I would hope 

that 1 would be able to give them enough autonomy and leeway, 

enough that they felt comfortable, but not so mi;& that they could 

hang themselves. " 

She felt she could encourage the supervisees' autonomy, when appropriate, 

by letting them choose new client cases, write reports aione, and do Iess tape 

review, and by trusting their judgement about theù clinical cases. 

Some of the s u p e ~ s i o n  techniques that S1 discussed at tirne 1 were self- 

disclosure, which she felt would be helpful to build rapport and to illustrate 

dficdties in therapp, using tapes to look at therapy interactions the s u p e ~ s e e  

felt unsure about, demonstrating interventions, and acting as a facilitator, helping 

the student tak and think about therapy. 

By Time 2, S1 had done some reading and participated in discussion about 

supervision theory. However, she still felt that her own preferred mode1 or theory 

was hard to articulate, because supervision has so many facets. She said she felt 

most comfortable with a g e n e d y  developmental model, as she recognized fi-om 

her own experience that supeMsees need different things form supervision at 
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different times. She found the model usefid not only for conceptualizing work with 

more and less experienced supervisees, but also when thinking about a s u p e ~ s e e  

taking on a new treatment model or new client population; the need for structure 

wodd again go up temporarily. She was trying to be sensitive to this in 

supemision sessions, by obsenring and listening carefully to her supervisees. She 

was also making a point of giving a lot of positive reinforcement and reassuance, 

and focusing on only one o r  two things at a time that needed improvement. 

At TMe 2, SI was attempting to emulate the supportive attitude, 

availability to s u p e ~ s e e s  and sensitivity to transference and countertransference 

issues that she had experienced in her o w a  supervision. The behaviours that she 

had experienced as a s u p e ~ s e e  that she was trying to avoid had not changed 

since Tirne 1; scheduling problems, cancellations, and intrusiveness. 

By this tirne, $1 reported that she had found herself more cornfortable than 

she had expected to be with supplying quite a bit of structure and giving a lot of 

concrete suggestions t o  her s u p e ~ s e e s ,  as they were not very experienced, and 

this seemed to be working weU. She still did not like the word 'clirective', but felt 

that it was appropriate to some extent. No s u p e ~ s e e  resistance to her 

recommendations had occurred yet, but she thought that if it did, she would try to 

explore why it was occuring, especially since resistance sometimes occurs because 

the student is anxious or  something is difficdt to do in therapy sessions. If the 

s u p e ~ s e e s  could articulate a good reason for what they preferred to do, that 

wodd be fine, but if there were some kind of problem with her, she wanted to 

know about it. She felt that being on time for supervision and reviewing tapes 

were important so that the supervision time could be used to good advantage, and 
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that constant problerns in these areas would be disrespedfid of her. She would 

encourage students to get paperwork done on tirne, mostly because they get harder 

the longer they are put off. 

A typical session, as SI considered at Time 2, consisted of watching tape, 

giving feedback, mostly positive, and asking the supervisees about their 

perceptions and thoughts about the tape and the therapy sessions. When 

appropriate, she provided reading material o r  they discussed material they had 

already read. She was asking the supervisees to bring in their process notes about 

therapy sessions, both to see what they thought was most important of what had 

occvred in sessions, and to help them with their note writing. So far, the work 

had been quite concrete, with little work on therapy process. Variations on this 

pattern would be for the same reasons pointed out at Time 1; client crisis, a new 

technique to be learned and practised She also hoped to do some joint supervision 

with her two supervisees, which they had requested; she had always found group 

s u p e ~ s i o n  a good leaniing experience. 

S u s  transferred from therapy were the same as mentioned at Time 1; 

empathy to help the supervisee talk about their experience and how they felt about 

dealing with certain cases or situations, and observational skills such as picking up 

non-verbal information in the supervision session. At Time 2, she felt she needed 

to develop skills of stepping back £rom the therapy encounter to observe the 

process and the supervisee's work, rather than just the client, and not 

automatically telling the supervisee what she herself would Say, instead exploring 

the supervisee's perceptions and the options hdshe could corne up with. She 

wanted to start using Socratic questioning in sessions, rather than always 
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providing them with ideas. 

With a more experienced s u p e ~ s e e ,  S1 felt she wodd have a more coUegial 

relationship, acting more as a consultant, and giving the student more autonomy 

by focusing more on conceptual issues. With a less experienced s u p e ~ s e e ,  she 

thought it was appropnate to supply more structure, support, and suggestions. 

She felt she would recognize that a s u p e ~ s e e  was ready for more autonomy by 

their confidence and comfort with their own work, however she felt that was 

unlikely ta occur over the short period of this supervision experïence. At the same 

t h e ,  she felt that even asking a student 'what would you do?' is encouraging "baby 

steps" in autonomy, and this could be done fkom the beginning, with the option of 

giving a suggestion or some options if the supervisee could not corne up with 

anything. She thought that Socratic questioning might be a good way to contribute 

to this process. 

Supervision techniques that S1 mentioned a t  Tirne 2 included self- 

disclosure, which she felt assisted both in discussing skills and in normalizùlg 

difficulties and anxiety, watching tapes and commenting on them, asking for the 

supervisee's comments, and working on report writing. She wanted to learn to use 

Socratic questioning, to  draw out the supervisees' own thoughts and encourage 

their critical thinking, and reduce the amount of "lecturing" she was doing in 

sessions. However, she had some concerns about it: 

"Si: 1 think that Sm probably gohg to be, by using the Socratic 

questioning, Sm hoping that that will ... uh, ... equalize the power 

imbalance a bit. Although now that 1 think about when I've, when 



I've been sort of, on the receiving end of that in the p s t ,  it can be 

pretty intimidating. Because somebody is asking you, kind of 

pushing you really 

K: To come up with the right answer. 

SI: To come up with, well, o r  yeah, it can be perceived that way." 

By Time 3, S1 was confirmed in her sense that the developmental mode1 

was one that felt cornfortable to her. She hoped to be a s u p e ~ s o r  who could 

recognize and adjust to supervisees' different needs at different times. 

When asked about the experiences she had had with her own supervisors 

that she was trying to emulate, SI mentioned that she found herself considering 

her own progress attaining these things with her supervisees. Supportiveness and 

willingness to  self-disclose when appropriate were ide& she felt she had achieved 

quite well, while she still wanted to work on giving more positive feedback, and in 

a more naturd mmner. She had also worked to avoid things she had not 

appreuated in her own supenrision, such as missing sessions and lecturing and 

pontificatiag. 

When queried at Time 3 about her level of activeness and directiveness in 

supervision, S1 responded that that depended very much on the developmental 

level and the needs of the s u p e ~ s e e .  She considered herself quite active, in 

responding to student needs and concerns, and working on process in therapy, but 

not very directive. She had not had to deal with strong s u p e ~ s e e  resistance to 

any of her suggestions, but had had to push a little to  get them to try some of the 

new techniques they discussed: 
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"SI: 1 think that there were things that they weren't very comfortable with, that 

they were kind of sceptical about, weren't quite sure if, they wodd work with these 

kids, but were willing to try it. And we, you know, I sensed that they weren't that 

comfortable with it, and we t&ed about it, but 1 ... persisted, and said, 'well, 1, it 

might not work, but I'd like you to try it, and just, you know ...' 

K. See how it goes. 

SI: See how it goes." (chuclde) It was, actually the same thing for both 

supervisees, I wanted them to do some, relaxation training with their child clients, 

so, some relaxed breathing and stuf f  like that. 

K: OK. 

SI: And, uhm, indeed it really did not go over weU! 

K: It bombed! 

SI: With either one of these kids, yeah (laugh). 

K: It really bombed. 

SI: Yeah, they might have got a little bit out of it, in t ems  of watching the 

therapist deep breath, but ... 

K: That was about it. 

C: They were not wiUing to trg it (chuckle). They thought it was really weird. 

Elevenyear-olds, you know, when adults are doing stuff, anything t o  do with 

bodies, it's r e d y  creepy! 

K: Yes! (laugh) 

SI: Quite gross, and, ah, they were not going to do it! (laugh) 

S1 was happy t o  report that another new technique she had gently pushed a 
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supervisee to try had been better accepted. She found berself more willing to  

insist, even gently, that they try something than she had imagined she would be. 

She felt she would be quite cornfortable insisting on things that felt important for 

the client. She was also siuprised, however, to find that she had not been as 

"tough" about the supenrisees' getting papemork done as she had expected to be; 

she ended up falling back on the end of the practicum as a final deadline. She did 

not need to be tough about getting the supervisees to review tapes before sessions; 

one student was very conscientious about it, and the other did not do it the first 

tirne, Ieading to such an awkward session with so much wasted time that she 

never came unprepared again. There were no problems of chronic lateness to  

supervision sessions, but this felt Lke something that would have bothered her a 

lot if it had occurred. 

A typical session, by Time 3, started out with an o v e ~ e w  of client cases 

and sessions, then watching tape and talking about the identifïed areas of 

difficulty or process, and asking the supervisees what they thaught was going on. 

Occasionally they would do some de-play, to practice a specific intervention. At 

the end of the supervision session, they would review process notes and discuss 

plans for the next sessions. Atypical sessions included jumping straight to  

something on tape that a supervisée was concerned about, and talking about 

professional issues such as job searches and future field placements. 

Skills from therapy that S1 felt she had brought into supervising included 

empathy and conceptualizing about cases. She felt that therapy skiUs were 

especially important to mode1 being alert to, and help students recognize and work 

with, client needs. New skills she had had to develop included letting go of some 
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control over what happened in therapy sessions and letting supervisees so things 

theh way if it seemed effective. 

At Time 3, S1 reported that learning to respond to the needs of less 

experienced supervisees had been important in this expenence. To do this, she 

had focused quite a bit on tape review and what was happening in sessions, and 

had obsemed intakes. With more advanced students, she thought she would 

probably focus more on conceptualizations, although she believes that even 

advanced students can profit fkom some focus on process in specific therapy 

sessions. She felt that she did not wait to 'recognize' supervisees' readiness for 

more autonomy, but tried to build that in fkom the beginning, increasing it where 

appropriate. Her fkst step was always to ask the supervisee for her thoughts or 

ideas about an issue, stepping in with her own ideas only if the supervisee seemed 

stuck This not only gave the supervisees opportunities to use their own skills, it 

helped S1 t rac .  their progress; 

"SI: (... and that's not something 1 had anticipated, redy,  1 think 

that that's just something 1 did, without r e d y  redzing what 1 was 

doing. 

K: Uh hm. 

SI: A good thing (chuckle). You know, and, uh, iinlike many of the 

things we do when we don't realize what we are doing, and, so 1 

think now, that, doing that ail the way dong, it gives me a better 

sense of where the supervisee is at, and ... 

K: How they respond to that. 
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SI: Yeah, and you know, where their conceptualization is at, and 

where their skas  are at, and, so, 1 have a better idea ail the way 

dong, and it's much easier to decide, OK, now they can, do this on 

their own." 

SI also consistently encouraged her supervisees to try new techniques, "stretch 

their wings", both so they wodd have more options for later, when they no longer 

routinely have a supervisor to ask for suggestions, and to increase their confidence. 

51 talked about the followïng techniques of supervision at Time 3; trying to 

speak in a clear manner, not hedging or sounding tentative; using empathy to pick 

up supervisee reactions; asking s u p e ~ s e e s  what they thought before (or instead 

of) b ~ g i n g  in her own ideas; "nudging" s u p e ~ s e e s  towards where she thought 

they should go, instead of telling them; and observing intakes fkom behind the 

mirror, with a break for consultation in the middle. She found self-disdosure to be 

useful both as a teaching tool, and to normalize supervisee experiences and 

encourage them to tak about difficulties in their work as therapists. By Time 3, 

S1 had experienced not knowing what t o  Say in session, and had found this 

frustrating. She also found it frustrating to have to "censor" what she said, not say 

the fitst thing that came to mind, but deliberately phrase things in a consistently 

constxuctive way. She had become more tolerant of these things over t h e ,  but 

early on had been "appalled" by her long silences on the audiotapes of supervision 

sessions. Her fellow supervision trainee and the supervisor of supervision had 

helped her see that the pauses were not dl that long, and to "give herself a break". 
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S1 found that giving positive feedback did not corne as naturally and easily as it 

did in therapy, and she had to make an effort to keep herself from focusing too 

much on those areas that needed improvement or were not goùig well. Walking 

the line between supervising the students and doing therapy with their clients was 

always a challenge, as was deciding when somethïng a supervisee did or planned to 

do was OK, even if it weren't what she herself would do. 

The Training Expenence and Supervision of Supervision 

At Time 1, S1 felt the didactic component of the practicum would be very 

helpful, that she needed that information before beginning to supervise. She 

wanted t o  do some role-playing in supervision of supervision, to try things out 

before having to do them with "real" supe~sees .  She expected supervision of 

supervision to be quite similar to therapy supervision, and hoped to be able to  go 

from a supervision session where she was "in a fog" about what was going on or 

what t o  do, and have that made clearer by talking about it with the supervisor of 

supervision and her fellow supervisor trainee. She also hoped that supervision of 

supervision would be respectful and supportive, because she thought leaniing to 

supervise was "a scary thing". 

By Time 2, SI felt that supervision of supervision was going very well, and 

offered a chance to step back and look at what she was doing in supenrision 

sessions. She was about to start bringing in audiotapes of supervision sessions, 

and felt that would be particulary helpful for looking at the process in sessions, 

which just a verbal summary could not do. She was a bit anxious about playing 
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her tapes for her supervisor and fellow trainee, and wanted positive feedback on 

what she was doing weU, to increase her sense of security in s u p e ~ s i n g .  

At the end of the practicum, Time 3, S1 reported that supervision of 

supervision had been key to her development as a supervisor. The didactic portion 

had given her a h e w o r k  and way to think about supervision and about learning 

to supervise. It had highlighted specific techniques, and possible difficulties and 

how to deal with them. It had normalized many of the processes occuring as she 

leamed to supervise, and the support of her supemisor and CO-trainee had helped 

reduce her anxiety. She had found listening to audiotapes of supervision sessions 

particularly helpful, especially as the supervisor of supervision was not directive 

but facilitative. She felt that having a classrnate to share the experience made it 

easier, more fun, and a richer learning experience than if she had done it alone. 

The only thing she wished could have been done differently was beginning the 

actual s u p e ~ s i o n  expenence earlier (as had originally been planned), so as to give 

both herself and her supervisees more experience, and to be able to offer clients a 

longer period of counselling. 

Miscellaneous 

Self as therapist: At Time 1, S1 reported feeling "pretty confident" as a 

therapist, although she wanted more experience at working with different 

populations. She felt that learning to supervise might affect her work as a 

therapist, although she wasn't sure how, and that it would give her a greater 
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appreciation for her own supervision, and more understanding of why some 

supervisors do not seem to grow or get better. 

At Time 2, S1 had been having some difncdt and challenging experiences in 

several of her therapy cases, and was not feeling as coddent as a therapist. 

Supervising hadn't affected her own work as a therapist so fa., but she expected it 

would make her more reflective about what she said and why, in therapy. Her 

reactions to her own supervision had not changed, although she did now have a 

greater appreciation of how hard it was, "and they make it look easy!". 

By Time 3, S1 was again feeling quite confident as a therapist, and felt that 

there had been an interaction between her confidence as a supervisor and as a 

therapist: as each rose, it contributed to the other. She felt she would try to give 

more positive feedback to her own supervisors in future, because of her new 

recognition of how hard it was, and wondered if they ever felt as lost as she 

sometimes did. 

Surprises: At Time 2, S1 expressed surprise that supenrising was as 

challenging as it was; she had perhaps had to deceive herself a little about that, t o  

find the courage to learn to do it. At T h e  3, she found that the supervisees' 

getting their papenivork done quiclùy did not seem as essential as she had 

expected. She had been siuprised by feedback from her supervisees about her 

strength in asking for their contributions before giving her own; she had not been 

really aware she did it so consistently. She was also surprised to find herself no 

longer feeling anxious about supervising. 
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Comparisons: In the first interview, Tirne 1, SI made 9 comparisons saying 

that she would do supervision in similar ways she did therapy. She tdked of 

supervision of supervision being Like supervision of therapy 3 times, and she made 

one cornparison of how being a supervisor was different fkom being a supervisee. 

At TMe 2, she twice compared learning to supervise to ber experiences learning to 

do therapy. At Time 3, she made 2 comparisons showing how learning to 

supervision had been like learning to do therapy, and one comparing picking up a 

new supenrisee to picking up a new therapy client. 

Concrete examples: At Time 1, 7 examples of her own experiences as a 

therapist and supervisee. At Time 2, 7 examples from doing supervision, and one 

from her own development as a therapist. At Tirne 3, 10 examples from doing 

supervision, one h m  s u p e ~ s i o n  of supervision. 

Laughter: In the first intemiew, S1 laughed or made jokes about things 

that made her nervous, such as not knowing what to Say, 12 times. She used 

humour around issues of power and responsibility twice (exaggeration, presenting 

herself as power-crazed), and laughed at her own folly or ignorance 6 times. She 

also laughed once at an unhelpful behaviour of one of her own supervisors. 

At Time 2, SI laughed about things that made ber nervous 14 times and at 

her own mistakes or ignorance 5 times. She did not joke about power, but did 

laugh about possible s u p e ~ s e e  errors once. 

In the last intemiew, she used humour most fkequently about her own 

mistakes or ignorance, 7 times, then about being directive with her supervisees, 5 
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times. She laughed at her own nervousness 3 times, but laughed in relief that 

something had gone well or had improved 6 times. She also laughed when 

recounting funny things her supervisees had done, twice. 

The Best, the Worst, and How to Get Better 

At  Time 1, when asked the question about what she expected to  be most 

gratifying or rewarding about supervising, S1 responded that it would be seeing a 

supervisee develop overtime, and knowing she had contributed to that growth. She 

hoped that would occur! She also thought it would be g r a t m g  to have a student 

who was confused o r  worried leave a supervision session feeling lighter. She 

thought that being able t o  pass on some of what she had learned to a newer 

generation of therapists would be rewarding in a different way than doing therapy. 

When asked what she imagined would be the most difficult o r  challenging 

aspect of or situation in therapy, S1 felt that a supervisee who was really resistant 

to taking suggestions, who had difficulty dealing with any criticism or who was 

very confrontive wodd be very challenging to work with. She thought it would be 

di£ficult and draiaiag to deal with a supervisee's client's major crisis, or legal 

issues arising from therapy, but that she would be able to handle it. 

Also at Time 1, S1 thought the most irritating or fnistrating thing she 

might have to deal with while s u p e ~ s i n g  would be a supervisee who was really 

resistant to  important things. 

At Time 1, S1 felt that to be a good supervisor, she needed theory and a 

didactic grounding fkom supervision of supervision, more knowledge about 
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supervision, opportunities to h e a .  about other people's expenences supervising, 

what they had found difficult or challenging. And to start, t o  do it. 

At Time 2, S1 felt that it had already been rewarding to provide a 

supervisee with information she found helpfül, and to provide a structure that 

would help her supervisees get started. She felt that it was quite satisfying that 

she was able to see when a s u p e ~ s e e  was anxious but not saying anything, and to 

draw that out t o  be dealt with/ 

SI reported having felt that her difficulty in explaining things clearly to her 

supervisees had been quite challenging. as had keeping what she had said to which 

supervisee straight, and stepping back from observing the client on tapes of 

therapy, to obseming the process and the supervisee as well. 

At this t h e ,  S1 said that the most îrritating or  fmstrating thing she had 

had t o  deal with so far was when there had been a misunderstanding with a 

supervisee, which had led to  wasting quite a bit of supervision tirne. 

When asked what she needed at Time 2 to become a better supervisor, S1 

said she needed to gai. more confidence in her own abilities. She thought this 

would corne with time, and that supervision of s u p e ~ s i o n  would help with that. 

Mostiy she needed to get through this b o u s  period. 

By Time 3, S1 thought that the whole experience of learning to supervise 

had been very rewarding. Seeing ber supervisees progress and develop, getting 

positive feedback from them that they had learned a lot, seeing one of the clients 

progess considerably as well, and becoming cornfortable supervising, herself. 

Basically, everybody's progress. 

SI found it difficult and ehallenging to  deal with possible legal implications 
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in both the play therapy cases she was supervising, althou& by the time this came 

up for the second time, it felt more manageable. 

It was frustrating for SI to try to fhd  ways to help solve a persistent 

clinical issue with one of her supervisees' clients. #en it became clear that under 

the current circumstances, that problem could probably not be resolved, SI then 

had to help the supervisee deal with her worry and frustration about that. 

S1 also felt that the fact that her s u p e ~ s e e s  were volunteers and had been 

"very keen" on the experience had been an important factor in making this a 

productive, rewarding experience for her. She was happy about word around the 

clinic about how helpful the extra supervision offered through this practicum had 

been to supervisees; 

"SI: And to have other people who hadn't, who hadn't been chosen 

for that experience, o r  hadn't signed up for it initially, express regret, 

having heard, because you do get a certain sense, from your 

supervisees, how things are going, but, it's nice to get feedback, 

there's talk around the ciinic 

K: On the grapevùie. 

SI: That this is a really good experience, and that man oh man, 

there shodd be more of this, and we really like this, and that is, just 

incredibly ego boosting, and very good to  hear." 

SI received feedback fkom her supervisees at the end of the practicum; they 

said they had found her work effective; that she had given them what they were 
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looking for in this expenence, and had contributed to their development as 

therapists. The s u p e ~ s e e s  especially mentioned appreciating that she asked for 

their opinions and ideas. 

At Time 3, S1 felt that to be a better s u p e ~ s o r  she needed more experience 

as a therapist, more supervised experience as a supertrisor, and "just ripening". 
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S2's Expenence 

Background 

S2 is a female in her early forties. At the time of this research project, she 

was a 2nd year student in the same Clinical Psychology Ph.D program as SI, and 

participated in the same supervision practicum. At the beginning of the practicum, 

S2 had completed three clinical practica and was in the midst of a fourth. She had 

worked with adults, adolescents, the elderly, families and groups. She reported 

that her theoretical orientation to therapy w s  eclectic, with a background in 

psychodynamic theory, cognitive-behaviourid intervention, social constructionism, 

and feminist theory. 

The structure of the s u p e ~ s i o n  practicum was as described for S1. S2 met 

her supervisees in late November, to get to know them and discuss goals and 

expectations for the supervision experience. In January, her supervisees began 

picking up the client cases she would supervise. S2 saw Th1 for approximately 15 

supervision sessions, Th2 for 16, and held joint supenrision 16 times. Each 

supervisee saw one adult for individual psychotherapy/couaseIling, and together 

they organized and ran a parenting skills gmup, under S2's supervision. S2's 

supervisees were both in their final field placement for their Bachelor of Social 

Work degrees. 52 reported that Th1 began this supexvision experience with some 

expenence and good basic s W ,  and was fairly confident about her own work. 

Th2 had less experience and skills, and was feeling quite M o u s  about 
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counselling. By the end of the practicum, S2 was cornfortable with the idea of Th1 

doing therapy on her own, bu t  felt that Th2 still needed more s u p e ~ s e d  

experience. One of the individual therapy cases her supehsees attended was of 

moderate difndty,  while the other was quite challenging. The group was fairly 

straightforward to nui. 

At Time 1, S2 felt that while she would have liked t o  have more experience 

as a therapist before beginning to  supervise, this practicum was an unusual 

opportunity which she wanted to take advantage of, and was greatly looking 

fomard to. S2 felt that leaming to s u p e ~ s e  would also enrich her growth as a 

therapist and a professional. Her interest had been inneased by doing research on 

supervisees' experiences, and she was aware that a stmctured introduction to 

supervision was a rarity: 

"S2: (...) and 1 think that there is a lack of this type of focus on 

trainùig people to teach at the university. The assumption being, if 

you've been a student, you can teach. 

K: And if you've been supervised, you can supervise. 

S2: Yeah, and 1 don't think that's necessaxily the case-" 

52 did feel anxious about supervising, but felt it was a healthy level of 

anxiety: 
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"S2: (...) I'd be r e d y  concerned about myself if 1 didn't (feel anxious). 

K: (laugh) 

S2: Wouldn't you?" 

She felt somewhat anxious about not knowing what to say in supervision o r  

not understanding some situation, but felt that supervision of supervision would 

help with that, and that her seeking such resources when stuck would be a good 

mode1 for ber supervisees. She did worry about not knowing what to Say when a 

supervisee needed an immediate answer. She felt that she "definitely" could not 

supervise without getting supervision at this point, and didn't feel very confident. 

She worried about not having the supervision skills or experience she might need, 

and not knowing how to identify what a supervisee needed at a certain point in 

supervision. She womed a little that she might not be cut out to supervise, might 

find it too uncornfortable, especially at this point in her experience as a therapist, 

but her previous experience teaching made her feel that she would be able to do it, 

and would enjoy it. She felt that learning to supervise might touch on personai 

issues for her, although she did not know which ones, other than general anxieties 

about being good enough, as had occured when she leamed to do therapy. She 

f o u d  the whole thing "nerve-wracking" but exciting. 

By Time 2, S2 felt that her leaming experience was going very well, and 

was glad she had decided to do it. She felt she was getting a "double pay-off', in 

that it was improving the therapy çhe did and the s u p e ~ s i o n  she received, as well 

as teaching her how to supervise. She had been surprised and pleased to discover 

that this was not just a learning experience for her which would be relatively 
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useless or neutral for her supervisees, a kind of favour they were doing the clinic 

so she could get some practice; 

"52: (,..) They (supervisees are Iooking for, this is a real opportunity, 

they are taking it so seriously, and wanting to know so much, 'any 

material, any resource, any help you can give me is going to be, a 

boost'. That, even when 1 do something that 1 see as very s m d ,  

seemingly insignificant, and they take it and f h d  some value in it, 

uhrn, it really helped me. At b t  1 thought, imposter syndrome. 1 

can't possibly go in there, there's nothing 1 can say. What am 1 going 

to tell them? They're (already) dealing with very difficult cases, 

they've done it (counselling) on their own. 

K: So that's how you felt, just before you started? 

S2: Sure, even though there was this, you know, a lot of this leaming 

process with ( s u p e ~ s o r  of supervision), 1 thought, when it comes 

right down to it, what have 1 got to, to say to these people? I'm not 

so far removed ... 

K: From where they're at. 

S2: From where they're at, you know. And so, 1 thought, this is 

going to  be an exercise in ... being the supervisor. When 1 saw, and 

when 1 came to the realization, ? think 1 can help on this one point, 1 

think there is something that 1 can say here' 

K: You have a contribution to  make. 

S2: 1 do have a contribution, and that's exactly the language that 1, 1 
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caught myseif using. Uhm, ... my ~ e ~ t a l k  type thing. 1 felt a lot 

better about doing this, and 1, 1 didn't take it, certainly, more 

seriously; it had more meirning for me, though." 

At Time 2, S2 felt tbat doing therapy was going well for her, and that there 

was an interaction between her confidence in leaming to supervise and in doing 

therapy; each fed the other. She still felt amrious about supemising, and was 

concerned about going over videotapes of therapy sessions with her supervisees, 

which she was about to begin. She worried about being able to offer constructive 

feedback, about "going blank" in session, although that hadn't happened yet, and 

about some interpersonal factors with these supervisees and how she would handle 

them. She also worried that she would make some big mistake, which would affect 

the supervisee and the client. She felt she had corne close to that at one point, but 

realized in time what was happening, that there had been a misunderstanding 

with the student; 

3 2 :  (...) So luckily 1 was able to cd that back, and 1 thought, 'thank 

gou god'. 

K: For giving me this chance. 

S2: 'Good lesson, and don't think that you waste those on me."' 

She was very aware of making deliberate efforts to go over things carefully with 

her supervisees, due to the complexity of some of the situations they had to deal 

with in therapy. She still felt that she could not supervise without getting 



supervision on it. She had had a moment of panic and feeling overwhelmed just 

before be-g to supervise, contributed to by the CO-occurrence of a very busy 

time for her in other activities, but knowing that her supervisees were expecting 

this opportunity (and that this researcher was counting on her data!) had helped 

her over that moment. She found that the panic was actudy worst just before 

beginning to supervise; once she was in session with her supervisees, the focus on 

them and on working effectively replaced her fears. While she was feeling more 

confident, she was not sure how stable that was at this point. 

One persona1 issue that was touched on at this point bg learning to 

supervise was that of S2's sense of responsibility for the supervisees and the 

clients, which she felt was a hurnbling experience. She was also happy to see, by 

the kinds of things her supervisees were dealing with as very new therapists, that 

she herself had already made more progress as a therapist than she had thought. 

By Time 3, S2 felt that leamhg to supervise had been a "fabulous 

experience", "probably the most fulnlling activity 1 engaged in during this past 

year". She had found it sthulating and challenging, and an opportunity for her to 

think about her own work as a therapist and to improve her conceptualization 

skills, as well as actudy learning to supervise. She thought that she might be a 

little d o u s  when she began to supervise again in the future, but that by this 

tirne she had felt quite calm about working with these supervisees. When things 

were going well in supervision, she felt she codd do without getting s u p e ~ s e d  on 

that work, but; 

"S2: And then somebody, you know, raises the idea, issues of suicide, 
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or something like that, and you go, whoosh, 'where's (supervisor of 

s u p e ~ s i o n  )?'" 

She was concerned that when she begins supervising again, she might tend 

to carry over what she leamed from this experience too rigidly; she felt she would 

have to be careful to see what her new supervisee needed, and not assume it was 

the same as these supervisees had. She no longer felt iost or at a loss for words in 

sessions, and now that she had seen that neither she, the supervisees, nor the 

clients had "corne out bruised or mangled", she did not womy about not being cut 

out to s u p e ~ s e .  She felt that in the end, this experience had not touched on 

personal issues for her, other than to greatly increase her identification with the 

profession of psychology. 

Identification as a Supervisor 

When asked at T h e  1, S2 responded that she did not feel like a 'real' 

supervisor. She assumed she would take on the role of supervisor, rather than 

feeling like a fellow student in sessions with her supervisees, but imagined that 

could also feel somewhere in between. Her motivation to supervise had taken a 

dip just before she actually began supervising, but by the time of the second 

interview, after only 2 or 3 supervision sessions, it had returned to  its high level. 

Her reference gmup for both positive and negative aspects of what a supervisor 

could be like was her own supervisors and academic advisors. She hadn't thought 

about actively seeking future opportunities t o  supervise, but thought she would 
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like t o  have them. 

S2's perceptions of herself as a supervisor a t  Time 1 included imagining she 

would have strengths in her cslming presence, which can help people open up, her 

age, because people it often made people more confident of her abilities, and some 

theoretical background which she had fkom her own research about supervision. 

Possible weaknesses might be a tendency to rescue people when things get tough, 

and her lack of expenence as a supervisor and a therapist. She also detected a 

possible weakness in her discordort with techniques which led students to what 

felt like their own conclusions, but were r e d y  where she thought they had to go. 

She recognized that these techniques could be very effective teaching tools, but 

they felt somewhat manipulative to her. S2 thought that her supervisees might 

"stand back" for a while before forming an impression of her, waiting to see what 

she was like. She thought they might not take supervision senously because it 

was a training experience for her, but considered that, long term, her s u p e ~ s e e s  

would probably fmd her approachable and not intimidating. If her students had 

cornplaints about her, they would likely be about her tendency to work in an 

abstract and intellectualizing way; they might need concrete ideas and options and 

"gut-level" interactions. 

At Time 1,532's expectations of changes over the supervision experience 

included leaming how to walk the fine line between facilitating the supe~sees '  

insight and directing them, and how to figure out what would work best with a 

specific supervisee; 

"S2: (...) identify what the person would need, and, uhrn, to be able 
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to, uh, walk the fine b e  between facilitating, or, yeah, facilitating 

their own insight and their handling of things, as opposed to my 

directing them. 

K. So that feels like something that, that rea.Uy has to be learned 

and developed as you go dong learning to  supervise. 

S2: Yeah, and 1 think it's an individual situation. You have ta spend 

time with somebody to be able to, to understand what it is they need 

and what their approach to things would be. Uhm, so there's a lot of 

personality variables that I think would enter into that as well. 

Would the person be receptive, are they looking for that type of 

structure, and if they are looking for that type of stmcture, is it 

necessarily the best thing t o  provide it." 

She hoped that she would become more cornfortable with the idea of supe~sing, 

and that her lack of confidence wouldn't impact negatively on her supervisees. 

When interviewed at Time 2; 

"K: Do you feel like a real supervisor nght now? 

S2: Well, hmmm, 1 feel like I'm really doing ... what I can as a 

supervisor. Do 1 feel lüre a real supervisor? Oh, no, 1 think that 

you'd have to take a long long time with lots of experience t o  feel like 

a real supervisor. 

K: OK. 

S2: And, uh, I'm a supervisor once rernoved, maybe. 
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K: Once removed in what sense? 

S2: Once removed fkom (supervisor of supervision), 1 mean, Sve got 

( s u p e ~ s o r  of supemision)'~ support there. 

K: (laugh) OK, so it's like, you with his backup are a real supervisor, 

or  gou really are supervising, but maybe you are not quite yet a real 

supervisor. (chuckle) 

S2: That probably a better distinction. 1 really am supervising, but 1 

may not, Say that I'm a supervisor." 

Her motivation to supervise had taken a big &op just before beginning t o  

actually do it; she had briefly felt like " c m  1 get out of this?". However, even at 

this early point (after 2 o r  3 sessions supervising), her motivation had risen again 

to high levels. The reference group that she compared herself against in her mind 

consisted of a conglomeration of previous supervisors, in both their positive and 

negative aspects. 

S2's ~e~perceptions at Thne 2 included seeing herself as having a strength 

in making people feel cornfortable with her, a calming acceptance that seemed to 

be working with her supervisees, She &O saw herself with a strength in 

integrating and organizing the information the supervisees brought to her. She 

felt that her lack of confidence as a supenrisor was a weakness; 

"S2: Feeling shy or, uhm, not confident, is a weakness in the sense 

that, they need to feel that 1 have some confidence (chuMe) and that 

I'm not uncornfortable with the whole process. So 1 see that as a 
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weakness, not just in ternis of me and how 1 feel about myself in this 

whole exercise, but also a weakness in the sense that they need to, to 

feel that there is something there." 

She felt at this point that her lack of experience with different therapy 

interventions was also a weakness, although she was discoverhg in supeMsion 

sessions that she knew more approaches and interventions than she had imagined. 

She felt she could corne up with "useful stuff', things she hadn't even thought of as 

specific interventions. She thought her supewisees had the impression that s be 

had some knowledge that would be usefid to them, and found her helpu. In the 

f m t  meeting, her supervisees had seemed to be holding back judgement of her, but 

when they heard she had ak-eady finished her M.A. and had experience in areas 

they were interested in learning about, they seemed to relax and accept her 

immediately. She felt they found her approachable, that she was wiIling to go into 

things as extensively as they wanted, and that she would answer quite basic 

questions without criticizing them. S2 believed that the fact she was not from 

their (Social Work) program and would not be deciding if they passed or failed the 

practicum or  be on hiring cornmittees in their field made them more relaxed with 

her. If her students had cornplaints about her, they would likely be that she was 

sometimes late for supervision sessions, and that she gave them too many things to 

read, although she never gave them readings they had not asked for. 

At Time 2,S2 felt she had already changed as a supervisor, principally in 

that her panic had subside& She found that she had been more panicky at the 

idea of supenrising that at actually supervising. She felt she was becoming much 
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more relaxed, especially because the supervision sessions were going very well. 

At Time 3, S2 reported that towards the end of the practicum, she had felt 

like a 'real' supervisor. She did not feel like a fellow-student in sessions, mostly 

because the supervisees treated her like a supervisor. That role was not a 

permanent part of her identity, however; it had been part of a temporary 

experience that was over, and would probably retum once she begins supemising 

again in future. Her motivation to supervise in general became very high, 

although her motivation to go into a specific session to deal with a specific problem 

might be lower or  higher on a given day. Her reference group for thinking about 

her work consisted of her own previous supervisors, and one ciinical professor who 

she had recently seen demonstrating the kind of process work she hked to do in 

supervision. She had also put herself in her reference group, as a comparison 

object for looking at  her current work; she felt she had done things and corne up 

with ideas that she wanted to keep doing in future. She intended to seek 

opportunities to supervise in the future, and feIt that this practicum had greatly 

increased her overall identification with the profession of psychology. 

S2's Psychotherapy Supervisor Development Scale mean scores 

started out quite low, rising slightly during the pre-practinim period, then 

stabilizing until she began supervising. During the supervision experience, these 

scores rose consistently. Her scores on the Competence/Effectiveness subscale 

followed approximately the same pattern, although they were more variable during 

the didactic portion of the practicum. Her IdentificationKommitment scores 

followed the same pattern as the mean scores. Her Self-Awareness subscale scores 

began as the highest subscale score, although results were somewhat variable. 
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During the didactic portion of the practicum, they were still variable, but were 

closer to the other sub-scale results. During the supervision experience, these 

scores continued somewhat variable, but generaUy rose. The Sincerity subscale 

showed an extremely variable pattern and was the lowest subscale through the 

pre-practicum period and the didactic portion. It readied levels similar to the 

other subscales when S2 began to supervise, and rose consistently thereafter. 

Graph 5: S2's Psychatherap y Supervisor Development Scale Mean Scores 



Table 5:  PSDS Scores for S2 

- -- - 

Roles, Power, and Boudaries 
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The difEerent roles a supenrisor niight take created mixed reactions in S2 at 

Time 1. The consultant role seemed a very comfortable one, she ima,gïned it would 

be similar to taUMg to  peers about chical  cases. The teacher role might even be 

"too comfortable', she might tend to f d  into it more often than necessary because 

it felt safe. The role of therapist to the supervisee would not be as comfortable, she 

hoped it would not become an issue. She had never had occasion to use 

supervision in this way herself, and had discussed personal issues as they directly 

affected therapy, and considered that appropriate. The role of evaluator felt 

particularly uncomfortable, as would dealing with any situation that made the 

s u p e ~ s e e s  uncomfortable. She knew that an important part of her learning to do 

therapy had been recognizing and accepting that sometimes people have to be 

uncomfortable for a while for there to be progress. She felt it would be the same in 

supervision. She was becoming more aware that a supervisor could take roles such 

as modelling a communication style, and wanted to see how this kind of modeiiing 

worked out. 

By Time 2, S2 reported that she had not found the consultant role as 

immediately cornfartable in session as she had anticipated, but that she was 

gettùlg used to it, especially as the supervisees made it clear that they found what 

she said useful. The role of teacher felt fine; S2 was surprised to find that there 

were things she said in supervision that the supervisees immediately wrote down! 

But the role of therapist to the supemisee was one she still found uncomfortable. 

She was relying on supenrision of supervision to help her deal with the ambiguity 

of some situations in s u p e ~ s i o n  which touched on issues of the supervisees' 

personal issues and style. She dia not think that getting more into doing therapy 
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or talking about personal issues with a supervisee would be appropriate in this 

context, it was not part of her or  the supenrisees expectattions. The role of 

evaluator would not be easy for her, but she intended to txy to carry it out in a 

constructive and non-judgemental way. She was glad she did not have to  make 

decisions such as whether a supervisee should pass or  fail a practicum. She liked 

the idea of being a mentor or model to supervisees, but had f d e n  on her face the 

first time she had tried to model something for a supervisee. She hadn't 

understood why it hadn't worked until, listening to the tape of the session, the 

supervisor of supervision pointed out that she had been modelling the client's role, 

not the therapist's, so it hadn't been a lot of help to the s u p e ~ s e e .  

By Time 3, 52 reported feeling much more comfortable with the different 

roles a supervisor could take, and figuring out when to use each one. She had 

learned a lot about that because her supervisees were at such different 

developrnental levels; she got practice in shifting between different roles. The roles 

of consultant and teacher were verg comfortable. The role of therapist to the 

supervisee she felt could be approprizte in a more long-term supenrisory 

relationship, where looking at how the supervisee's personal issues affected 

therapy was part of the goals of supervision. She had, however, addressed some 

supemisee personal issues in supervision, when she saw that they were directly 

af5ecting the client's weU-being. She was still struggling with the role of evaluator, 

and had fourid doing a good and fair evaluation required a lot of thought. She was 

surprised by how seriously her supervisees had taken her evaluation of them, since 

they had told her at the beginning of supervision that they were not womed about 

it because it could not affect their grades. In the end they had been nervous about 
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what she would tell them, which she saw as a sign that her opinion was of value to 

them. Being a mentor or a mode1 felt comfortable, and she had done some of this, 

discussing job possibilities and intemiews and giving letters of reference to her 

supervisees. 

S2 was concerned about issues of power and boundaries from the beginning. 

At Time 1, she felt that there might be differences of expectations between herself 

and her supervisees, and that she hoped to defuse them by tslking about goals and 

expectations in the first meetings with supervisees. She reported that she used to 

think a collaborative relationship in supervision would be best, but that her own 

experience had taught her that a power dimension was implicit once the role of a 

supervisor as a resource and someone with specialized knowledge to offer was 

recognized. She hoped that by being approachable, she could help the supenisees 

be comfortable, given that power differential. She saw the s u p e ~ s o r  role as 

including responsibility for ethical considerations such as client well-being. Her 

discornfort at this point was in seeing herself in that place of power and 

responsibility; 

"S2: (...) Uncornfortable as that is, 1 think, for me to think about 

myself in that position, that's where the hangup is, 1 think 1 would 

be uncornfortable being the person that kind of is, holding ... the bag 

in that sense, yet 1 know 1 (as a student) appreciate being able to 

approach somebody who is there for that purpose." 

She felt that self-disclosure on her part wodd be appropriate in s u p e ~ s i o n  
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only in as much as it might benefit the learning experience. Talking about a 

difficuit issue she had had to deal with in therapy might fill that role. She felt 

that the limit to what was appropriate could be tested by asking herself why she 

was thinking of self-disclosing, and that talking about her personal issues would 

not be appropnate. 

At Tïme 2, S2 felt there had not yet been any problems with ciifferences 

between her own and the supervisees' expectations of supe~s ion .  She thought the 

students probably not r e d y  knowing what to expect, and that because they were 

getting a lot of information and new experiences in supervision very fast in this 

be-ainning, they might be disappointed when things "plateaued" later. She felt that 

the fact she could not pass or fail the students and that she was also a student 

reduced the power differential, but that it was stiil very much present, because of 

the5 expectations that she would be a resource and help them. She was not 

feeling very cornfortable with the power/responsibility dimension of supervision, 

especially on those occasions when she felt she had not handled some issue in 

superviçion well. 

"S2: What if 1 make some huge mistake and it has this ripple effect? 

K: Tell somebody something really stupid, or  give them wrong information, and it 

screws up a client ... 

S2: Yeah. 

K: And they p a s  it on to  aU their classrnates and it screws up al1 their clients ... 

S2: And in the end, a butterfly dies in the Amazon! No! (laugh) 

K: (laugh) 
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S2: It's called reverse chaos." 

She felt she had to be quite careful, because if she were "flip or  careless", it 

codd affect someone's well-being; "this is not play therapy, with doUs or 

something. You're talking about people here". This had been made especially clear 

when issues of suicidality came up for one client. 

S2's opinions about the boundaries around self-disclosure had not changed 

by Time 2. She added that she felt that its use as a teaching technique might be 

overestimated, because her experiences would often be very different fkom that of 

the supervisee. 

By Time 3, S2 and her supenisees had experieaced a significant difference 

as to expectations around the issue of report-writing. 52 had assumed that these 

supervisees had previously received instmction in professional writing, which 

turned out to be untrue, and her higher expectations for the organization and 

quality of their writing had rather shocked the students. She felt that, overall, the 

fact that neither she nor the supemisees really knew what to expect had reduced 

the likelihood of friction around expectations. At this point, S3 did not report 

significant concems with power and responsibility issues, since she saw eveqbody 

surviving the experience. She had not anticipated that her supervision would have 

so much impact on her supervisees, and this had increased her sense of 

responsibility. She reported that, perhaps because of the somewhat reduced power 

differential because she was also a student and would not be grading them, these 

supemisees seemed to feel quite cornfortable asking her questions that they felt 

were very basic and showing her tapes of moments in supervision where they felt 
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things had gone badly. 

At Time 3, S2 reported that her attitudes toward self-disclosure had not 

changed, and she had found that she had used it quite rarely, usually ody to  

normalize when a s u p e ~ s e e  was feeling they had done sometbiag dumb in 

therapy . 

Technical Issues 

At Time 1, 52 reported that she had already read the textbook to be used in 

the practicum, and found it very helpful, especially for identifying why a supeMsor 

might do certain things and how those things would be helpful, which she had 

tended to take for granted as a s u p e ~ s e e .  At this time SI felt that she did not 

have an overall mode1 of supervision, and that her interest was more focused on 

spe&c techniques than larger theories. 

S2 intended to try to emulate certain behaviours and attitudes of her own 

supervisors in her own work with supervisees. She wanted to see the individual 

supervisee's needs and tailor her approach to those needs, and not project her own 

experience onto the student. She intended to encourage students to  leam by trying 

things out in therapy, and wanted to give lots of positive feedback to  supervisees, 

especially in areas where they might be having difficulties. Behaviours of her own 

supervisors that she hoped ta avoid included rushing students and giving them the 

feeling they should only talk to her if there were a big problem. She hoped not to 

jump in with 'answers', a s s d n g  she had understood everything and that she 

could dispense wisdom, when the supemisee might not even have finished 
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explabhg a situation. 

At Time 1, 52 felt that her level of directiveness and activity in supervision 

sessions would depend very much on the supervisee's needs and skill level. She 

would provide more direction and stnicture to an inexperienced supervisee, and 

when a s u p e ~ s e e  was dealing with a particularly d = d t  therapy case o r  

situation. If a supervisee were resisting her suggestions or recommendations, she 

would think about that in the same terms she would client resistance; exploring 

what was happening and why, being open to other alternatives but checking to see 

if there were an interpersonal problem developing between herself and the 

supe~see .  If she felt it were important to the client's best interests she would be 

willing to insist a supervisee trg something, but she would probably need 

supervision of supervision to help figure out how to deal with major resistance. As 

to administrative issues such as the supervisee being on time for supe~s ion  

sessions, reviewing tapes and getting paperwork done on time, S2 feit these were 

all important. Coming prepared and on time for supervision sessions would allow 

them to take best advantage of their lirnited tirne, however, the supervisor shouid 

keep in mind what is reasonable, considering how busy supervisees may be. 

"S2: (...) 1 mean, it's not like, well the intake report or things on this 

kind of schedule and checkulg them off the list, but the idea that the 

person is prepared to work on the case, or receptive to working on 

that case. And if not, then that's, then that's a whole different issue 

and that has to do with my relationship with that person and what's 

going on there." 
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S2 imagined that a typical supervision session would begin with the 

supervisee giving an o v e ~ e w  of the previous sessions with clients, then talking 

about what the supervisee saw as issues, dîffïculties, and good moments in 

therapy. They would use tape review, and discuss the supervisee's learning goals 

in an informal manner. She referred to these elements as ones she liked in her 

own supervision. An atypical session might occur if a client were in crisis, or if the 

supervisee were unable to ident* what they wanted to do or talk about; in that 

case, S2 would provide more structure. 

Skills that 52 identified as tramferable from doing therapy to doing 

s u p e ~ s i o n  included working patiently to help the cl ient lsupe~see reacb their 

own conclusions, rather than supplying ready-made ones, and letting things unfold 

in session. New skills she felt she would have to  develop to supervise included 

making sure her explanations are appropriate to the developmental level of the 

supervisee and keeping the various levels of what goes in mind; client, therapist 

and supervisee issues, and therapy and supervision process. 

When asked at Time 1 about how she might work with more or less 

expenenced supervisees, S2 pointed out that it would not be so much a question of 

experience as of skill level and specific experiences with situations similar to those 

they were currently deaiing with. A supervisee's ski11 level, style, or leaming goals 

might require more or less structure and more or less of a didactic focus in 

supervision, this would be very individualized. She would recognize that a 

supervisee was ready for more autonomy when a therapy case was progressing 

well, and the supervisee could identify both strong and weak points in the therapy 

they were doing. When that occurred, she would be able to reIy more on the 
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supervisee to bring up issues they felt were important, would likely review less 

tape of therapy sessions, and would do more exploration of options and 

alternatives. 

S2 mentioned the following techniques of supervision a t  Time 1: using tapes 

of therapy sessions to look at rough spots in therapy, how they were handled, and 

how the student felt; not cutting the supervisee off, but letting hidher explain 

things as they understood them; encouraging supervisees to try new techniques 

and interventions; modelling things such as communication style in supervision; 

some ~e~d i sc lo su re  if a supervisee were facing a difficulty simila. to one she had 

dealt with; and making sure she explained things in a way appropnate to the 

s u p e ~ s e e ' s  developmental level. She imagined that leading' a supervisee to a 

conclusion, rather than giving it herself, might be a good teaching technique, but 

she was somewhat uncornfortable about the maaipulative feel of this approach. 

She felt it would be very helpful t o  encourage supervisees to  corne up with their 

o w n  ideas and to get them to ident* how she could help at a specific time, but 

that this had to be appropriate to  their skills at that tirne; 

"S2: So, sometimes, ahm, 1 would think, challenging somebody and 

saying 'where do you want to go with this' or  'what is it that you 

need', when they haven't got the idea of what they might need or 

where they want to go seems kind of fruitless." 

By Time 2, any theory or  mode1 of supervision 52 had been developing had 
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falien apart in the process of learning to respond to the Merent needs of her two 

supe~sees ,  in both individual and joint supervision. 

At this time, S2 could see herself uçing with her supe~sees  some of the 

exact approaches that her own supervisors had used with her, although she was 

often not aware until later that she had done this. When asked what supervisor 

behaviours she wanted to emulate, she said she found herself picking attitudes and 

techniques fkom each of her previous supervisors to apply to specific situations 

while supe~sing,  as appropriate to the student. In general, she was trying to 

emulate the humanistic attitudes and SUS that helped supemsees feel 

cornfortable in session and open up. Behaviours she had experienced with her own 

supentisors that she was trying to avoid included rushing students and over- 

challenging them when they needed more structure o r  help, which she felt often 

led to defensiveness and self-doubt. 

At Time 2, S2 reported that her supervisees were asking for a lot of 

directiveness and stmcture in supervision. She always attempted to b t  sound 

out what they already knew, or had thought of, then build on that. She wanted to 

avoid one of the possible results of high directiveness, which would be her actually 

doing the therapy, with the supervisee as her proxy in the therapy session; 

"S2: 1 think, you know, one thing to guard against, is, uhm, I am not 

supposed to be, like, the invisible therapist, the invisible CO-therapist, 

in this. I'm not going to be the invisible voice that's in there with the 

client. There will be elements of that, and where theg're needed and 

where they ask for help on that, but the other thing that I'm trying 
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to get done or the approach that I'm hoping to take with them is for 

them also to explore, wbat's going on for them when they are 

conducting therapy and how they handle, some of those moments 

when they feel uncomfortable, or things didn't go the way they hoped 

they would, and why was that? What was going on for them?" 

To this point, there had been no problem with the supervisees resisting her 

suggestions. Her ideas on what this would rnean and how to handle it had not 

changed since Time 1. Administrative issues such as the supervisees being late 

had caused some chagrin for S2, however; her supervisees were never late, but she 

sometimes was. She felt she would deal with problems around lateness or not 

getting paperwork done in the same way she had described at Time 1, making a 

point of doing it with the supervisee alone, as she had experienced it in public 

herself, which was uncomfortable. 

By Time 2, a pattern was already emerging in supervision sessions. S2 and 

the supervisees would often meet jointly to begin with, to discuss issues about the 

group, and then she would meet individually with each supervisee. She stmctued 

supervision sessions much as she had expected. Sessions were still quite concrete 

and related t o  specific information and planning for client cases, but she expected 

this to loosen up as the supervisees got more into therapy. 

52 identified some skills she could transfer fkom doing tberapy to doing 

supervision; basic communication skills that help the supervisees express 

themselves and explore their own reactions, and a collaborative approach which 

helped s u p e ~ s e e s  reach their own conclusions. A new skill she had acquired was 
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that of being directive when appropriate. She felt that she still needed to leam to 

navigate the social relationships with other supervisors at the WC where she was 

supervising, as a feIlow supervisor, not a student. 

At Time 2, S2 felt that both the content and structure of supervision 

sessions would change with more or  less advanced supervisees. This would be very 

individual, and would involve changes in levels of structure, education, direction, 

and conceptualization within sessions. She would consider supervisees ready for 

more autonomy when they were asking more for verification and validation of what 

they had done or planned to do than for advice o r  suggestions. This wodd be 

especially clear if they could articulate their thinking about options. When this 

occurred, S2 would be more likely to "throw things back at tbem" more. She 

expected this to happen quite quickly with some of the supervisees therapy skills. 

Supervision techniques that S2 mentioned at Time 2 included: 

communicating with supervisees in such a way as to encourage them to think for 

themselves, yet not demanding too much of a supervisee who needed some help or  

suggestions; teaching new interventions, so that supervisees had more options; fmt 

checking where a s u p e ~ s e e  was with their thoughts and knowledge, then helping 

with what was missing; and reviewing information fkom intakes for the group, 

leading to decisions about who to include in the gmup, then doing less and less 

until they were reviewing and deciding on their own. She thought modelling would 

be a good technique, but it had not gone over well the fïrst time she had tned it, 

due to her error, as mentioned. 

At Thne 3, S2 had not adopted any specifïc mode1 or theory of supervision 

that she had read about, but had perhaps used one of striving to create a context 
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in which each supervisee could think and reach conclusions and ideas of their own, 

not by her direction. She felt that this was a d i f f id t  and delicate teaching 

technique which she had been able to successfdiy implernent only a few times. 

She felt that her focus on recognizing and adapting to the needs of individual 

supervisees had probably resulted fkom the experience of having two such Meren t  

students, but that it was probably a good approach to use with any s u p e ~ s e e .  

When asked what behaviours she had experienced with her own supervisors 

that she was aware of t m g  to emulate with her supervisees, S2 pointed to the 

many behaviours that facilitate the supervisees' own learning and thinking 

processes, not just presenting information to them. This approach does have some 

minor perils, however; 

"S2: 1 was aware of, and much more appreciative of, uh, instances in 

supervision where a supervisor will, delicately present a scenario, 

either of something that's going on in therapy, or something that's 

going on in the supemisory relationship itself, in a way that allows, 

that allowed me, hence aiiowed the supervisee 1 was working with, 

the opportunity to, to  uh, develop insight at their own rate, wîthout 

having it spoonfed, without having it spelled out, ifs a very delicate, 

uh, talent, 1 think. 

K; Uhm hm. 

S2: And most, a very, very effective way of learning, and 1 really 

strived, ah, to have some of those moments, and 1 can recall those 

moments when they did work out, but they were not that easy to 
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orchestrate, even though, seemingly, they're just the simplest of 

thiags. Ah, the second thing that 1 learned you have to contend 

with, and what I understand t o  be my own problem in this, is that, 

uhm, the whole process is so subtle, that the s u p e ~ s e e  may very 

well, and 1 also had to laugh at myself, think 'well, you know, can't 

you see this?', or look at this conclusion that I've corne to, shouldn't 

you have seen this?'. (chuckle) 

K: (laugh) When a d u d y  you were attempting to help them reach 

that conclusion. 

S2: Wd, yeah, and the idea is to not take any credit and have it look 

Iike the balloon just developed above their head!" 

The only behaviour that S2 identified at this point as being one she had 

experienced with her own supervisor and was trying t o  avoid was that of rushing 

the supemisee, not letting them eq1ain and think. 

By this tirne, S2 had seen her supervisees' need for structure and 

directiveness ri;minish, especially that of her somewhat more experienced 

supervisee. She had surprised herself by being quite directive about the contents 

of reports; she had thought this wodd not be necessary, but found that quite a bit 

of "constructive criticism" was c d e d  for. She was aware of trging to keep the 

balance between being directive enough that good therapy got done and the 

supervisee leamed, but not so directive that the supervisee's individual therapy 

style and Pace of learning was blocked. She became aware that her own 

supewisors must have felt this same struggle, when watching her therapy tapes 
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with her; 

"S2: (... ) 1 can imagine there must have been moments, with vdous  supervisors 

contendhg with me, who were, on the edge of their seats, wanting t o  jump into the 

tape. 

K: (laugh) 

S2: Because there were obviously these, perfect moments, for something wonderfd 

to happen, with the individual (client) 

K: That just went by! 

S2: That just were, yeah, unrecognized, you know, unrealized, opportunities that 

just went by. And there were those moments with, for instance, these clients. 

K: OK, where you were wishing that you could have just been right in there. 

S2: WeU, you know, you're chomping at the bit, and when 1 recognized that 1 was 

doing that, 1 was thinking, OK, but you know, there is the balance here, but your 

are not here to, like, do the therapy with this person as the instniment, this person 

is to do the therapy, and you're supposed to help that person develop their own 

instnimentahy." 

There had been some resistance to suggestions that her supervisees were 

anxious about implementing, but S2 had felt comfortable insisting they try, when 

the therapy client was clearly stuck. One situation of a s u p e ~ s e e  resiçting her 

suggestions had been based in the supervisee's dlniculties shifting from one 

approach to counselling to the new one she wanted to leam. They discussed this, 

she was able to make the suggested change, and it led to what the s u p e ~ s e e  
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reported as her "best ever therapy session". The s u p e ~ s e e  was especlally 

impressed that S2 had directly addressed her anxieties and womes, rather than 

just insisting she try, or letting it go; she felt that this had been a leaming 

experience in itseK There had been no problems with issues such as supenrisees 

coming prepared and on tirne for supemision sessions; they had both been very 

conscientious. 52 felt that she would feel cornfortable addressing this type of 

probleni if it occurred in future. 

Therapy skills which S2 felt had transferred to s u p e ~ s i o n  were the same 

as she had identified at Time 2; communication skills, and skills faditative of 

supervisees' own thinking. New skills she had acquired where in being directive 

and didactic, which she felt was necessary when c o v e ~ g  temtory new to the 

supervisee. 

At Time 3, S2 felt that she had experienced the differences in working with 

more and less advanced s u p e ~ s e e s ,  in the ski11 levels of her two supervisees. She 

had been very aware of stepping down to teaching very basic skills, step by step, 

with one supervisee, which would have been inappropriate with the other. In the 

case of her more advanced supervisee, S2 could see that she could take steps and 

suggest interventions of her own and that she was more collaborative and active in 

supervision. S2 basically let her do these things, and encouraged it. 

Supervision techniques that 52 mentioned at Time 3 included some she had 

talked about at Time 1 and Time 2, such as using communication skills from a 

client-centred approach to encourage the s u p e ~ s e e s  to talk and think about their 

cases and their own process, encouraging supervisees to think on their own, but 

stepping in before this became futile o r  discouraging if the s u p e ~ s e e  needed more 
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help, and being more directive when teaching specific new techniques. New 

techniques she identified included: talking about CO-therapist interactions in joint 

supervision; reviewing case notes and reports; teaching basic skills in very srnall 

steps, and bdancing the focus on client and supervisee processes; 

"S2: (...) by and large it was a balance between, tihm, being sure the, 

the issues that were on the client were being handled and addressed 

and those sorts of things, but, that notwithstanding, if the client was 

kind of, you know, floating t h u g h  and doing well enough, and then, 

the focus was on the therapist and their own feelings, about how 

they were doing in therapy. This was quite a different experience for 

both these young women, and, uhm, they contended with quite a few 

issues related to just those changes and to the idea that they were 

being, ub, exposed to a completely different perspective, that really 

altered the way they, conducted their work overail. Uhm, ... and so 

in many ways for both of them, they seemed to pi& up and apply a 

lot of the things that we were doing, in their other cases, uh, so, they 

talked a lot  about their feelings about that." 

S2 developed a technique of reviewing, at the end of each supervision 

session, what had been discussed and decided, and checking if there were any 

leftover questions. She started this after catching a misunderstanding that had 

occurred about what might be done with a client in the next session. S2 felt that, 

dthough she had begun to do it as a way of avoiding mistakes, it had quickly 



become a very useful way to review, cl-, and give some closure to what had 

been discussed in session. 

The Training Experience and Supervision of Supervision 

At Time 1, S2 felt that supervision of supemision would be most useful in 

helping her develop better ideas about what would be effective in supervision, and 

helping her figure things out and avoid "floundering around. She believed it 

would help her cl- and articulate what occurred in supervision, and that, 

because s u p e ~ s i n g  would be quite different fkom doing therapy, it was important 

to have this structured, supervised experience. 

By Time 2, S2 reported that supervision of supervision was belpful in 

exposing her to new techniques and skills, building her confidence, helping her 

recognize her abilities, and helping her articulate her ideas about both supervision 

and therapy issues; 

"S2: Which contributes to personal growth, in the sense that, ah, you 

become more strongly identified with your work in general, and, 

uhm, with this role as a supervisor, but also with y o u  role as a 

therapist, just with this professional community, as the clinical 

community." 

She found the interaction with her fellow supervision trainee to be an 

important component of the training process, and could not think of anything she 
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wished were done differently in supervision of supervision- 

At Time 3, S2 felt that supervision of supervision was most helpful as a 

specinc time and place t o  discuss supervision issues and get feedback fkom the 

supemisor of supervision and her fellow trainee. She found that the supervision of 

supenrision sessions helped her take a step back fkom the immediacy of the 

supervision sessions, and that it was particularly helpful to have another new 

supervisor in training with her; it gave her another perspective and different 

experiences to hear about, and was normalizing and reassuring about many of the 

situations she was deaIing with and anrrieties she was feeling. She thought she 

might have liked t o  have even more material to read, but recognized that might be 

because of her own desire to obsess; the major leaming experience was in doing it. 

She felt that her experience had been significantly enriched by having supervisees 

at two different ski11 levels; this had helped her t o  develop sensitivity and 

flexi bility. 

Miscellaneous 

Self as Therapist: At Time 1, S2 felt she was beginning to gai. some 

confidence as a therapist, but still had moments when she was taken completely by 

surprise. Most of the time she felt cornfortable and capable, but she would have 

liked to have a little more experience before starting supervising. She thought that 

learning to supervise had already affected the therapy she did, although she had 

not started yet! Just filling out questionnaires for the research project and reading 

the textbook had already made her more conifortable with giving more structure in 
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therapy sessions, and had made her more reflective and seIfaitical. She expected 

learaing to  supervise to dso affect her own supervision, as had doing her research 

on supervisees' experiences. She felt it would increase her sense of what can be 

done, what to expect, and how to get more out of her own supervision, as weU as 

making her more cornfortable about asking questions in supervision. 

At Time 2, S2 was feeling quite confident as a therapist, and felt that the 

supervision practicum had contributed t o  that. It was helping her articulate her 

ideas about therapy, improve her conceptualization skills, recognize some of her 

own skills as such, and step back and get a better ovemiew of her therapy work as 

a whole, not just day-to-day experiences. It had required that she update her own 

knowledge about some basics such as doing intakes, which allowed her to look at 

things "with fresh eyes". She felt that the supervision practicum had also helped 

her ta take better advantage of her own supervision, as sbe had expected. S2 felt 

that therapy and the supervision p r a c t i m  were developing a synergy at this 

point; more confidence in one role increased her confidence in the other, and vice- 

versa. 

At Time 3, S2 felt she had a basic foundation of confidence in her abilities 

as a therapist, but that there were fluctuations, depending on how specific therapy 

cases were going. At this point, she was feeling somewhat less confident as a 

therapist than at  Time 2. She found that learning to supervise had affected her 

work as a therapist by improving her conceptualization skills, and her ability to 

step back fkom therapy to look at process. She felt that supervising had given her 

"S2: (... ) experience in, in focusing and sharply tuning in the way you're 
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v i e d g  things. And that, as you become more practised in doing that, it becomes 

an easier thing to do." 

She felt that her perceptions of what went on in her own supervision had 

also been sharpened, which she haà become very aware of as she was starting a 

new clinical praticum, with new supervisors. She also felt that starting that new 

practicum had put her squarely back in the supervisee's seat again, which may 

have felt a little strange. 

Surprise: In the second interview, S2 elrpressed surprise that she could give 

her supenrisees things that they felt were beneficial; "it worked, it helped them!". 

She was also surprised to find that her supervisees thought their supervision with 

her was important, and not just an academic exercise to give her experience. 

These students were very glad to have this kind of individual, intensive 

supe~s ion .  

At the third intemiew, S2 was surprised about quite a few things: that one 

of her supervisees had felt somewhat intimidated by her until she got to know her; 

that her supervisees' reports needed as much work as they did; that the less skilled 

of her two supei-visees codd be so happy about gaining one very basic skill; that 

one of the clinical faculty daes process work in supervision that is very much like 

what S2 did, but had never seen done before; that the supervisees had clearly put 

a lot of thought into preparing feedback for her at the end of the practicum; that 

although her supehees  had said she "coulddt hurt them" because she would not 

be giving them a grade, they were quite nervous about getting her feedback at the 
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end of the practicurn; and that she had had an impact on the supervisees, what she 

said had meanhg for them. 

Comparisons: In the k t  interview, S2 used cornparisons of supervising 

being like doing therapy, and of applying aspects she had found helpfid in her own 

supervision to supervising others. In the second interview, she used a cornparison 

of the supervisees being like herself, in that they had more skills than they 

recognized, and used a metaphor of learning to ski for learning to s u p e ~ s e .  In 

the third interview, she twice mentioned how the supentision she did was the same 

or different from the supervision she had received. 

Concrete Examples: In the h t  interview, S2 gave nine examples from her 

own supervision. In the second, one from her own supervision, two from doing 

therapy, four from supe~s ion  of supervision, and nine from supervising her 

supenrisees. During the third interview, she gave four examples fiom her own 

supervision, and 14 fkom her experiences supe~s ing .  

Laughbg: In the Grst interview, S2 laughed or joked about her own 

nervousness 5 times, about her own possible mistakes or ignorance 4 times, and 

about power 4 times. She also laughed about a possible supeMsee mistake. In 

the second interview, S2 was clearly in a good mood; she joked about her awn 

nervousness 10 times, about her own mistakes or potential mistakes 8 times, about 

power issues 9 times, and about 3 miscellaneous other issues. In the third 
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interview, S2 joked about power issues 10 times, about her own nervousness 3 

times, about the supervisees' nervousness 3 times, and about her own mistakes 3 

times, plus two misc. jokes. 

The Best, the Worst, and How to  Get Better 

At Time 1, S2 thought that the most rewarding or  gratiS.ing aspects of 

supervishg would be in seeing the supervisees grow and develop theu confidence, 

"seeing somebody blossom". She thought the most difficult o r  challenging aspect 

would likely be having to give a supervisee negative feedback about thei. work. 

After joking that the most irritating or  hstrating part would be having supervisee 

who did not listen, she said it would be if something interfered with her 

relationship with a supervisee, such as supervisor/agency conflicts. 

When asked at Tune 1 what she needed now to be a good supervisor, S2 

said she needed a broader base of ciinical experience, to have more to offer 

supenrisees. 

By Tirne 2, S2 she found that seeing she could be helpfid to the supervisees 

and claiming her own skiUs and knowledge were the most gratifying and 

rewarding aspects, although she was finding the whole experience very rewarding. 

She felt that being careful about how she dealt with the interaction between the 

two supervisees in joint supervision was the most challenging or difficult situation 

she had faced so far, and that there had really been no irritating or hstrating 

experiences (for which she apologized to the researcher, for leaving a gap in her 

data!), except perhaps a small mistake she herseIf had made. At this tirne, S2's 
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supervisees had already shown themselves to be very keen about the supervision 

she offered. They found focusing on a single case intensively to be "like treats", 

and wrote S2's suggestions down, which she took her by surprise. S2 felt that 

something was r e m  working in supervision, although she was not sure what i t  

was. The supervisees were learning a lot, fast, and while S2 had sometimes had to 

struggle to answer their questions, they found her answers helpfid, which was a 

pleasant surprise. 

At Time 2, S2 felt that to be a better s u p e ~ s o r ,  she needed a greater 

resowce base of interventions, as that was what the supervisees were asking for. 

She thought that later she might need more ski11 at perceiving when to intemene 

with a supervisee and when to hold back. 

At Time 3, S2 identified seeing one of the supervisees and one of the clients 

make a lot of progress as the most rewarding or grat-g aspect of the 

supervision experience. While the other supervisee had started further back, she 

had also made progress, which was satisfymg as weH. The most ~ i c u l t  or  

challenging aspect had been some difficulties in communication with one of the 

supervisees, and being able to adapt to that supenrisee's ski11 level and Pace of 

leaming. The most fniçtrating or imtating aspect had been that same 

communication problem. She found this practicum quite luxurious for herself and 

the supervisees, in that they had plenty of time in superrrision sessions to look at 

cases in detail and discuss options and theones. 52 felt it was a good sign about 

the supervisory relationship that her supervisees had been willing to show her 

parts of videotapes of therapy sessions where they were very embarrassed about 

their work. The supervisees had especialIy liked that she had discussed their CO- 



therapy interaction with them. The supemisee who had had difficulties making 

the shift to a new approach to therapy also appreciated her addressing that 

directly with her, which she felt had made it an excellent leaming experience. 

Overall, S2 felt the praticum had been "a fantastic learning experience in so many 

ways", and that what she needed now to become a better supervisor was more 

experience and continued support. 
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S3's Experience 

Background 

S3 is a female in her early thirties who was a 4th year student in an US. 

Clinicd Psychology Psy. D. program at  the tirne of this research project. She was 

taking part in her one-year Clinical lnternship a t  a university counselling service, 

and her training as a supervisor was part of that internship. She had previously 

worked in administrative positions in Community Mental Health, but had never 

done psychotherapy supervision. S3's clinical experience included both clinical and 

administrative positions at community mental hedth  clinics, one practicum in 

community mental health, and one at a university counsehg  senrice. She had 

dinical experience with adults, adolescents, groups and crisis intervention. Her 

orientation to psychotherapy was based in the bio-psycho-social model, a systemic, 

client-centred approach that she liked because it takes into consideration intra- as 

well as inter- personal components in mental healtb, the treatment setting, and 

social and contextual factors. 

S3 did not chose to leam to supentise at this tirne; it was part of her 

internship program, a welcome aspect, if not one she had sought out. Originally 

S3 thought she would be doing some reading and discussion about theory, models 

and techniques of supemision with her supervisor of supervision before beginning 

to s u p e ~ s e ,  but this did not occw. The plan for her supervision experience was 

that  she would start sitting in on sessions with the supenrisee and hisher primary 



supervisor, who would also be S3's superirisor of supervision. Gradually she would 

participate more in supervision sessions, until she was the main supervisor. 

Originally planned to begin eadier, this experience did not start until late Januq,  

due, among other factors, to the university closure in the f d .  The presence of the 

p r i m v  supervisor in sessions led to his determining how supervision would be 

run, which S3 found constricting. In late February, shortly after the second 

interview in this study, S3 spoke to her supervisor of supervision about carrying 

out the supervision sessions by herself, which she did h m  then on. The 

supervisee's practicum experience was somewhat extended, and S3 continued to 

see him until the end of June, for a total of 21 sessions, 

S3 supervised one practicum student f+om a Master of Education program. 

The supervisee had had no previous experience in counselling or psychotherapy, 

and needed to acquire the basic skills in this area. He was g e n e d y  seeing one or  

two clients at a t h e ,  for a total of 6 to 8 clients overali. Counselling cases were 

very short term, some deliberately so, others not. The client cases were of 

moderate difliculty, which S3 felt was appropnate to this supervisee's 

developmental level as a counseiloi. By the end of the supe~s ion  experience the 

supervisee's skills had improved, but were still fairly basic. 

At Time 1, S3 felt that her level of confidence as a therapist was not related 

to deciding to supervise at this point, because it had not been her decision, it was 

part of the internship. While she was glad she was being made to take that step, 
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she wished she had more confidence as a therapist before beginning. She felt quite 

confident about doing therapy, but felt she had a wealmess in articulating and 

explaining what she did in therapy that lowered her confidence about beginning to 

supervise. At this t h e ,  she did not feel d o u s  about leaming to  supervise; she 

was too busy and preoccupied with other things to wotrg about it, although she did 

have "flashes" of anxiety. 

S3 did wony about possibly not knowing what to say in supervision or 

feeling out of her depth; 

"53: There are, 1 mean, there are so many things, so many 

approaches, ... right now, 1 can't imagine knowing all those and being 

well-versed. So, yeah, 1 would feel out of my depth, 1 would feel that 

if I didn't know it, that 1 was, uhm, you know, uhm, that 1 wasn't ... 

uhm, knowledgeable enougb. But at the same time, 1 would then 

corne back a t  myself and Say, like, 'stupid, you can't know everything, 

it's OK!'. Sa you just tell them to teach you about it. You know, tell 

them to, ah, that you're not familiar with this particular way of doing 

things, and can they please explain why they are doing that, or how, 

you know, how this whole process works, and, so that it would be 

more of a learning process, as 1 do anyways, with clients, 1 can't 

know all, particularly cultures, different cultures, since 1 teil them t o  

instruct me. That 1 can't know al1 of them, but they will just have to 

instmct me. 

K: OK, s o  it's likely t o  occur, but you're not so uncornfortable with 
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the idea of how t o  deal with that? 

S3: Yeah." 

S3 did not think she could work as a supervisor without supervision of 

supervision at this point. She was not feeling very confident about supervising, 

and was womed that she might not be able to  meet the supervisee's expectations. 

She said she had a tendency to imagine that people's expectations were very high, 

then hold herself to them. Even if the supenrisee's expectations were not as high 

as she feared, hdshe might q e c t  something completely different than she 

planned t o  do in supenrision- She was womed that she might have a hard time 

seeing the "bigger picture" of therapy and supervision pmcesses al1 together, and 

that she might not have anything to contribute that the supervisee did not already 

know. When asked whether she had ever thought she might not be cut out to be a 

supervisor, 53 reported that she had never thought about it at all, because she was 

more interested in other roles in the field. It was not particularly relevant to her 

professional hture  whether she was cut out to supervise or  not. 

When asked what personal issues might be touched on by leaming to 

supervise, S3 mentioned that she had difficulties with cofict  and confrontation, 

which she thought might corne up while supewising. 

At Time 2, S3 was unhappy with the format of her supervision experience, 

and this coloured the entire interview. The supervision sessions were run by the 

primary supervisor; she contributed, but if the supervisor of supervision disagreed 

with her positions, it was his view that prevailed When she was doing 

supewisory work in session, the supenrisor of supervision wodd frequently jump 
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in with some suggestion or comment. This made S3 feel sessions were not under 

her control, and made her feel even less like she was the supervisor. S3 would 

have taken a very dinerent, much less directive, overall approach to supervision 

than did the supenrisor of s u p e d i o n ,  and all in aZ1 she was not enjoying the 

experience at this point. 

At Time 2, S3 st i l l  felt that she would rather have been more confident as a 

therapist before learning to supervise, but now thought that supervishg might also 

increase her  confidence in her therapy knowledge and skills. She was feeling only 

a little anxious about supervising. She had not yet had the experience of not 

knowing what to Say in session, although she was womed by the prospect of 

listening to audiotapes of therapy sessions in supervision. She thought she might 

have difnculty both focusing on the therapy interaction and taking a critical look at 

the supervisee's work, all while planning what to Say to the supervisee. She felt 

that because the supervisee was vex-y new to doing therapy, supervision was not 

yet taxing her abilities. 

"Sa: 1 feel like I'm far enough ahead of him in experience, that 1 can 

cal1 on my experience and utilize that. 

K: With the kinds of issues and problems that might be 

S3: But 1 think if he had, uhm, a bit more experience, then 1 wodd 

feel certainly more challenged, because 1 would feel like, gosh, 1 have 

to know a bit more than this person, yes." 

Her confidence as a supervisor was moderate at this point, and she did not 
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worry that she might not be cut out to supervise. She did worry she might not be 

able to  think a-iticallg and evaluate the supervisee's work; 

"S3: L..) 1 think that 1 worry that maybe I'm not going to be able to 

evduate, in a way that will be beneficid to the supervisee. 

K: Especidy if they are having difficulties or problems? 

S3: Yes. You know, just finding, being able to give feedback, uhm, 

because maybe 1 didn't pick something up, or rm too concerned about 

something else, and talking about this whole, very complex process, 

listening, and keeping in mind all these things, it's just like a, ... 

K: Very cornplex 

S3: It's like starting therapy, when you fïrst started, it's 

K: It's a whole other level, and there's so much to consider. 

S3: Yeah, as with anything, you're quite focused on the different 

components of the task, and it's very difficult to make it sort of a 

smooth process." 

By Time 3, S3 was enjoying the work of supervision much more. At her 

request, she was supeMsing without the presence of the supervisor of supervision, 

and felt it was more under ber control. She was still taking a somewhat more 

directive approach than she might have originally, but was cornfortable with that. 

She still felt somewhat anxious about supervising, but once she was in session, felt 

fme. She thought she would be more anxious if she were seeing a more advanced 

s u p e ~ s e e  or more challenging client cases. There had not been many occasions 
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on which she did not know what to  Say, although listening t o  therapy tapes had 

been tough in the beginning. She k t  said she might have more of a problem not 

Imowing what to say if she had a more advanced supervisee, but then considered 

that immediately coming up with ariswers was not really what supervision with 

advanced supervisees was about, the work would be more collaborative, helping the 

s u p e ~ s e e  think. By Time 3, S3 felt she could supervise without supervision of 

supervision, she might actually prefer it. 

< JOY: WOULD THIS BE BECAUSE NO SUPERVISION OF SUPERVISION IS 

BETTER THAN WORKING WiTH A SUPERVISOR OF SUPERVISION WHO 

TAKES A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT APPROACH THAN YOU DO? Dû YOU 

THINK YOU MIGHT ENJOY WORKING WITH A SUPERVISOR OF 

SUPERVISION WHO WANTED TO FOCUS ON PROCESS AND ON YOUR 

THOUGHTS ABOUT AND REACTIONS TO YOUR SUPERVISEES AND ON 

FACIWTATING YOUR PROCESS? OR WOULD YOU JUST RATHER DO IT ON 

YOL'R O r n ? )  

At this point S3 felt confident about supemsing beginning supenrisees but 

imagined that working with an advanced one would be harder. Her womes at this 

time were that she might miss issues or supervisee behaviours that were 

important, o r  that she might not work well enough with supeMsees that they 

could work effectively with their clients. Supemising had not really touched o n  

aay personal issues for S3. When asked if she womed she might not be cut out to 



supenrise, she said that that was not an issue for her, that other professional 

interests had a higher priority for her than supervising. 

Identification as a SupeMsor 

When asked at Time 1 whether she would feel like a 'real' supervisor if she 

were supervising at that point, S3 responded; 

"53: 1 think just the fact that they (supervisees) would look at me as 

one, 1 would feel like that was a role that was imposed on me, but 1 

would still feel like there were things that 1, you know, of course that 

there are a lot of things that 1 need to learn about it. Uhm, so I 

don't know whether that's a yes or a no. 

K: Maybe it's somewhere in between. 

S3: Yeah, somewhere in between is OK." 

She imagined that in sessions she would feel more like a fellow student 

than a supervisor, especially because she knew she would be supervising someone 

who was a ciassrnate in seminars she attended as a student at the c h i c .  Her 

reference group for figuring out how she was doing as a supervisor would be her 

own previous supervisors, and she planned to seek out opportunities to supervise 

in the fbtwe. 

At this tirne, 53 felt that as a supervisor she would have strengths in her 
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acceptance of the supervisee, and her belief in letting the s u p e ~ s e e  be 

him/herself, her philosophy of promoting the supervisee's growth, and her warmth 

in the working relationship. She thought she might have some weaknesses as a 

supervisor; 

"S3: My tendency to stay away fkom confjict. So that 1, have to, 1 

have ta be able to sit in a supervisory capacity, to see if Sm going to 

be able to Say what 1 feel, what 1 need to Say 

K: If there's some kind of problem, or some kind of negative thing 

that you have to deal with. 

S3: Yes, exactly, yeah, 1 feel like, oh, 1 have to. Uhm, i f s  just that 1 

don't know how it's going to feel, given that 1 don't like to do that too 

much, and it's dways been sort of like this, ah, as a supervisee, 1 

then, take that &orn people, and the people I've worked with have 

always been pretty good about pointing out differences, and sort of, 

very gentle, in a very gentle manner. So 1 hope to be able to do that, 

if 1 have to. But the conflict 1 think would be, the shying away f?om 

conflict would be the dBicdt piece." 

She also felt that her lack of confidence as a supervisor and not having a large 

knowledge base to draw on would be weaknesses. She thought that her 

supervisees would have an impression of her as a calm person, and that they 

would perceive her as  coddent  even if she were not, as she knows that is the 

image she projects. Asked about things her s u p e ~ s e e s  might cornplain about, 53 
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had no idea at this point. 

At Time 1, S3 expected to change as she leamed to supervise by improving 

her ability to a r t i d a t e  her theories and thoughts about therapy and by becoming 

more confident about her own work. She thought this might occur as she saw 

others work, it would give her a basis for cornparison of her own work as a 

therapist which she had never had. 

At Time 2, S3 absolutely did not feel Like a 'real' supervisor; having the 

supervisor of s u p e ~ s i o n  in the room and jumping in whenever he thought it 

might be helpful led to a sense that "1 can't own it". When in sessions, she would 

sometimes feel like the supervisor when the supervisee responded to what she was 

saying. But she also felt like a fellow student, because of the supervisor of 

supervision being right there. Her motivation to supervise, while not high in the 

beginning, had not fluctuated, it had been a faVly neutrai experience so far. Her 

reference group for thinking about her own work was still her own supervisors, 

previous and current. She did not think she would actively seek out opportunities 

to supervise in the future, although if it were part of a job, she would be fine with 

doing it. 

53 thought at this time that she had strengths as a supervisor in her 

respect for the supervisee's individuality whatever her/his developmental level, not 

being too directive, and being warm and supportive, with a sense of humour. She 

felt that it was a weakness that she was still not cornfortable with conflict or  

giving negative feedback; 

"S3: In tact, 1, in this particular experience, 1 am f i n h g  it dficult  
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to, really look for the negative, for what he is missing. hstead Sm 

real, kind of looking, 'oh, well, he has reidly good listening skills, he 

has this, he has this ....'. So it's difficdt to kind of, be, kind of in 

critical mode. 

K: Even if that critical mode is to, OK, what is he missing, so that 

we can help him gain it, but it's still hard to, to make that kind of 

shîft in focus. 

S3: Yes, uh hm." 

At this point, S3 thought that her s u p e ~ s e e  had an impression of her as 

maybe tending to follow the p h a r y  supervisor's (supervisor of supervision) lead 

too much, because she did not want to insist on her perspectives in session. He 

probably perceived her as having a good knowledge base, being sensitive about 

cultural issues, and being willuig to present her point of view in sessions. She felt 

that if the supervisee had cornplaints about her, they might be that she did not 

stand up for her point of view enough in sessions, that she was not directive 

enough, or that some of the suggestions she gave were things he had already tried. 

S3 felt she had already changed quite a bit as a superviçor, with her brief 

experience up to Time 2. She was much more aware of her own preferred style of 

supervishg and of how restrictive it was to be highly directive, and it was now 

very clear to her that she did not want to supeMse in this manner. 

At Time 3, S3 reported that while she felt like a 'real' supervisor when she 

was in sessions, it didn't continue outside sessions. She thought this might be 
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because she had expenence with only one s u p e ~ s e e ,  who was very much a 

beginner. Since starting to  do supervision without the supervisor of s u p e ~ s i o n  in 

the room, S3 had felt like a supervisor in sessions, not like a fellow student. While 

the s u p e ~ s o r  was there, she had always felt that he was evaluating her work, 

which returned her to the student role. She was not yet finding s u p e ~ s i n g  

intrinsically rewarding, so her motivation had not greatly improved over when she 

began; peshaps it would with more experience. Her reference group for evaluating 

her own work was stiU her own supervisors, and she thought she would seek 

opportunities to supervise in the future, because she wanted to develop that skill, 

and she thought it might add to her confidence as a therapist. She was still not 

that interested in s u p e ~ s i n g  on the long term, however. 

S3 felt at this t h e  that she had strengths in her capabilities of being open, 

respectfd, fkiendly and warm with supervisees, and in her abilities to look for 

strengths in the person and give positive feedback. She felt that her lack of a 

theoretical framework and knowledge about supervision was a weakness. She 

thought her supervisee had the impression of her as an open person with a good 

experience level and a good sense of humour. She did not know what cornplaints 

the supervisee might have about her, because she always tried to £ix anythuig that 

she was aware of that did not seem appmpriate. 

S3 was asked at Time 3 about the changes she had expected earlier. She 

had hoped learning to supervise would help her articulate her work in therapy; she 

felt that this had not occurred, because she was working with such a beginning 

supervisee that the focus was on very basic skills and she did not have many 

chances to talk about her orientation and approach to therapy. She had hoped the 
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supervision experience would increase her confidence in ber own work as a 

therapist by giving her a better idea of how others worked; this had &O not 

occurred because her supervisee was such a beginner. 

S3's global mean scores on the Psychotherapy Supervisor Development 

Scale were fairly consistent up until she began to supervise (there was no didactic 

component to her supervision training). Once she began to supervise, they went up 

fairly consistently. The Competence/Effectiveness subscde was variable during the 

pre-internship phase. It became more stable, rising slightly, while S3 was on 

intemship but not yet s u p e ~ s i n g .  It dropped at  the time of the second interview, 

then rose above previous levels. The Identification/Commitment subscale was 

somewhat variable in the pre-internship phase, steadier once S3 began internship, 

then rose once she began supervising. The Self-Awareness subscale was extremely 

variable during the pre-internship phase. After S3 began her internship, it became 

somewhat more stable, and when she was supervising, it stayed at higher levels 

more consistently than previously. The Sincerity subscale was quite a bit lower 

than the other subscales during the pre-internship phase, rose to the level of the 

other subscales during the internship phase, and then rose consistently after S3 

began to supervise. 

Graph 8: S3's Psychotherapy Supervisor Development Scale Scores 
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Table 8: PSDS Scores for S3 

total 
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Roles, Power, and Boundaries 

When asked at Time 1 about the d e s  a supervisor may take, S3 thought 

that the consultant role might not be very cornfortable, as she was not s u e  she 

would have a contribution to make above and beyond what the supervisee could 

already see and figure out. She was also worried that she might not be able to see 

the overview that includes content and process of therapy, client and therapist 

issues, and supervision process; 

- 

"S3: The consultant role? Yeah, 1 guess that would be, abm, that 
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would be sort of lïke an thing, too, just not too comfortable, 

because, I'm ... not sure if 1 can see the bigger picture? 

K: OK, being in that outside role again. 

S3: Exactly, you know, not, not sure if ... 1 can have sornething else 

that 1 can contribute tu what tbey're already thinking about it. 

K: OH. 

S3: And if there isn't, you know, worrying, that, you know, 'oh God, 1 

haven't really done much'. You know, '1 just sat here and said; good 

idea'! (laugh ) 

K: (laugh) And sometimes that may be aU they need, but still, you 

don't feel like you've made a major contribution! (laugh) 

53: (laugh) Exactly, and you begin to wonder, 'why am 1 here?'. 

The role of teacher to the supervisee also did not seem comfortable, because 

53 wasn't sure at Time 1 that she had the knowledge base necessary to teach, or  

would know much more than the s u p e ~ s e e .  The role of therapist to the 

s u p e ~ s e e  felt like it wodd be alright within the context of work with the client, 

but that if it became constant or involved other aspects of the supervisee's me, it 

would not be appropriate or comfortable. The role of evaluator seemed bard, 

because S3 likes to get dong with people, and evaluating someone can put a good 

relationship at risk. She was also womed that she might be too lenient or too 

harsh, she did not trust her own judgement about where the supervisee might be 

a t  that point. The only role that felt quite comfortable to S3 at Time 1 was that of 

mentor; she had appreciated that in one of her own supervisors, and thought it 
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would be very nice, although she felt it had to occur spontaneously. The idea of 

modelling within supervision sessions felt OR, but she was not comfortable with 

the idea of a supervisee watching her own work as a therapist. 

By T h e  2, S3's level of comfort with the idea of being a consultant to a 

supervisee had risen considerably; she felt it was an especially good role, because it 

ixnplied facilitating the supervisee's growth and respecting M e r  individuality as 

a therapist. Her attitude to being a therapist to the supervLsee had not changed. 

She now felt comfortable taking the role of teacher, it felt like a necessary part of 

the role of supervisor. She was still uncornfortable with the role of evaluator and 

thought it would be hard to do, but saw that it had to  be done in an on-going 

fashion in supervision, especially when there were specific goals and requirements 

for a supervisee to complete a practicum. She was very conifortable with the role 

of mentor or model. 

At Time 3, S3's comfort with the role of consultant to the s u p e ~ s e e  

continued high. She felt that it wodd be especially good in working with a 

s u p e ~ s e e  with advanced skills. The role of therapist to the s u p e ~ s e e  was not 

cornfortable; 

"S3: (...) 1 like to make a distinction about, issues about what? If it 

has nothing to do at al1 with the therapy that they're doing, then 1 

don't think that that's nght. If it does affect the work that they do 

with the clients, it would be an appropriate tbing to discuss. But if 

it becomes an over-riding issue that we can't, it becomes more of a 

therapy issue for the sueprvisee, 1 think that's inappropriate, 1 would 
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suggest that they seek help about that." 

However, S3 did feel that some therapy skills such as empathic listening were 

useful in supervision. The role of evaluator was still quite uncornfortable, although 

she knew she would have to do it. The role of mentor or mode1 to the supenisee 

was very cornfortable, espeaally in encouraging and being a resource for the 

supervisee's professional development. 

At Time 1, when asked about possible friction within supervision because of 

differences of expectations between herself and the supervisee, S3 was concerned 

that she might not meet the supe~see ' s  expectations. She hoped to talk to the 

s u p e ~ s e e  about expectations at the beginning of supervision, to  avoid problems. 

She felt this was espeaally important because in this experience, there were two 

separate goals; that she leam about supe~sing, and that the supervisee get 

supervision; both had to be attended to. 53 felt that ~e~disclosure on her part 

would be appropriate if it were helpfid to the supervision process. She thought 

talking about her own experiences and feelings as a new therapist might be 

helpful, but balance was important, it should not become her therapy. 

Asked about power in supenrision, 53 recognized that a power dinerential is 

always there, and while she preferred to reduce it, she did not want to discard the 

useful aspects of having power as a supervisor. Because of this she was especially 

aware of the awkwardness of her m e n t  situation; she did not yet know who she 

would be supervising, but knew it would be one of the people with whom she 

attended seminars and meetings, with whom she nor-mdy interacted as a fnendly 

peer. She felt that it would be best to avoid becoming too "chummy" with someane 
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she would supervise, so as not to create awhvardness around boundaries. S3 felt 

that she had two responsibilities in supervision; to encourage the supervisee to 

work and leam at  their own pace, and a higher priority of making sure that that 

Pace was not so slow it caused problems for the client. 

At Time 2, S3 could see that it would cause ptoblems if she and the 

supervisee had Merent perceptions of hidher skills and of what shehe needed to 

know at the end of hisher practicum, and therefore of what appropnate goals for 

supenrision wodd be. She felt this should be discussed at the beginning of 

supervision, to avoid fiction later. S3 felt a t  this time that self-disdosure on her 

part could be useful in s u p e ~ s i o n  when used to normalize what a supervisee was 

dealhg with, or to  encourage hisher growth. The criteria for judging whether it 

was appropriate would be; 

33: (...) 1 need to really question why, the reason why I'm self- 

disclosing, in the same way we do with a client. Am I ~e~disclosing 

because 1 need to have, 1 need for some reason to have this person 

know, about a part of m y  life? Ah, then 1 need to examine what 

that's about. But if I'm only self-disclosing because, 1 think it will 

help him, uhm, understand maybe what's going through, what he's 

going through now, then that would be an appropnate seIf-disclosure. 

But not because I want him to know me better, or 1 want him to  be 

impressed by me." 

At Time 2, S3 did not really know what she thought about power in 
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supervision or how to deal with it. It felt like one of the things she would have t o  

learn as she went dong. She said, however, that she would be careful about 

automatidy trying to reduce her own power, especially with a beginning student 

or in a new supervisory relationship, because you could not yet know what you 

might need B y  this point, S3 was conscious of the responsibility to ensure that a 

supenrisee did not finish a practicum without learning the basic SUS required; 

this had become salient to her because her supervisee would only have the one 

practicum before graduating. She had not been aware of this from her own 

developmental experience, both because she had basic counselling skills before she 

began her first practicum, and because she had more than one practicum during 

which to  develop, each extensive. She felt that the supervisor had a responsibility 

to make such goals clear, even if the supervisee was not looking at supervision on 

those terms, 

There had been no apparent merences of expectations between hersev and 

her supemisee by Time 3, probably because the primary supervisor had clarSed 

what he expected when he was still running the supervision sessions. By this 

time, S3 had used self-disclosure with her supervisee, talking about some 

experiences she had had that were gimilar to what he was dealing with when 

learning to do therapy. In one supervision session where there had been no client 

cases to look at, the s u p e ~ s e e  had requested that she talk about some of her more 

challenghg cases and how she had dealt with them. S3 reported that she includes 

her emotional reactions when she talks about these expenences, because it can 

normalize things for the supervisee, help h i d e r  see what the therapist's emotions 

can mean in therapy, and show how a therapist can work with hisher own 
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reactions. Again she emphasized that self-disclosure was only appropriate when 

carried out t o  attend the supervisee's needs, not the supervisor's. 

By this time S3 had clearly reached some conclusions about power in 

supervision; it was part  of the role, it could be usefd as a tool, it was implicit in 

the evaluative/critical aspect of supervision, but the criteria for using i t  should be 

like that for self-disdosure; was this being done to meet the supervisee's needs or 

the goals of supervision, or for her own reasons? She felt that while it could be 

argued that therapy waç a collaborative relationship, supewision defïnitely was 

not; the power might not even need to be used, but was always there. Power 

issues had raised their heads in several ways during this supe~s ion  experience. 

S3 had surpnsed herself by not directly addressing questions of the s u p e ~ s e e ' s  

fairly consistent lateness to sessions and occasional neglect of required paperwork. 

Factors that contributed to her uneasiness with these issues included not wanting 

to seem paternalistic, not wanting to feel like she was "policing" the supervisee, 

and not knowing where the boundary between irritant and problem lay. She also 

was not sure how she would address i t  if she decided to do so, and ended up letting 

things go. 

(JOY: DID YOU GET ANY HELP FROM YOUR SUPERVISOR ABOUT THIS? 

I'M UNDER THE IMPRESSION YOU TWO DIDN'T TALK VERY MUCH ABOUT 

PROCESS OR YOUR OWN THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS, THAT SUPERVISION 

OF SUPERVISION WAS CARRIED OUT MUCH AS YOUR SUPERVISOR DID 

WITH STUDENT; VERY GOAL-ORIENTED AND CONCRETE; IS THAT 

CORRECT?) 
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Another issue of boundaries and power was that of how S3 would treat her 

supentisee when not in supervision sessions. They attended quite a few serninars 

and meetings as peers, but S3 found herself not being as fnendly and self- 

disclosing with her supemisee as with other colleagues. She wanted ta keep the 

roles dear, and felt that if they were not, issues of power and directiveness in 

supervision would have gotten very awkward She thought that if it had been a 

situation where she had known the supervisee better before starting supervision 

they would have had t o  talk about this ditectly, but it had not been necessary ni in 

this case. Overall, 53 felt much more comfortable exercising her power in 

supervision, and had done so by requesting that things be done and recornmending 

specifjic interventions in therapy. 

Technical Issues 

At Time 1, S3 did not know any theones o r  models of supervision, because 

she had done no specific reading yet. She was very interested in using 

Interpersonal Process Recall in supervision, whkh she had learned in her own 

supervision. She thought it especidy us& for looking at therapy process and 

transference/countertransference issues. Whatever techniques or models she used, 

she wanted to make sure the supervisee was comfortable with them. 

At ' h n e  1, S3 wanted to  emulate her o w n  supervisors' acceptance of herself 

as an individual and as a therapist, their abilities to promote her growth in ber 

own style, and their flexibiiity in presenting different points of view. She also 
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wanted to emulate the sense of humour some of her previous supervisors had 

shown. At this time, the behaviours and attitudes of her own supervisors that she 

wanted to avoid inciuded assuming the supenrisee did not know things, and not 

giving enough reassurance and positive feedback when things were going well. 

When asked how active or directive she would be as a s u p e ~ s o r ,  S3 

replied; 

"S3: 1 don't feel that 1 need to be that active (chuckle) and directive. 

1 feel that they're here, uhm, you know, they're learning, ubm, and 

they're at a level where they don't need somebody telling them what 

to do, they're learning they're own style, and so, you know, 1 think 

only in instances where 1 strongly feel maybe that what they're doing 

is, uhm, unethical, or  something that would go against, you know, 

that's the main thing, some unethical sort of thing. And then I 

would be really active and directive, and doing something about it." 

When faced with a s u p e ~ s e e  who was resisting her recommendations, S3 

thought her first step would be to discuss the issue and explore the supervisee's 

understanding of the situation; hopefully they would be able to corne to some 

conclusions. She thinks this process is a good learnuig experience in itself. If the 

client's well being were not being taken into consideration, 53 thought she would 

be quite cornfortable insisting that something be done, but under more normal 

circumstances she would not give direct advice, but instead would respect that the 

s u p e ~ s e e  knows what he/she is doing. Administrative issues such as being on 
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time for supervision and getting paperwork done wodd be important to S3; they 

are professional obligations and show the supervisee is committed to her/his work. 

If there were a consistent problem, she would address it directly, including 

discussing why things are important and check out whether her expectations were 

reasonable. She felt that reviewing tapes before supervision sessions would be less 

important, and she recognized how busy students often are. 

S3 thought that a typical supenision session would be based on what the 

superviçee wanted to discuss, with her using questions to help them articulate and 

develop their thoughts. It would also include listening to tapes of therapy, giving 

some feedback on that, and perhaps using P R  t o  look at the supervisee's process 

in therapy. She would make sure that client process was monitored. While a 

typical session would already be quite flexible, s u p e ~ s e e  difficulties in therapy o r  

a client crisis would alter it further. 

Skills that would tramfer fkom therapy to supervision induded building 

rapport, interviewhg techniques, transmitting a non-judgemental and accepting 

attitude, and dowing the supeMsee to go at their own pace, unless this created 

concerns about the client. New skills that S3 felt she would have to develop 

induded techniques specinc to supervision, which she lmew very little about, and 

the ability to  conceptualize the process on two levels; what is going on for the 

client, and how the supervisee is working with the client. 

At this tirne, 53 thought that working with a less experienced supervisee 

would require some more feedback and leading. She herself had greatly 

appreciated positive feedback and reassurance as a beginner. With a more 

advanced supervisee, she would ask more about their thoughts and ideas, which 
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might not work with a beginner. 

Supervision techniques that S3 mentioned at Time 1 included: Interpersonal 

Process Recall; intemiew techniques; and using questions and discussion to help 

the supervisee develop their own thoughts and ideas and explore their own style as 

therapists. 

At Time 2, S3 had done no specialized reading or discussion of theory of 

supervision, so felt she had no specific theory or mode1 of supervision. However, 

she had been thinking about what she felt most cornfortable doing as a supervisor, 

and thought most productive. This included helping s u p e ~ s e e s  arrive at their 

own conclusions, facilitating their growth rather than directing it. She would do 

this by having the s u p e ~ s e e  explore their own thoughts and plans, rather than 

presenting ber conceptualizations and interventions to him/her. She felt it would 

be appropriate to make suggestions or offer alternatives if the supervisee asked for 

them, but always fust asking about hisher ideas. Her own preferred style of 

supervising had been solidified by witnessing a very different, directive approach 

being carried out by the primary supervisor (her supervisor of supervision) in 

supervision sessions. 

S3 reported at Time 2 that the attitudes and behaviours of her own 

supervisors that she wanted to emulate included trusting that the supervisee can 

do the right thîng, allowing for growth, and being responsive to calls for help from 

the supervisee. She felt that a balance, neither brushing off the supentisee's 

concems and anxieties, nor rushing in with pat answers, was what her supervisors 

had managed and she wanted to attain. This included helping the supervisees 

think about things and not telling them what to do. The behaviour of her own 
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supervisors that she wanted to avoid was jumping right in to impart her own 

knowledge, without checking whether the s u p e ~ s e e  already knew i t  or had 

herlhis own ideas. 

By Time 2, S3 was more convinced than ever that she did not like to be 

directive. She felt this was a question of style, and one on which she and her 

supervisor of supervision differed greatly. She believed that leaming was most 

productive when non-directive and facilitative; 

"S3: And I think that's best done through having the client (sic) 

explore his own thoughts and ways of interventions. Rather than 

me, us, you know, giving that. 1 wouldn't be, 1 wouldn't object t o  

that, if the client, uh, the supervisee has ideas and is just seeking 

some other alternatives 

K: Or suggestions. 

S3: Or suggestions, that would be good. But if it's just starting out, 1 

don't think that's such a .... 

K: An effective way to supervise. 

S3: Yes, exactly. Well, you know, maybe he'll learn, through 

modelling or mimicking. " 

At this point, S3 wanted very much to try a less directive approach to 

supenrising, and if that were not effective, she could then increase her 

directiveness. She knew it  was not a question of her being able to be directive, she 

had done it with therapy clients, but believed that it shodd be the exception rather 
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than the d e  in supervision. 

At this tirne there had not yet been m y  instances of the supemisee resisting 

her suggestions, but she would handle it in the way she had outüned at T h e  1. 

She had also recently learned the cognitive technique of creating a 'yes-set' in 

therapy, and thought it might work well in supervision, to either avoid s u p e ~ s e e  

resistance to  her recommendations, or deal with it if it occurred- S3's approach to 

administrative issues such as paperwork and the supervisee being on time for 

supervision had not changed since Time 1. However, she added that consistent 

lateness would lead her t o  also explore whether the supervisee was unhappy or 

anzrious about anything in supervision. 

If S3 had been running supervision sessions at this time, they wauld have 

been based in asking the supervisee what he wanted to work on. She recognized, 

however, that some supervisees required more structure in session. ln that case, 

she wodd likely ask about each client case, then listen to tapes of therapy sessions 

to get a sample of the supe~see 's  work, and do some planning, especially if the 

s u p e ~ s e e  were picking up new clients. With a more expenenced supervisee, she 

would encourage himher to talk, then pick out what might be pmblematic or 

especially interesting to discuss further. The structure of the session would always 

Vary depending on the needs and goals of the supervisee. 

Skills that S3 felt would transfer from doing therapy t o  supervising were 

"people skills", including showing respect for the client/supervisee, empathy, 

perceptiveness, and transmitting the idea that each person has potential for 

growth. New skills that she felt she needed to supeMse started with the ability to 

listen to an interaction between the supervisee and the client and bring in a 
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conceptualization, remember what intervention had been planned, and evaluate 

how it had been carried out. She felt that helping the supervisee create a 

conceptualization and plan were manageable, she needed to learn the evaluation 

skills. She found it easier to focus on the overall process when she did live 

supervision (fkom behind a two-way mirror), but quite dificult when she listened to 

audiotapes. 

At Time 2, S3 thought that supervisees might require quite different 

approaches in supervision, based not only in their level of experience or  skills, but 

also in individual factors. For a less advanced supervisee, S2 would likely provide 

more structure. Fn sessions with a more advanced student, the focus might shift 

from basic skills to conceptualizations and transference/countertransference issues. 

She would recognize that supervisees were ready for more autonomy when she 

could see their coddence in their own work, when they could corne up with ideas 

and alternatives and evaluate them, and show they were thinking about the 

process of therapy. She would encourage that autonomy by being less directive, 

throwing questions back to  them, and holding back her own ideas, so as to foster 

the supervisee's own style based in their own life and therapy expenences. Her 

ideas might become just one more option in their discussions. 

Supervision techniques that S3 mentioned at Time 2 included: listening to 

tapes of therapy, using skills fkom therapy for working with supeMsee resistance; 

'yes-set'; structuring sessions according to s u p e ~ s e e  level; and helping supervisees 

reach their own ideas and conclusions tkough discussion. 

At Time 3, S3 still felt she had no theory or mode1 of supervision, because 

she had had no reading or course to give her a framework. However, she liked to 
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then building skills and raising expectations as the supervisee progresses. 

By Time 3, S3 pointed to fostering the supervisee's independence and 

tnisting that shehe could do good work as approaches her own supervisors had 

taken that she wanted t o  emulate. She also wanted to take on the respectful, 

collaborative attitude they had shown, and the non-directive style. At this tirne, 

she the only behaviour of her own supervisors that she mentioned wanting to avoid 

was that of not listening to  the supervisee. 

S3 felt at this time that, although she generdy did not like it, she had had 

to be somewhat directive in supervision. She felt that a certain pressure was 

created by the fact that the supervisee would have only this one, rather brief, 

practicun before graduating and having to do work counselling, so assuring he got 

the basic skills was the highest priority. She felt that if there had been more time 

for the supemisee to deveiop, or if she had been working even with a slightly more 

advanced s u p e ~ s e e ,  she wodd be much less directive. There had been no 

occasions of the supenrisee resisting her suggestions, and if it occurred, she would 

deal with it as she had outlined at Time 1. As reported above, S3 had been 

surprised that she found it so difficult to directly address administrative issues 

that came up, such as the supervisee being late for supervision and not getting 

paperwork done on tirne. She felt that if the problem had been more severe, she 

would bave said something, because she would have considered it an issue of 

professional behaviour. 

In a typical session S3 liked to ask about each client, keep track of what 

was happening with each one, since this was a beginning supervisee. Then they 
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would work on skill building, using tapes fkom therapy sessions, and leave some 

time at the end of the session for questions, concerns and comments. This would 

vary a great d e d  depending on the developmentd level of the supervisee, with 

more advanced supervisees discussing issues they thought important, of concern, or 

interestulg. 

At Time 3, skills that 53 thought transferred well from doing therapy to 

supeivising included the client-centred skills of being there with the supervisee, 

listening to and respecting what he had to Say, and transmitting to  the s u p e ~ s e e  

her belief in his strengths and potential for growth. She &O felt that looking for 

positive aspects of the supervisee's work and encouraging his sense of efficacy 

transferred from therapy. She had recently learned how to use a 'yes-set' in 

therapy, and found it worked weIl in supervision as well. She felt she had 

successfully leamed the new ski11 of listening to tapes of therapy, focusing on the 

overall process, and being able to pick out things that needed work as well as 

things that bad gone well. She still had difficulty being confrontive in s u p e ~ s i o n  

when the s u p e ~ s e e ' s  work was not satisfactory, but felt she had improved The 

more she identified with the role of supervisor the easier this became, because it 

felt like an appropriate and necessary part of effective work in that role. 

For a beginning supervisor, 53 believed there should be more emphasis on 

basic skills and techniques of counselling. For a more advanced supervisee; 

"S3: 1 think that's sort of like, the, the tbhg that caps off your 

training experience, is like, how then do we get beyond sor t  of this, 

uh, the content of what you're doing there. 
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K: The skill level. 

53: Yes, and then, looking at gour process as a therapist. I fs  like, 

let's take a look at the transference issues and the counter- 

tramference issues, because those are really important. But 1 feel 

like, that that's a bit premature to kind of take a look at, for a 

beginning therapist- They need to get the basic skills. 

K. Before they start worrying about the subtleties and the 

sophistications ... 

S3: Exactly, so 1 feel that they, you know, once they've got the skius, 

then they can look at the, you know, those other issues, those 

underlying issues, and see why they might, why this is not 

progressing, or how to deepen the therapy a bit." 

W e  she was very interested in s u p e ~ s i n g  an advanced supervisee, S3 

felt she might feel more out of her depth. However, she imagined; 

"53: (...) But 1 think, uh, again, in that case, because you have to 

respond Merently to somebody at a different level, you wouldn't 

necessarily be trging to find SM for them to do, you'd be 

K: You wouldn't necessarily be expected to just automatically corne 

up with an answer. 

S3: Exactly, you would be facilitating that process for them. 

K: Of discovering and working 

S3: It would be a collaborative effort. Yeah, so in that case, 1 don't 
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think, you know, the expectations would be slightlg merent. You're 

not expected to be the, this wonderfid expert 

K: The magician. 

53: That has some answer for every question that they have. And 

my sense is that, for somebody who's in that kind of, level, as weU, 

experienced level, they wodd also be more, somebody who's more in 

a kind of a consultant position, or, samebody who's a consultee, 

where they're wondering, well, you know, let's kind of think about 

this together. 

K: Yeah, they're more, they want you to help them think about it, 

rather than supply answers. 

S3: Yes, rather than have an answer, so it woddn't, so it would still 

be slightly different, 1 tW" 

The quality of a supervisee's work and conceptualizations would indicate when a 

supenrisee was ready for more autonomy. S3 considered that more advanced 

supervisees also ask for different things in supervision, and that supervisee 

resistance to the supervisor's suggestions can be because they have their own 

ideas, which might be great. At times, an advanced supervisee may tell the 

supervisor about something because he/she wants some help with it. At others, 

hekhe may just be informing the supervisor about what he/she is doing, and 

perhaps looking for some approval. The supervisor has to leam to  differentiate the 

two, and respond appropriately. 
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Supervision techniques that S3 mentioned at TMe 3 included: listening to 

tapes in an evaluative way; the 'yes-set'; giving negative feedback; adjusting her 

level of directiveness to the supervisee's devdopmental level; talkuig about her own 

theorp and expenences; and discussion as a non-directive teaching tool. She 

mentioned that while she had found it fiustrating when she and her supervisor of 

supervision disagreed in early supervision sessions, ber supervisee had felt it had a 

helpful aspect in modelling how each thought about the issue and how they 

handled that difference of opinions. 

The Training Experience and Supervision of Supervision 

At Time 1 S3 did not r e d y  know how her training experience in 

supervision would be structured. She hoped that s u p e ~ s i o n  of supervision would 

help her understand what she was learning and experiencing with this new 

experience, and give her a place to talk and process. She expected to learn about 

supervision theory and techniques before beginning to  supervise. 

At Time 2, S3 reported that she had not had any theoretical or didactic 

preparations for supervising. She had tried to do a little reading on her own, but 

was very busy and had looked into one book she already had, just to check out a 

couple of specinc techniques. Her discussions with her supervisor of s u p e ~ s i o n  

had focused primarily on specifîc issues of working with this individual s u p e ~ s e e .  

She felt that the biggest thing she had learned so far was that the high- 

directiveness approach to supervising was not one she wanted to use. She was 

wishing she could supervise the student by herself, rather than having her 
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supervisor of supervision in the room and participating, then go to supervision of 

supervision to talk about it- 

"53: (... ) It would certainly be in line with what my experience has 

been as a s u p e ~ s e e .  You know, just being kind of given thiç, like, '1 

can trust yod kind of message. 

K: OK, whereas the presence of your supervisor in the room, kind of 

says, 1 don't really trust that you're able to  do this'. 

S3: You're a new supervisor, so 1 need to be here', type of thing. 

K: 'Just in case'. Interesting. 

53: Yeah, that's how 1 view it, although that might not necessarily be 

the view of my supervisor. 

K: The intention. 

S3: Or the intention. 

K: But that's how it feels. 

S3: Exactly, that's how it feels. The intention might be that it's 

easier to observe the process that's going on between myself and the 

supervisee ... 

K: But it sounds like your supervisor is jumping in quite a bit as 

well, t o  the process of supervision. 

S3: Yes, uh hm. 

K: So that reinforces that feeling that you don't yet have the ski& or 

the ability, to kind of, muddle through and learn fkom that, and do it 

effectively 
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S3: Right, right. (...)" 

She felt that if she were allowed to work on her own and to  try a less directive 

approach she would learn a lot more, and feel much more identified with the 

supervisor role. She wanted to leam to balance the level of directiveness to the 

supedsee's developmental level in her own way, by trying what she thought best, 

and seeing what worked. S3 expressed her disappointment with the format of 

supervision in a rather resigned way, commenting that it was only for a few 

months, that maybe she should accept the situation and leam what she could fkom 

it. She did feel that she had leamed some specihc techniques of supervision, and a 

perspective on working with a very beginning supervisee. Later in the interview 

she decided that she would talk to her s u p e ~ s o r  of supervision about changing 

the format so she could supervise alone. 

By Time 3, S3 reported a big change since she began to supervise on her 

own. With the supervisor of s u p e ~ s i o n  in the room, she bad always felt that her 

attention was divided between working with the supervisee and waiting for some 

reaction or interjection by the supervisor of supervision. Now she felt she could 

focus and do things more her way, and was enjoyhg it more. Her s u p e ~ s i o n  of 

çupe~s ion  sessions since she started supervising aione consisted mainly of 

reminders of the supe~see ' s  developmental level, and specifïc recommendations 

for working with him. She felt she had gotten something out of this experience, 

but she wished that it had been done in this solo format fkom the beginning, 

includùig her working out goals and expectations with the supervisee. She also 

would have liked to have some theoretical background before beginning t o  work as 
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a supervisor. She wished she codd have started supervising earlier in the year, so 

as to get more experience, and thought it wodd have been good if she could have 

had a greater variety of supemsees and client cases. She said sbe reaLïzed these 

changes might mean a greater investment of her and staff's time and energy, 

which might not be practical, but she felt that if they were going to teach 

supenrision, "1 think it's important to do it right". She felt she would have leanied 

more if she had had supervisees at different developrnental levels; as it was, she 

felt fairly confident about working with an absolute beginner, but still lacked 

confidence and did not know if she had the skills to work with more advanced 

supervisees. 

Miscellaneous 

Self as Therapist: At Time 1, S3 felt quite confident about her ability to do 

therapy, but not so confident about her ability to articulate and justify what she 

did. She would have preferred to have more expenence as a therapist and more 

familiarity with different approaches to therapy before beginning to supervise. She 

thought that learning to supervise might affect her work as a therapist by helping 

her define her style more clearly, and by giving her a basis for cornparison for her 

own work. She thought that learning to supervise might affect her own 

supervision by leading her to observe the supervision pmcess more and to try to  

understand her supervisor's thinking behind what shehe did in supervision. 

At Tirne 2, S3 felt that her confidence as a therapist was growing, especially 
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as she improved her ability to conceptualize and to place her work within a 

theoretical fkarnework. She thought that learning to supervise might increase her 

confidence as a therapist. She did not feel that supervising had yet affected her 

work as a therapist, because she had just begun supemising. She had a greater 

appreciation now for the good supervision she had received so f a ,  especially 

because it had been facilitative of her growth, rather than directive. 

By Time 3, 53 considered that her confidence as a therapist had increased 

because of her internship experiences, as had her ability to articulate what she did 

as a therapist. She did not feel that learning to supervise had affected her work as 

a therapist or her own supervision. It had, however, clarified for her what that if 

she were teaching someone to supervise, she would definitely do it in the solo 

format. 

Surprise: At Time 3, S3 mentioned that she had been surprised at her 

difficulty addressing her supervisee's lateness directly. 

Comparisons: In the first interview, S3 made 2 comparisons about working 

in supervision as she worked in therapy. In the second intentiew, she made 2 

comparisons like that, plus one cornparison of learning supervision being like 

leaming to do therapy, and one about supervision of s u p e ~ s i o n  not being like her 

own therapy supervision. 

Concrete Examples: In the 6rst interview, 53 used 4 examples fkom her own 

supemision and one from her own experiences doing tàerapy. In the second 
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interview, S3 gave five examples fkom doing supervision, two &orn her own 

supervision, and one each fiom superviçion of supervision and fkom doing therapy. 

In the third interview, S3 gave 7 examples fkom doing supervision and one each 

h m  supervision of supervision and her own therapy supervision. 

Laughing: In the k t  interview, S3 laughed or joked about her own 

nervousness 11 times, about her own possible mistakes or ignorance 5 times, about 

power issues 3 times, and about misc. stuff 4 times. In the second interview, she 

laughed about more varied things, with 7 miscellaneous laughs, 3 about ber own 

nervousness, two about her own possible mistakes o r  foolishness, and 5 about 

power issues. In the third i n t e ~ e w ,  she joked about her own nervousness 5 times, 

about power issues 7 times, about her own possible mistakes or ignorance 4 times, 

and about other things 3 times. 

The Best, the Worst, and How to Get Better 

At Time 1, 53 irnagined that the most rewarding or grat-g aspect of 

supervising would be seeing supervisees grow and seeing that they were getting 

something out of her supervision. She thought that the most difiicult o r  

challenging situation might be if she had to insist that a supervisee follow her 

recommendations, or if there were a clash of personalities between herself and a 

supenrisee. The most imtating or  hstrating situations might be if she were 

explaining and explaining something important and the s u p e ~ s e e  did not seem to 
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understand, and she could see this afXecting the client. 

When asked at Time 1 what she needed to become a good supervisor, 53 

indicated that a greater knowledge base of therapy interventions would be helpfid, 

plus a base in supervision; 

"S3: 1 think 1 probably need more of a theoretical base, ubm, to do 

that, just because I'm the type of person who does need that, the 

framework. 

R: You like to have that fkarnework, to work within. 

S3: 1 like to have that framework to work with, and the be able to be 

flexible, and later to kind of move away from that or, adapt it t o  my 

own needs. And so, I think that's an important tbing." 

By Time 2, S3 considered that being treated as a supervisor, comfortably 

occupying that role, and having the s u p e ~ s e e  listen to what she said and take 

something of value from it were the most rewarding or grat-g aspects of 

s u p e ~ s i n g  so far. She thought that "laying down some limits" around clinic 

reqwements for the supemisee, having t o  be finn about that, had been the most 

challenging situation t o  that point. The most imtating or hstrating aspect had 

been trying to supervise with the supenrisor of supervision in the room. 

When asked what she needed at this time to become a better supenrisor, 53 

identified several components; 

"S3: (...) 1 would really like to hear, to learn more about the actual 
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developmental process of the supervisee, so that 1 c m  be responsive 

to that, and maybe it's appropriate at an early developmental level, 

to be more directive, and so then, you know, 1 can feel like that 

would have a, I would have a basis for doing that, more. 

K: And be more comfortable with it. 

S3: And be more comfortable with it. But as it is now, it certairily is 

not in line with my style, and is very uncornfortable. So 1 think 1 

would like to really leam more in terms of, uh, theory and certainly 

more practice. 

K: OK. 

S3: Added to the, of course 1 can apply it so 1 can get a lot of 

different experiences and it would be nice to see what it would be 

like to supervise somebody who 1 feel is sort of in, uhm 

K: More advanced. 

S3: Yeah, more a peer, or somebody at the same level, seeing how 1 

would, how 1 would handle my own sort of feelings, uhm, questions 

that 1 have about my own adequacy, those kinds of things." 

At Time 3, S3 felt that the whole process of supervising had become much 

more rewarding and gratifying. She especially enjoyed seeing that she was now 

more comfortable with the work and was able to work effectively for the supewisee 

and the client, that she could help clarity things for the supervisee, give him useful 

suggestions, and be a resource for him. It had been challenging and difficult for 

her to have to be explicit about her expectations of the supelvisee, and t o  try to get 
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the supervisee to a level where he had the basic skills he needed. The period when 

both she and the supervisor of supervision were in the room and supervising was 

still the most irritating and Çustrating aspect of her experience; "it didn't do much 

in terms of making me feel like a bona fide supewisor". 

At Time 3, S3 continued to feel that she needed a theoretical fiamework 

and more experience to become a better supervisor. 
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S4's Experience 

54 is a male in his early forties. He was a fourth year student in a US. 

Psy-D. program at the time of this study, and was on his Clinical Internship year 

at a university counselling senrice. He had been a teacher, a counsellor and had 

had some expenence facilitating groups, prior to beginnïng his training in Clinical 

Psycbology. Within his psychology program, he had done 2 extensive clinical 

practica at university counselling services, and had experience with therapy for 

individual adults, one child, and several couples. He had had no experience as a 

clinical s u p e ~ s o r .  

S4's adopted an eclectic approach to  therapy, with elements of 

psychodynamic, developmentai, interpersonal, existential and self-psychology 

models. He had always taken a non-directive approach to therapy, and was 

expecting to leam more about cognitive-behavioural and solution-focused models on 

int ernship . 

S4 was greatly looking forward to learning to supervise; this opportunity 

was one of the factors which had attracted him to an internship in a university 

counselling setting. At the beginning of internship, S4 expected that he would do 

some reading about and discussion of theory and techniques of supervision before 

beginning to supervise. However, this did not occur. S4 met briefiy with his only 

supervisee in December, then began to supervise client cases in mid-January. He 

met with his s u p e ~ s e e  a total of 7 times, and received no regular or formal 

s u p e ~ s i o n  of supervision; he discussed the supervision case with his s u p e ~ s o r  of 

supervision briefly twice. His supervisor of supervision was also the s u p d s e e ' s  
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primary s u p e ~ s o r .  The cases S4 s u p e ~ s e d  were not also supervised by the 

p r i m w  supervisor- 

S4's supervisee was a student in a (Bachelor or Master) of Social Work 

program, on field placement. He had previous counselling experience, and his 

skills were good. This supervisee saw two client cases under S4's supervision, one 

of moderate mculty, and one more challenging. 

At Time 1, S4 was excited about learning to supervise. He felt quite 

confident as a therapist, and believed t ! ï i s  z â d e  it a good time to learn to 

supervise. He was not feeling m o u s  about starting supervising, although he did 

sometimes worry that he might not know what to say in supervision. He already 

worried sometimes that he might not know what to say in therapy or in his own 

supervision, so  this was an extension of that; 

"54: So 1 accept that in all situations, there are times when we're, 

we're dumb, we don't know what to  Say. And that's a, that's a skills 

in itself 1 suppose, is a sort of learning how to, to work with that, sit 

with it, and wait und ... the insight cornes or whatever." 

At this t h e ,  he did not feel able to supervise without supervision of supervision, 

and felt "confident, but not VERY confident" about supervising. Some of the things 

he womed about included his inexperience, adjusting to the new role, and being 
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able to get a sense of where a supervisee was at and what he could expect of 

her/him. He felt he would have to re-orient himself to a reality that might be quite 

different fkom his own experiences of supemision, depending on the supervisee. He 

did not worry that he might not be cut out to s u p e ~ s e ;  it felt like a manageable 

ski11 for him to acquire. 

At this point, S4 felt that is was unlikely that learning to supervise would 

touch on personal issues for himself, although as a new interpersonal relationship, 

one with a teaching/parental component, that was possible. He recognized that he 

hoped to give the supervisee some things he did not feel he had received in his own 

supervision or his own life, and that this fulnlled a personal need for him. He felt 

that; 

"S4: (...) one of the reasons that 1 may like supervision, I think it's 

just another way ... uhm, of building, networking, and building 

connections with other people in the field. So 1 would imagine that, 

if the supervision, if the supervisory relationship was a good 

relationship, that we would stay in touch, over the years, for one 

reason or another, or what have you. So 1 kind of like the notion 

that it's just another way, just like, you know, students sometimes 

c o ~ e c t  to tbeir advisors, and they become on-going presences in 

their professional life, and 1 think supervision also provides that 

potential for that kind of on-going professional connection. I'd like t o  

think that at some point I'll become .-. good enough and have enough 

supeMsory opportunities that 1 will, continue t o  sort of build my 
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o n ,  professional world 

K: Network. 

S4: Some of my own spawn, you know. 

K: ( chuckle)" 

At TMe 2 , s  was feeling somewhat uncertain about superviskg, since he 

had just begun; he did not know what to expect, and was getting to know the 

s u p e ~ s e e .  He felt that he was being partidadg careful t o  be sensitive to the 

socio-political implications of how he h e d  things, since this was an important 

issue for the supervisee, but felt that supervising itself was manageable because he 

had done similar things such as teaching and facilitating before. S4 was feeling 

quite confident as a therapist and that led him to believe he would be helpfd to 

his supervisee. He felt "mildly" anxious about supervising, and wanted to meet 

with bis supervisor of supervision (which had not yet occured). He thought the 

supervisor of supervision might be able to give him an idea of how the s u p e ~ s e e  

thought supervision was going. S4 was a Little worried that he might not know 

what to Say in supervision, although it had not yet occured. He had been quite 

womed about that before the fïrst and second supervision sessions, when he was 

more concemed about giving the supervisee a good impression of himself and bis 

skills, but was already less concemed about it. He felt that when it  occured, he 

would disclose his ignorance and use that as a basis to discuss the situation. He 

felt that would also be a good mode1 for the s u p e ~ s e e  of how t o  handle similar 

situations in therapy, as well as a good way to encourage the supervisee's thinking. 

He reported that he had used that thought to calm himself when he became 
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womed. S4 felt at this time that he obviously could supemise without supervision 

of supemsion, because he was doing it. When asked what he womed about, he 

said that keeping track of the client's well-being was a concern, because he got aU 

his information about the client at second hand He also worried that later in his 

supervisory career he would be responsible for a "quaLitg control" aspect of 

evaluating supervisees; he hoped he would not shirk the responsibility of stopping 

someone he felt was truly not a competent therapist. He did not worry that he 

might not be mt out to supervise. 

S4 felt that supervising had touched on only one personal issue for hun by 

Time 2; his s u p e ~ s e e  had a personal characteristic that was different fkom his, 

and he hoped that he was able to work in a respectful way with this issue. One 

thing that he had been thinking about was the question of matching and 

compatibility between s u p e ~ s o r  and supervisee. He thought that some degree of 

mismatch of personalities o r  orientation could be verg productive, but not for a 

beginnùig supervisee or  one who wanted to leam a specific mode1 of intervention. 

A large mismatch would likely cause the supervisee to close d o m  and become 

defensive, since he/she would be the one most affected. He did not know how this 

issue codd be dealt with, but felt that organizations should consider it. 

At Time 3, S4 reported that in general the experience had gone well, 

although he wished he had had more time in this experience. He had found 

himself being pulled into knew ways of using his knowledge and new ways of 

interacting, and had seen how different supemising was to doing therapy or to 

being supervised. He reported not feeling anxious about supenrising. He felt he 

had not had enough experience supervising to generalize about his abilities in that 



area  He had, during his intemship, accumulated a lot of confidence in other 

professional roles such as a therapist and a consultant that carried over into 

supervision. When asked whether he had experienced not knowing what to  say in 

session, o r  felt lost  or out of his depth; 

"S4: Yeah, it was surprising, 1 remember worrying about that a lot 

more when 1 first started, but ..-. 

H: OK, it didn't actually corne up? 

S4: Once we got inta talking about cases, and, engaging in a dialogue 

and a collaborative kind of questioning, questioning things and 

trying out hypotheses and things like that, it was like, hmm, it's 

easy, we came up with good stufT, that seemed, to satisfactody 

address, the client needs, and our needs, and what was going on. So 

it just sort of, ... the actual process itself kind of reinforced and 

convinced me, this is OK, 1 can do this. 

K: OK, yeah. 

S4: But before that, it's like, oh yeah, 1 gotta have the right answers, 

it's gotta be the exact technique 2 

While 54 had had some concenis about whethet he could manage tbis 

supervisee, due to an issue of communication style, it had gone well once they were 

used to each other. He felt that, while he could work without supervision of 

supervision, he liked having some back-up, someone he could go to if there were a 

problem or if he were seeing a lot of supervisees with a lot of cases and felt 
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somewhat ovenvhelmed. He did worry about the Iarger responsibilities which 

would be his once he graduated and started supervising on a job; if there were 

problems or  some kind of backlash, he would be legally responsible, without the 

"safety net" he had had on this experience. However, he thought that perhaps that 

responsibility would corne when he feIt more experienced and ready for it, and he 

hoped that any mistakes he made would be small oncs. He did not worry about 

not being cut out to supervise. 

S u p e ~ s i n g  had stirred one minor personal issue for SQ; working with a 

supervisee who was chronologically much younger but professiondy only a few 

years behind him had made S4 wish he had gotten into the field earlier, in which 

case he would by now have been an experienced supervisor and mentor. 

Identification as a Supervisor 

At Time 1, S4 did not feel like a 'reaï supervisor, he thought he would feel 

like an "imposter" for a while. However, in sessions he expected to feel more like a 

supeMsor than a fellow-student, especidy because he would be supervising 

someone with less experience as a therapist and who was likely to be considerably 

younger than he was. He thought of his previous supervisors and one of his 

academic advisors as his reference group for supervision. He felt that this would 

help him leam t o  supemise by modelling himself after the best components of each 

of his supervision experiences. He intended to seek future oppomuùties to 

supervise; "If somebody will pay me for it, 1'11 do it". 
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S4 felt he would have strengths as a supervisor based in his previous 

eqeriences teaching and faciiitating. He felt that he had a good knowledge base 

from his professional training and a good collection of life experience that would 

help his supenrisee. He felt he would be good at helping the supervisee with 

problem solving and bouncing ideas around, and that he would be consistantly 

supportive. A weakness would be his lack of experience as a supervisor. 

Otherwise, it depended on the interaction with his supervisee; if the s u p e ~ s e e  

expected a verv structured, didactic or directive supervisor, he/she might be 

disappointecl by 54, although he felt he would be able to "rise to the occasion". If 

the supervisee were interested in learning, or the client might benefit frorn, some 

specific technique with which 54 was not familiar, this would be a weakness. He 

hoped his supervisee would have an impression of him as someone with good skills 

who was cornfortable to talk to. He imagined that if a s u p e ~ s e e  had complaints, 

they might be about his 10w level of dïrectiveness, or that he talked too much. He 

thought that admitting to ignorance when it came up might lower the supe~see's  

opinion of him, although it had never damaged his opinion of his own supervisors. 

At T'me 1, S I  expected the following changes as he leamed to supervise; 

that he would become clearer on his own style and orientation ta doing therapy, 

through the process of transmitting it to the supenisee and seeing the supe~see ' s  

individual style; that it would his confidence in his own dinical judgement, if he 

saw his suggestions working out; that he would leam about supervision itself and 

the dynamics that might occur there; and that he would have the opportunity to 

use some personal strengths, such as teaching and mentoring, which did not get 

used much as a therapist. 
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At Time 2, S4 did not yet fed like a 'real' supenrisor; he did not feel like an 

"imposter", as he had half elrpected, but more like a beginner, as he had felt when 

he began to teach; 

"S4: t...) I can think, remember back when 1 was, uhm, doing m y  

student teaching practicum. You know, 1 mean, 1 felt like a student, 

1 felt like, I wasn't sure what 1 was doing. 1 had a lot to teach, but 1 

wasn't sure bow to teach it, ... and how to, applg it. So 1 feel sirnilar, 

it's a new roles, and uhm, and so 1 dont have enough expenence, but 

1 know how to learn, and 1 know how ta, uh, Pm codident in my 

ability to sort of respond to the, to the responsibility, and leam on 

the job, as it were. But 1 don't feel like a real, if real rneans, ... you 

know, fairly seasoned, and experienced, and competent, and, and is 

operating on a pretty clear, uh, fluent, a degree of fhency, uhm, no, 1 

dont feel real in that sense. 

K: OK. 

S4: But 1 feel real in the sense that 1 take it seriously, 1, 1 recognize 

the importance of the rde, uhm, in the training process and in my 

own groppth, ... in that sense 1 feel real." 

S4 indicated that his sense of being a supervisor or a student changed 

within sessions; in the b t  few and last few minutes of each session, he and the 

s u p e ~ s e e  usually chatted about general topics and about ch i c  issues, at which 

time he felt more like a fellow student. In the body of the session. when working 
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on supervision, he felt like a supervisor, and this was already increasing after only 

3 supervision sessions. His motivation to supervise was steady a t  a high level, and 

it was part of his career goals to h d  more opportunities to supervise. He 

compared himself to experienced supervisors, both curent and foxmer, but at this 

point could give Iiimself permission not to be a brilliant supervisor, but a beginner. 

At this t h e ,  54 felt he had a strength as a supervisor in his abiLity to ask 

questions that helped the supervisee think critically about cases. He had been 

surprised to discover a strength he had not known he would need; that of 

structuring the supervision session, of carrying out a respectful and empathic 

containment of the supervisee's discourse in session. As weaknesses, S4 identified 

his lack of experience as a supervisor, and lack of experience with some specific 

clinical issues, dthough he felt he was good at "learning as 1 go". He felt that his 

supervisee's impression of him was not yet fully formed, that although the 

supervisee liked S4's theoretical approach to therapy and the way he taiked about 

clients, he was still getting to know him before relaxing. If the supervisee had any 

cornplaint about S4, it might be based in some suspicion that the supervisor's 

background as a psychologist might corne into conflict with the supemisee's Social 

Work training. 

S4 had already seen some &ange in himself as a supervisor, principally in 

bis inaeased confidence and lower anxiety. 

At Time 3, S4 did not feel "entirely" like a real supervisor, since he had had 

such a brief experience with only one supervisee, and had finished the supervision 
O 

expenence and begun other things. However he felt that if he began to  supervise 



again, more consistently, he wodd quidcly get into the rok. In sessions, he saw 

himself and felt the supervisee thought of him as the supervisor, not a fellow 

student, although this was tempered by the moments chatting a t  the beginning 

and end of sessions. His motivation to supervise was still hi& and had not 

fluctuated, and he intended to "actively" seek further opportunîties to s u p e ~ s e .  

He felt that his reference group induded his current and previous s u p e ~ s o r s ,  plus 

instrvctors and academic advisors, who had all shown a knowledge and a way of 

dealing with students to which S4 aspired. 

At this time 54 felt that his strengths as a supervisor induded: sensitivity 

and attention to both the supe~see ' s  and the clients' needs; the presentation of 

diverse perspectives and options; being facilitating and not controlling; and being 

easy to get dong with and to talk to  about difficulties or concerns. He felt that the 

s u p e ~ s e e  had been a bit distnistful in the beginning, but had become quite 

cornfortable with him. Weaknesses lay in 54 not knowing enough different specific 

techniques and appmaches to therapy, and, depending on the supervisee's 

expedations, in S4's style of supervision; if the supervisee wanted or needed a very 

directive approach, S4 could probably do it, but "1 dont feel it's my strong suit". 

He thought the supervisee had an impression of him as "helpful, informative, but 

not brilliant", and as someone who provided a safe atmosphere in supervision and 

facilitated the supervisee's gmwth in a non-controlling way. If a s u p e ~ s e e  

expected a lot of s t ~ c t u r e  or direction, shehe might cornplain that S4 was a weak 

supervisor for her/him, it would be a poor match. 

At this tirne, S4 felt that he had not changed much as a supervisor; his 

basic style and approach to the work had remained the same, although his comfort 
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with the role and confidence had increased. S4 was asked in the third interview 

about some changes that he had predicted might occur as he learned to supervise. 

He had expected t o  gain a clearer sense of his own style and orientation to therapy, 

and this had occured. As he had expected, his confidence in his own clinical 

judgement had increased, and he had leamed a little about the dynamics of 

supervision, although with only one s u p e ~ s e e ,  few sessions, and very little 

supenrision of supervision, he felt it had been just a beginning in this area. He 

found that s u p e ~ s i n g  had not been a great change or leap for him, because of his 

background in teaching and facilitating, but that he had found himself working in 

a somewhat more directive and structured way than he had expected. 

S4's Psychotherapy Supervisor Development Scale ratings started out fairly 

high and remained essentially unchanged over the research period. A slight rise in 

the PSDS global mean scores during the period in which S4 was supenrising is 

inconclusive. The Competence/Effectiveness, Identity/Commitment, and Self- 

Awareness subscale scores accompany the pattern of the global mean scores quite 

closely. The mean results of the Sincerity subscale show a lot of variability and 

are often lower than the other subscales, although they rise to the level of the 

other subscale scores in the last two months of S4's supervision experience. This 

pattern may indicate vacillations in S4's sense of being a 'real' supervisor, as 

compared to his cornmitment and sense of confidence in the roles. 

Graph 11: S4's Psychotherapy Supervisor Development Scale Scores 
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Table 11: PSDS Scores for S4 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

5th 

6th 
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Nov 

Dec 

r 

total 
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Jan 11 89 1 4.94 

Roles, Power, and Boundaries 

At Tirne 1, S4 felt very comfortable with the roles of consultant and 

therapist to the supervisee. He felt that the role of teacher would become more 

comfortable as he gained experience as a therapist, which would give him more to  

teach, and as a supervisor. The role of evaluator did not feel very comfortable; an 

'objective' format might leave too much out that was important, and a 'subjective' 

one meant that he might misjudge. However, S4 felt he might be more comfortable 

with an evaluation process which was an opportunity to  dialogue with the 

s u p e ~ s e e  about his perceptions of the s u p e ~ s e e ' s  skills. 54 felt comfortable with 

the role of mentor, and somewhat less so as a professional model, as he still had a 

lot to  learn himself. Another role he considered part of supervising was that of 

monitoring the client's progress and the supervisee's performance; getting 

information about what went on in therapy only second-hand, through the 

s u p e ~ s e e  or Iistening to s m d  bits of tape, might lead to mistalces and 

misunderstandings on his part. 
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S4 recognized, at Time 1, that ciifferences of expectations between a 

supervisor and a supervisee codd create considerable problems. He thought i t  

would be helpful t o  "compare notes" with the supervisee at the beginning of 

supervision, to talk about goals, approaches and expectations in order to reduce the 

likelihood of later problems. However, he realized that some things only unfold as 

things progressed, in which case it would be important to address any £iiction 

directly. S4 felt that self-disdosure would be a usefid tool in supervision, when 

centred around issues of clinical problems and the experiences, learning process, 

and anxieties of learning to do therapy. Self-disclosure about these situations can 

normdize the supervisee's experience and personalize and improve the qudity of 

the supervisory relationship. However, he felt that personal issues should not be 

self-disclosed. 

S4 fe1t that there was a power imbalance in any s u p e ~ s o r y  relationship, 

and that if it became too extrerne, i t  could interfere with empathy , trust and 

rapport within the relationship. He felt i t  would be important to try and find a 

balance. He fantasized that if he found a supervisee "really initating" he might be 

tempted to use his power to "make his life miserable", but that he probably would 

not actually do it, but try to conciliate and redirect any friction. At this the ,  S4 as 

very aware of the supervisor's responsibility to monitor the quality of the therapy a 

client received. He felt he would have to become more organized to keep case 

information straight when he was not seeing the clients himself, and to ask about 

each case every session with a beginning supervisee. He was somewhat womed 

about how hard it might be to monitor the client's progress at second hand, but 

concluded that monitoring the supervisee's skills was one way to insure the clients 
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got good therapy. 

By Time 2, 54 reported feeling very comfortable with the roles of consultant, 

teacher, and mentor. In a change from Time 1, he now felt Iess comfortable with 

the role of therapist to the supenrisee; he felt it would be appropriate to talk about 

the supenrisee's issues as they afTected therapy, but that there was a boundary 

around what was appropriate in supervision, and what should be referred for 

professional help ; 

"S4: What I'm saying is, just taking about yourself, and exploring 

yourself, and understanding yourself, and how you are as a therapist 

K: 1s an important part of it. 

S4: Has a therapeutic effect. 

K: OK. 

S4: But it's not therapy, per se, 1 would differentiate it. 

K: OK, it sounds like a question of degree, and intensity, and of, how 

much something is impacting on your work and on your life. 

S4: And it's still referring, well, no, yeah, that's good enough. 

K: Oh no, that makes sense, the focus is still, you-as-therapist, 

rather than 

S4: Not you as depressed, sufiering person, who is not functioning 

very weU nght now." 

However, he had not had experience with this issue in supervision, and felt he 

would not really know where that boundary was until he did. The role of evaluator 
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continued to be uncornfortable, although S4 knew it had to be done. He would try 

to be fair, constnictive and honest, and would tak to the supervisee about 

anything he was concerned about. He felt that negative feedback might not go into  

a permanent record unless he felt the supervisee's cornpetence to do thrrapy were 

of concern. S4 stiil felt, at this point, that he did not know enough about therapy 

to serve as a mode1 to a supervisee. 

At this tirne, there had not yet been any problems arising from Werences 

of expectations between S4 and his supervisee; 

"S4: But 1 don't think they've become explicit yet. And 1 think they're 

forming, in the process of building a relationship. Expectations sometimes emerge, 

this is the way I think about them, anyway, 1 formulate expectations after I've 

been with the person for a while. What can you reasonably expect fkom this 

person? What does it seem like they can give you?" 

He felt that expectations should be discussed openly, especially in a situation like 

this where it would be important to talk about how to best take advantage of a 

short period of supenision. 

S4's opinions about self-disdosure had not changed fsom Time 1 to Time 2. 

He felt that any self-disdosure which wodd "burden the supervisee" would be 

inappmpriate, and mentioned that he would probably not disclose really big 

mistakes he had made, so as not to undermine the supervisee's trust in hini as a 

professional. At Time 2, the power differential was manifesting itself in small 

ways in the supervision S4 was doing, although he tended to play it down. S4 felt 
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that he wanted to e a m  that power, through his knowledge and capacity to help the 

supervisee, rather than gRining it automaticdy with the role of supervisor. He 

was aware that he had a responsibiliw for the s u p e ~ s e e  leaming ikom 

supervision, so felt he would be willing to intervene directly if he felt the 

supervisee were not putting out enough effort or there were some kind of fiction. 

He was still concerned about monitoring the clients' pmgress at second hand, and 

was also concemed that later, as a senior supervisor, he not "pass the buck" if he 

had a supervisee who he felt really shouldn't pass a practicum or perhaps should 

not be a therapist. At Time 3, S4's opinions of the roles a supervisor might 

take had not changed. Evaluation would still be "not m y  favourite part of the job". 

He mentioned that being a mentor would be very satisfjhg, but would be likely t o  

occur only in a longer-tenn supervision relationship, and should not be pushed but 

should occur spontaneously. 

S4 felt that he and the s u p e ~ s e e  had begun with some similar 

expectations of supervision, because the supervisee had seen him present cases and 

was aware of his orientation to therapy and attitudes towards clients, and chose to 

work with him. They had discussed issues of the differences in their training 

backgrounds at the beginning of supervision- By Time 3, S4 had used self- 

disclosure in superrrision, and found it useful to illustrate explanations and 

situations. He had found bimself most likely to self-disclose about an area of 

daculty or how a problem had been resolved, as a teaching tool, and not about his 

great successes. His opinions about when and why self-diçclosure would be 

appropriate had not changed. The power differential was clearly present, in the 

respectfûl way the supelnsee treated S, but power had not been an overt issue in 
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supervision- Early on, the supeirvisee had been somewhat womed that S4 would 

be highly critical, but it had not been necessary to address this, as it had been 

resolved as the supeMsee got to know S4 and his supervisory style. 54 was still 

very aware the responsibility for the quality of therapy a client received was part 

of his job as a supervisor, but was more cornfortable with that. He felt he would 

begin to worry about it more when he began to supenrise without the back-up of a 

supervisor of superrrision, when he wodd be legally responsible for the s u p e ~ s e e  

and the client. 

Technical Issues 

At Tirne 1, S4 did not have a formal theory or model of supervision; 

3 4 :  1 dont actually have, Sm not really familiar with any specific 

theories or models. 1 mean, 1 probably have a hybrid, if 1 had to sit 

down and articulate one, it would be, I would probably h d  that it 

was a bit of an integration o r  hybrid of some models. But 1 guess the 

texms that 1 used a little earlier, sort of, represent some, some 

aspects of it, i.e., being, seeing myself as a mentor, the work with the 

process, and the interpersonal relationship as an important 

dimension of it in my way of thinking. You know, it's not a power 

model or a didactic model. It's much more of a collaborative, 

interpersonal model. " 
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At this tirne, S4 intended to emulate some behaviours and attitudes of his 

own supervisors. He wanted to be consistent, supportive, flexible, and available, 

and always aware what vulnerabilities were inherent in being a supemisee. He 

wanted to give guidelines but not flood his supervisees with his thinking and his 

theoretical sophistication. He wanted to create a safe atmosphere in which a 

supervisee would feel cornfortable talking about difhculties o r  d e t i e s ,  and he 

intended to be a self-reflective supervisor. Some behaviours of his own supervisors 

that he wanted to avoid included: moodiness; bringing a critical edge to everg 

interaction; becoming too personal; being dogmatic o r  rigid about his own approach; 

and taking on and on, "enamoued of m y  own brilliance", without thinking about 

whether what he was saying was relevant. 

When asked how active or  directive he would be in supervision; 

"54: Uhmmmm, ... 1 Iike t o  be very active, but not very directive. 

K: OK 

S4: Active, 1, ... by active I'm meaning interactive, responsive, uh, 

reacting to  what's happening, being said, asking questions or, or 

rsflecting in some way the, the dialogue so that it kind of expands 

and enlarge it into related areas. So in that sense 1 feel I'm active. 

Uhm, but far less directive, and by directive 1 mean, ... uhm, ... you 

know, maybe, asserting kind of my agenda, or my standards or my 

answers, about things. That's not to Say 1 would never do it, uhm, 

there are certainly situations when it's important, necessary, uh, 1 
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cadt help myself. But generally my modus operandi is to always 

provide, really try to provide a way ... for the student to, uh, learn 

thmugh discovery. Not to preempt their discovery process by being 

too directive. 

Dealing with a supervisee who resisted bis suggestions or recommendations 

might push his buttons, but S4 said he would first try to consider whether he had 

delivered or enplaineci the suggestions badly. Then he would ask the supeMsee 

about hisher reasoning around the situation, and would be wilIing to be persuaded 

the supenrisee was right. He would be more willing to insist that his 

recommendations be carried out if the client were in crisis or at risk of damage, 

but he would explain to the supervisee why he thought it was important. He 

thought that if he ran into this kind of problem, he would consult with another 

s u p e ~ s o r  to be sure he was not "off the track". S4 thought that administrative 

issues such as the s u p e ~ s e e  being on  t h e  for supervision sessions, getting 

paperwork done and reviewing therapg tapes were not very important. He 

reported that he does not do much of "that kind of stuff' himself, and that as long 

as the supemisee was making some efforts, it would be fine. He wodd ask to see 

samples of the supervisee's paperwork, to get a sense of whether it needed work, 

and would make sure the supervisee fulfilled the chic's requirements as t o  reports 

before finishing the practicurn. 

A typical supervision session, as outlined at T'me 1, wodd included 

checking in with the supervisee, asking what was going on with each client, 

whether the plaaned interventions had been tried out or not, and expanded h m  
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there. Since the client load for this supervision experience would be iight, there 

would be time to discuss the supe~see ' s  development and thinking, and hisher 

personal issues related to doing therapy. At the end of the session, they would 

likely take care of "housekeeping" such as whether the supervisee would pick up 

new clients, and talking about opportunities such as workshops. Sessions wodd be 

quite flexible, but the focus would change if the supeMsee had had a rough 

therapy session, to debriefing and planning, or if a client were in cnsis. They 

might sometimes listen to  tapes of therapy sessions and work on the therapy 

process. 

Skills that S4 thought would transfer fkom doing therapy to  superviçing 

included: assessrnent of clinical situations, to help conceptualize and plan; building 

rapport; focusing and staying with the c l ienthpe~see;  commenthg on process ; 

balancing non-directiveness with providing the information the s u p e ~ s e e  needed; 

and knowledge of the impact of "the system and the world" on people's lives. New 

skills he thaught he would need to develop included: any interventions that seemed 

appropriate to a specific client, but that 54 did not yet know; how to help the 

s u p e ~ s e e  give him the information he needed so they were both working within a 

simila. framework; working with client issues at second hand; maintaining a long- 

term problem-solving process with the supervisee; keeping track of client 

information so their well-being was protected; and articulatirig his own style and 

approaches to  therapy more clearly, so he could transmit them. 

When asked at Time 1 how he might deal with more or less experienced 

supemisees, S4 pointed out that more experience did not necessarily mean better 

skills. He felt that if a s u p e ~ s e e  had good s u s ,  he would move away from 
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concrete guidance and monitoring of the progress of therapy to more focus on 

theory and professional issues. He felt that he would recognize that a supervisee 

was ready for more autonomy when he saw it, in the supervise& level of 

confidence, SU, and ability to a r t i da t e  hidher thoughts about therapy. It 

would be clearest if 54 could observe the supervisee's work aiid progress with one 

client case fkom beginning to end, and see the supervisee's development. When the 

s u p e ~ s e e ' s  progress was obvious, S4 would tak less and trust the supervisee to 

bring up difnculties or problems. 

Techniques of supervision mentioned by S4 in the fïrst interview included: 

getting the supervisee to talk about client cases, then expanding from there; 

faalitating the supervisee's self-awareness as a therapist; d e b n e h g  if the 

s u p e ~ s e e  had had a "rough" therapy session; and checking on the supervisee's 

paperwork to see if it needed work. 

At Time 2, S4 felt that he had no mode1 o r  theory of supervision. He joked 

that he was "a grounded theory kind of guy", and that he expected bis theory to 

emerge from his experience and trial and error. 

At this tirne, the behaviows he had experienced with his supervisors that 

S4 wanted to ernulate included: transmitting to the supervisee that he trusted 

hedhim to do good work in therapy, and helping him/her think about that work; 

and illustrating or modelling techniques the supervisee wanted to l e m .  He 

wanted to avoid some behaviours of bis own supervisors: takuig too much, and 

focusing too much on theory and not looking a t  cases, process and practical issues. 

S4 thought he feu into the low-to-mid range of directiveness; he felt that he 
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was "implicitly, subtly, gradually" àirecting things in sessions, through the pmcess 

of containhg the supervisee's &course, a s h g  questions, and talking about 

alternatives. He had not yet had to deal with the s u p e h e e  resisting his 

suggestions, and did not think it would be an issue with this supervisee. How he 

dealt with that kind of issue would depend on why he thought it was occurring; he 

hoped supervisees would feel safe in disagreeing with him, and would t r y  to pull on 

their critical thinking skills. "S4: So, as the risk, as m y  perceived sense of the risk 

inaeases, mg level of assertiveness would probably increase." He continuad to feel 

that paperwork, reviewing tapes and coming on tirne for sessions were not tembly 

important; if he thought these things were a result of a problem in the supervision 

relationship he would explore it. His supervisee was actually quite often late, but 

because he felt it was a question of the supervisee's personal style and not a 

comment on their relationship, he was not concerned. 

A typical session at  this time usudy began with the supervisee arriving 

Iate and apologizing, and S4 pardoning him, Then they would chat a little about 

clinic occurrences, which 54 felt was a way to reconnect. Usually S4 would take 
r 

the initiative of bringing them around to supervision issues, by asking for an 

update on clients. S4 would ask questions to help the supervisee expand on his 

thinking about cases, and would do some slowing down to bring the session to a 

dose. They were not listening to tapes of therapy, or explicitly planning for 

therapy sessions, as that did not seem necessary. An atypical session might occur 

if there were some kind of problem, or if he thought the supervisee was senously 

misunderstanding the therapy case. In this situation, S4 thought he would become 

more directive. He thought that if there current routine got stale, he would 



comment on it  and change it. 

Skills that 54 thought would transfer from doing therapy to supervising 

included evocative empathy, keeping the focus in session, identifj6ng key points 

and central themes, the use of questions to help the client/supervisee to think, 

indicating that sessions were ending and bringing some closure, and developing 

rapport. He thought he would need a new skill in connecting across the Social 

WorkPsychology gap. He felt that he was making an effort to impress his 

supervisee that he would not do in therapy, and that this was probably to show 

that he deserved respect and had something to offer the supemisee. 

When asked at Time 2 how he would work with more or less elnperienced 

supervisees, 54 said he was having a hard time thinking about this on an abstract 

level, that real experience would c l a m  this for him. At this moment early in 

supervision he was focused on building a working relationship with the supervisee, 

and could not really assess his skill level or  what he rnight need fkom supervision. 

The relationship-building process would be not change based on the supervisee's 

level of experience. He thought he would like to observe sessions or listen to tapes 

of sessions before reaching any conclusions about a supenrisee's skitls and whether 

he/she was ready for more autonomy. He would encourage autonomy by reducing 

the number of his own comments and suggestions, and by focusing more on 

afnrming what the s u p e ~ s e e  was doing and helping M e r  be better at what 

hefshe decided to  do in therapy . 

Techniques of supervision mentioned by S4 in the second interview 

induded: giving alternatives and discussing them, rather than making specific 

recommendations; modelling and role-playing therapy techniques in supervision 
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sessions; using evocative empathy to help keep the supervisee focused and draw 

out what he was thinking and feeling; Socratic questioning; giving subtle signals to  

get down to work in supervision sessions and then to end them; and being 

"indirectly directive". 

At Time 3, 54 still felt that he had no mode1 or theory of supemision, but he 

thought some patterns had developed in his work. He found himself working as a 

resource for the supervisee, with a niix of expert and collaborative roles. However, 

even when his expert knowledge was being pulled for in session he used it to offer 

options not directives, and to help the supemisee think about those options. 

At this tirne, S4 wanted to emulate some behaviours and attitudes of his 

own supervisors. These included: not being too directive, giving the supervisee a 

space to reflect and room to develop hisher own style, and helping the supervisee 

recognize his/her own strengths. Experiences he had had with his own 

supervisors that he wanted to avoid were lecturing and doing too much of the 

taking, and making comments or suggesting alternatives in a way that 

unintentionally made the s u p e ~ s e e  feel dumb; 

"54: (...) I aiways realize that, uhm, when someone presents material, 

presents a case, that it's fairly easy for people to always sort of listen 

to it and corne up with 'did pou ask this?', 'did you think of this?', you 

know, people, and inevitably the person who presented the case 

didn't think of everything and it's nice to get the feedback, but 

sometimes you're, you might feel like, you know, a fool, or like 'how 

could 1 have overlooked that?', or '1 didn't think of that!', so you 
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sornetimes wonder, if, because you didn't have answers to all their 

questions or didn't think of all these dimensions, or started fmm one 

perspective, but didn't, but this other perspective that someone else 

suggests o r  offers sounds, you know, more accurate, or complicated, 

or something .... 

K: (chuckle) 

S4: Uhm, you might feel, kind of stupid. 

K. Yeah. 

S4: Yeah, and so, one way that 1 remember kind of, watching that, is, 

if he said something a certain way, described something, 1 would 

understand that, but rather than, uhm, reframe it in my own words, 

which is sor t  of like 'no, you didn't Say that right, this is the way to 

Say it', 

K: OK. 

S4: You know, 1 might say it, you know, we might be able to Say it in 

more precise terms, than the student ..... 

K: Had already said it. 

S4: Had already said it. So 1 try to, you know, and this is part of my 

client-centred tendency, too, is to try to sort of stay with his 

language, and maybe gradually introduce ... but not to steal the show 

from him? Because that can, 1 could use a clinical te=, sort of, 

what he said could be said in two, or two words. And Pve found that 

kind of irritating sometimes in my supervision, because it sort of, 

uhm makes you uncertain, or  feel like you're lacking somethlig." 
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54 stiU felt he was a low-directiveness supervisor, although he had had to 

be active in structuriflg the time in supervision sessions more than he had 

expected. He thought he would use more structure and directiveness with a less 

advanced s u p e ~ s e e .  There had been no problems with the supervisee resisting 

his suggestions; he would ofken contribute something new to the supe~see 's  

thoughts or plans, but he was never that fat off to  begin with. If it occured, S4 felt 

it might "push his power buttons", but he would deal with it as he had outlined in 

previous interviews. Administrative issues such as paperwork, reviewing tapes 

and being late for sessions did come up a little, but S4 realized that his supervisee 

was very busy and already "with one foot out the door', finishing school and 

focused on getting a job. So the work he was doing with S4 was not a high 

priority. If it had been, S4 might have asked more of him. In general, S4 felt that 

supervisees should meet requirements of their practica and show that they were 

taking their work seriously and thinking about it. If' something indicated that 

these things were not occurring, he would discuss it with the supervisee. 

A typical supemision session included a few minutes at the beginning, 

chatting and reconnecting, then S4 asking what the supervisee wanted to cover 

that session. The supervisee usually knew what he wanted to talk about, and 

would also supply an update on his client cases. They would come to some 

conclusions, and review the a bit. They used tape review only once; S4 thought 

they were probably doing this in the supe~see 's  primary supe~sion ,  so did not 

feel it was a problem t o  skip this. They would usually recomect on a personal not 

again at the end of sessions. 54 found himself having to structure the sessions 

somewhat more than he had expected, to rnake sure they covered everything 
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necessary. 

Skills that S4 thought had transferred fkom doing therapy to doing 

supervision included narrative techniques and giving the supervisee space to 

develop, some practical techniques and planning, bringing more stnicture into 

sessions, and the humanistic communication skills in general. He felt that he had 

had to learn few new s u s  to do supervision, that he had mostly drawn on and 

adapted the interpersonal and clinical SUS he already had. 

At Time 3, S4 thought that a less experienced supeMsee would require a 

more didactic and structured supervision, while a more advanced supervisee would 

benefit from more fkeedom. He would base his judgement of how much autonomy 

a supervisee needed at a given time on how shehe talked about her/his cases, and 

what shehe was asking for in supervision. A more skilled supervisee would be 

less likely to be "pulling" for help and guidance. If a supervisee seemed confused 

o r  lost, or  S4 felt he/she was doing something in therapy that was consistently not 

effective, he would explore this. If the supervisee were able to take on more 

autonomy, he would encourage and support the supe~see ' s  initiatives and would 

not step in and direct therapy. 

Techniques of supervision mentioned by 54 during the third interview 

induded: presenting situations and raising questions but not supplying answers, 

nor implying that there was one right answer; staying within the s u p e ~ s e e ' s  

language and wording when it seemed appropnate; connecting and re-connecting at 

the beginning and end of supervision sessions; and listening to how the supervisee 

framed things, so as to understand what he wanted fkom S4 at that point, whether 

help, approval, etc. 
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At Time 1, S4 thought that supervision of superrrision would help him 

improve his supervisory skills and become more aware of what he was doing in 

supervision, in much the same way his own supervision did, through feedback, 

guidance, support, encouragement, and on-going opportunities to discuss things. 

At Time 2, S4 had not yet had supervision of supervision, had done no 

reading or  discussion of theoretical issues, and was not sure of the structure of the 

supervision format; even though he had met with the supervisee four times, he was 

not sure if the primary s u p e ~ s o r  (also his supervisor of supervision) would be 

giving the supervisee s u p e ~ s i o n  on the same client cases he was s u p e ~ s i n g .  He 

intended to seek out supervision of supervision to cl- the format, and get some 

feedback through the s u p e ~ s o r  of supervision on how the s u p e ~ s e e  felt 

supenrision with hiïïi xas gvhg. He felt that the fact he had received no 

supeMsion of supervision or orientation was related to the primary supe~sor ' s  

trust in his skills. 

By Time 3, when he had finished s u p e ~ s i n g ,  S4 had had four short 

contacts with the supervisor of supervision, mostly to make sure things were going 

OK: "it wasn't very diligently carried out". He would have liked to  have more 

supervision of supervision so he could have leamed more, but did not feel it was a 

major problem that he did not have it, because of his previous experience as a 

teacher. He had signincantly disinvested his time and energy in the supervision 

expenence as he realized how it was going. He had then added another clinical 

component to his internship program, and was glad of the time freed up by not 
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having s u p e ~ s i o n  of supervision. He felt that the s u p e ~ s i o n  experience would 

be significantly enriched by starting the supervishg earlier in the internship year, 

when appropriate to the intern'ç skill level. He also thought it would be helpN to 

have the intern's supervise more than one student, whether sequentially o r  

simultaneously, and that if the supeMsees were of somewhat different experience 

or  ski11 levels, that would be an excellent leaniing experience. He felt that the 

. . supervision trammg had been "the weakest part of my (internship) experience". 

Self as Therapist: At Time 1, 54 felt "faù-ly confident" as a therapist, 

although "you can't know all the answers", and felt it was a good t ime to be 

learning t o  supervise, he was ready to share some of what he had leamed. He felt 

that evergthing signifïcant that happened to him affected his work as a therapist 

in some way, so learning to supenrise probably would as well, but he was not sure 

how. He thought that learning t a  supervise would make him more aware of the 

process in his own supervision, and perhaps more mindful, more able to look at  

different angles, and to compare and contrast with his own supervision style. 

At Time 2, S4 felt weU grounded as a therapist, and that this contnbuted t o  

his sense he could be helpful as a supervisor. He thought that becoming a 

s u p e ~ s o r  and finding he could work effectively would also increase his confidence 

as a therapist. Learning to supervise had not yet had any effect on h .  as a 

therapist, but in his own supe~s ion ,  he had become more attentive to the process, 
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and was trying to leam about supervision in that way. 

At Time 3, S4 felt that his confidence as a therapist had increased over his 

inteniship, and that part of that had been a result of seeing that he had 

contributions to make as a supervisor as well. S u p e ~ s i n g  had not affected the 

way he did therapy, but he now looked at his own supervision slightly differently; 

"S4: L . 1  I think it's a more serious job than 1 had thought of, it was 

before. 1 mean, I take it more senously, and uhm, so in a way, you 

know, when 1 have a supervisor now, 1 would sort of realize that this 

is a really important, role, and it takes some time and thought, and, 

and reflection, and not just, leave it for that one hour that you're 

meeting with the student. It seems to me that I've sort of grown to 

appreciate the .... 

K: The cornplexity ... 

S4: Yeah, the relative complexity of it, it's something to be taken 

senously, but it seemed to me that it was more serious fkom, my 

side, as, as a student, seeking counsel and advice and guidance, but 

that it was kind of like a real ... 

K: Routine part of the job, that kind of thing. 

S4: Routine, yeah, that it wasn't that significant for the s u p e ~ s e e .  - 
or, for the supervisor. But now 1 think, you know, ... 1 just recognize, 

appreciate that more, that it's important, that the complications 

aren't al1 fkom the side of the student." 
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He also felt that he had been confïrmed in his own facilitative style of 

supemising, and had gained more appreciation of that style in his own supervisors, 

and for the quality of their work in general. 

Surprise: In the second interview, S4 mentioned being siuprised that he 

had to  leam t o  focus and structure supervision sessions and contain the 

supervisee's communication processes, as he might have to do in therapy. In the 

third interview, he was surprised that when he k t  began s u p e ~ s i n g ,  he had 

been worried and anxious about being out of his depth o r  not knowing what to  say; 

he was equally surprised how fast this worry disappeared once he was in sessions, 

supervising- 

Comparisons: S4 used no cornparisons in the first and third interviews. He 

compared leaming t o  supenrise to learning to teach, and supervision t o  therapy, in 

the second interview. 

Concrete Examples: In the first interview, S4 gave two concrete examples 

from his therapy cases and six examples of his own supemision o r  his own 

supervisors. In the second interview, he used 2 concrete examples of therapy 

cases, 3 about his own supervision or supervisors, and 6 from s u p e ~ s i n g  his 

supervisee. In the third interview, he gave one example h m  doing supervision. 

Laughing: S4 Iaughed and joked quite a bit during the interviews, 

including teasing the i n t e ~ e w e r  about the complexity of the questions. In the 
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fint intemiew, he also laughed about his own nervousness 6 times, about his own 

possible mistakes, ignorance o r  folly 10 times, power issues 5 times, and three 

other tirnes about other things. In the second interview, he joked about bis own 

supervisors 3 times, about things that made him nervous 3 times, about power 7 

times, about his own possible mistakes or ignorance 9 times, and about other topics 

5 times. In the third interview, he joked three times about his own supervisors, 5 

times about his own rnistakes or foolishness, 7 times about power issues, and 4 

times about other issues. 

The Best, the Worst, and How to Get Better 

At Time 1, S4 thought that the most gratifying o r  rewarding aspect of 

supemision would be penonally taking part in the growth of another individual, 

plus the relationship itself, especially if the s u p e ~ s e e  likes hirn and admires him, 

which wodd contribute to his corilidence as a therapist and a supervisor. The 

most challenging or difficult situation he expected would be; 

"S4: Certainly someone that didn't respect me, would be hard. If for 

some reason, like personality chemistry, how they perceived me, my 

traits they didn't like, whatever. Uhm, 1 would imagine, and it could 

go the other way tao, either way, if you happen to be working with 

somebody that you just, you just dont like them, for whatever 

reason. 
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R: That could be very hard. 

S4: That could be a very hard thing to live with for a while. It's not 

to say it's impossibie, it would be part of the growth experience, 

hopefully, dm, but it wouldn't be as satisfjhg, probably." 

The most irritating or frustrating situation would be if a supervisee ignored 

what he said, or if he could not build rapport with the supervisee. 

At Time 1, S4 identified two things he needed to  become a good supervisor; 

some theoretical background, reading and discussion, to provide a clearer sense of 

what he could do and wanted t o  do in supervision, and a supervisee to practice on. 

At Time 2, S4 felt that superviçion had not yet been very rewarding, but he 

had found it satisfying to see he had some knowledge to impart to the s u p e ~ s e e ,  

which m e d  his own clinical knowledge and skills. He had found it chdenging 

to be able to focus the sessions without alienating the supervisee. Working around 

the clinic's and the supe~see ' s  schedules to try to get supervision started and 

then have some continuity had been quite imtating and fkustrating, and 

containing the supervisee's communication style had been somewhat tiring. By 

this tirne, the supervisee had made it dear that he liked S4's approach to therapy, 

respected hirn and saw him as an dy. 

At this time, S4 felt that to become a good supervisor, he needed more 

practice, more supervisees, and some supervision of supervision. 

At Time 3, 54 was again asked about the rewarding or gratrfying aspects of 

supervising; 
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3 4 :  Oh, statu,  being revered. 

K: (laugh) All that kowtowing! 

S4: Idealized, uhm .... 

K: Hey, don't knock it. 

S4: No, there's a little of that, thought, you know, 1 wouldn't be 

honest if 1 didn't Say it  sort of felt good that, I'm not at the bottom of 

the totem-pole here anymore. 1 dont know if that's appropnate, a 

politicdy correct expression any more. 

K: (chuckle) 

S4: But uh, ... that was encouraging, and somewhat empowering for 

myself, as an intern. Uh, ... playing, however modesi it was, playing 

some role in the education of a, ... 1 like education, teaching, 

counselhg, guiding, so just playing some s m d  role in the, growth of 

this individual, ... more in a training sense as opposed ta a 

therapeutic sense. 

K: Uh hm. 

S4: ... That's all. So, my personal, it fed my personal self-esteem 

(chudile), ah, it was a good interpersonal expenence, another person 

that was enjoyable and interesting to know, and what was the third 

thing? 

K. And a good teaching experience. 

54: And it was a good teaching experience. 

There had not been time for S4 to see significant progress or growth in his 
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supemisee's skills, especially since he was not a beginner. However, observing the 

cornfortable and respectful relationship they had developed and seeing the 

supervisee try his suggestions and be excited that they had worked was gratift.ing. 

Helping the supervisee process a client case that became a drop-out had been the 

most challenging situation S4 felt he had dealt with as a supervisor, although not 

tembly so. He had found it frustrating and irritahg that the supervision 

experience had started so late, leaving little time in which to actually do it. 

At this time, S4 felt that to become a better supemisor, he needed more 

experience. 
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Comparison Analyses 

This section reports the results of the analyses of the Time 2 interviews and 

of aU of SI's interviews, as carried out by the research assistant. 

Analysis of Time 2 Interviews 

Anxiety 

AU expressed concern and anxiety about being supervisors, all were womed 

if they would say the right things, all felt supervising was a big responsibility and 

were concerned about clients. All felt greater appreciation for the diffîculties her 

own s u p e ~ s o r s  might face, and felt that the anxiety of leaming t o  supervise is 

similar to the anxiety of leamïng t o  do therapy. 

SI: was feeling insecure as a therapist, which undermined her work as a 

supervisor to some extent. 

S2: spoke of 'panic' and 'fears' when the others used 'anxiety' and 'concems', 

but her panic had dropped by the time of this interview. Was also anxious about 

how to relate to the other supervisors a t  the dinic.  

S3: was concerned about being able to evaluate the supervisee's work 

S4: was anxious about dealing with the personal characteristic of the 

s u p e ~ s e e .  
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Perceptions of Other's Perceptions 

SI: not sure how one of her supervisees perceives her, more secure about 

the other, hopes they find her approachable. 

52: feels her supervisor of supervisor does not trust her enough to let her 

supervise on her own. Believes the supervisee thinks she is warm, but is not sure 

what else he may think of her, perhaps that she is not directive enough. She 

thinks the supervisee might be able to get more of an impression of her if she were 

supervishg alone. 

S3: thinks her own supervisors are fine with her always approachiug them. 

She senses that her s u p e ~ s e e s  thought better of her when they found out she has 

a Master's degree. They appear to feel cornfortable with her and see her as 

kno wledgable. 

S4: senses his supervisee respects him, perceives him as mature and 

confident, because he is an older student. At the same t h e ,  the supervisee is 

unsure of him, partly because S4 is a psychologist and the supervisee is a Social 

Work student. 

PersonalBowidary Issues 

Self-Disclosure: all four felt that self disclosure on the part of a supervisor 

was appropriate as long as it was work-related and not personal information. 

PersonaVBoundaxy Issues: 

SI: draws the line in supervisio~ at too personal topics. 

S2: is concerned that some personal characteristics of the supeMsees might 

affect therapy, does not want that to happen. Supervising has touched on personal 
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issues for her, especially her own confidence - she bas discovered that she knows 

more than she thought she did. 

S3: when thinking about self-diçclosing in supervision, should stop and ask 

herself why she wodd do that - if it is for her own reasons, to reveal something 

about herself or impress the supervisee, she should not do it. 

S4: feels he needs to be sensitive to  a personal characteristic of his 

supenrisee. He accepts that the supervisee's lateness is part of his temperament. 

S4 feels that his own persona1 experiences and issues corne into play in doing 

therapy, and will do so in supervision as well. It can be hard to  separate out the 

personal, but he does not want to give therapy to supervisees over personal issues. 

Roles 

Al1 four felt cornfortable with the roles of teacher, consultant and mentor, 

but less so with the role of evaluator, because of their level of confidence in their 

cornpetence for this role. AU felt uncornfortable with the role of therapist to  the 

s u p e ~ s e e ,  and did not want to cross over that line in supexvision. 

Al1 four either explicitly or implicitly favoured the role of facilitator. 

AU expressed anxiety at taking on the role of supervisor, none felt like a 

' r d  supervisor at this stage, or that they could work without supervision of 

supervision. 

SI: has discussed with her supervisees how she sees her role. Because they 

put her in the role of s u p e ~ s o r ,  she feels like one to some degree. 

52: feels like a 'supervisor-once-removed', the step back being that of having 

the s u p e ~ s o r  of s u p e ~ s o r  behind her. She does not know where she fits in a 
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group of supervisors (clinic staff) and is uncomfortable at the clinic because of that. 

She feels she is in a dual role; her supervisees know she is a student, yet they 

corne t o  her, as to a supervisor, for help and suggestions. This creates a feeling of 

being a studentlsuperviçor blend, heavier on the student. She mentioned 

attempting to mode1 an interaction in supervision, when she mistakenly took on 

the role of the client, rather than that of the therapist/supe~see. 

S3: it is difficult for her t o  fidiil the role of s u p e ~ s o r  with her supervisor of 

s u p e ~ s i o n  always present. She does not feel like a 'real' supewisor for this 

reason. She feels like both a supervisor and a student, but when her s u p e ~ s e e  

treats her like a supervisor, it is gratifying. She feels it is expected of her that she 

give many suggestions, but she is concerned that she is falling into giving 

suggestions the supervisee has already thought of. 

S4: has to balance his role as a psychologist with the role of supervisor to a 

social work student. Does not see the role of supenrisor as a role of power. He 

feels like a blend of student and s u p e ~ s o r ,  but is slowly beginning to feel more 

like a supervisor - he thinks this rnay change his style in supervision. 

Expectations 

SI: actually discussed expectations and wrote a 'contract' with the 

s u p e ~ s e e s .  Supervising has not changed her expectations of being supervised. 

She did not anticipate how challenging supervision would be. Her high 

expectations of herself add to her anxiety. 

S2: has discussed goals and a 'contract' with her supervisees. She thinks 

her supervisees had no expectations about supervision with her, so there is no 

clash. She feels they are quite pleased with the amount of input she has been 
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giving them, so they may feel disappointment as theh autonomy inmeases. Since 

beginning to  supervise, she feels more comfortable asking her own supervisors for 

help than she did before. She does not agree with the expectation that a 

supervisor should practically do therapy with the supervisee. 

S3: recognizes that confiict might occur over differing expectations between 

herself and a supervisee, feels it is important t o  discuss them early on. At this 

point, the confiict of expectations is more between herself and her supervisor of 

supemision than between herself and her supervisee. Supervising has made her 

more appreciative of the supervision she has received 

S4: had not anticipated the need to bridge disciplines. He has not discussed 

expectations with the s u p e ~ s e e ,  but feels they will emerge as the s u p e ~ s o r y  

relationship develops. Supervision has changed his own expectations of being 

s u p e ~ s e d .  

Cornparisons 

What to Emulate of Their Own Supervisors' Behaviour: 

S 1 : positive reinforcement, support, being available to the supemisee. 

S2 : found herself emulating a supervisor's technique of teaching indirectly 

without intending to. 

S3: has been impressed by the 'yes-set' method and would like to use it. 

S4: respecthg the supervisee's stage of development and style of therapy. 

What t o  Avoid of Their Own Supervisors' Behaviour: 

SI: rescheduling supervision appointments, getting too personal with 
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supervisees. 

S2: challenging the s u p e ~ s e e  without being enmuraging or promoting 

growth. Being a rushed supervisor or an 'invisible therapist'. 

S3: failing to acknowledge what the supervisee knows, and being too 

directive. 

S4: talking too much and focusing too much on theory in supenrision 

sessions, to the detriment of client issues. 

Who Do They Compare Themselves To? All compare themselves and their 

work as supenrisors to their own m e n t  and former supervisors. 

Style of S u p e ~ s i n g  

What is important in supervising: Ali four feel it is important to step in 

when there is a risk of danger to a client. 

SI: positive feedback to the supervisees is very important, and that it 

helped her as a therapist/supenrisee She thinks team or group supervision is also 

helpful. She believes it is important to deal with supervisees according to their 

level of development, rather than taking the same approach to working with al1 

supervisees. She feels that supervisee's being prepared for supervision sessions 

shows their commitment, but recognizes the need for flexibility. 

S2: while she had begun with more joint supervision sessions, her 

supemisees had told her it was important to  them to have individuai supervision, 

so it is important to her as well. It is important to deal with supervisees according 

to their developmental level. She feels it is necessary to be responsible and not 
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take the role of supervisor lightly, t o  discuss with the supervisees how to handle 

certain clinical issues such as suicidality, and to also talk over this important 

issues with her supervisor of supervision. She thinks it is important for 

supervisees to be on t h e  for supervision, but has some problems with puactuality 

herself. 

S3: paying attention to the interaction between the therapist/supervisee and 

his client is important, as is conceptuaiizing the case. It is important to discuss 

goals and expectations early in supervision. Humour c m  Let of steam in 

supemision. She sees the supervisee being on time as showing cornmitment to 

supervision, but knows flexibility is required. 

S4: compatibility between the supervisor and the supervisee are important, 

because supervision is the deepest professional contact a therapist has. S4 is the 

only one who felt that issues like being on time, getting reports done are not very 

important. 

Autonsmy: a l l  had similar plans for granting their s u p e ~ s e e s  more 

autonomy and were wilLing to do so, considering that they preferred a less-directive 

style of supervision. AU mentioned asking questions rather than directing, and 

granting autonomy according to the developmental level of the supervisee. 

SI: encourage more autonomy when the supervisee appears more confident 

as a therapist. 

S2: encourage more autonomy whea the supervisees have conuete ideas and 

sound suggestions about what to do In therapy. 

S3: encourage more autonomy when the supervisee appears more confident 
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as a therapist, and when shehe demonstrates a real th;nking process about 

therapy . 

Working in Supervision: al1 felt that their style of supervising was similar 

to their style of doing therapy- All prefer a less directive and more facilitative 

style of supervision. 

SI: follows a developmental model of supervision, gives a lot of positive 

reinforcement, gives more structure until the s u p e ~ s e e  feels comfortable with a 

therapy case, would like to draw ideas out of the supervisee rather than be 

didactic. She likes an active style of s u p e ~ s i n g ,  as opposed to a directive one, and 

likes to use Socratic questioning. 

S2: does not feel she has a particular style or  model, is drawing on many 

sources. Has been doing joint supervision, but plans to do more individual. She 

has been more concrete and directive in supervision sessions t o  this point, rather 

than process-oriented, is dealing with the supervisees according to  theY needs. 

S3: has a different style than that of her supervisor of supervision, who is 

always present in supervision sessions and is quite directive. Her own style is 

more like the kind of supervision she has received. She likes the 'yes-set' 

technique, and thinks supervisees should be dealt with according to their level and 

needs. 

54: uses evocative empathy in supervision sessions, and helps the 

supeniisee conceptualize, but feels his style might change as he gains confidence as 

a supervisor. In evaluating a supervisee, he would point out areas where the 

s u p e ~ s e e  was having difficulty. 
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Therapy 

Differences or boundaries between supervision and therapy: None felt 

comfortable being a therapist to their supervisees, al1 fd t  that a separation of the 

two roles is important. There is, however, some overlap, and that makes it 

difficult sometimes. They all said the line would be drawn at working on 

supervisee personal issues which are not related to their work as therapists. 

All felt a need in supervision to stand back fiom a focus on the issues they 

would have paid attention to as therapists, and focus in on supervising the whole 

case. 

S2: does not want to be the *invisible co-therapist', but a supervisor to the 

therapist . 

Links between supervision and therapy: ail feel that the way they do 

therapy cornes into play in their work as supervisors, ie, empathy, Socratic 

questioning, 'yes-set'. AU feit their confidence as therapists would increase their 

confidence as supervisors, and vice-versa. Some personal issues do inform how 

they do therapy, and therefore, how they do s u p e ~ s i o n .  

SI: anxiety as a supervisor is simiiar to her anxiety as a new therapist. 

S: having the supervisor of supervision in supervision sessions makes it to 

much like co-therapy. 

Clients and Supervisees: al1 are rnindfùl, as supervisors, of the clients' 

interests. Al1 would be more assertive with supervisees if a client were at risk. 

S3: needs to be able to focus less on how the client was feeling, when 

listening to tapes of therapy sessions in s u p e ~ s i o n ,  and more on 
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conceptualization. 

S4: had not yet met with the supervisor of supervision, so felt somewhat 

Like a CO-therapist to the client. (????REALLY?????? WHERE IS THIS??????) 

DiffIcult Situations: 

SI: it was difficult for her to explain confidentiality issues to  supervisees. 

Keeping track of what she had said to each superviçee was also difficult. There 

had been a mix-up over the scheduling of one supervision session. 

S2: the interaction between her 2 supervisees could a delicate situation to 

deal with. There had been no irritating or Çuçtrating experiences so far. 

S3: finds is awkward that her supervisor is always in the room for 

supervision sessions, and that they have different philosophies toward supervision. 

She decided to suggest that she work on her own. Setting limits and being firm 

with the s u p e ~ s e e  is dificuit. 

S4: is hnding it a challenge to 'contain' the supervisee in sessions without 

alienating him; this has been tiring. Working in a way which shows respect for the 

supervisee in relation to one personal characteristic has also been a challenge. 

Working with the supervisee's and the clinic's schedules bas been k t r a t i n g .  

Power: 

SI: does not want to  impose her own views, has some discomfort with the 

word 'power', wonders if this is related to her m e n t  insecurity as a supervisor. 

Has talked t o  her s u p e ~ s e e s  about how she sees her role, and hopes Socratic 

questioning will reduce the power imbalance in supervision. 
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S2: not very cornfortable with power issues. Sees her role more as a 

responsibility than as a powerfid one; humbluig rather than empowering. With 

power cornes responsibility, she realizes the influence she can have and the need to 

be careful. The supervisees do see her as a fellow-student in some ways, yet seek 

her advice and suggestions; she does not necessarily conceive of that as power. 

S3: jokes about wanting power. Feels there is a power differential, but is 

not sure how she feels about it. Does not want to increase the power differential, 

nor flatten it, especially at the beginning of supervision; it is important to establish 

the power base. She is not sure how the role of consultant fits in with power. 

S4: feels deference and respect from the supervisee, and wants the 

supervisee to respect him. Tends to downplay power differentids, feels that power 

is eamed, and senses that his supenrisee is fine with the power situation in 

supervision. 

Resistance: al1 feel they would be more insistent in dealing with a 

supervisee who resisted th& recommendations if they felt that a client was at 

nsk, o r  the suggestion seemed important to the supemisee's improvement. 

SI: would try to fhd  out why the supervisee was resisting, as long as it did 

not jeopardize the client, would probably accept, depending on the situation. 

S2: would want to talk with the supervisee about what was going on, would 

be insistent also if it were an issue of ethical practice. 

S3: the situation and the form of the resistance would determine how she 

would react, she would use similar skills as those used in therapy when dealing 

with client resistance. She thinks the 'yes-set' technique might be useful in these 
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cases. 

S4: would try to h d  out why the supervisee was resisting, and would deal 

with it differently depending on the situation. He would be reluctant to impose his 

views udess it was a potentially life-threatening situation; as his perception of risk 

increases, his assertiveness would increase. 

Leaming to Supervise 

Supervision of Supe~sion:  al1 had increased appreciation for the diniculty 

of the work their own supewisors do, &er beginning ta s u p e ~ s e  themselves. 

None felt they could supervise without supervision at this point. 

SI: supervision of supervision very helpfd, especially because it is process- 

oriented, and gives her positive feedback on what she is doing right. She also felt 

the didactic portion had been helpful, and that participating in this research was 

nearly as helpful as supervision of supervision, because it challenges her to think. 

S2: found supervision of s u p e ~ s i o n  very helpful, uicluding the didactic 

portion, and see herself as a supervisor once removed (fkorn the supervisor of 

supervision). 

S3: was not finding supervision of supervision very helpful. Did not like the 

format of her supervising in a joint session with the supervisor of supervision, the 

joint supervision sessions made her feel like she was not a real supervisor, and she 

did not feel her supervisor of supervision tiusted her abilities to do the work She 

did not want to take the approach to supervision which her supervisor of 

supervision was taking, and they disagreed on how to reach the agreed-upon goals 
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of the supervision. 

S4: had not had supeiyision of supervision yet. 

Motivation: the level of motivation to superPise had not fiuctuated except for 

52, who had felt verg anlrious just before beginning, and ail planned to seek 

opportuaities to supervise in future, except S3, who would accept it if it came her 

way. 

Learning: al1 four felt that they were actively leamhg on the job and were 

confident they would leam as they went along. Al1 felt they needed more skills, 

practice and confidence as supervisors to become better supervisors. 

52: considers the supervision training a 'fantastic leaming experience'. She 

had to leam to be more directive, and felt she was leaning on supervision of 

supervision for guidance. 

S4: felt he had ta learn to take the perspective of the s u p e ~ s e e ,  and was 

also learning to be a better therapist. He was learning to do supervision by 

watching his own supervisor. 

Satisfaction: S1 and 52 reported the experience as very gratifying and were 

more enthusiastic. 

S3 and S4 were more neutral in terms of satisfaction. 

Confidence 

Confidence as Therapists: 
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SI: was not feeling very confident as a therapist, due t o  challenges in 

therapy . 

S2: recent errperiences doing therapy had increased her confidence as a 

therapist . 

S3: talks about having good expectations of increased confidence as a 

therapist due to learning to supervise. 

E4: was feeling quite confident as a therapist, and that his confidence as a 

supervisor was bolstered by this. 

Confidence as Supervisors: 

SI: feels confident in her supportiveness and availability to  supervisees. 

Feels more Iike a supervisor than a supervisee, partly because the s u p e ~ s e e s  

have put her in that role. Feels she will be a better supervisor when she feels 

more confident; supenision of supervision will help with that, as d this research 

participation, by helping her reflect. Believes she will gradually become more 

confident about her ability to carry out a fair evaluation of supervisees. 

S2: has been feeling confident as a therapist recently, which helps her as a 

supervisor. She was in a panic just before beginning to supervise, but her cornfort 

level has been nsing and she has become more relaxed as she sees her s u p e ~ s e e s  

benefit fiom her supervision. She currently feels fairly confident as a supervisor, 

but does not yet feel that that confidence is stable. Supervision of supervision has 

helped her selfionfklence, and she has relied on it perhaps more than the other 

student. 

S3: feels that her confidence as a therapist puts her into a better position to 
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learn to supervise, and that supervising will increase her confidence as a therapist. 

Feeling moderately confident as a supervisor. She is confident that she can respect 

the supervisee's level and not be too directive. She has confidence in her 

supportiveness and sense of humour as a supervisor. 

54: feels that supervision will encourage his confidence as a therapist by 

allowing him to express what he knows and feels. He is confident that he can 

handle the responsibility of supervising and is confident in some of his skills. He 

sees that the supervisee feels safe to talk in sessions, seems to like his style, which 

he feels is encouraging. On a scale of 1 to 8, feels he is at a 5 o r  5 and 1/2 in 

confidence as a supervisor. 

S 1's ExDerience 

Anxiety: 

Time 1: her anxiety was tied to anticipation, and she felt it would abate 

once she started. She wondered if she would be able to step back as a therapist 

and step in as a s u p e ~ s o r .  She was worried about not knowing what to Say in 

supervision. 

Time 2: was still anxious about superviskg, especially about the 

responsibilities entailed She reported not feeling like a 'mal' supervisor, but also 

said she does feel like one, she's just not sure how good a one. She had not 

anticipated how challenging supervising would be, and while she felt less amious 

than when she f h t  began, she was feeling more relief at doing OK so far than 

confidence. She wondered if her discornfort with the power imbalance in 
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supervision was related to her anxiety about being able to do the job. 

Time 3: was beginning to  feel like a supervisor, and had found that 'just 

doing it' had helped her anxiety, that she did not really feel anxious about it any 

more. She still found the responsibility daunting. 

Other's Perceptions of Her 

Time 1: thinks the supervisees will have a good impression of her, and see 

her as supportive. Possible criticism; that she uses big words. 

Time 2: not sure how one of her supenrisees perceives her, more secure 

about the other, hopes they find her approachable. Cnticism; that she is not dear 

in her explanations. 

T h e  3: approachable but perhaps reserved, facilitative of her s u p e ~ s e e s '  

growth. Possible cnticism; that she was critical of their reports, and asked them to 

try things in therapy that might not have worked well. 

Personal and Boundary Issues: 

Self-Disclosure: 

Time 1: feels that it  is appropriate if it deals with therapy in some way, ie. 

anxiety, but personal stuff is inappropriate. Self-disdosure is one way to reduce 

the power imbdance, make herself seem more human. It can be a teaching tool, 

and encouraging to the supervisee. 

Time 2: Same. 

Time 3: Same. 
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Personal Issues: 

Time 1: leambg to superviçe would probably touch on personal issues, 

such as her high standards for ber own work, and whether she could meet them. 

Time 2: felt quite inseme in many areas; as therapist, supervisor. 

Tune 3: confidence improved. 

Boundaries: 

Time 3: had not had to walk the line between supemising and doing therapy 

on the supervisee. 

Roles 

Time 1: feels more like a student because she has not yet begun to 

supervise - would feel like a supervisor when thrown into the role. Comfortable 

with all roles a supervisor might take in supe~sion ,  somewhat less so with the 

role of teacher. 

T h e  2: sees herself more as supervisor than as student. Sees her role as 

supervisor as having many facets, sees herself maialy as facilitator. Comfortable 

with all the roles she might take in supervision, just concerned about maintaining 

the boundary between supervision and doing therapy for the supervisee. 

Time 3: much more comfortable with the role of supervisor, beginning to 

feel like a 'real' s u p e ~ s o r .  More comfortable with al1 the roles a supervisor can 

take, including that of teacher, which she had never actually found uncornfortable 

to carry out. Also more comfortable with the role of evaluator, made it more 

comfortable by evaluating all dong, not surprishg the supemsees with anythmg 
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a t  the end. Found it takes a conscious effort to shift to the role of supenrisor, and 

feels she accepted the power Mbalance in supervision when she accepted that role. 

Expectations 

1: hopes to avoid difnculties arising from differences of expectations 

between herself and her supervisees by talking about them. She feels that her 

expectations of the supervisees might be quite high, but she will adjust. 

Time 2: felt better because she and the supervisees did discuss 

expectations. She had not anticipated how challenging the role would be, and did 

not feel that her expectations of her own supervision had changed because of 

learning t o  s u p e ~ s e .  

Time 3: looking back, she thought she would be tougher about deadlines for 

paperwork, etc, but had not been. She had thought her work as a therapist would 

shift somewhat because of learning to s u p e ~ s e ,  but this had not occurred yet. 

She had expected to leam dif'ferent approaches to supervising, and felt that had 

occurred. 

Comparisons: 

Emulate: 

Time 1: being verg supportive, modelling different ways of thinking through 

situations, being flexible, being a resource for supervisees, and getting to know the 

supervisees early on, their perspectives on therapy and their backgrounds. 

Time 2: giving positive reinforcement, and being on time and available to 

supervisees. 
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Time 3: high degree of supportiveness and a willingness to self-discIose 

when appropriate. 

Avoid: 

e 1: would avoid rescheduling supervision sessions, being too personal 

with supervisees, and giving outdated reading material. 

Time 2: again rescheduling and being too personal. 

Tune 3: rescheduling, lecturing and pontincating. 

Who to Compare Herself to? 

Time 1: former supervisors, maybe to her peers, although tliis was not 

likel y. 

Time 2: former supervisors. 

Tirne 3: former supervisors, and now after working with a classrnate in this 

training experience, with peers as well. 

Style of Supervishg 

What 1s Important in Supervision; 

Tirne 1: thinks it important to  be aware of the supervisee's needs, and to be 

concrete when they require it. Important to be supportive, open-minded, get to 

know the s u p e ~ s e e ,  and consider the client's well-being. Thought it would be 

important that supervisees be on time for supervision, prepare for supervision, do 

their paperwork. 

Time 2: deals with supervisees differently, depending on their level. 
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Shifting from the point of view of the therapist to that of the supervisor when 

viewing tapes of therapy sessions is important. 

Time 3: important to encourage and support the supervisees, to be aware of 

the client's interests. Supervisees being on time for supervision sessions was 

important, had not been a problem. 

Techniques and Supervisee Autonomy: 

Time 1: would structure the sessions t o  focus on videotapes of therapy 

sessions, and through them, therapy process. 

Time 2: similar t o  Time 1; would work with the supervisees' level of 

development, encourage more autanomy wben they show more confidence as 

therapists. Mentioned a more focused style, picking out things the supervisees 

could improve on. 

Time 3: more confident about her style and mode1 of supervision, used 

Socratic questioning t o  increase supervisee autonomy. She found she gave more 

autonomy earlier than she had expected, through questioning. 

Therapy: 

Time 1: sees a link between her empathy skills from therapy and 

supervision. Cautious about crossing line with personal issues in supervision. 

Time 2: similar link between therapy and supervision skills. Found her 

d e t y  in this experience to be similar to when she learned t o  do therapy. Having 

to learn to step back from the role of therapist and be a supervisor, focus on 

therapy and supenisee process. There are different rewards to supervishg than t o  
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doing therapy. 

Time 3: has not really had to deal with the issue of the boundary between 

supervising and doing therapy with the supervisee. 

Dealing with Difficult Situations in S u p e ~ s i o n  

Deahg  with Supervisee Resistance to Ftecommmdations: 

Time 1: open ta the possibility that the supervisee might know best; how 

she would deal with it would depend on the situation, although it might be 

frustrating to face. Factors affecting how she would react would include whether 

the client was at  risk, and how the supervisee usually takes suggestions and 

criticism. If she felt strongly, she would be more likely to intervene. 

Time 2: Same as Time 1. 

Time 3: Same as Time 1 and 2; had actually insisted her supenisees try 

some new things, it was worth it in the end. 

Difficult Situations: 

Time 1: imagined it would be chdenging and emotionally drainhg to deal 

with serious clinical issues such as dient suicidality o r  child protection, although 

she felt she could handle it, and that a supervisee resisting her suggestions would 

be fkustrating. 

Time 2: has had difficulty being clear and not tentative in explaining things 

like confïdentiality. 1s finding it hard to keep straight what she has told each 

supenrisee, and to step back from the point of view of the tberapist t o  that of the 

supervisee. The misunderstanding which led to her having to  wait quite a while 
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for a supervisee was fivstrating. 

Time 3: one clihical case that had legal ramScations that she had not 

expected was challenging. She was frustrated at trying to resolve a difficult 

clinical issue in one of her supervisees' cases. 

Power: 

Time 1: accepts that there will be a power imbalance, but has real 

problems with this, wants to integrate feminist theory, diminish the imbalance. 

Time 2: is not cornfortable with the word 'directive', and wonders if this and 

her discornfort with the power imbaiance are due to her insecurity about ber own 

cornpetence. 

Time 3: appreciates that the power imbalance will always be there, is some 

what more comtortable with it. Feels the imbalance may diminish as the 

supervisees develop. 

Learning to Supervise 

Motivation: 

Time 1: very interested in learning to supervise, feels it is a good tirne to do 

it. 

Time 2: motivation remains high, despite anxiety. 

Time 3: remains hi&, she plans to seek more opportunities to supervise in 

future. 

Improving as a Supeivisor: 
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T h e  1: talking about supenrising with her supervisor of supervision and 

classrnate in practicum will help her improve, as d the didactic portion of the 

practicum. 

Time 2: supervision of supervision will help, and gaining more confidence 

will make her a better supervisor. 

Time 3: feels her ski& and confidence have improved, she is a better 

facilitator of supervisee growth and learning, but there are still areas she needs to 

improve, just as there are such areas in her work as a therapist. She would like 

her supportiveness to corne more naturally, and to be able to offer constructive 

criticism more smoothly in that context. 

Learning to Supervise: 

Time 1: wants to be active in leamhg theory and techniques. Thinks it is 

important to be aware of the supe~sees '  Ieaming processes, feels she needs to 

leam to structure supervision sessions. Believes that this is a learning experience 

like learning to do therapy, and that she will make mistakes but will go on and 

improve. 

Time 2: needs to leam to step back from the therapy encounter and focus 

on the process and the supervisee's work. 

Time 3: feedback from her supervisor of supervision helped her learning 

and confidence. She leatned to be more concrete and clear, less tentative when 

talking to ber supervisees. Found it hstrating ta sometimes not know what to 

sap. Had to leam to walk the line between supervishg and doing therapy 

indirectly with the supe~sees '  clients. Feels she still has learning to do. 
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GratifYing: 

Time 1: Magined it would be gratifying to see the supervisees develop over 

time; she anticipates different rewards than h m  doing therapy. 

Time 2: feels good that she has provided some usefid info to her 

supervisees, encouraged them. 

TMe 3: rewarding t o  see the supervisees' eagerness, openness and 

improvement. Getting positive feedback from the superrrisees about her work was 

gratihg. She was satisfied at how one clinical case in particular had tumed out, 

and was Mpressed with how well one supervisee prepared for supervision. 

SupeMsion of Supervision: 

Time 1: hoped that supervision of supervision would be similar to 

supervision of therapy; guidance, information, support, non-judgementai and non- 

threat ening. 

Time 2: needs supenrision of supemision, especially positive feedback about 

her work. Hopes listening to audiotapes of supervision sessions will help give an 

idea of what is 'really' happening in supervision sessions. Feels that participating 

in this research is possibly more hdpful than supervision of supervision, because it 

asks challenging questions. 

Time 3: still does not feel she could work without supervision of 

supeivision, but less adamantly so than previously. Has found supervision of 

supervision very helpfid; the didactic portion, feedbads, suggestions, and tape 

review. It was especially helpful to have another student in the practicum. She 

wished she had started supervishg earlier, and again mentioned that the research 
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participation was helpfùl in making her think about her work 

Confidence 

Coddence as a Therapist: 

Time 1: fairly confident 

T h e  2: less confident, because of some recent challenging experiences in 

therap y. 

Time 3: more confident again. 

Confidence and Strengths as a Supervisor: 

Time 1 : strenb4 in her empathy skills, which she feels will translate to 

supervision. Feels supervishg wiU be emotionally stressful, but that she can do it. 

Time 2: strengths in her availability, supportiveness. She believes she 

looks confident, although she is not feeling very much so, and that increased 

confidence will increase her effectivt!z~esrs as a supenriçor. 

Time 3: much more confident than at Time 2; about 7 on a scale of I to 10. 

Seeing her supervisees' development and their clients' progress has increased her 

confidence, and getting positive feedback from her supervisees also helped. More 

cornfortable with the different roles a supervisor mîght take than she thought she 

would be. Feels that fbrther development as a therapist over the next year (when 

she will be on intemship) will increase her confidence as a supervisor as well. She 

defïnitely feels more like a s u p e h o r  than a student. 



APENDIX 5 

Quantitative Results: Comparison Participants 

Comparison Participant 1 

1 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

5th 

6th 

Sept 

Gct 

Nov 

Dec 

Jan 

Feb 

March 

April 

96 

90 

92 

100 

102 

5.33 

5.00 

5.11 

5.56 

5.67 

5 -40 

5.80 

5.60 

5.80 

5.80 

5.38 

5.63 

5.25 

5.88 

5.88 

6.00 

5.67 

5.33 

6.00 

5.67 

4.75 

3.75 

4.00 

4.75 

5.25 



Cornparison Participant 1 
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Cornparison Participant 2 

II PSDS 



Cornparison Participant 2 




